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SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND 

REGISTRY: BRISBANE 

NUMBER: 6 / 26 

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS & MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS RESPONSIBLE 
ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE INCOME 
FUND ARSN 089 343 288 

AND 

PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

AND 

LISA MAREE DARCY 

AND 

EGHARD VAN PER HOVEN 

AND 

FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

AND 

SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, SCOTT COUPER of c/- Gadens Lawyers, Level 11, 111 Eagle Street, Brisbane in the State of 
Queensland, Solicitor, state on oath: 

1. I am a partner in the employ of Gadens Lawyers, the solicitors for the Applicant instructed 
by David Whyte, the court appointed receiver of the property of the LM First Mortgage 
Income Fund ARSN 089 343 288 (FMIF). 

2. I have the carriage of this matter on behalf of the Applicant. I am authorised to swear this 
affidavit on behalf of the Applicant. 

Director Proceedings 

3. Mr David Whyte of BDO was appointed receiver of the property of the FMIF on 8 August 
2013 by orders of this Honourable Court in proceeding 3383 of 2013. 

4. The Applicant caused Supreme Court proceeding 12317/14 ("the Director Proceeding") 
to be commenced by LMIM as RE of the FMIF by claim filed on 19 December 2014, 
against LMIM in its own right, the MPF Trustee and former directors of LMIM. 

5. The Director Proceeding as against the First, Second, Third, Fourth and Sixth Defendants 
(collectively, "the Director Defendants") proceeded to a trial before His Honour Justice 
Jackson commencing on 1 April 2019 and finishing on 9 April 2019 ("the Trial"). 
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Witnessed By: Signed By: 

6. All of the Director Defendants had been a director of LMIM prior to Mr Whyte's 
appointment as receiver of the FMIF. 

7. The claim as against the Fifth Defendant did not proceed. The Fifth Defendant was not 
served with the claim and no relief has been sought against him. 

8. By order made on 28 April 2016 the Seventh Defendant was excused from further 
appearance in the proceeding with no order as to costs. 

9. The Applicant's claim against the Eighth Defendant was settled between the parties prior to 
the trial. 

10. His Honour Justice Jackson delivered judgment in the Director Proceeding on 22 
November 2019 dismissing the Applicant's claim in its entirety ("the Judgment"). 

11. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-1" is a true copy of the Judgment of this Honourable 
Court in the Director Proceeding. 

12. The following orders were made by His Honour Justice Jackson on and after 22 November 
2019 concerning the Director Proceeding: 

(a) Order of 22 November 2019: 

(i) The plaintiffs claim be dismissed. 

(ii) The parties file written submissions as to costs within seven days. 

(b) Order of 6 December 2019: 

(i) The plaintiff pay the first, second, third, fourth and sixth defendant's costs 
of the proceeding. 

13. The Applicant filed a Notice of Appeal appealing the Judgment on 20 December 2019. 
Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-2" is a true copy of the Applicant's Notice of Appeal 
filed on 20 December 2019 in the Supreme Court of Queensland Court of Appeal Registry 
with Appeal number 14258 of 2019. 

14. The Respondents to the Notice of Appeal are the Director Defendants who defended the 
Director Proceeding and participated in the trial of the proceeding. 

Director Proceeding — Pleadings and Submissions 

15. For the benefit of the Court in considering the Applicant's application for Judicial Advice I 
refer to the following true copies of the most recent pleadings of the parties the subject of 
the trial of the Director Proceeding: 

(a) The Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim as filed on 3 April 2019 and dated 
2 April 2019 ("5FASOC") exhibited hereto and marked "SC-3". 

(b) The Amended Defence of the First Defendant filed on 3 April 2019 exhibited 
hereto and marked "SC-4". 

(c) The Amended Defence of the Second Defendant filed on 3 April 2019 exhibited 
hereto and marked "SC-5". 
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(d) The Amended Defence of the Third Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited 
hereto and marked "SC-6". 

(e) The Amended Defence of the Fourth Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited 
hereto and marked "SC-7". 

(f) The Amended Defence of the Sixth Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited 
hereto and marked "SC-8". 

(g) The Amended Reply of the Plaintiff to the Amended Defence of the First 
Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited hereto and marked "SC-9". 

(h) The Amended Reply of the Plaintiff to the Amended Defence of the Second 
Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited hereto and marked "SC-10". 

(i) The Amended Reply of the Plaintiff to the Amended Defence of the Third 
Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited hereto and marked "SC-11". 

(j) The Amended Reply of the Plaintiff to the Amended Defence of the Fourth 
Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited hereto and marked "SC-12". 

(k) The Amended Reply of the Plaintiff to the Amended Defence of the Sixth 
Defendant filed on 4 April 2019 exhibited hereto and marked "SC-13". 

16. For the benefit of the Court I also exhibit true copies of the closing submissions of each 
party at the trial as follows: 

(a) Closing Submissions of the Plaintiff exhibited hereto and marked "SC-14". 

(b) Closing Submissions of the First Defendant exhibited hereto and marked "SC-15". 

(c) Closing Submissions of the Second Defendant exhibited hereto and marked "SC-
16". 

(d) Closing Submissions of the Third and Fourth Defendants exhibited hereto and 
marked "SC-17". 

(e) Closing Submissions of the Sixth Defendant exhibited hereto and marked "SC-18". 

17. Further to the closing submissions of the Plaintiff referred to in paragraph 14(a) above I 
also refer to the document entitled "Findings Sought by the Plaintiff' exhibited hereto and 
marked "SC-19". 

Evidence and documents relevant to the Appeal 

18. I do not believe there to have been any dispute between the parties at trial as to the 
following propositions: 

(a) The total amount to be paid by Gujarat pursuant to the settlement was 
approximately $45.5 million (the "Settlement Proceeds"). 

(b) The amount of the Settlement Proceeds was less than the amount of the debt owing 
to PTAL under the FMIF-Bellpac Loan. 
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(c) Ultimately, the Settlement Proceeds were divided between the FMIF and the MPF 
in the ratio of 65:35 and on or about 21 June 2011 $15,546,147.85 was paid to the 
MPF account. The remainder sum was paid to the EMIR 

(d) LMIM as trustee for the MPF provided the funds to pursue the Gujarat 
Proceedings. 

19. Central to the issues in dispute in the Director Proceeding is: 

(a) In what capacity MPF provided the monies to dispute the litigation (ie whether as a 
litigation funder or as second mortgagee); and 

(b) Consequently how, when and why the 65:35 distribution of the Settlement 
Proceeds between LMIM in its capacity as RE for the FMIF and LMIM in its 
(former) capacity as trustee for the MPF was arrived at instead of a full 100% 
distribution to the FMIF. 

20. The FMIF Product Disclosure Statement dated 10 April 2008. Exhibited hereto and marked 
"SC-20" is a true copy of the FMIF Product Disclosure Statement being 'Exhibit l' in the 
trial of the proceeding. 

21. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-21" is a true copy of the FMIF Compliance Plan dated 
16 March 2011 signed by each of the Director Defendants ("2011 Compliance Plan") 
being 'Exhibit 34' in the trial of the proceeding. 

22. The FMIF Compliance Plan dated 28 November 2008 ("2008 Compliance Plan") 
contained similar text to the 2011 Compliance Plan. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-22" 
is a true copy of the 2008 Compliance Plan being 'Exhibit 4' in the trial of the proceeding. 

23. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-23" is a true copy of the LMIM "Conflicts Management 
Policy" being 'Exhibit Sin the trial of the proceeding. 

24. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-24" is a true copy of the email of 17 February 2009 and 
the attachment to the email being 'Exhibit 93' and 'Exhibit 94' respectively in the trial of the 
proceeding. 

25. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-25" is a true copy of an email dated 19 July 2010 from 
Ms Chalmers to "303 Commercial Lending" subject "Notes from Asset Management 
Meeting 14.7.10" attaching an excel spreadsheet entitled "Asset Mment Meeting list of 
loans". The email was 'Exhibit 10' and the spreadsheet was 'Exhibit 11' in the trial of the 
proceeding. 

26. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-26" is a true copy of the email being 'Exhibit 12' in the 
trial of the proceeding. 

27. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-27" is a true copy of an email of 18 August 2010 being 
'Exhibit 13' in the trial of the proceeding. 

28. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-28" is a true copy of an email of 20 August 2010 being 
'Exhibit 14' in the trial of the proceeding. 

29. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-29" is a true copy of an email chain being 'Exhibit 15' in 
the trial of the proceeding. 



30. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-30" is a true copy of an email chain of 25 August 2010 
being Exhibit 16' in the trial of the proceeding. 

31. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-31" is a true copy of an email chain of 30 and 31 August 
2010 being 'Exhibit 17' in the trial of the proceeding. 

32. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-32" is a true copy of an email chain of 21 October 2010 
being 'Exhibit 19' in the trial of the proceeding. 

33. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-33" is a true copy of an email of 11 November 2010 
being 'Exhibit 21' in the trial of the proceeding. 

34. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-34" is a true copy of an email chain of 12 November 
2010 being 'Exhibit 22' in the trial of the proceeding. 

35. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-35" is a true copy of an email chain of 22 November 
2010 being 'Exhibit 23' in the trial of the proceeding. 

36. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-36" is a true copy of an email of Mr Tickner of 22 
November 2010 being 'Exhibit 24' in the trial of the proceeding. 

37. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-37" is a true copy of an email of 24 November 2010 
being 'Exhibit 25 and 89' in the trial of the proceeding. 

38. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-38" is a true copy of the MPF-Bellpac Loan statements 
from 26 June 2006 to 28 October 2011 being 'Exhibit 37' in the trial of the proceeding. 

39. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-39" is a true copy of a Loan Summary document for the 
MPF-Bellpac Loan dated 12 December 2011 for the period 1 January 2004 to 12 December 
2011 being 'Exhibit 39' in the trial of the proceeding. 

40. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-40" is a true copy of an excel spreadsheet entitled "Loan 
repayment worksheet.xls" showing the balance of assigned loans over time being 'Exhibit 
116' in the trial of the proceeding. 

41. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-41" is a true copy of an advice from WMS Chartered 
Accountants addressed to Mr Monaghan dated 7 March 2011 being 'Exhibit 32' in the trial 
of the proceeding. 

42. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-42" is a true copy of an advice from Allens Arthur 
Robinson dated 28 March 2011 sent by email from John Beckinsale / Amy Hoban to David 
Monaghan, Monaghan Lawyers. The advice was 'Exhibit 35' in the trial of the proceeding. 

43. On 14 June 2011 the Director Defendants executed a deed entitled "Deed Poll" recording 
their decision as to the appropriate division ratio of 65:35 from the anticipated settlement 
proceeds from the Gujarat Proceedings as between the scheme property of FMIF and the 
trust property of the MPF. Exhibited hereto and marked "SC-43" is a true copy of the Deed 
Poll being 'Exhibit 36' in the trial of the proceeding. 

Costs 

44. The total costs of the FMIF of the Director Proceeding, including all disbursements, was 
approximately $2 million. That included that part of the Director Proceeding against the 
MPF, which was settled prior to trial. 

Witnessed By: 
CA- j C.-  0 t- 101\A \ t•I 
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SWORN by SCOTT COUPER on this 31" 
day of January 2020 at. Brisbane in the 
presence of: 

Ci /YU -NA,Ki1 /4;-. 
Solicitor 

A-AS 

45. I estimate that the costs of the Appeal to the FMIF would be approximately $150,000. 

46. The Director Defendants were represented by four sets of legal representatives, including 
senior and junior counsel in each case. I expect that the costs of each set of legal 
representatives individually was less than the costs of the FMIF. One reason for that is that 
the FIVIIF needed to respond to and deal with four sets of responsive pleadings, where as 
each of the Director Defendants had only one set of pleadings to contend with. 

47. Having regard to the issues raised at trial and my experience in commercial litigation, I 
expect that the total recoverable costs of the Director Defendants of and incidental to the 
Director Proceeding would be at least $2 million, but potentially more. 

48. I estimate that the collective costs of the Director Defendants in resisting the Appeal, 
calculated on the standard basis, may be approximately $500,000. That takes into account 
that there will again likely be four sets of legal representatives for the five Director 
Defendants. 

ALL THE FACTS and circumstances above deposed to are within my own knowledge save such as 
are deposed to from infounation only and my means of knowledge and sources of infoliiiation 
appear on the face of this my affidavit. 
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CITATION: LM Investment Management Ltd (receiver appid)(in liq) v 
Drake & Ors [2019] QSC 281 

PARTIES: LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS & MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS RESPONSIBLE 
ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE INCOME 
FUND ARSN 089 343 288 

(plaintiff) 

PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

(first defendant) 

and 

LISA MAREE DARCY 

(second defendant) 
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(third defendant) 

and 

FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

(fourth defendant) 

and 

JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN 

(fifth defendant) 

and 

SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 
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LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
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KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 IN ITS 
CAPACITY AS TRUSTEE OF THE LM MANAGED 
PERFORMANCE FUND 
(eighth defendant) 

FILE NO/S: 

DIVISION: 

PROCEEDING: 

DELIVERED ON: 

DELIVERED AT: 

HEARING DATE: 

JUDGE: 

ORDER: 

CATCHWORDS: 

BS12317/14 

Trial Division 

Trial 

22 November 2019 

Brisbane 

1,2,3,8 and 9 April 2019 

Jackson J 

The judgment of the court is that: 

1. The plaintiff's claim is dismissed. 

2. The parties file written submissions as to costs within 
seven days. 

CORPORATIONS — MANAGED INVESTMENTS — 
DUTIES OF OFFICERS OF RESPONSIBLE ENTITTFS — 
Where the plaintiff was the responsible entity of a registered 
managed investment scheme — Where the plaintiff was also 
trustee of an unregistered scheme - Where the defendants were 
the directors of the responsible entity — Where the custodian of 
the registered scheme lent monies to a borrower secured by 
first mortgage — Where the plaintiff as trustee of the 
unregistered lent monies to the borrower secured by second 
mortgage — Where the borrower contracted with a third party 
to sell and develop some of its property — Where the third party 
did not perform the contracts with the borrower - Where the 
borrower defaulted in repayment of both loans — Where 
proceedings were brought by the custodian, the plaintiff and 
the borrower against the third party — Where the unregistered 
scheme property funded the proceedings — Where the 
proceedings were settled - Where the settlement proceeds were 
divided between the registered scheme and the unregistered 
scheme by the plaintiff in the ratio of 65:35 — Where the 
defendants obtained external independent accounting and legal 
advice before deciding on the 65:35 division — Where the 
plaintiff alleged that the decision contravened s 601FD(b) or 
(c) of the Corporations Act — Where the plaintiff alleged that 
the contraventions caused the registered scheme to suffer loss 
of the whole of the settlement proceeds 

Adler v Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(2003) 179 FLR 1, cited 
Agricultural Land Management v Jackson (No. 2) (2014) 48 
WAR 1, cited 
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Allco Funds Management Ltd (receivers and managers 
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(2002) 168 FLR 253, cited 
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[2013] FCA 1342, cited 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Avestra 
Asset Management Ltd (in liq) (2017) 348 ALR 525, cited 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Healey 
(2011) 196 FCR 291, cited 
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(2006) 59 ACSR 373, cited 
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(2005) 55 ACSR 617, cited 
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7 ACSR 759, cited 
Berger v Lysteron Ply Ltd [2012] VSC 95, cited 
Breen v Williams (1996) 186 CLR 71, cited 
Carmine v Ritchie [2012] NZHC 1514, cited 
Commissioner of Taxation v Bargwanna (2012) 244 CLR 
655, cited 
Cowan v Scargill [1985] Ch 270, cited 
Crossman v Sheahan [2016] NSWCA 200, cited 
Daniels v Anderson (1995) 13 NSWLR 408; 16 ACSR 607, 
cited 
Dovuro Pty Ltd v Wilkins (2003) 215 CLR 317, cited 
Edge & Ors v Pensions Ombudsman & Anor [1998] Ch 512, 
cited 
Gamboa° v WCP Ltd (1995) 182 CLR 432, cited 
Grimaldi v Chameleon Mining NL (No. 2) (2012) 200 FCR 
296, cited 
Household Financial Services Ply Ltd v Chase Medical 
Centre Pty Ltd (in lig° (1995) 18 ACSR 294, cited 
Hutton v West Cork Railway Co (1883) 23 Ch D 654, cited 
Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298, cited 
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March v E & MH Strainare Pty Ltd (1991) 171 CLR 506, cited 
Moody v Cox and Hatt [1917] 2 Ch 71, cited 
Proficient Building Company Pty Ltd (2011) 87 ACSR 183, 
cited 
Re Burton (1994) 126 ALR 557, cited 
Re Idylic Solutions Ply Ltd [2012] NSWSC 1276, cited 
Re VBN and Australian Prudential Regulation Authority and 
A Party Joined (2006) 92 ALD 259, cited 
Sellars v Adelaide Petroleum NL (1994) 179 CLR 332, cited 
Shafron v Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(2012) 247 CLR 465, cited 
Travel Compensation Fund v Tambree Was R Tambree & 
Associates) (2005) 224 CLR 627, cited 
Trilogy Funds Management Ltd v Sullivan (No 2) (2015) 331 
ALR 185, cited 
Vines v Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(2007) 73 NSWLR 451, cited 
Whitehouse v Carlton Hotel Pty Ltd (1987) 162 CLR 285, cited 
Willett v Futcher [2004] QCA 30, cited 
Young v Murphy [1996] 1 VR 279, cited 

Canada Business Corporations Act 1975, s 122 
Civil Liability Act 2003 (Q1d), s 11 
Companies (Queensland) Code, s 229 
Companies Act 1961 (Qld), s 124 
Companies Act 1993 (NZ), s 131 
Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cth) 
Corporate Law Reform Act 1992 (Cth), s 17 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), ss 9, 180, 181, 189, 210, 219, 
220, 221, 411, 439C, 564, 601EA, 601EB, 601FA, 601FB, 
601FC, 601FD, 601NF, 601ND, 1317DA, 1317H, 1317J, 
1317S 
Corporations Law, ss 232, 601FD, 1317HA, 1317HD 
Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth) 
Trade Practices Act 1994 (Cth), s 52 
Trustee Act 1925 (NSW), s 14B 
Trusts Act 1973 (Qld), ss 23, 54, 72, 94, 96 

COUNSEL: D O'Brien QC and M Jones for the plaintiff 
G Beacham QC and A Nicholas for the first defendant 
P McQuade QC and J Davies for the second defendant 
P Freeburn QC and P Hay for the third and fourth defendants 
K Barlow QC and G Coveney for the sixth defendant 

SOLICITORS: Gadens for the plaintiff 
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RBG Lawyers for the second defendant 
James Conomos Lawyers for the third and fourth defendants 
HW Litigation for the sixth defendant 
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Jackson J: 

[1] The program of statutory reforms of the Corporations Law in 1998 and 1999 covered 
a number of subject matters. One was the regulation of managed investment schemes, 
including the duties of the officers of a responsible entity.' Another comprised the 
obligations of the directors and other officers of a company.' The two subjects 
intersected in the statutory provisions that were introduced for the duties of the 
directors of a company that is the responsible entity of a registered managed 
investment scheme owed directly to the members of the scheme.3  This case concerns 
two of those duties, as now enacted in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) ("CA"). 

[2] The plaintiff is the responsible entity4  of the LM First Mortgage Income Fund 
("FMIF"). The FMIF is a registered' managed investment scheme6. The defendants 
were the directors of the plaintiff before it entered into a creditors' voluntary winding 
up.' The FMIF is also being wound up under an order of the court.8  David Whyte 
was appointed for the purpose of ensuring that the FMIF is wound up in accordance 
with its constitution and any orders of the court.9  Mr Whyte was also appointed as 
the receiver of the scheme propertyl°  of the FMIF and empowered to bring 
proceedings in its name as responsible entity. This proceeding is brought under that 
power. 

[3] The plaintiff's claim is made under the CA for an order to compensate the FMIF for 
damage to the FMIF that resulted from the defendants' alleged contraventions of a 
corporations/scheme civil penalty provision in relation to the scheme. 

[4] The corporations/scheme civil penalty provisions that the plaintiff alleges the 
defendants contravened arc those contained in s 601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the CA. They 
provide that an officer of a responsible entity must: 

"(b) exercise the degree of care and diligence that a 
reasonable person would exercise if they were in the officer's 
position; 

(c) act in the best interests of the members and, if there is a conflict 
between the members' interests and the interests of the responsible 
entity, give priority to the members' interests;" 

[5] A right to compensation for contravention of either provision is provided for by s 
1317H(1) of the CA, as follows: 

A Court may order a person to compensate a ... registered 
scheme... for damage suffered by the ... scheme... if: 

Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth). 
2 Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cth), Schedule 1. 
3 Corporations Law, s 601FD(1). 
4 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 9 definition "responsible entity", s 60IEA, s 60IFA and s 601E11 

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601EB. 
6 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 9 definition "managed investment scheme" and Chapter SC. 
7 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 4390(c), although the fifth defendant is named as a party, the 

proceeding against him has not been prosecuted by the plaintiff 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601ND(I). 

9 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601N-F(2). 
10 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 9 definition "scheme property". 
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(a) the person has contravened a corporation/scheme civil 
penalty provision in relation to the.., scheme; and 

(b) the damage resulted from the contravention. 
,7 

[6] Simplified, the plaintiff's case is that LMIM was the responsible entity of the FMIF 
and also trustee of an unregistered scheme, named the "LM Managed Performance 
Fund" ("MPF"). Accordingly, it held the scheme property of the FMIF on trust for 
the members of the FMIF" and the trust property of the MPF on trust for the 
beneficiaries of the MPF. 

[7] As responsible entity of the FMIF, LMIM caused Permanent Trustee Australia Ltd 
("PTAL") as custodian for LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF initially to lend 
$16 million to Bellpac Pty Limited ("Bellpac") ("FMIF-Bellpac loan") secured by a 
real property first mortgage over land known as Balgownie No 1 Colliery, Princes 
Highway, Russell Vale, near Wollongong in New South Wales ("Bellpac land") and 
a first ranking equitable charge over the assets and undertaking of Bellpac. 

[8] As trustee of the MPF, LMIM initially lent $6 million to Bellpac ("MPF-Bellpac 
loan") secured by a real property second mortgage over the same land and a second 
ranking equitable charge over the assets and undertaking of Bellpac. 

[9] Subsequently, Bellpac entered into contracts for the development of the Bellpac land 
with Gujurat NRE Minerals Ltd ("Gujurat"), that included Gujurat becoming lessee 
of the land under a coal mining lease and carrying on coal mining operations for a 
time, followed by rehabilitation of some of the land and excision of the land to be 
developed with a view to its eventual sale as residential land or land suitable for 
residential development by Bellpac. Gujurat failed to perform or complete the 
contracts. 

[to] Bellpac defaulted in repayment of both the FMIF-Bellpac and MPF-Bellpac loans. 
PTAL as first mortgagee and chargee appointed receivers and managers of Bellpac's 
assets and property. Bellpac, by the receivers and managers, demanded that Gujurat 
perfoun the contracts. 

[11] Gujurat started a proceeding claiming it was no longer bound to do so and entitled to 
remain in possession of the Bellpac land under the coal mining lease. LMIM and 
Bellpac started a counter-proceeding claiming performance of the contracts by 
Gujurat or that they were entitled to possession of the Bellpac land. PTAL was added 
to the proceedings as a plaintiff and the relief claimed was expanded both as against 
Gujurat and other defendants. All the proceedings were consolidated or ordered to be 
heard together. I will describe them as the "Gujurat proceedings". Eventually, the 
Gujurat proceedings were settled. 

[12] The settlement was contained in three contracts, all executed and completed on the 
same day. By one of them, styled the "Deed of Settlement and Release" LMIM agreed 
to pay $1 3 million to Coalfields (NSW) Pty Ltd ("Coalfields") and Coalfields agreed 
to withdraw caveats it had lodged over the Bellpac land. By another, referred to by 
the parties as the "Gujurat contract", PTAL as mortgagee exercising power of sale 

11 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), 601FC(2). 
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sold the Bellpac land to Gujurat for $10 million. By the third, styled the "Deed of 
Release" Gujurat agreed to pay $35.5 million to PTAL and the parties, including 
LMIM, agreed to mutual releases and to discontinue the Gujurat proceedings. All 
parties gave mutual releases of all the claims made against the others in the 
proceedings. 

[13] The total amount to be paid by Gujurat under the three contracts was approximately 
$45.5 million ("settlement proceeds"), which was less than the amount of the debt 
owing to PTAL as custodian for LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF upon the 
FMIF-Bellpac loan at the time of settlement. 

[14] The settlement proceeds were divided in the ratio of 65:35, as between the FMIF and 
the MPF, by LMIM acting through the defendants as the board of directors, so that 
$15,546,147.85 million was received by LMIM as trustee of the trust property of the 
MPF and credited to the MPF's account. The remainder was received by PTAL as 
custodian for the scheme property of the FMIF and credited to the account of the 
FMIF. 

[15] Before entering into the three contracts that settled the Gujurat proceedings LMIM 
and the defendants as directors of LMIM executed a deed described by the parties as 
the "Deed Poll", recording their decision as to the division of the settlement proceeds 
as between the scheme property of FIVIIF and the trust property of the MPF. 

[16] That decision was made after LMIM and the defendants received external accounting 
and legal advice. In making their decision, the defendants took into account that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF almost entirely funded the Gujurat proceedings from the 
trust property of the MPF, in circumstances where the scheme property of the FMIF 
did not have the cash resources to provide those funds, as well as other matters. 

[17] The 35 percent proportion of the settlement proceeds allocated to the MPF was arrived 
at, at least in part, by treating the position of LMIM as trustee of the MPF, in effect, 
as if it were a commercial litigation finder receiving a percentage proportion of the 
litigation recoveries. 

[18] The plaintiff alleges that the decision of the defendants as directors to divide the 
settlement proceeds and the receipt and crediting by LMIM as trustee for the MPF of 
its part of the division constituted a contravention by each of the defendants of either 
or both of 601FD(1)(c) ("duty to act in members' best interests") or (b) ("duty of care 
and diligence to members") of the CA. 

Uncontentious facts 

Parties and capacities 

[19] LMIM is duly incorporated as a public company. 

[20] At all material times, LMIM was, and it still is, the responsible entity of the FMIF. 

[21] At all material times, PTAL was appointed the custodian for LMIM as responsible 
entity of the FMIF pursuant to a custody agreement between it and LMIM dated 4 
February 1999. 

[22] At all material times until April 2013, LMIM was trustee of the MPF. 
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[23] From 31 January 1997 to 9 January 2015, the first defendant was a director of LMIM. 

[24] From 12 September 2003 to 21 June 2012, the second defendant was a director of 
LMIM. 

[25] From 22 June 2006, the third and fourth defendants were directors of LMIM. 

[26] From 18 September 2008 to 13 July 2012, the sixth defendant was a director of LMIM. 

LMIM's funds management business 

[27] Prior to the events colloquially described as the "Global Financial Crisis", LMIM: 

(a) operated nine separate managed investment schemes or funds (including the 
FMIF and the MPF); 

(b) as responsible entity of the FMIF had a "loan book" (a portfolio of investment 
loans) of up to $1 billion and as trustee of the MPF had a loan book of up to 
several hundred million dollars; 

(c) employed, through an administration company, around 120 to 130 staff; and 

(d) operated a network of domestic and international offices, including two at the 
Gold Coast (Beach Road and Cavill Avenue), as well as offices in Sydney, Perth, 
Hong Kong, London, Auckland, Queenstown, Dubai, Johannesburg, Bangkok, 
Tokyo, Toronto and Seattle. 

[28] The nature of LMIM' s funds management business was complex. It managed 
different managed investment schemes or funds with different objectives, investor 
bases and risk profiles. The business attracted investments from clients of financial 
advisers from around the world. The operations of the business entailed or required 
expertise of skills in finance, funds management, foreign exchange, property 
management, town planning, marketing, accounting and legal rights and obligations. 
In relation to the registered managed investment schemes, it operated in a highly-
regulated environment. 

[29] LMIM had a tiered management structure and its directors and staff perfointed 
different functions and brought different skill sets and experience to the running of 
the business. 

[30] Summarising: 

(a) the board of directors provided strategic oversight and direction; 

(b) each director had a specific area of responsibility within the company relevant 
to their skills and experience. The Product Disclosure Statement for the FMIF 
provided that "[el ach executive is responsible to the Board for the operation of 
their own business unit"; 

(c) the board of directors did not manage the day-to-day business; 

(d) the board of directors usually met four times per year and at other times as 
required; 

(e) there were weekly senior LMIM management meetings open to all staff; 
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(f) the main decision-making bodies governing the operations of the managed 
investment schemes and funds were the credit committee, the funds 
management committee, the compliance committee, the risk committee, the 
property asset management committee, the arrears management committee and 
the audit committee; 

(g) beneath the committees, the staff were organised into work teams or 
departments led by a team leader who was usually, but not always, a director; 

(h) the second defendant led the finance team, at different times David Monaghan 
and the sixth defendant led the property asset management team, the fourth 
defendant led the marketing team, the third defendant led the foreign exchange 
team and Mr Monaghan led the in-house legal team. The first defendant was the 
chief executive officer and the second defendant acted as his deputy. 

Bellpac loans and securities 

[31] On 10 March 2003, PTAL as custodian and LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF, 
entered into the agreements for the FMIF-Bellpac loan with Bellpac. 

[32] Pursuant to the FMIF-Bellpac loan agreements, PTAL as custodian for LMIM as 
responsible entity of the FMIF initially advanced $16 million to Bellpac. As security 
for the loan, Bellpac granted to PTAL as custodian for the FMIF a first registered 
mortgage over the Bellpae land and a first ranking equitable charge. 

[33] The FMIF-Bellpac loan agreements were varied on a number of occasions between 
December 2003 and July 2008 and the amount of the loan was increased. 

[34] On 23 June 2006, LMIM as trustee of the MPF and Bellpac entered into the 
agreements for the MPF-Bellpac loan pursuant to which LMIM initially lent $6 
million to Bellpac. As security for the loan, Bellpac granted to LMIM as trustee for 
the MPF a real property mortgage and a second ranking equitable charge. 

[35] On or about 23 June 2006, various parties including PTAL as custodian and LMIM 
as responsible entity of the FMIF, and LMIM as trustee of MPF entered into a deed 
of priority. 

Bellpac sale to Gujurat 

[36] On 21 October 2004, Bellpae, GPC Equipment Pty Ltd, Gujurat, Bounty Industries 
Australia Pty Ltd and Coalfields entered into a contract styled the "Land and Asset 
Sale Agreement" by which Bellpac agreed to sell to Gujurat and Coalfields certain 
assets including the Bellpac land. 

[37] On 3 December 2004, Bellpac, GPC Equipment Pty Ltd, Gujurat and Coalfields 
entered into agreements which amended the Land and Asset Sale Agreement, 
including a contract styled the "Remediation Licence Deed". 

[381 Subsequent to December 2004, a dispute arose between Bellpac and Gujurat. In April 
2007, Bellpac commenced legal proceedings against Gujurat, and Gujurat filed a 
cross-claim. 

[39] In 2007 and 2008, Bellpac, Gujurat and a subsidiary of Gujurat, South Bulli Holdings 
Pty Ltd, executed three settlement deeds in relation to the disputes between those 
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parties, including a contract styled the "Deed of Settlement" dated 12 September 2007 
and a contract styled the "Amendment Deed and Restated Settlement Deed" dated 23 
July 2008. 

The Gujurat proceedings 

[40] On 6 May 2009, PTAL as custodian for the FMIF appointed receivers and managers 
to Bellpac's property. 

[41] On 13 May 2009, Gujurat issued a summons in the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales ("Gujurat summons") against Bellpac claiming an injunction to restrain 
Bellpac from exercising rights or entitlements under the Remediation Licence Deed 
dated 3 December 2004, including enforcement of any rights or entitlements arising 
from an alleged purported rectification notice under that contract served by Bellpac 
on Gujurat on 24 April 2009. 

[42] On 7 July 2009, LMIM and Bellpac, by the receivers and managers appointed by 
PTAL, issued a summons in the Supreme Court of New South Wales ("LMIM 
summons") against Gujurat claiming declaratory relief that the Deed of Settlement 
dated 12 September 2007 and the Amendment Deed and Restated Settlement Deed 
dated 23 July 2008 were made in breach of the terms in cl 6.1 of the equitable charge 
granted by Bellpac to LMIM and that those contracts were void and of no effect. 

[43] LMIM's summons claimed an order that Gujurat procure the surrender or termination 
of the "Coal Lease" from the "Development Land" and "Retained Land" within the 
meaning of those terms in the Remediation Licence Deed. Further relief was claimed 
for a declaration that by conducting mining activities, Gujurat was in breach of the 
terms of the Remediation Licence Deed and for an order in the nature of an injunction 
that Gujurat cease mining activities on the Development Land and Retained Land, as 
well as damages. 

[44] On 22 July 2009, LMIM and Bellpac, by the receivers and managers appointed by 
PTAL, filed a statement of claim ("LMIM's statement of claim") for relief 
substantially the same as that sought in LMIM's summons. The statement of claim 
alleged that: 

(a) Gujurat had breached the contracts between Bellpac and Gujurat comprised in 
the Land and Assets Sale Agreement and the Remediation Licence Deed; 

(b) under the equitable charge, Bellpac was prohibited from dealing with its rights 
under the Land and Assets Sale Agreement and the Remediation Licence Deed 
without the prior written consent of LMIM; 

(c) Gujurat was aware that it was necessary for Bellpac to obtain LMIM's consent 
to any variation of the Remediation Licence Deed but that without obtaining 
that consent Bellpac and Gujurat, inter alia, entered into the Deed of Settlement 
dated 12 September 2007 varying those contracts and Bellpac and Gujurat, inter 
alia, entered into the Amendment Deed and Restated Settlement Deed dated 23 
July 2008 also varying those contracts; and 

(d) accordingly, the Deed of Settlement and the Amendment Deed and Restated 
Settlement Deed were void or unenforceable by Gujurat. 
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[45] Up to this time PTAL, as custodian of the FMIF, was not a party to the proceedings, 
although Bellpac was acting through the receivers and managers appointed by PTAL. 

[46] Gujurat's summons was intended to establish its entitlement to continue its mining 
operations, that it was not required to remediate the Bellpac land and would have 
unfettered access to the parts described as the Development Land and the Retained 
Land, so long as the coal mining lease remained on foot. LMIM's summons and 
statement of claim were intended to achieve the opposite outcome. 

[47] LMIM's view was that the Bellpac land was unsaleable while Gujurat remained in 
occupation under the coal mining lease and that Gujurat was the only likely buyer. 

[48] On 30 November 2009, PTAL was joined as a plaintiff to LMIM's summons and 
statement of claim and PTAL made similar claims to those made by LMIM. 

[49] On 8 February 2010, LMIM, Bellpac and PTAL, as plaintiffs, filed a commercial list 
statement in the Supreme Court of New South Wales against Gujurat, Coalfields, Coal 
Contractors Australia Pty Ltd, and GPC Equipment Pty Ltd as defendants. The relief 
previously claimed against Gujurat by the statement of claim was altered. A 
declaration and damages for contravention of ss 51A and 52 of the Trade Practices 
Act 1974 (Cth) and Gujurat's liability as a person involved in the contraventions under 
s 75B of that Act were claimed. Alternatively, the plaintiffs claimed damages for 
Gujurat tortiously interfering in the contractual relations between Bellpac and LMIM 
and Bellpac and PTAL under their equitable charges. 

[50] On 16 March 2010, Coalfields filed a cross-claim against Bellpac and Gujurat. On 25 
June 2010, Gujurat filed a cross-claim against Bellpac, LMIM and PTAL. 

[5]] Summarising, LMIM's claim as trustee of the MPF was not a claim to enforce its 
rights as second mortgagee or second chargee as such. In substance, it was a claim 
for relief as to the invalidity of contracts between Bellpac and Gujurat or for damages 
based on misleading or deceptive or unconscionable conduct or tortious interference 
with contractual relations by Gujurat. Bellpac's claim by the receivers and managers 
appointed by PTAL was for similar relief as to the validity of the contracts. From the 
time it was joined as a party to the proceedings, PTAL made a similar claim to 
LMIM's claim. 

Funding the proceedings 

[52] From about July 2009 onwards, cash funds from the scheme property of the FMIF 
were not available to fund the proceedings or any settlement thereof. 

[53] LMIM as trustee for the MPF funded the proceedings and settlement thereof, almost 
entirely, and provided further funding for other recoveries, as follows: 

(a) MPF funded $1,597,566.19, which included $61,730.21 paid after LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF was credited with and received its 35 percent proportion of 
the settlement proceeds; 

(b) Prior to receiving a proportion of the settlement proceeds, LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF also funded $414,585.71 in respect of other recoveries, being 
proceedings to recover on the bonds issued by Gujurat and to sue the guarantor; 
and 
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(c) After receiving its proportion of the settlement proceeds, LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF continued to provide funding in respect of those matters to an amount 
of $524,289.40. 

Settlement contracts and payments 

[54] On 9 November 2010, a non-binding heads of agreement was executed at a mediation 
between the parties to the Gujurat proceedings. The heads of agreement provided for 
the compromise of all the claims made by the parties in the proceedings. 

[55] Between 9 November 2010 and 2 June 2011, the parties continued to negotiate 
settlement of the Gujurat proceedings. The negotiations were protracted. Gujurat 
proved to be a difficult counter-party. 

[56] On or about 21 June 2011, the Deed of Settlement and Release, the Gujurat contract 
and the Deed of Release were executed. As previously summarised, under those 
contracts, at completion: 

(a) LMIM was to pay Coalfields the sum of $1.3 million by bank cheque pursuant 
to the Deed of Settlement and Release; 

(b) PTAL was to receive $10 million pursuant to clause 16.7 of the Gujurat contract; 
and 

(c) PTAL was to receive $35.5 million pursuant to clause 7 of the Deed of Release. 

[57] LMTIVI as trustee of the MPF agreed to discontinue its claims and give a release from 
all claims to the other parties as part of the consideration for the payment by Gujurat 
of $35.5 million under the Deed of Release. Accordingly, it was necessary for LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF to agree to the Deed of Release to settle the proceedings. As 
well, under the Deed of Settlement and Release, Coalfields agreed to remove the 
caveats it had lodged over the Bellpac land. Accordingly, it was necessary for LMIM 
to agree to pay Coalfields $1.3 million under the Deed of Settlement and Release to 
settle the proceedings. 

[58] On 21 June 2011, Aliens, as lawyers for the plaintiffs, directed Gujurat to pay the total 
amount of $45.5 million to different payees at completion. LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF received a bank cheque on account of its proportion of the settlement proceeds 
at settlement. 

[59] The amount LMIM as trustee of the MPF received at completion (after adjustments) 
was approximately $13.6 million. On the extended settlement date (8 September 
2011), a further amount of approximately $1.9 million was received. 

Division of the settlement proceeds 

[60] On 1 December 2010, David Monaghan sent an email to the second defendant, copied 
to the sixth defendant, which stated: 

"I have investigated the going rate for litigation funding. Advice from 
Allens is that they believe it is usually 30-35% of the recovered sum, but 
varies from transaction to transaction. They referred me to a reported case 
in which the figure was 30-45%, depending on when the recovery 
happened. If the recovery happened at or prior to mediation (as in our 
case) it was 30%. There were also other amounts charged, up to $115,000 
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as a fee, plus I believe the actual outlays (paid in legal costs) could also be 
recovered. 

In our case the settlement sum was effectively paid for the sale of the land, 
which must have had some value anyway, but I believe there is a good 
argument that the land was practically unsaleable if not sold to Gujurat, 
and Gujurat needed to be persuaded to buy it via the litigation. So perhaps 
you could say that the amount recovered was effectively the additional 
amount you have obtained over and above what would have been obtained 
from a straight sale of the land (eg by auction). It is difficult to know what 
the latter figure would be, but I think it could be somewhere around $10M 
(an educated guess). On that basis I think there would be an argument that 
up to 30% of $40M (being the recovered amount of $50M less the value 
of the land assumed at $10M) could be justified. That gives you a figure 
of $16M. 

These are very rough figures but give you a guide. It would be a good idea 
to have some sort of independent confirmation of what is reasonable. I 
think an accountant is the type of person you would ask to provide that 
confirmation." 

[61] On 2 December 2010, Andrew Petrik of LMIM sent an email to the sixth defendant 
copied to the second defendant, the third defendant, Ivh- Monaghan and the first 
defendant referring to a presentation from "IMF funding" which denoted a range of 
litigation funding fees. Mr Petrik identified the quantum of funds contributions 
respectively by the FMIF and the MPF and stated that "MPF has contributed around 
95% of funds for legal proceedings against Bellpac". 

[62] On 3 December 2010, the second defendant instructed Mr Monaghan to contact Aaron 
Lavell at WMS to initiate obtaining an independent accountant's report. The fonual 
engagement of WMS was arranged by Mr Monaghan, in conjunction with the sixth 
defendant. 

[63] On 7 March 2011, LMIM received advice from WMS as to the appropriate proportion 
to be paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF from the litigation settlement proceeds 
("WMS report"). 

[64] On 14 March 2011, the second defendant advised the other directors of LMIM that 
she had instructed Mr Monaghan to seek further advice on the proposed division of 
funds from the settlement of the Bellpac proceedings. She held concerns that the 
WMS report was accounting advice only. 

[65] On 17 March 2011, Mr Monaghan instructed John Beckinsale, a partner of Aliens, to 
proceed with the advice. Having identified the need for legal advice, Mr Monaghan 
was tasked with instructing Aliens and framing the teims of the advice sought. Mr 
Monaghan's instructions to Aliens stated, in part: 

"Please note that Alf Pappalardo and Bruce Wacker are acting in 
relation to documenting the settlement with Gujurat. 

I am seeking an  advice continuing that the proposed split of proceeds 
between the funds is legally acceptable given that LM is in a position of 
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conflict, being the trustee of both the FMIF and the MPF. I am happy to 
discuss the scope of the required advice with you further". (emphasis 
added) 

[66] On 28 March 2011, LMIM received advice from Aliens ("Aliens advice") that it was 
legally acceptable to divide the settlement proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF in 
the ratio of 65:35. The advice stated, by way of summary, that "He consider that it 
is legally acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF 
on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered Accountants, despite the RE 
being in a position of conflict". That opinion was expressed to be subject to a number 
of matters detailed in the summary. 

[671 On 7 April 2011, Mr Monaghan provided a copy of the Aliens advice to the second 
defendant and Mr Fischer under cover of an email which stated "there is a lot to wade 
through, butthe conclusion is that the transaction is okay". That summary was sent on 
to the third defendant and the sixth defendant. 

[68] On 14 June 2011, LMIM and each of the directors executed a deed poll ("Deed Poll") 
that provided for the settlement proceeds to be divided 65 percent to the FMIF and 35 
percent to the MPF ("ratio of 65:35"). 

The Deed Poll 

[69] The Deed Poll provided: 

"BACKGROUND 

H. Shortly after LM commenced the litigation, redemptions from the 
FMIF were frozen which resulted in no new funds flowing in from 
investors and an obligation to remit borrower's payments to LM's 
former funder, the Commonwealth Bank. FMIF was in the position 
of being unable to provide funding for the litigation and of being 
unable to satisfy any adverse costs orders that might have been made 
against LM. Accordingly, the MPF has contributed the majority of 
the funding for the litigation (and certain other actions designed to 
recover funds from Gujurat or put pressure on it) amounting to 
approximately 91% of the total funding (the FMIF has contributed 
the remaining 9%) 

I. The FMIF and the MPF did not enter into any formal agreement to 
split the proceeds recovered by the litigation however it was the 
understanding of LM's Directors that it was appropriate for MPF's 
contribution to be recognised by providing MPF with a share of the 
proceeds recovered by the litigation 

3. DIRECTORS CONCLUSIONS 
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3.1 After giving full and comprehensive consideration to all of the 
relevant issues, the Directors have concluded that: 

(b) there is a need for the FMIF RE to reach agreement with the 
MPF Trustee about sharing the litigation settlement proceeds 
with the MPF because the overall settlement cannot occur 
without the agreement of the MPF Trustee. 

(m) the Settlement Proposals would be reasonable in the 
circumstances if LM as RE of the FMIF and LM as Trustee of 
the MPF were dealing at arm's length — the Directors have 
come to this conclusion on the basis of their own experience 
and previous dealings in relation to comparable transactions 
as well as the WMS Report. The proposed Proceeds Split is 
similar to that which would prevail in the open market for 
similar transactions between unrelated parties and is not 
extraordinary or excessively generous — in giving 
consideration to this issue, the Directors considered the 
litigation funding practices in the open market. 

in light of the independent expert advice as well as a report that 
has been prepared in accordance with RG111 and RG112 has 
been received the Settlement Proposals are fair and reasonable 
and are approved." 

The Deed of Release 

[70] The Deed of Release provided for: 

(a) mutual releases by the parties to the proceedings of all claims, including the 
claim brought by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; and 

(b) LMIM to execute consent orders that would dismiss the proceedings and, 
therefore, the claims brought by LMIM as trustee for the MPF. 

[71] The Gujurat contract is referred to in the Deed of Release as the "Sale Contract" and 
defined in the Deed of Release as a "Transaction Document" any breach of which was 
excluded from the release (see cl 5.1, 6.1). It was not entered into irrespective of the 
Deed of Release or the Deed of Settlement and Release. 

[72] The Deed of Release provided for Gujurat to pay the amount due under it to PTAL 
and did not provide for Gujurat to pay any sum to LMIM. However, the Deed of 
Release was entered into after the Deed Poll had been executed by LMIM and the 
directors and the instructions given to Gujurat for payment on settlement on the same 
day that the Deed of Release was entered into included the payment of a sum by bank 
cheque to LMIM. 

[73] Before turning to the contentions or any further detail as to the facts, it is appropriate 
to consider the operation of the relevant sections of the CA in some detail. 
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Duty to act in members' best interests 

[74] As previously stated, both relevant duties were introduced as part of Chapter 5C of 
the Corporations Law in 1998.12  Not long afterwards, the duties of a director or officer 
of a company were amended,13  to include ss 180 and 181 of the CA in the following 
relevant form: 

"180 Care and diligence—civil obligation only 

Care and diligence—directors and other officers 

(1) A director or other officer of a corporation must exercise their 
powers and discharge their duties with the degree of care and 
diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they: 

(a) were a director or officer of a corporation in the corporation's 
circumstances; and 

(b) occupied the office held by, and had the same responsibilities 
within the corporation as, the director or officer. 

Note: This subsection is a civil penalty provision (see section 
1317E). 

Business judgment rule 

(2) A director or other officer of a corporation who makes a business 
judgment is taken to meet the requirements of subsection (1), and 
their equivalent duties at common law and in equity, in respect of 
the judgment if they: 

(a) make the judgment in good faith for a proper purpose; and 

(b) do not have a material personal interest in the subject matter 
of the judgment; and 

(c) inform themselves about the subject matter of the judgment to 
the extent they reasonably believe to be appropriate; and 

(d) rationally believe that the judgment is in the best interests of 
the corporation. 

The director's or officer's belief that the judgment is in the best 
interests of the corporation is a rational one unless the belief is one 
that no reasonable person in their position would hold. 

Note: This subsection only operates in relation to duties under this 
section and their equivalent duties at common law or in equity (including 
the duty of care that arises under the common law principles governing 
liability for negligence)—it does not operate in relation to duties under 
any other provision of this Act or under any other laws. 

(3) In this section: 

12 Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth). 
13 Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cth), Schedule 1. 
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business judgment means any decision to take or not take action in 
respect of a matter relevant to the business operations of the 
corporation. 

181 Good faith—civil obligations 

Good faith—directors and other officers 

(1) A director or other officer of a corporation must exercise their powers 
and discharge their duties: 

(a) in good faith in the best interests of the corporation; and 

(b) for a proper purpose. 

Note I: This subsection is a civil penalty provision (see 
section 1317E). 

Note 2: Section 187 deals with the situation of directors of 
wholly-owned subsidiaries. 

(2) A person who is involved in a contravention of subsection (1) 
contravenes this subsection.. 

Note 1: Section 79 defines involved. 

Note 2: This subsection is a civil penalty provision (see 
section 1317E)." 

[75] None of the pre-1998 corporations or company law legislative provisions contained 
an express duty "to act in the best interests" of the company. That was first introduced 
by ss 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Law, followed by s 181(a) of 
the Corporations Law. 

[76] The origin of ss 601FD(1)(c) and the corresponding duty of a responsible entity under 
s 601FC(1)(c) lies in the 1993 report of the Australian Law Reform Commission and 
the Companies and Securities Advisory Committee entitled "Collective Investments: 
other people's money".14  Paragraph 74 of the summary of recommendations 
recommended that the Corporations Law should impose an obligation on the operator 
of a collective investment scheme "to exercise its powers and perfoHni its duties as 
operator in the best interests of investors rather than in its own, or anyone else's, 
interest, if that interest is not identical to the interests of the scheme investors." 
Paragraph 10.8 referred to the discussion paper released prior to the report and 
responses received by the reporters in relation to a proposal that "the law should 
impose on operators a duty to avoid conflicts of interests" and continued that the 
reporters had concluded that "the appropriate formulation of the test [was] that the 
operators must prefer the interests of investors over their own interests where any 
conflicts arise". The proposal at the time of the report was reflected in draft s 260AE, 
contained in volume 2 of the report, that would have prohibited an operator from the 
"exercise [of] its powers, or perform[ing] it duties... in the interest.. of anyone else 
if that interest is not identical to the interests of the scheme investors generally." That 
draft section was not enacted. 

[77] The Managed Investments Bill 1988 (Cth) contained and introduced what became ss 
601FC and 601FD of the Corporations Law. Paragraph 8.8 of the Explanatory 

14 [1993] ALRC 65. 
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Memorandum to the Bill said about draft s 601FC(1) that the responsible entity of a 
managed investment scheme "will be subject to extensive statutory duties... [that] 
will reflect both the fundamental duties of a fiduciary, as well as certain of the duties 
currently imposed...". Paragraph 8.18 of the Explanatory Memorandum said about 
draft s 601FD(1) that "the duties of officers of a responsible entity will reflect, in part, 
the duties owed by the responsible entity. These include the duties:... to exercise the 
appropriate degree of skill, care and diligence; to act in the best interests of the 
members..." 

[78] The origin of s 181 of the CA lies in the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program 15  
Proposals for Reform: Paper No 3 entitled "Directors' Duties and Corporate 
Governance: Facilitating innovation and protecting investors". Proposal No 2 of that 
paper was as follows: 

"The Law should expressly recognise the oversight role played by 
directors and their reliance on delegates to manage their company's day-
to-day affairs. ... 

The existing duty in subsection 232(2) to act honestly should be 
reformulated to capture the fiduciary principles that a director or other 
officer of a corporation must exercise their powers and discharge their 
duties: 

(a) in good faith in the best interests of the corporation; and 

(b) for a proper purpose." 

[79] The discussion within the text of the paper equated the pre 1998 provision (then s 
232(2) of the Corporations Law) to the equitable duty or duties of directors,16  
identified a potential inconsistency between the duty to act "honestly" and another 
section in the legislation at that time,' referred to comparator "best interests" 
provisions in the companies' legislation of New Zealand18  and Canada°  and 
recommended that the Corporations Law be amended to replace the duty to act 
honestly with a duty to act "in good faith in the best interests of the company and ... 
for a proper purpose", as set out above. 

[80] Those CLERP proposals infouned the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program 
Bill 1998 (Cth), which resulted ins 181 of the Corporations Law that is now s 181 of 
the CA. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill described the key features as 
including: 

"Reformulating the existing duty to act honestly in subsection 232(2) 
to capture the fiduciary principles that a director or other officer of a 
corporation must exercise their powers and discharge their duties in good 
faith in what they believe to be in the best interests of the corporation and 

Often abbreviated to "CLERP". 
16 Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Proposals for Reform: Paper No 3 entitled "Directors' 

Duties and Corporate Governance: Facilitating innovation and protecting investors", p 19. 
17 Corporate Law Economic Refollil Program Proposals for Reform: Paper No 3 entitled "Directors' 

Duties and Corporate Governance: Facilitating innovation and protecting investors", p 49. 
18 Companies Act 1993 (NZ), s 131(1). 
19 Canada Business Corporations Act 1975, s 122(1)(a). 
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for a proper purpose. Breach of this will continue to attract both criminal 
and civil consequences."2°  

[81] I observe that the CLERP proposals also pre-dated the Managed Investments Bill 
199821  that introduced the provisions that became s 601FD(1) of the CA but that the 
report that resulted in the Managed Investments Bill 1998 was made some years 
earlier. 

[82] To some extent, s 601FD(1) of the Corporations Law was a hybrid, because it did not 
replace an officer's duty to "act honestly" with a duty "to act bona fide in the best 
interests of the members". Instead, s 601FD(1)(a) retained an express duty to "act 
honestly" while the first clause of s 601FD(1)(c) provided for a duty to "act in the best 
interests of the members".22  In contrast, s 181 of the CA, as introduced in 1998, 
deleted the prior express duty to "act honestly" (then in s 232(2) of the Corporations 
Law) and replaced it with an obligation to exercise the powers and to discharge the 
duties "in good faith in the best interests" of the corporation. 

[83] The duty under s 601FD(1)(c) to act in the members' best interests is a duty owed 
directly by a director to the members of the registered scheme. It crosses the divide 
under which usually a director of a corporate trustee owes duties to the corporation 
but not directly to the beneficiaries.23  

[84] The statutory right to recover for a contravention of the duty to act in the members 
best interests or the duty of care and diligence to members arises as follows. Section 
601FD(3) provides that a person who contravenes s 601FD(1), or is involved in the 
contravention, contravenes s 601FD(3). Section 1317DA provides that items 1 to 13 
of the first column of the table in s 1317E(1) are "corporations/civil scheme penalty 
provisions". Item 8 of the first column refers to s 601FD(3). As previously set out, s 
1317H(1) provides that a court may order a person to compensate a registered scheme 
for damage suffered by the scheme if the person has contravened a 
corporation/scheme civil penalty provision in relation to the scheme and the damage 
resulted from the contravention. Section 1317J provides that either ASIC or the 
responsible entity for the scheme may apply for a compensation order under s 1317H. 
And s 1317H(4) provides that if anyone other than the responsible entity is ordered to 
compensate the scheme the responsible entity may recover the compensation on 
behalf of the scheme. 

[851 Returning to s 601FD(1)(c), as a matter of grammar, there are two clauses of that 
paragraph. The first clause provides that the officer must "act in the best interests of 
the members". The second clause provides: "and, if there is a conflict between 
the members' interests and the interests of the responsible entity, [the officer must] 
give priority to the members' interests." As a matter of ordinary meaning and 
grammar, the first and second clauses provide for separate duties. 

[86] So much was authoritatively decided by the High Court in Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) v Leuisk-i24  in the following passage: 

20 Explanatory Memorandum to the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Bill 1998 (Cth), 11 [4.2] 
and 17-18 [6.2]-[6.7]. 

21 See also the Explanatory Memorandum to the Managed Investments Bill 1998 (Cth), 15-17 [8.8]-[8.22]. 
22 The same structure was followed for s 601FC(1). 
23 Young v Murphy [1996] 1 VR 279. 
24 (2018) 362 ALR 286. 
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"Sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) each involve two separate duties 
of loyalty. The first is a duty to act in the best interests of the members. 
The second is to give priority to the members' interests if there is a conflict 
between the members' interests and the interests of the responsible 
entity.' "25  

[87] As to the second duty, the plaintiff submits that in giving effect to the interests of the 
MPF, the defendants preferred the "interests of the responsible entity", LMIM, to the 
interests of the members. In my view, on the proper construction of the provision, the 
interests of the responsible entity do not include the duty of the responsible entity as 
trustee of another trust to the beneficiaries of that trust. 

[88] First, in my view, that is not the ordinary meaning of the words of the text: "interests 
of the responsible entity" in s 601FD(1)(c). 

[89] Second, by way of context, s 601FC(1)(c) provides that the corresponding duty of a 
responsible entity, in exercising its powers and carrying out its duties, is that the 
responsible entity must "act in the best interests of the members and, if there is a 
conflict between the members' interests and its own interests, give priority to the 
members' interests", supporting the view that the interests of the responsible entity in 
s 601FD(1)(c) are the responsible entity's own interests. 

[90] Third, nothing in the legislation of the CA prohibits one company from becoming the 
responsible entity of more than one registered scheme. If the "interests of the 
responsible entity" in the second duty included its duties as responsible entity of 
another registered scheme, and a conflict arose between the interests of the members 
of one scheme and the interests of the members of another scheme, s 601FD(1)(c) 
would simultaneously require the responsible entity to prefer the interests of the 
members of each scheme over the interests of the members of the other scheme, an 
apparently absurd result. 

[91] Fourth, in my view, no case law authority supports the plaintiff's construction. To the 
contrary, in Allco Funds Management Ltd v Trust Co (Re Services) Ltd,26  the court 
said: 

"Section 601FD does not assist. The section does not pelf lit or exonerate 
breaches of fiduciary duty committed against another party, in this case 
AFML. The section provides that where there is a conflict between the 
interests of the members and those of the RE, the interests of the members 
must take priority. Section 601FD(1)(c) involves only a contest between 
the members and the RE. It has no field of operation where there is a 
conflict of interest between the RE and some other entity of which the 
director of the RE is also a director. It also has no impact on their fiduciary 
duties at general law."27  

[92] Accordingly, in my view, the second duty in s 601FD(1)(c) does not apply to the 
questions raised by this case, because LMIM' s duties as trustee of the MPF were not 
"interests of the responsible entity" within the meaning of that duty. It follows that 
whether there was any contravention of the duty to act in the members' best interests 

25 (2018) 362 ALR 286, 303 [70]. 
26 [2014] NSWSC 1251 
27 [2014] NSWSC 1251, 45-46 [189]. 
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in the present case turns on the operation of the first duty imposed under s 
601FD(1)(c). 

[93] None of the parties closely analysed that operation, as a matter of law. The 
Explanatory Memorandum to the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Bill 
1998 described the corresponding changes made to introduce s 181 of the 
Corporations Law as "mirror[ing] the fiduciary duty of a director to act in what they 
believe to be in the best interests of the corporation and for proper purposes."28  

[94] The plaintiff approached the duty to act in the members' best interests as though it 
captured the equitable principle or rule that applies when a trustee or fiduciary is 
placed in a position or situation of conflict between duty and duty, a description coined 
by Professor Finn.29  The equitable rule is described thus: 

"But the mere acceptance of multiple 'fiduciary' engagements or 
employments is obviously not offensive in itself It is the staple of the 
commission agent, the solicitor, the corporate trustee, the company 
director and the liquidator. The vice condemned by the courts only arises 
when the fiduciary, by his action or inaction in either or both of two 
relationships, brings about an actual conflict between the duties owed in 
each relationship."3°  

[95] The corporate trustee referred to by Professor Finn as at 1977 would have included 
companies then subject to the Trustee Companies Act 1968 (Qld), companies not 
dissimilar to the licensed trustee companies now regulated by Chapter 5D of the CA. 

[96] The plaintiff relied on Moody v Cox and Hat1-31  as supporting its claim of breach of 
the duty to act in members' best interests. That case concerned a solicitor who acted 
for both the vendor and purchaser in a contract of sale of land who failed to disclose 
to the plaintiff facts relevant to the value of the property that he knew when acting in 
the negotiation for the vendor. The court of appeal reasoned, by analogy, that because 
an attorney selling to his client is bound to disclose everything that may be material a 
solicitor must be under the same duty when acting for both vendor and purchaser. 
Lord Cozens-Hardy MR said: 

"... if a solicitor involves himself in that dilemma it is his own fault. He 
ought before putting himself in that position to infoim the client of his 
conflicting duties, and either obtain from that client an agreement that he 
should not perform his full duties of disclosure or say — which would be 
much better — cannot accept this business.'"32  

[97] That reasoning does not answer the problem presented in the present case, for reasons 
I will later discuss. But one thing it does illustrate is the proscriptive operation of a 
fiduciary duty. So far as "fiduciary" duties are concerned, there is an unresolved 
debate about whether all fiduciary duties are necessarily proscriptive, or whether there 
are prescriptive fiduciary duties as well. Breen v Williams33  is thought by some to 
require acceptance that all true fiduciary duties are proscriptive, but there is a 

28 Explanatory Memorandum to the Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Bill 1998, 27 [6.7]. 
29 Finn, Fiduciary Obligations, 1977, 252 [580]. 
30 Finn, Fiduciary Obligations, 1977, 252-253 [581]. 
31 [1917] 2 Ch 71. 
32 [1917] 2 Ch 71, 81. 
33 (1996) 186 CLR 71. 
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developing body of contrary opinion. Still, in Breen v Williams, the narrower view 
was pithily put by Gurnmow J, as follows: 

"Fiduciary obligations arise (albeit perhaps not exclusively) in various 
situations where it may be seen that one person is under an obligation to 
act in the interests of another. Equitable remedies are available where the 
fiduciary places interest in conflict with duty or derives an unauthorised 
profit from abuse of duty. It would be to stand established principle on its 
head to reason that because equity considers the defendant to be a 
fiduciary, therefore the defendant has a legal obligation to act in the 
interests of the plaintiff so that failure to fulfil that positive obligation 
represents a breach of fiduciary duty."34  

[98] Professor Lionel Smith has captured the contrary approach and views in a recent 
article entitled "Prescriptive Fiduciary Duties".35  In part, the question may be a 
dispute as to which duties the label "fiduciary" is correctly applied, as a matter of 
taxonomy, rather than necessarily affecting the liabilities and available relief in the 
cases around which the arguments revolve. 

[99] For present purposes, however, the question is what is required by the statutory duty 
that an officer of a responsible entity must act in the best interests of the members, 
when the responsible entity operates the registered scheme and performs the functions 
conferred on it by the scheme's constitution and the CA,36  and in circumstances where 
the responsible entity in exercising its powers, and carrying out its duties, has a 
corresponding duty?' 

[100] It is unnecessary in this case to decide whether the duty to act in the members' best 
interests is positive in character, so as to oblige an officer to act to cause the 
responsible entity to exercise its powers or carry out its duties otherwise. That is 
unnecessary because in the circumstances of the present case there is no question that 
LMIM as the responsible entity did exercise its powers to operate the scheme38of the 
FMIF by deciding to divide the settlement proceeds, entering into the three contracts 
and receiving and crediting the relevant amounts in accordance with ratio of 65:35. 

[1m] In other contexts, the protean nature of a duty to act in the best interests of the object 
of a power has been recognised. For example, the constitutional power of directors 
of a company to issue shares in the company is one that must be exercised for the 
benefit of the company as a whole.39  Another example is the power of the general 
meeting of a company to amend the constitution to include a power to expropriate a 
member's shares. In that context, the High Court abandoned the "test" of what is done 
"bona fide for the benefit of the company as a whole"4°  as "inappropriate, if not 
meaningless, where the amendment [isj proposed to adjust the rights of conflicting 
interests."41  

34 (1996) 186 CLR 71, 137-138. 
35 L Smith, "Prescriptive Fiduciary Duties", (2018) 37 UQLJ 261. 
36 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FB(1). 
37 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FC(1)(c). 
38 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FB(1). 
39 Whitehouse v Carlton Hotel Ply Ltd (1987) 162 CLR 285, 289. 
40 As formulated in Allen v Gold Reefs of West Africa Ltd [1900] 1 Ch 656, 671. 
41 Gamboa° v WCP Ltd (1995) 182 CLR 432, 443-444. 
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[IO2] It must not be forgotten that s 601FD(1)(c) exists in the context of paragraphs (a) to 
(f) of s 601FD(1). The express duty of care and diligence to members provided for in 
paragraph (b), for example, suggests that the duty to act in members' best interests in 
paragraph (c) is not that. Similarly, the duty to act honestly in paragraph (a) suggests 
that that honesty is not the particular concern of the duty to act in the members' best 
interests in paragraph (c). The express obligations in paragraph (f) to take the steps a 
reasonable person would take to comply with the CA, the conditions of the responsible 
entity's Australian financial services licence, the scheme's constitution and the 
scheme's compliance plan suggest that those subjects may not be the concern of 
paragraph (c). The express obligations in paragraph (e) not to make improper use of 
the officer's position are, however, less easy to differentiate from what may be the 
remaining scope of the duty to act in the members' best interests in paragraph (c). 

[103] How, then, is a positive requirement to act in the "best interests of the members" of a 
registered scheme to be applied when the question raised is the conflict of interests of 
and possible adjustment of the competing rights of the members of one scheme with 
those of another scheme or trust fund? 

[104] The approach submitted by the defendants is to construe the duty to act in members' 
best interests as not applying to a director where the responsible entity has a 
conflicting fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries of another trust. 

[105] Another statement made by the High court in Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC) v Lewski' as to the duty to act in members' best interests was as 
follows: 

"The Loyalty Duty requiring a director to act in the best interests of 
members is not purely subjective. As Bowen Li" said of the equitable 
progenitor from which this statutory duty was developed and adapted, 
otherwise a wholly irrational but honest director could conduct the affairs 
of the company by "paying away its money with both hands in a manner 
perfectly bond fide yet perfectly irrational". Although the duty is not 
satisfied merely by honesty, it is a duty to act in the best interests of the 
members rather than a duty to secure the best outcome for members. Key 
factors in ascertaining the best interests of the members are the purpose 
and terms of the scheme, rather than "the success or otherwise of a 
transaction or other course of action". The purpose and temis of the Trust 
are the existing legal purposes and terms of the Constitution, not the 
purpose or terms that are honestly believed to exist. 

The Loyalty Duty requiring a director to give priority to the members' 
interests in circumstances of conflict of interest is narrower in one 
respect than the equitable rule concerning conflict of interest and 
duty. It does not proscribe acts of a director that put herself or himself 
in a position of conflict. It only proscribes acts in the course of that 
conflict that do not give priority to the members' interests. 
Nevertheless, the duty is not satisfied by an honest or reasonable belief. A 
contravention occurs when a director prioritises her or his own interests 
over those of the members, no matter how honest or reasonable the 
director was in doing so." 43  (footnotes omitted) (emphasis added) 

42 (2018) 362 ALR 286. 
43 (2018) 362 ALR 286, 304 [71]4721 
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[106] The second part of this passage recognises that the second duty, namely the duty to 
give priority to members' interests, deals with acting in conflict of duty and interest, 
and that suggests that the first duty, the duty to act in members' best interests, does 
not. 

[107] Another point, appearing from the text of the statute, and made by the High Court in 
Lewski in the second part of the passage set out above, is that the duty to give priority 
to members' interests is not engaged by and does not prohibit an officer of the 
responsible entity from placing himself or herself in a position of conflict of duty and 
duty or duty and interest. 

[108] In my view, although described as a "Loyalty Duty" in Lewski, and although explained 
in some of the contextual materials leading up to its enactment as a fiduciary duty, the 
statutory duty under s 601FD(1)(c) to act in the members' best interests is not to be 
equated with a fiduciary duty, per se. 

[109] However, the duty to act in the members' best interests does have equitable origins, 
as explained in the first part of the passage from Lewski set out above above, by the 
reference to the duty's "equitable progenitor". The reference there made is to the 
reasons of Bowen LJ in Hutton v West Cork Railway Co.44  That case was not 
concerned with a fiduciary duty, but with the limits equity imposed on the scope of 
the constitutional power of a company in general meeting to vote remuneration to the 
directors retrospectively, in the light of the statutory provisions then in force, 
regulating that power.45  The headnote referred to the power of a general meeting to 
expend a portion of the company's funds in gratuities, provided the grants "are made 
for the purpose of advancing the interests of the company",46  but similar language 
does not appear in the judgments and there is no reference to the "best interests" of 
the company. 

[110] These historical strains of authority, and the statutory context and history, illustrate 
the disparate sources of and the associated risk of error in eliding the duty to act in 
members' best interests in the first duty under s 601FD(1)(c) with the duty to give 
priority to members' interests in the second duty under s 60 1FC(1)(c). 

[111] Accordingly, the starting point is not that on the proper construction of s 60 1FD(1)(c) 
the defendants were required to give priority to the members' interests of the FMIF in 
order to discharge the duty to act in the members' best interests. Second, there was 
no necessary breach of the duty to act in members' best interests simply because there 
was a conflict of duty and duty between LMIM' s fiduciary duty to the members of the 
FMIF and LMIM' s fiduciary duty to the members of the MPF. 

[112] The latter conclusion is reinforced by the provisions of the constitution of the FMIF 
that provide: 

"29. OTHER ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE RE 

44 (1883) 23 Ch D 654. 
45 For modern comparators, see Garnbotto v WCP Ltd (1995) 182 CLR 432, 439-447 and ANZ Executors 

and Trustees Co Ltd v Qintex Australia Ltd (receivers and managers appointed) [19911 2 Qd R 360, 
368-370. 

46 (1883) 23 Ch D 654, 
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29.1 Subject to the Law, nothing in this Constitution restricts the RE (or 
its associates) from: 

(a) dealing with itself (as manager, trustee or responsible entity 
of another trust or scheme or in another capacity); 

(b) being interested in any contract or transaction with itself (as 
manager, trustee or responsible entity of another trust or 
managed investment scheme or in another capacity) or with 
any Member or retaining for its own benefit profits or benefits 
derived from any such contract or transaction; or 

(c) acting in the same or similar capacity in relation to any other 
trust or managed investment scheme. 

29.2 All obligations of the RE which might otherwise be implied by law 
are expressly excluded to the extent permitted by law." 

[113] It is penuissible to reduce the fiduciary obligations of a trustee in some situations. 
One is where the trust instrument makes provision for it. Another is where the 
beneficiaries give fully informed consent. 

[114] In Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) v Drake (No2)' 
Edelman J said: 

"Fiduciary duties are shaped, and can be modified, by the trust instrument 
or an underlying contract. For instance, in Kelly v Cooper... the Privy 
Council held that no breach occurred since the contract of agency 
envisaged that the fiduciary might have a conflict of interest. The decision 
in Kelly v Cooper was applied by Lord Browne-Wilkinson in Henderson 
v Merrett where his Lordship said that ja]lthough an agent is, in the 
absence of contractual provision, in breach of his fiduciary duties if he 
acts for another who is in competition with his principal, if the contract 
under which he is acting authorises him so to do, the normal fiduciary 
duties are modified accordingly': see also Chan v Zacharia... The decision 
in Kelly v Cooper has also been approved in Australia: Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission v Citigroup Global Markets 
Australia Pty Ltd No 4) ...; and Backwell IXL Pty Ltd v Hogg."48  
(citations omitted) 

[115] Clause 29, relevantly, was part of the trust instrument constituting the MPF and 
subject to any statutory prohibition, authorises LIVILM as responsible entity to deal 
with itself as trustee of another trust. In this case, the MPF was another trust of which 
LMIM was trustee. 

[116] • As such, the obligation of the defendants to act in the best interests of the FMIF has to 
take into account the fact that the constitution of the FMIF expressly authorised 
LMIM: 

(I) to act as a RE for another trust, or fluid; 

(2) to deal with itself as trustee of another trust; and 

47 (2016) 340 ALR 75. 
48 (2016) 340 ALR 75, [354]. 
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(3) to be interested in a contract or transaction with itself as trustee of another trust. 

[117] However, identifying that the scope of the duty to act in the members' best interests 
does not operate as proscriptively as the plaintiff submits still does not answer the 
question: what is the scope of the duty in a case like the present? 

[11s] There is a comparator duty to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries of a trust. In 
1985 in Cowan v Scargi11,49  Megarry V-C said that: 

"[it is] the duty of trustees to exercise their powers in the best interests of 
the present and future beneficiaries of the trust, holding the scales 
impartially between different classes of beneficiaries." 

[119] Ever since, some have accepted that as a statement of the law while others point to the 
absence of earlier authority for a general duty stated in terms of a duty to act in the 
best interests of the beneficiaries. Whether supported by earlier authority or not, it 
has proved influential in the drafting of some statutes, including, it seems, ss 181, 
60117C(1)(c) and s 601FD(1)(c) of the CA. As well, there is now a comparator 
provision in general trusts legislation in this jurisdiction as to a trustee exercising a 
power of investment" or a court conferring additional powers on a trustee.51  And the 
concept or duty is picked up in some cases.52  

[120] But there are significant arguments that the duty as formulated in Cowan v Scargill 
was ahistorical. The arguments are helpfully marshalled in two articles by M Scott 
Donald, "Best interests?"53  and Professor Geraint Thomas, "The duty of trustees to 
act in the 'best interests' of their beneficiaries".54  

[121] This case is not the occasion to attempt a resolution of those arguments. However, 
they serve to explain why it is that although one can readily find statements as to the 
existence of an overarching duty of a trustee to act in the best interests of the 
beneficiaries of a trust, including in some leading text books, cases that have been 
resolved by reference to that duty and which explicate its meaning are elusive. 

[122] Where elsewhere might guidance be found? One possibility is where a trustee is 
bound to decide as between competing interests of beneficiaries under existing trust 
powers and structures. 

[123] First, it is to be noted that under s 601FC(1)(d) of the CA, a responsible entity is 
subject to a duty to "treat... fairly" members of a scheme who hold interests of 
different classes. That is a situation where individual "best interests" obligations to 
each class would conflict. 

[124] Second, the paradigm of this situation in trust law is to be found in the differing effects 
of an investment decision of a trustee as between the interests of beneficiaries who 
take in succession. An interest enjoyed first in time is advantaged by an investment 
decision that produces the highest income for distribution. An interest that is enjoyed 

49 [1985] Ch 270, 286-287, 
50 Trusts Act 1973 (Qld), s 23(2)(a), introduced in 1999; cf Trustee Act 1925 (NSW), s 14B(2). 
51 Trusts Act 1973 (Qld), s 94(1). 
52 For example, Berger v Lysteron Ply Ltd [2012] VSC 95, [67]-[85]; Carmine v Ritchie [2012] NZHC 

1514, [66]; Willett v Futcher [2004] QCA 30, [19] and re Burton (1994) 126 ALR 557, 559-560. 
53 (2008) 2 Journal of Equity 245. 
54 (2008) 2 Journal of Equity 177. 
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subsequent in time is advantaged by the preservation and maximisation of capital 
(including by retaining and transferring income to capital) for future distribution. This 
is a subject of considerable complexity. Historically, it has produced restrictions as 
to permissible lists or species of investment. Many of the restrictive rules have been 
relaxed nowadays. But there remains a duty of the trustee in making decisions as 
between the conflicting interests, usually expressed as a duty to act "fairly" as between 
the conflicting interests, or "impartially".55  

[125] It is worth noting that a duty of "impartiality" may be a difficult concept to apply as 
between conflicting interests. So in Edge & Ors v Pensions Ombudsman & Anor,56  
the court said: 

"... dealing with the exercise of a discretionary power to choose which 
beneficiaries, or which classes of beneficiaries, should be the recipients of 
trust benefits. In relation to a discretionary power of that character it is, in 
my opinion, meaningless to speak of a duty on the trustees to act 
impartially. Trustees, when exercising a discretionary power to choose, 
must of course not take into account irrelevant, irrational or improper 
factors. But, provided they avoid doing so, they are entitled to choose and 
to prefer some beneficiaries over others."' 

[126] The result of this analysis of the meaning and context of the duty to act in the 
members' best interests, in my view, is that none of the parties' respective positions 
is entirely borne out. It would be an error, in my view, to construe the duty to act in 
members' best interests as requiring an officer of a responsible entity necessarily to 
prefer the members' interests to the interests of the members of another scheme or 
beneficiaries of another trust, where they conflict. Equally, in my view, it would be 
an error to construe the duty to act in members' best interests as never applying if 
there is such a conflict. 

[127] Before going further, it will be necessary to consider the facts of this case more 
closely. 

Duty of care and diligence to members 

[128] Before the amendments made in 199858  and 1999,59  the relevant statutory duties of a 
director as an officer under the Corporations Law' were in a form that corresponded 
to the earlier Companies Code61  of this and other jurisdictions that, in turn, largely 
corresponded to the form of the duties contained in the Uniform Companies Acts of 
the early 1960s62  that contained a statement of a director's duty of honesty and duty 
of reasonable care and diligence. 

[129] Immediately before the 1999 amendments, the Corporations Law provided that "[a]n 
officer of a corporation shall at all times exercise a reasonable degree of care and 

5i Heydon and Leeming, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia, 8 ed, [1711]. 
56 [1998] Ch 512. 
57 [1998] Ch 512, 533. 
58 Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth). 
59 Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cth), Schedule 1. 
60 Corporations Lcrw, s 232(2) and (4). 
61 Companies (Queensland) Code, s 229(2) and (4). 
62 Companies Act 1961 (Qld), s 124(1). 
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diligence in the exercise of his or her powers and the discharge of his or her duties".63  
The Companies Code before that was in virtually the same terms.64  The Uniform 
Companies Act section before the Companies Code provided that "a director shall at 
all times act honestly and use reasonable diligence in the discharge of the duties of his 
office".65  

[130] The history of the legislative developments and the prior non-statutory law as to a 
director's duty of care and skill were carefully traced in 2016 by Edelman J in 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) v Cassimatis (No 8).66  I 
accept and rely on that analysis. 

[131] The parties made detailed submissions, with many references to cases, as to the 
principles according to which the duty of care and diligence to members operates. But 
the starting point in the present case is the text and context of s 601FD(1)(b) and the 
decisions upon it that are binding authority. 

[132] According to the text of s 601FD(1)(b), the duty is one of "care and diligence", an 
expression not defined elsewhere in the CA but which has a long statutory history. 
The duty is owed by an officer of a responsible entity of a registered scheme. As such, 
it is infoimed by the powers and the duties of the responsible entity under Chapter 5C 
of the CA, the constitution of the registered scheme and the general law, including 
that the responsible entity is to operate the scheme67  with the powers conferred by 
statute68  and as the trustee of the scheme property under s 601FC(2). Also, as context, 
the responsible entity owes a corresponding duty in exercising its powers and carrying 
out its duties provided for under s 601FC(1)(b). 

[133] Those matters inform the subject of the duty that the officer must exercise with the 
required degree of care and diligence. That degree is measured by reference to the 
"degree" that a "reasonable person" would exercise. The reasonable person's 
hypothetical conduct is measured by reference to an express condition, namely as if 
the reasonable person were "in the officer's position". This was described by the High 
Court in Lewski as "the degree of care that a reasonable person would exercise tailored 
to the circumstances of the... director."69  

[134] The terms of s 180(1) of the CA are not identical to, but correspond to, the 
consideratiOns expressly raised by the temis of s 601FD(1)(b) and may be viewed as 
context for the construction of s 601FD(1)(b), keeping in mind the differences. An 
important difference is that a corporation is not the trustee of its property and the 
directors of a corporation are not responsible for managing the corporation's affairs 
as a trustee, unless in circumstances where the corporation is a trustee of a trust. With 
these differences in mind, however, some assistance may be obtained from the High 
Court's consideration of s 180(1) in Shafron v Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission" as follows: 

63 Corporations Law, s 232(4). 
64 For example, Companies (Queensland) Code, s 229(2). 
65 For example, Con2panies Act 1961 (Qld), s 124(1). 
66 (2016) 336 ALR 209, 288-295 [413]4445]. 
67 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FB(1). 
68 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FB(2). 
69 (2018) 362 ALR 286, 303 [68]. 
70 (2012) 247 CLR 465. 
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"The degree of care and diligence that is required by s 180(1) is fixed as 
an objective standard identified by reference to two relevant elements — 
the element identified in para (a): "the corporation's circumstances", and 
the element identified in para (b): the office and the responsibilities within 
the corporation that the officer in question occupied and had. No doubt, 
those responsibilities include any responsibility that is imposed on the 
officer by the applicable corporations legislation. But the responsibilities 
referred to in s 180(1) are not confined to statutory responsibilities; they 
include whatever responsibilities the officer concerned had within the 
corporation, regardless of how or why those responsibilities came to be 
imposed on that officer."' 

[135] The parties relied on a number of cases decided under s 601FD(1)(b) 72  and a number 
of cases decided under s 180(1)73  or its predecessor:74  as relevant to the requirements 
of the duty of care and diligence to members under s 601FD(1)(c). Some of those 
cases concerned whether and the extent to which an officer may rely upon the advice 
of others in making the impugned decision.' It is unnecessary to set out slabs from 
the cases referred to before turning more closely to the questions raised by the facts 
in the present case. 

Causation under s 131711 

[136] The plaintiff alleges that the damage that resulted from the defendants' contraventions 
of the duty to act in members' best interests or the duty of care and diligence to 
members was that the FMIF did not receive the amount that was received by LMIM 
as trustee for and credited to the MPF. That is to say, the damage was the amount of 
the settlement proceeds that PTAL as custodian for the FMIF did not receive. The 
plaintiff did not contend at this point that that amount formed part of the plaintiff's 
scheme property before it was received by LMIM as trustee of the MPF. The issue 
between the parties is whether that damage resulted from the alleged breaches of duty, 
so as to entitle the plaintiff to an order for compensation under s 1317H of the CA. 

[137] A number of aspects of s 1317H have been said to be "curious".76  Of present 
relevance is that the section confers a power to compensate a "scheme", which is not 
a legal entity. However, that has been construed to mean that a court may order the 
contravener or a person involved in the contravention to pay the amount of the 

71 (2012) 247 CLR 465, 476. 
72 Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Avestra Asset Management Ltd (in liq) (2017)348 

ALR 525, [187]; Trilogy Funds Management Ltd v Sullivan (No 2) (2015) 331 ALR 185, 228-231 
[199]-1210]; Allco Funds Management Ltd (receivers and managers appointed) (in v Trust 
Company (RE Services) Limited [2014] NSWSC 1251, [189]; Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission v Australian Property Custodian Holdings Ltd (receivers and managers appointed) (in 
liq)(controllers appointed) (No 3) [2013] FCA 1342, [532], [535]-[537]; Re Idylic Solutions PO,  Ltd 
[2012] NSWSC 1276, [2456] and [2474]. 

73 Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Mariner Corporation Ltd (2015) 241 FCR 502, 
[533]; Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Healey (2011) 196 FCR 291, [170], [191]; 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Adler (2002) 168 FLR 253, [307], [372], [434]-
[435]. 

74 Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Rich (2009) 236 FLR 1, [7192]; Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission v Vines (2005) 55 ACSR 617, [731], [1070]-[1077]; Vines v 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission (2007) 73 1,TSWLR 451, 452; Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission v Maxwell (2006) 59 ACSR 373, [99], [101], [103]. 

75 Avestra at [187]; Beaky at [167]; Maxwell at [101] and [113]; Vines at [731]. 
76 Grimaldi v Chameleon Mining NL (No. 2) (2012) 200 FCR 296, [625]. 
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compensation to the responsible entity of the scheme who holds it as scheme property. 
Under the orders made for the winding up of the FMIF, however, the relevant person 
is Mr Whyte as receiver if the property of the FMIF. 

[138] It is necessary to consider what satisfies the requirement within s 1317H(1)(b) that 
"the damage resulted from the contravention". It is appropriate to examine the 
statutory origins of s 1317H. 

[139] Prior to 1992, s 232(8) of the Corporations Law provided that a corporation could 
recover "loss or damage [suffered] as a result of [a] contravention" of that section. 
That section contained the duties of an officer to act honestly and to exercise a 
reasonable degree of care and diligence in the exercise of his or her powers and the 
discharge of his or her duties. 

[140] In 1992, s 232(8) was replaced by ss 1317HA and 1317HD of the Corporations Law 
that were introduced as part of the introduction of a civil penalty regime for 
contravention of, inter alia, a director's duties of honesty and care and diligence.77  
They provided for an order for recovery of compensation when "the corporation has 
suffered loss or damage as a result of [an] act or omission" contravening a civil penalty 
provision in "an amount equal to the amount of that loss or damage". 

[141] The Managed Investments Act 1998 (Cth) amended s 131711A, but it was the 
Corporate Law Economic Reform Program Act 1999 (Cth), which introduced s 
1317H, in the same twins substantially as the current provision. 

[142] In Adler v Australian Investments and Securities Commission,78  the court said of s 
1317H: 

"I do not think it necessary to further the debate over causation for the 
purposes of detelinining equitable compensation. I am respectfully unable 
to agree that analogy with equitable claims against fiduciaries influences 
the meaning and application of 'resulted from' in s 1317H. As Spigelman 
CJ observed in O'Halloran v ler Thomas & Family Pty Ltd (at 272) 

the remedy of equitable compensation differs from 
damages at common law. It also differs from damages under 
a statutory regime where the court is concerned with, and 
confined by, the construction of the statute. Causation for 
purposes of s 212 of the Corporations Law will not involve 
the same analysis of causation as is required for breach of a 
fiduciary obligation.' 

For s 1317H, the analogy with equitable claims against fiduciaries is all 
the more difficult because some civil penalty provisions in the Act do not 
involve contravention by a person standing in. a fiduciary capacity. 

In my opinion, the words "resulted from" in s 131711 are words by 
which, in their natural meaning, only the damage which as a matter 
of fact was caused by the contravention can be the subject of an order 
for compensation. ..."79  (emphasis added) 

77 Corporate Law Reform Act 1992 (C-th), s 17. 
78 (2003) 179 FLR 1. 
79 Adler v Australian Securities and Investments Commission (2003) 179 FLR 1, 156 [707]17091 
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[143] In Agricultural Land Management v Jackson (No. 2),8°  Edelman J said that Adler 
applied a "but for" approach as a negative criterion. The same "but for" approach has 
been applied as a negative criterion by the plurality of the High Court in relation to 
compensation of breach of statutory proscriptions of misleading or deceptive conduct. 
Further, in Agricultural Land Management the court explained that an analogy with 
equitable compensation would reach the same conclusion, because reparative 
compensation for a breach of fiduciary duty of the kinds raised in the present case 
would involve a negative "but for" criterion.81  

[144] A number of the parties urged that the question of causation should be resolved as a 
"practical matter" of "common sense", relying on March v E & MH Stramare Pty 
Ltd.82  To decide this case, it is not necessary to analyse the role of "common sense" 
in answering the statutory question under s 1317H whether the alleged damage 
resulted from the alleged contraventions. However, a few observations may be made. 

[145] First, March v E & MH Stramare was a claim for damages for negligence at common 
law. It was in that context that the approach to a question of causation was said to be 
one of "common sense", relying on earlier cases.83  It should not be forgotten that in 
a common law action for damages for the tort of negligence, it was the jury's function 
to find whether the alleged tort caused the alleged loss. Perhaps it is not surprising in 
that context that a direction to the jury as to the legal test to find whether the factual 
allegation was proved should engage or invoke a test of "common sense". However, 
times have changed. The question as to causation in a claim for damages for financial 
loss alleged to be suffered by a defendant's negligence is answered nowadays in this 
jurisdiction under the Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld). The statutory questions under 
that Act require a court to consider separately, whether the breach of duty was a 
necessary condition of the concurrence of harm (factual causation) and whether it is 
appropriate for the scope of liability of the person in breach to extend to the harm so 
caused (scope of liability).84  The scope of liability element is the legal norm to be 
applied. The factual causation element requires a court to decide whether the breach 
was a necessary condition of the occurrence of the harm on the balance of probabilities 
as a matter of fact only. The statutory provision assigns no role to "common sense". 

[146] The statutory provision in question in the present ease is s 1317H(1) of the CA. The 
role of "common sense" and the "but for" approach to causation in that context were 
dealt with in two parts of Agricultural Land Management' as follows. First, as to the 
non-statutory law: 

"In difficult cases the 'sense' of an answer is rarely common amongst 
judges. In the leading exposition of the common sense test in March v E 
& .1vIH Stramare PO) Ltd, the 'sense' of the result was not 'common' 
between the five judges of the High Court of Australia (who allowed the 
appeal) and the majority of the Full Court of the Supreme Court of South 
Australia. This is one of the reasons why 'common sense' has been 
criticised as a test for causation. It is also why a number of High Court 
judgments have doubted whether 'common sense' can be a useful legal 

80 (2014) 48 WAR 1. 
81 (2014) 48 WAR 1, 85-86 [451]-[452]. 
82 (1991) 171 CLR 506. 
83 (1991) 171 CLR 506, 515, 523, 525 and 531. 
84 Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld), s11(1). 
85 (2014) 48 WAR 1. 
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norm. It is important that 'common sense' be contextualised and 
supported by reasoned explanation so that it does not become a shroud 
which obscures teleological reasoning. 

Within a 'common sense' approach it has been held that at common law 
the 'but for' test has an important role to play as a negative criterion. In 
other words, it is generally necessary, but not always sufficient, for the 
plaintiff to prove that the plaintiff's loss would not have been suffered but 
for the defendant's breach of duty.,,86 

[147] I entirely agree with that passage. I observe, as well, that the lack of utility of 
"common sense" as a legal norm has been identified in the context of the recovery of 
alleged loss of damage suffered by a contravention of s 52 of the Trade Practices Act 
1994 (Cth)87  which is a useful comparator for consideration of the proper construction 
of s 1317H(1). 

[148] At the risk of some repetition for clarity, the second relevant part of Agricultural Land 
Management specifically dealt with the application of a "but for" approach under s 
1317H: 

"In Adler, Giles JA applied a "but for" approach as a negative criterion. 
The same "but for" approach has been applied as a negative criterion by 
the plurality of the High Court of Australia in relation to compensation for 
breach of statutory proscriptions against misleading or deceptive conduct. 
Their Honours referred to "the essential question of causation" and spoke 
of "determining what action or inaction would have occurred if the true 
position had been known". 

The application of an analogy with equitable compensation reaches the 
same conclusion; as explained above, reparative compensation for a 
breach of fiduciary duty of this type should involve a negative "but for" 
criterion. Although Giles JA warned against the application of equitable 
analogies to s 1317H, it is hard to see why analogies cannot be drawn with 
the approach to causation taken to breaches of near-identical duties in 
equity. As I have explained, the meaning of causation is intimately 
connected with the character of the duty breached. Section 1317H 
provides remedies for provisions, many of which concern breaches of 
duties owed by directors. Those duties were historically recognised only 
in the Court of Chancery. Perhaps for this reason, Lee AJA observed in 
Westpac Banking Corporation v Bell Group Ltd (in liq) (No 3) that it 'may 
be thought that the words 'as a result of or 'resulted from' imported the 
test applied in equity for linking a breach of duty in equity to loss or 
damage suffered."88  (footnotes omitted) 

[149] It is necessary to identify with some precision and to analyse with some care the 
plaintiffs case that its alleged loss resulted from the alleged contraventions. 

[150] The hypothetical or counter-factual scenarios alleged by the plaintiff in the statement 
of claim are as follows: 

86 (2014) 48 WAR 1, 74-75 [393143941. 
87 Travel Compensation Fundy Tarnbree (t/as R Tambree & Associates) (2005) 224 CLR 627, [451. 
88 (2014) 48 WAR 1, [451]44521 
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"45AA Had the first to sixth defendants complied with their duties... 

(a) LMIM as RE of the FMIF would have entered into the Deed 
of Release, the Deed of Release and settlement and the 
Gujurat Contract on the terms provided therein; 

(b) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed 
of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release on the 
terms provided therein; 

(c) The Deed Poll would not have been entered into; 

(d) The first to sixth defendants would not have split the proceeds 
of settlement at the proceedings; 

(e) The settlement payment would not have been made to LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF; 

(f) All proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings would have 
been paid to LMIM as RE of the FMIF. 

45AB In the alternative... , in respect of the breach of [the duty of care 
and diligence to members] had the first to sixth defendants 
complied with their duty..." 

(a) LMIM as RE of the FMIF would have entered into the Deed 
of Release, the deed and release and settlement of the Gujurat 
Contract on the terms provided therein; 

(b) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed 
of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release on the 
terms provided therein; 

(c) The Deed Poll would not have been entered into; 

(d) The first to sixth defendants would have caused LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF to be reimbursed for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the proceedings together with interest 
at a commercial rate upon that amount; 

(e) otherwise the proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings 
would have been paid to LMIM as RE of the FMIF." 

[1 51] The plaintiff alleges and submits that had the defendants not contravened their duties 
the defendants would have caused LMIM to enter into the same settlement transaction 
that was entered into by the three contracts, but there would have been no division of 
the settlement proceeds so that all of them would have been received by PTAL as 
custodian for the FMIF. That is, the defendants would have caused LMIM to enter 
into the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release (including payment 
by LMIM of $1.3 million to Coalfields) but not to decide to divide the settlement 
proceeds in any amount for the benefit of the MPF. The plaintiff submits the 
defendants would have done so because that was the only realistic opportunity to 
recover money in relation to the FMIF-Bellpac loan made by PTAL as custodian of 
the FMIF. The plaintiff submits the defendants had the power (presumably meaning 
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through LMIM as trustee of the MPF) to grant releases in respect of the MPF-Bellpac 
loan made by LMIM as trustee of the MPF.89  

[152] In support of this conclusion, the plaintiff submits that had the defendants complied 
with their duties, they would have acted in a way which promoted and advanced the 
position of the FMIF over all other persons, including LMIM as trustee of the MPF. 
The plaintiff submits that had the defendants so acted, they would have faced the 
prospect of a claim by a new trustee or members of the MPF for breach of trust, but 
that cl 18.1(b)(ii) of the Constitution of the MPF would have excluded that liability. 
Under that clause, LMIM was not liable for any loss or damage arising out of a matter 
because in respect of the matter it acted "as required by law". Lastly, the plaintiff 
submits that its case does not rely on there being a breach of trust by LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF, but concerns the conduct of the defendants as directors and their duties 
to members of the FMIF. 

[153] It will be observed that the plaintiff's case on causation under s 1317H is primarily 
based on a positive duty of the defendants to act in the postulated hypothetical or 
counterfactual way, including that they were required to act to expose LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF to a claim for breach of trust by deliberately giving full priority to 
the interests of the members of the FMIF. 

[154] In the language of causation, the question is whether "but for" the alleged breaches of 
duty, the same settlement transaction would have been obtained, including that LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed of Release and the Deed of 
Settlement and Release and paid Coalfields $1.3 million. 

[155] Two alternative scenarios are alleged as to the disposition of the settlement proceeds. 
First, all of the settlement proceeds would have been paid to PTAL as custodian for 
LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF and none to LMIM as trustee of the MPF. 
That outcome is alleged as the counterfactual had either the duty to act in members' 
best interests or the duty of care and diligence to members been complied with. 
Second, alternatively, but only in respect of the alleged breach of the duty of care and 
diligence to members, PTAL as custodian of the FMIF would have received the 
settlement proceeds except for an amount to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
for the contributions it made to funding the Gujurat proceedings together with interest 
at a commercial rate.. Each of those scenarios must be considered in turn. 

[156] On either scenario, there is no direct evidence that the defendants, or any of them, as 
directors of LMIM in its capacity as trustee of the MPF would have agreed to resolve 
to enter into the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release or to pay 
Coalfields $1.3 million if a lesser amount of the settlement proceeds were to be 
received by LMIM and credited to the account of the MPF. 

Causation under the first scenario - all the settlement proceeds 

[157] Accordingly, the question of causation in fact resolves, first, to whether it should be 
inferred that the defendants as directors of the LMIM as trustee of the MPF would 
have caused LMIM to enter into the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and 
Release if all of the settlement proceeds were to be paid to PTAL as custodian for 
LMIM as responsible entity for the FMIF. The plaintiff does not shrink from the 

89 I observe that LMIM's rights and claims made against Gujurat were not for this MPF-Bellpae loan. 
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submission that the defendants would have done so cognisant of the fact that to do so 
would or might have been a breach of LMIM's duty as trustee of the MPF. 

[158] The plaintiff s first scenario involves acceptance by LMIM as trustee of the MPF of 
nothing in return for its releases under the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement 
and Release and agreement to pay Coalfields $1.3 million, which makes the factual 
conclusion that LMIM would have entered into the transaction as trustee of the MPF 
on that basis prima facie unlikely. 

[159] But there is more to it than that. The plaintiff's first scenario assumes two further 
facts. First, that there was no understanding of the type alleged by the defendants that 
in funding the proceedings, LMIM as trustee of the MPF was to receive a share of the 
proceeds. Second, that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had been funding the proceedings 
as second mortgagee under the mortgages. Let those assumptions be accepted for the 
purpose of analysis. 

[160] From those assumed facts, it follows that in negotiating for and considering the 
proposed terms of the settlement, LMIM as trustee of the MPF, by the defendants, 
would have been aware that if the settlement proceeded, it would receive nothing. 
Second, they would have been aware that in funding the proceedings in the past, 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF had thrown good money after bad. Third, they would 
have been aware that in continuing to fund the solicitors and other expenses of 
progressing the settlement negotiations to a conclusion, on the tern's of the Deed of 
Release, the Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujurat contract, LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF was obtaining no benefit and was acting solely to assist LMIM as 
responsible entity of the FMIF. Fourth, they would have been aware that LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF had a duty to act in the best interests of the MPF and that it would 
be a breach of trust to use or to have used the trust funds of the MPF solely to benefit 
LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF. Fifth, the defendants would have been 
aware that without LMIM as trustee of the MPF's agreement to the Deed of Release 
and Deed of Settlement and Release, including payment by LMIM to Coalfields of 
$1.3 million, the settlement overall would not proceed. 

[161] It will be observed that the position of the defendants, as directors of LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF, in that analysis, concerns the relevant legal obligations and possible 
breach of trust of LMIM as trustee of the MPF, not those of the defendants 
individually. However, the defendants as directors undoubtedly owed both statutory 
duties and duties under the general law to LMIM as a company. As well, as 
individuals, they were exposed personally to the risk of liability for their involvement 
in any breach of trust by LMIM as trustee of the MPF, either as accessories for 
knowing assistance or for inducing the breach of trust. 

[162] The solution posited by the plaintiff to those hypothetical facts operating contrary to 
the likelihood that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed of 
Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release is the possible protection of LMIM 
as trustee under cl I 8.1 (b)(ii) of the Constitution of the MPF. Clause 18.1 provided 
as follows: 

"The following clauses apply to the extent peimitted by law: 

(a) The Manager is not liable for any loss or damage to any person 
(including any Member) arising out of any matter unless, in respect 
of that matter, it acted both: 
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(1) otherwise than in accordance with this Constitution and its 
duties; and 

(ii) without a belief held in good faith that it was acting in 
accordance with its Constitution or its duties. 

In any case the liability of the Manager in relation to the Scheme is 
limited to the Scheme Property, from which the Manager is entitled 
to be, and is in fact, indemnified. 

(b) In particular, the Manager is not liable for any loss or damage to any 
person arising out of any matter where, in respect of that matter: 

(i) it relied in good faith on the services of or information or 
advice from, or purporting to be from, any person appointed 
by the Manager; 

(ii) it acted as required by Law; or 

(iii) it relied in good faith upon any signature, marking or 
documents." 

[163] There may be a difficulty with the construction of cl 18.1(b)(ii). Because cl 18.1(b) 
opens with the words "In particular", the provisions of that paragraph may be 
construed as operating only where the conditions of cl 18.1(a) are satisfied. By cl 
18.1(a)(ii), cl 18.1(a) does not apply if LMIM acted without a belief held in good faith 
that it was acting in accordance with its duties (to the MPF). The facts of which the 
defendants would have been aware, as previously discussed, would make it difficult 
to satisfy that condition, particularly an awareness that, in effect, the funds of LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF were being wasted in progressing the settlement. 

[164] However, that difficulty may be put to one side. Even if cl 18.1(b)(ii) is construed as 
operating independently, so that LMIM as trustee of the FMIF is not liable for any 
loss or damage arising out of a matter where in respect of that matter it acted as 
required by law, the question remains whether that relief from liability would have 
been engaged in the circumstances of the case. In my view, it would not. A trustee 
of a trust is not "required by law" to act in breach of trust because it is subject to an 
inconsistent duty, imposed by statute,90  to act in the best interests of the members of 
a management investment scheme or to observe a duty of care and diligence to 
members of a managed investment scheme.91  

[165] Once that conclusion is reached, the question remains whether LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would have entered into the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release on the footing that all the settlement proceeds would go to PTAL as custodian 
for LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF, as discussed above. 

[166] In my view, there is no sufficient basis for finding, as a matter of inference and fact 
that the defendants, or a sufficient number of them, would have agreed to a resolution 
or decision as the board of directors of LMIM as trustee of the FMIF to do so, or that 
hypothetical directors acting reasonably, would have done so. 

90 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FC(1)(c). 
91 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 601FC(1)(b). 
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[1671 The plaintiff did not allege that this is a case where the damage suffered as a result of 
the contravention constituted by the breaches of duty alleged was the loss of a valuable 
commercial opportunity92  for PTAL as custodian for the FMIF to receive all of the 
settlement proceeds. Accordingly, it is unnecessary to consider any question of that 
kind. 

Causation under the second scenario - all the settlement proceeds except the 
amount funded from the MPF with interest 

[168] The second scenario alleged in paragraph 45AB of the statement of claim posits that 
the plaintiff as responsible entity for the FMIF suffered damage measured by the 
difference between the amount received by and credited to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF and the amount that LMIM as trustee of the MPF contributed to fund the 
proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate. This damage is alleged to 
have resulted from the contravention of the defendants' breaches of the duty of care 
and diligence to members. 

[169] Again, there was no direct evidence of what the defendants would have done had they 
not decided as directors of LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF to credit the higher 
amount of 35 percent of the settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the MPF. 
Accordingly, again, the question is whether it should be inferred that LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF would have entered into the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and 
Release on the basis of the lower amount being received by and credited to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF. 

[170] As with the first scenario, it is necessary to identify the facts on which the hypothetical 
decision would have turned with some precision. It is not entirely clear whether the 
plaintiff, on the second scenario, alleges that there was no understanding of the type 
alleged by the directors. However, let it be assumed that it does and that there was no 
such understanding. Second, let it also be assumed that the defendants were aware 
that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had been funding the proceedings on the footing 
that it was doing so as second mortgagee. Third, let it be assumed that the defendants 
were aware that the temis of the proposed settlement would not result in LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF receiving any amount as second mortgagee. Fourth, let it be 
assumed that the defendants were aware that it would be a breach of the duty of care 
and diligence to members of LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF to agree to pay 
an amount calculated by reference to the expected return of a litigation funder who 
agrees to provide funding in advance of the prosecution of litigation of the kind 
involved in the proceedings. 

[171] If those are the relevant facts, in my view, it may be a reasonable inference that the 
defendants as directors of LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have agreed to enter 
into the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and Release in order to permit the 
settlement to proceed on the second scenario. Whether or not to do so would be a 
commercial decision to be made by LMIM as trustee of the MPF. In making such a 
decision as trustee, LMIM might have sought judicial advice,93  but courts are reluctant 
sometimes to give such advice upon a commercial decision. 

92 Sellars v Adelaide Petroleum NL (1994) 179 CLR 332. 
93 Trusts Act 1973 (Qld), s 96. 
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[172] The further prosecution of the proceedings, as the alternative to a settlement under 
which LMIM recovered the MPF' s funds expended in prosecuting the proceedings to 
date, together with interest, would have exposed LMIM as trustee of the MPF to 
further risks. First, there may have been a risk that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would 
not be able to continue to fund the proceedings to judgment. Second, there were the 
risks that LMIM as trustee of the MPF may not succeed as plaintiff or defendant in 
the Gujurat proceedings and that, in any event, it may not succeed against a solvent 
party. Third, there was the risk that on the realisation of the mortgaged property, 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF and subsequent mortgagee and chargee to PTAL as 
custodian for the FMIF would receive none of the proceeds. 

[173] None of these questions was pursued, as a matter of fact, at the trial, in order to better 
inform the answer to the factual question whether the alleged damage resulted from 
the directors' alleged breaches of the duty of care and diligence to members, because 
the defendants but for their contravention of the duty of care and diligence, would 
have agreed to a division of the settlement proceeds of receipt by the MPF of the 
amount of the funding provided for the Gujurat proceedings with interest. The result 
is that the court is not well infaimed as to the degree of the likelihood or possibility 
that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have agreed to enter into the Deed of Release 
and Deed of Settlement and Release in exchange for a division of the settlement 
proceeds that credited it with the amounts paid to fund the proceeding with interest. 

[174] In particular, the parties did not address whether LMIM as trustee of the MPF would 
have agreed to pay $1.3 million to Coalfields in return for that division of the 
settlement proceeds. The plaintiff submits that the relevant amount of the costs that 
were funded by the MPF should be calculated by subtracting $414,585.71 from the 
amount alleged and admitted in the pleadings of $1,950,421.69. The plaintiff did not 
address why the defendants as directors would have agreed to enter into the three 
contracts and to pay Coalfields $1.3 million in return for a counter-payment from the 
settlement proceeds of either $1,950,421.69 or $1,535,835.98 with interest. 

[175] In denying paragraph 45AB, the defendants raise a number of grounds, not all of a 
piece. 

[176] The first defendant alleges that settlement obtained under the Deed of Release, Deed 
of Settlement and Release and Gujurat contract was the compromise of a long running 
dispute, LMIM and its legal advisers considered that LMIM as trustee for the MPF 
had uncertain prospects of success in the proceedings, Gujurat was considered by 
LMIM and its legal advisers to be a difficult litigant and negotiator, the defendants 
fomied the view that the settlement was the best settlement that could be achieved in 
relation to the proceedings, that expending further costs on litigating the proceedings 
was of no commercial value to LMIM as trustee for the MPF and that it is to be 
inferred that LMIM would not have taken any steps that created a risk that the 
settlement would not proceed. As well, the first defendant alleges that Gujurat would 
not have settled on terms which left claims made on behalf of LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF unresolved. 

[177] These allegations or grounds of defence made by the first defendant were not joined 
in by the other defendants. Their position, summarised, was that absent the agreement 
to divide the settlement proceeds in the ratio of 65:35, the proceedings would not have 
been settled. 
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Funding proceedings against Gujurat as second mortgagee 

[178] As mentioned, the plaintiff alleges that LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the 
proceedings against Gujurat as second mortgagee. Whether that is the correct factual 
characterisation depends on a number of underlying circumstances and facts. 

[179] In April 2009, when the proceedings by and against Gujurat started, PTAL as 
custodian for the FMIF and lender to Bellpac was first mortgagee of the Bellpac land 
under a registered real property mortgage .and first chargee of Bellpac's assets and 
undertaking under an equitable fixed and floating charge. LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF and lender to Bellpac was second mortgagee of the Bellpac land under a real 
property mortgage and second chargee of Bellpac's assets and undertaking under an 
equitable fixed and floating charge. In addition to their rights otherwise, inter se, a 
deed of priority regulated the rights of PTAL as first mortgagee and first chargee on 
the one hand and LMIM as second mortgagee and second chargee on the other. 

[180] Bellpac was in default under both the first mortgage and charge and the second 
mortgage and charge. PTAL as custodian for LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF 
and LMIM as trustee of the MPF had issued notices of exercise of power of sale under 
the real property mortgages. 

[181] What were LMIM's rights as trustee of the MPF in relation to the secured property? 
As second mortgagee of the Bellpac land, LMIM was prima facie entitled to sell the 
Bellpac land. However, it could sell only subject to the first mortgage. Theoretically, 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF could have appointed a receiver to Bellpac, but the 
receivers and managers already appointed by PTAL as custodian for LMIM as 
responsible entity of the FMIF would take possession in priority. 

[182] An infinuity in the value of LMIM's security rights as second mortgagee and second 
chargee was that Gujurat held a coal mining lease over the Bellpac land, or part of it, 
that entitled Gujurat to possession of the Bellpac land until surrender or expiry of the 
lease. 

[183] However, LMIM as trustee of the MPF had no clear interest in Bellpac's claim and 
no interest in PTAL's claim. Whilst prima fade it was an expense "reasonably 
incurred"94  for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to incur the costs of its claims in the 
Gujurat proceedings and to defend the cross-claims made against it, so as to increase 
or preserve its securities as second mortgagee and second chargee, it was not, per se, 
an expense reasonably incurred for it to incur the costs of PTAL as custodian for the 
FMIF to bring or defend similar claims or the costs of Bellpac, by its receivers and 
managers appointed by PTAL, where LMIM as trustee of the MPF would receive no 
particular benefit in doing so. 

[184] Further, as previously discussed, neither LMIM's claims nor its defences in the 
Gujurat proceedings were those usually brought by or against a second mortgagee or 
second chargee. No claim was made by LMIM against the mortgagor, Bellpac, and 
no claim was brought by Bellpac against LMIM. 

94 Trusts Act 1973 (Qlcl), s 72. 
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[185] It does not necessarily follow, therefore, that in funding almost the whole of the costs 
of the Gujurat proceedings, LMIM as trustee for the MPF was doing so as second 
mortgagee or second chargee. 

[186] There is no evidence that the defendants as the board of directors of LMIM considered 
whether it was proper for LMIM as trustee of the MPF and second mortgagee or 
chargee to fund the costs of Bellpac by its receivers and managers or of PTAL as 
custodian for the FMIF. 

[187] Before going further, it is appropriate to identify and consider the plaintiff's claim that 
the defendants contravened the duty of care and diligence to members more closely. 

Alleged breaches of the duty of care and diligence 

[188] The plaintiff made an unwieldy number of allegations of contravention of the duty of 
care and diligence to members by the defendants in the statement of claim and did not 
ultimately make submissions in support of all of them, but did not abandon or apply 
to delete any of them either, except for the allegation that LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF was not a necessary party for the settlement transaction under the three contracts 
to proceed. 

[189] Accordingly, it is appropriate to group the many allegations for the purposes of 
identification and analysis. This was done by the third and fourth defendants' 
submissions and the other defendants conformed to that framework. 

[190] Summarising, the plaintiff alleges that the defendants: 

(a) failed to adequately read or consider the content of the Aliens advice; 

(b) failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the fact that: 

(i) PTAL sold the property to Gujurat as a mortgagee exercising power of 
sale; 

(n) the FMIF had priority; and 

(iii) the MPF could not have prevented the sale of the property to Gujurat 
under the Gujurat Contract by refusing to provide a release of the MPF 
Mortgage over the property; 

(c) failed to have proper regard or to give adequate consideration to whether there 
was no necessity for the FMIF to reach agreement with the MPF about sharing 
the proceeds because: 

(i) LMIM as trustee for the MPF was not a party to the Deed of Release or 
the Gujurat contract; 

(ii) there was no binding agreement; and 

(iii) the agreement of LMIM as trustee of the NLE'F was not required in order 
for PTAL as custodian for the FMIF to perfoim the obligations under the 
Deed of Release and the Gujurat Contract; 

(d) failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the fact that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a subsequent mortgagee and a 
subsequent charge holder over the assets of Bellpac; 
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(ii) LMIM as trustee of the MPF had originally funded the Proceedings as 
registered mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority and 
was drawing down the funding against the MPF Belipac loan; and 

(iii) PTAL sold the Property as mortgagee in possession under the PTAL 
Mortgage; 

(iv) PTAL was, as at 22 June 2011, owed $52M by Bellpac. 

failed to consider whether the MPF could be treated as if it was an arm's length 
litigation funder when it was a second registered mortgagee with second 
priority; 

failed to consider whether it was appropriate to split the settlement proceeds in 
the ratio of 65:35; 

failed to obtain independent advice as to whether in the circumstances: 

(i) LMIM as trustee for the ItillPF could be treated as if it were an arm's 
length litigation funder; 

(ii) it was reasonable for LMIM as trustee for the MPF to be paid in 
accordance with the division of the proceeds — an amount above the sum 
it had paid, or any amount at all; 

(iii) it was in the interests of members of the FMIF to agree that LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF would be paid as per the ratio of 65:35 (an amount 
above what it had paid) or any amount at all; 

(h) took into account the Aliens advice and the WMS report which, as they ought 
to have known, did not constitute the advice identified above; 

(i) in the circumstances, failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration 
to the different interests of the members of the FMIF and the beneficiaries of 
the MPF; 

(j) acting reasonably, ought to have concluded the settlement of the Deed of 
Release and Gujurat contract could occur without the agreement of the MPF; 

(k) ought to have concluded that they need not reach an agreement with LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF about the sharing of proceeds for the settlement to occur; 

(1) the directors ought not to have concluded the proceeds split was fair to the 
FMIF; 

(m) ought not to have concluded the proceeds split was in the best interests of the 
FMIF' s members; 

(n) ought not to have concluded the proceeds split was reasonable; 

(o) ought not to have concluded that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an 
analogous position to a litigation funder and that the settlement proposals would 
be reasonable on an arms-length basis; 

(p) ought not to have concluded the WMS report or the Aliens advice justified the 
payment of any part of the settlement to the MPF; 

(q) ought to have determined that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had no entitlement 
to be paid the settlement, or no entitlement beyond reimbursement; 

(r) ought to have determined that the settlement payment was not in the interests of 
the members of the FMTF; 
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(s) ought to have determined that the settlement payment would cause detriment, 
in the form of depletion of assets, to the FMIF (either if the payment was made at 
all or if the payment was beyond reimbursement); and 

(t) ought to have decided not to split the proceeds at all and to pay all the proceeds 
to FMLF." 

[191] Even summarised, the unnecessarily repetitive pleading of the approximately 20 
categories of alleged contraventions is apparent. 

[192] One allegation is that the defendants failed to adequately read or consider the content 
of the Aliens advice. In substance, the plaintiff submits that because the defendants 
did not appreciate that the Aliens advice, properly read, was inadequate to justify 
division of the settlement proceeds the defendants must not have read it or adequately 
read it. I reject that allegation even though some of the defendants could not say in 
evidence whether they had read the Aliens advice. Having regard to the time that 
passed between March 2011 and when they gave evidence that is hardly surprising. 

[193] Another allegation is that the defendants did not obtain their own independent advice 
as directors, separate from the Aliens advice to LMIM. I reject that allegation too. 
Nothing in the circumstances prevented LMIM from obtaining external advice from 
Aliens (or WMS) as independent advisors or required that the defendants individually 
or collectively must obtain separate advice. 

um A third allegation is that the defendants ought not to have concluded that the Aliens 
advice (or the WMS report) justified the payment of any part of the settlement to the 
MPF. 

[195] The WMS Report was obtained on 7 March 2011. WMS, a firm of chartered 
accountants, were asked for their opinion as to a fair and reasonable split of the likely 
litigation proceeds to be received by FMIF and MPF. WMS concluded: 

"In our opinion, the proposed split of 65% to FMIF and 35% to MPF is fair 
and reasonable having regard to comparable arm's length transactions." 

[196] The Aliens advice was obtained on 28 March 2011. The question asked of Aliens was 
stated in the advice as follows: 

"You have asked us whether it is legally acceptable for the RE to split the 
litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion 
provided by WMS Chartered Accountants, given that the RE is in a 
position of conflict (in its capacity as responsible entity for FMIF and in 
its capacity as trustee for MPF)." 

[197] The answer given by Aliens was: 

"We consider that it is legally acceptable for the RE to split the litigation 
proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by 
WMS Chartered Accountants, despite the RE being in a position of 
conflict, subject to the following matters..." 

[198] The qualifications to the Aliens advice were as follows: 

"(a) We assume that in its capacity as responsible entity of the FMIF, the 
RE [LMIM] has considered all feasible options for the recovery of 
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the loan advanced by FMIF to Bellpac, and is satisfied that the terms 
of the proposed settlement are in the best interests of FMIF members 
(see paragraphs 25, 27, 53 and 56 below). 

(b) We assume that in its capacity as trustee of the MPF, the RE has 
considered all feasible options for the recovery of the loan advanced 
by MPF to Bellpac, and is satisfied that the terms of the proposed 
settlement are in the best interests of MPF members (see paragraphs 
35 and 37 below.) 

(c) We assume that the decision by the RE in respect of the split will not 
be made in order to benefit the RE (or any of its associates) 
personally, for example, by ensuring that the effect of splitting the 
proceeds in a certain way results in the RE receiving more fees or 
some other benefit that would not have occurred had the split been 
done in a different way (see paragraphs 28 and 38 below). 

(d) The directors must be satisfied that the proposed split of settlement 
proceeds and associated releases of securities by the RE would be 
reasonable in the circumstances if the RE as responsible entity of the 
FMIF and the RE as trustee of the MPF were dealing at arm's length. 
The WMS Chartered Accountants report makes it clear that "there 
is significant reliable data from comparable transactions between 
parties dealing at arm's length to positively conclude a fair and 
reasonable split of the litigation proceeds to FMIF and MPF". 
Consequently, the conclusion in the WMS Chartered Accountants 
report will be an important factor in the RE's decision in respect of 
the split of the litigation proceeds. However, the RE should not rely 
solely on the report. The directors of the RE must make "their own 
independent assessment of the relevant matters, and the advice from 
WMS Chartered Accountants does not replace "careful judgement 
by the directors". They should also consider the relevant factors 
referred to by ASIC In CP 142. See paragraphs 46 to 50 below. 

(e) The RE should ensure that it complies with any procedures in the 
FMIF compliance plan (or with any other procedures it has in place) 
in respect of conflicts of interest (see paragraphs 54 and 57 below). 

(f) We assume that the RE has not made any representations to the 
members in the FMIF or the MPF which are inconsistent with the 
proposal to split the litigation proceeds in the manner outlined in the 
report of WMS Chartered Accountants. 

(g) The directors of the RE must comply with their general law and 
statutory duties under the Corporations Act (see paragraphs 61 to 65 
below). We are not aware of any reason why agreeing to split the 
litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the 
opinion provided by WMS Chartered Accountants would raise any 
issues in this regard (assuming the matters in paragraphs (a) to (f) 
above are confirmed)." 

[199] The second defendant and sixth defendant, who were more closely involved in the 
Gujurat proceedings than the other defendants, did read and consider the WMS report 
and the Aliens advice. The third and fourth defendants were less involved. The third 
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defendant relied on those who were more involved, including Mr Monaghan. The 
fourth defendant regarded both WMS and Aliens as well-known competent and 
independent films. His memory is that his understanding was that the advices were 
favourable to the proposed division of the settlement proceeds. In my view, it should 
be found that the defendants as directors did exercise independent judgment in 
considering the Aliens advice. 

[200] Another set of allegations is that had the defendants adequately considered the Aliens 
advice they would have concluded that it did not justify the proposed division of the 
settlement proceeds. 

[mu The plaintiff particularises, and relies upon, three grounds or areas for the allegation 
that the defendants failed to consider the content of the Aliens advice, viz: 

(a) the alleged failure to identify the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H of the 
statement of claim; 

(b) the absence of any reference in the Deed Poll to the Aliens advice, LMIM' s 
Conflicts Management Policy or ss 601FC and 601FD of the CA; and 

(c) that the draft Deed Poll was circulated by Mr Monaghan and Ms Kingston to 
the defendants on or about 10 June 2011, ahead of its execution on 14 June 2011 
(the implication being that the Deed Poll was only considered in a perfunctory 
way). 

[202] As to the last of those grounds or areas, a number of the directors referred to a meeting 
at LMIM's boardroom on 14 June 2011, when Mr Monaghan went over the Gujurat 
proceedings, the proposed settlement and the terms of the Deed Poll. Again, not 
surprisingly given the interval of time that passed, not all of the defendants recalled 
the meeting or its detail, but I find that the meeting occurred and that the defendants 
gave consideration at the meeting to whether they should enter into the Deed Poll on 
the Willis of the proposed division of the settlement proceeds. 

[203] As to the second ground or area, namely the alleged absence of references in the Deed 
Poll to the Aliens advice, the Conflicts Management Policy or ss 601FC and 601FD, 
in my view, no failure to consider the Aliens advice should be inferred from those 
circumstances. That the Aliens advice is not referred to in the Deed Poll is no 
evidence, one way or the other, as to whether it was read or taken into account by the 
defendants. That none of the Conflicts Management Policy, s 601FC, or s 601FD is 
referred to in the Deed Poll is no evidence as to the efficacy of the Aliens advice, one 
way or the other, or whether it was read and considered by the defendants. 

[204] As to the third ground or area, namely the failure to identify the matters pleaded in 
paragraph 30H of the statement of claim, that paragraph makes no fewer than seven 
distinct complaints about the content of the Aliens advice, that the plaintiff alleges the 
defendants failed to identify. The extent and nature of the pleaded complaints invokes 
the oft-cited consideration that a question of negligence must not be viewed through 
the convenient prism of hindsight.95  In my view, the plaintiff has disregarded that 
consideration in the presentation of its case. 

95 Dovuro Pty Ltd v Wilkins (2003) 215 CLR 317, 329 [34]. 
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[205] The first complaint is that the Aliens advice does not say how the division of the 
settlement proceeds is in the best interests of the members of the FMIF. It will be 
observed that the point is based on the "best interests" of the members of the FMIF. 
The question Aliens were asked to consider was whether the proposed division was 
legally acceptable, given that LMIM was in a position of conflict. Whether the 
division was commercially reasonable was not specifically the subject of Aliens 
advice, nor whether it was fair as between the conflicting interests of the members of 
the FMIF and the beneficiaries of the MPF. The qualifications set out in paragraph 
[198] above demonstrate that, as do other paragraphs of the Aliens advice. I reject 
that the Aliens advice was deficient because it did not further opine on the question 
of the best interests of the members of the FMIF. 

[206] I would add that the evidence supports the conclusions that it was a reasonable view 
that continuation of the Gujurat proceedings was not a good option for PTAL as 
custodian for the FMIF and that compromise or settlement of the Gujurat proceedings 
would require settlement of LMIM' s claims as trustee for the MPF as well as 
compromise or settlement of PTAL's and Bellpac's claims. 

[207] The second complaint is that the Aliens advice stated in paragraph [56] that LMIM 
would need to be satisfied that the terms of the settlement and the proposed split of 
litigation proceeds did not unfairly put the interests of the FMIF ahead of the MPF, 
which misconstrued the effect of ss 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the CA. 
However, in my view, paragraph [56] does not purport to construe or state the effect 
of those sections. 

[208] The third complaint is that the Aliens advice set out inconsistent conclusions but did 
not state how those inconsistencies were to be resolved. The thrust of the suggested 
inconsistencies is that the interests of the members of the FMIF and the beneficiaries 
of the MPF were irreconcilable. It is true to say, first, that it was in the interests of 
each set of beneficiaries that the full amount of the loan made from their property to 
Bellpac was repaid and, second, that their interests were in conflict in relation to 
obtaining that repayment from the proposed settlement proceeds. But it is a step too 
far, in my view, to say that no reconciliation could be reached. For example, had there 
been a separate, responsible entity and trustee to consider the proposed settlement and 
the terms that might be acceptable to enter into the Deed of Release, Deed of 
Settlement and Release and the Gujurat contract, nothing precluded a commercial 
settlement by the responsible entity of the FMIF that allowed payment of part of the 
settlement proceeds to the trustee of the MPF, in order to obtain the trustee of the 
MPF' s agreement to give the releases necessary under the Deed of Release and the 
Deed of Settlement and Release and payment by the trustee of the MPF to Coalfields 
of $1.3 million that were necessary parts of the settlement transaction under the three 
contracts. 

[209] In my view, that LMIM was both the responsible entity of the FMIF and the trustee 
of the MPF did not make the conflicting interests irreconcilable. It required LMIM to 
proceed in a manner that was impartial and fair as between the conflicting interests. 

[210] Additionally, the plaintiff alleges and submits that the settlement proceeds were all 
part of the scheme property of the FMIF. The basis for the contention appears to be 
that the Deed of Release provided for payment of $25.5 million of the settlement 
proceeds by Gujurat to PTAL and the Gujurat contract provided for payment of $10 
million of the settlement proceeds by G-ujurat to PTAL. But to view the provision of 
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the Deed of Release as the determinant of the interests of the parties to the Deed of 
Release in those proceeds requires that two critical facts be overlooked: first, that a 
decision had been made by LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF and by LM1IVI as 
trustee of the MPF as to the division of the settlement proceeds as set out in the Deed 
Poll before the Deed of Release and the Gujurat contract were entered into founally 
and settled; second, that the cheques provided at completion of the settlement included 
a cheque or cheques in favour of LMIM as trustee of and holder of the account of the 
MPF — that is the money intended to be received by LMIM as trustee and credited to 
the MPF was not received by PTAL as custodian of the FMIF before being transferred 
to the account of LMIM as trustee of the FMIF. 

[211] The fourth complaint is that the Aliens advice: 

"referred at [16](e) to LMIM' s compliance plan, which contained the 
terms pleaded at paragraph 303 above, but did not state how the 
obligations imposed by sections 601FC(1) and 601FD(1) could be 
reconciled with the statement at [35] of the Aliens Advice that LMIM must 
act in the best interests of the members of the MPF when making any 
decision regarding the split of the Settlement proceeds." 

[212] In substance, this complaint is the same as the third complaint and does not require 
further discussion, except to observe that the duty of a responsible entity to act in the 
best interests of the members of a registered scheme is not, per se, irreconcilably 
inconsistent with a power of the responsible entity to enter into a corn.mercial 
compromise where the responsible entity may owe a conflicting fiduciary obligation 
to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries of another trust, depending upon the 
circumstances. 

[213] The fifth complaint is that the Aliens advice: 

"stated at [57] that LMIM would need to ensure that it followed any 
procedures or policies it has established in accordance with section 
912A(1)(aa) of the Act for managing conflicts of interest, but did not state 
how the proposed proceeds split could be reconciled with the matters 
pleaded at paragraph 303 [of the statement of claim]." 

[214] However, there is no allegation that LMIM did not follow a procedure or policy it had 
established in accordance with s 912(1)(aa) of the CA. Paragraph 303 alleges that 
LMIM' s conflicts management policy provided that the duties under ss 601FC(1) and 
601FD(1) override any conflicting duty of a director under Part 2D.1 of the CA. The 
Aliens advice was not concerned with a conflict of those duties and did not misstate 
the effect of them. The plaintiff does not allege how any of the defendants breached 
their duty of care and diligence to members in relation to the alleged failure of the 
Aliens advice to explain how the division of the proceeds could be reconciled with 
the priority to be given to the duties to the members of the FMIF. 

[215] The sixth complaint is that the Aliens advice: 

"stated at [63] that the effect of section 601FD (2) of the Act may have been 
to impose fiduciary duties on LMIM to act in the best interests of members 
of the FMIF, but did not identify what those duties would be or that such 
duties would include a duty of undivided loyalty." 
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[216] This is an extraordinary allegation, first, because it charges the defendants with 
contravention of the duty of care and diligence to members for failing to identify an 
alleged deficiency in legal advice as to the possible effect of s 601FD(2) in relation to 
fiduciary duties. No basis was identified for a contention that the defendants who 
were not lawyers should have done so. Second, it is deficient even as a pure criticism 
of the legal advice, in my view. A failure to identify what the possible fiduciary duties 
might be could only be relevant if it was relevant to the matter of the advice. Any 
other discussion would have been irrelevant. The suggested failure to identify a 
fiduciary duty "of undivided loyalty" would not have assisted in the consideration of 
the particular questions for advice raised on the facts of the case as instructed to 
Aliens. The thrust of paragraph [63] of the Aliens advice was to warn as to the 
possible width of the statutory duties imposedlinder s 601FD(1) of the Act, by reason 
of the priority given to those duties under s 601FD(2). It was not necessary for Aliens 
to go further, in my view. 

[217] The seventh complaint is that the Aliens advice: 

"did not, when properly construed, reach an opinion that the proposed 
transaction was 'legally acceptable'." 

[218] Paragraph 16 of the Aliens advice concluded that it was: 

"legally acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between 
FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered 
Accountants, despite the RE being in a position of conflict". 

[219] Whatever is connoted by the seventh complaint is imported by the words "when 
properly construed". Whatever those words might be intended to mean, no question 
of construction of paragraph 16 is raised, in my view, so it is unnecessary to consider 
them further. 

[220] In my view, none of the seven complaints made in paragraph 30H of the statement of 
claim is a matter that the defendants failed to identify in contravention of the duty of 
care and diligence to members. 

[221] By the reply, the plaintiff alleges that LMIM' s instructions to Aliens for the Aliens 
advice were deficient in the respects alleged in paragraph 30C of the statement of 
claim. However, except for the subject of paragraph 30C(d)(iii), any issue as to the 
deficiency in their instructions would be a false issue as the alleged deficient 
instructions are not alleged to have given rise to a contravention by the defendants of 
the duty of care and diligence to members. 

[222] The exception in paragraph 30C(d)(iii) is that the instructions: 

"did not state that there was no binding express prior arrangement for the 
MPF to be paid any amount if the amount recovered in the litigation did 
not cover the whole of the debt owing to the FMIF." 

[223] However, as previously discussed, the Aliens advice stated: 

"The FMIF and the MPF did not enter into any formal agreement to split 
the proceeds recovered by the litigation despite it being the understanding 
of the RE' s directors that it was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be 
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recognised by providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by 
the litigation." 

[224] I am unable to comprehend the gravamen of the plaintiffs complaint on this 
allegation, except to the extent that there may be a difference of meaning between the 
expressions "no binding express prior arrangement" and "no fonnal agreement... 
despite it being the understanding...". I do not think that, in context, any difference 
of meaning is conveyed by the Aliens advice. Whatever the content of the express 
instructions, it does not appear that the Aliens advice was based on a false assumption 
that there was any binding agreement made prior to the advice under which it was a 
tem" that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to a split of the settlement 
proceeds. 

[225] Accordingly, in my view, the defendants did not breach the duty of care and diligence 
to members in failing to consider that Aliens were not given an instruction that there 
was no binding express agreement. 

[226] As previously stated, the plaintiff alleges, in addition to and apart from the alleged 
deficiencies in the Aliens advice and the instructions given to Aliens, that the 
defendants ought not to have concluded that the WMS report or the Aliens advice 
justified the payment of any part of the settlement proceeds for the benefit of the MPF. 

[227] There is no basis for saying that the WMS report and the Aliens advice did not support 
the conclusion that the proposed ratio of 65:35 was fair and reasonable, if the directors 
were satisfied that the proposed settlement with Gujurat and the other parties was in 
the best interests of the members and beneficiaries of both funds. 

[228] Repeating, the WMS report concluded that: 

"In our opinion, the proposed split of 65% to FMIF and 35% to MPF is 
fair and reasonable having regard to comparable arm's length 
transactions." 

[229] And the Aliens advice concluded that: 

"We consider that it is legally acceptable for the RE to split the litigation 
proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by 
WMS Chartered Accountants, despite the RE being in a position of 
conflict..." 

[230] Based on the assumptions contained in them, the report and advice were 
unambiguously supportive of the proposed division of the settlement proceeds. 

[231] The plaintiff alleges that the defendants contravened the duty of care and diligence to 
members in failing to have proper regard to or to give adequate consideration to the 
fact that PTAL sold the property to Gujurat as mortgagee exercising power of sale, and 
that PTAL as first mortgagee for the benefit of the FMIF had priority over LMIM as 
second mortgagee. Another similar allegation is that the defendants failed to have 
proper regard to the circumstances that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a subsequent 
mortgagee and a subsequent charge holder over the assets of Bellpac and that LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF had originally funded the Gujurat proceedings as registered 
mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority and was drawing down the 
funding against the MPF-Bellpac loan. 
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[232] The sale by PTAL as mortgagee was of the Bellpac land. The purchase price of the 
land comprised only $10 million of the total amount of $45.5 million paid by Gujurat 
under the three contracts under which the Gujurat proceedings were settled. 

[233] I have previously discussed that it is an incomplete analysis to describe LMIM as 
funding the Gujurat proceedings as trustee of the MPF, because it fails to deal with 
the facts that PTAL and Bellpac, by the PTAL appointed receivers and managers, 
were plaintiffs and defendants in the Gujurat proceedings. 

[234] These questions are relevant to whether there was a contravention of the duty of care 
and diligence to members by the defendants and also to whether the alleged 
contravention caused the members of the FMIF to suffer any loss. 

[235] As previously stated, the plaintiff did not allege or attempt to prove or submit that 
Gujurat would have entered into some other series of contracts to settle the Gujurat 
proceedings apart from the three contracts that were made. The point is significant, 
on the facts, because Gujurat did not agree to pay the whole of the amounts payable 
under the three contracts as the purchase price of the Bellpac land under the Gujurat 
contract. 

[236] Accordingly, whether the defendants ought to have attempted to have achieved that 
result, and contravened the duty of care and diligence to members in not doing so, 
must be considered in the light of the prospect whether Gujurat would have been 
prepared to do so and the prospect of whether LMIM as trustee of the MPF could have 
agreed properly to release Gujurat and the other parties to the Gujurat proceedings 
and to pay Coalfields $1.3 million. 

[237] The third and fourth defendants submit that, acting reasonably, the defendants were 
entitled to consider the circumstances in which the funds of the MPF were deployed 
and contributed to the successful recovery of the total amount of $45.5 million on 
settlement of the Gujurat proceedings and for the sale of the Bellpac land to Gujurat. 
I agree. But that does not fiilly answer the allegation that the defendants failed to give 
proper consideration to the matters raised by these allegations. 

[238] The third and fourth defendants further submit that the defendants were entitled to 
make a decision based on more than simply the strict legal rights of the parties to the 
Gujurat proceedings. If, by that, it is meant that the defendants were entitled to make 
a decision involving a gift of the scheme property of the FMIF to LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF because it would be fair to do so, even though there was no entitlement to 
that property, I disagree. The constitution of the FMIF as the trust instrument gave 
no power to LMIM to give away the scheme property. The defendants as directors of 
LMIM cannot have had greater powers of disposition of the scheme property than 
LMIM as responsible entity had. 

[239] However, that is not howl characterise the relevant positions and rights of the parties, 
as previously stated. In any event, in my view, the defendants did not contravene the 
duty of care and diligence to members by failing give adequate consideration to the 
fact that PTAL sold the Bellpac land to Gujurat as a mortgagee exercising power of 
sale, and that PTAL as first mortgagee for the benefit of the FMIF had priority over 
LMIM as second mortgagee to the proceeds of that sale. 
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[240] The plaintiff alleges that the use by the defendants of the litigation funding analogy in 
reaching their decision as to the division of the settlement proceeds in the ratio of 
65:35 was a contravention of the defendants' duty of care and diligence to members. 
Again, the allegation is put in various ways, namely: 

(a) the defendants failed to consider whether the MPF could be treated as if it was 
an atm' s length litigation fonder when it was a second registered mortgagee with 
second priority; 

(b) the defendants failed to obtain independent legal advice or other independent 
advice as to whether, in the circumstances outlined above, the MPF could be 
treated as if it were an arm's length litigation funder; and 

(c) the defendants ought not to have concluded that the MPF was in an analogous 
position to a litigation funder and that the settlement proposals would not be 
reasonable on an arm's length basis. 

[241] Clause 3.1 of the Deed Poll records the defendants' considerations and conclusions 
as including: 

"(m) the Settlement Proposals would be reasonable in the circumstances 
if LM as RE of the FMIF and LM as Trustee of the MPF were 
dealing at aim's length - the Directors have come to this conclusion 
on the basis of their own experience and previous dealings in 
relation to comparable transactions as well as the WMS Report. The 
proposed Proceeds Split is similar to that which would prevail in the 
open market for similar transactions between unrelated parties and 
is not extraordinary or excessively generous - in giving 
consideration to this issue, the Directors considered the litigation 
funding practices in the open market." 

[242] That is, the defendants were of the opinion that there was an analogy to be made 
between the facts of this case and an arm's length dealing between a litigant and a 
litigation fonder. It is not in dispute that the division of the proceeds would have been 
reasonable if that were the case. That is not the thrust of the plaintiff's case on this 
point. The thrust is that there was no proper basis for the analogy between a 
commercial litigation funder and LMTIVI as funder of the Gujurat proceedings. 

[243] It is apparent from what I have previously said that I do not consider it accurate to 
characterise LMIM' s position as simply funding the Gujurat proceedings as second 
mortgagee. It was doing so, in part, for the benefit of Bellpac and for the benefit of 
PTAL. And its own claims were not those of a second mortagee as such. 

[244] However, it would be equally inaccurate and imprecise to draw a direct analogy 
between LMIM's position as fonder of the Gujurat proceedings and that of a 
commercial litigation fonder. LMIM was not just funding the litigation for the benefit 
of the members of the FMIF for a commercial share of the litigation proceeds payable 
to PTAL as custodian of the FMIF. Nor was it doing so for Bellpac, by the PTAL 
appointed receivers and managers, for the benefit of the FMIF. It was bringing its 
own claim for damages, as well, and was interested in the outcome of the proceedings 
by PTAL and Bellpac because it was the second mortgagee of the Bellpac land and 
second chargee of Bellpac 's property. 
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[245] The analogy between the position of LMIM as trustee of the MPF as funder of the 
Gujurat proceedings and a commercial litigation funder with no prior interest in the 
subject matter of the litigation is not a close analogy, in my view. Once that point in 
the analysis is reached, this allegation identifies itself as the strongest allegation of a 
possible contravention of the duty of care and diligence to members by the defendants. 

[246] That is because the measure of the division of the settlement proceeds was made at 
least in part by reference to the proportionate amounts that might have been 
appropriate in an arm's length dealing between a commercial litigation funder and a 
litigant. If the analogy is not a close one, the justification of the apportionment that 
was made may be weakened. 

[247] The precise question, at this point, is whether in those circumstances the evidence 
justifies the conclusion that the defendants contravened their duty of care and 
diligence to members in reaching the conclusion that the ratio 65:35 was appropriate. 

[248] The question of an analogy with a commercial litigation funding arrangement was 
referred to by LMIM internally, in the WMS report and in the Aliens advice. 

[249] The internal references were made in the email from Mr Monaghan to the second and 
sixth defendants sent on 1 December 2010 and the email from Andrew Petrik to the 
sixth defendant, copied to the first, second and third defendants, as well as Mr 
Monaghan sent on 2 December 2010, previously set out. 

[250] WMS's report opined that: 

"In [e]ffeet MPF' s role was not dissimilar to a litigation funder." 

[251] WMS continued its analysis by referring to two particular litigation finders, although 
noting that the teinis of litigation funding are typically established on a case by case 
basis. The rates identified were for "normal" ranges of between 20 or 30 percent and 
45 percent. 

[252] WMS concluded that: 

"In our opinion, there is significant reliable data from comparable 
transactions between parties dealing at arm's length to positively conclude 
a fair and reasonable split of the litigation proceeds to FMIF and MPF. 
Accordingly, a range of MPF's entitlement between 30% to 40% would 
appear reasonable given the complexities in the matter and the fact it 
appears to be close to settling pre trial." 

[253] Aliens advice provided that: 

"(d) The directors must be satisfied that the proposed split of settlement 
proceeds and associated releases of securities by the RE would be 
reasonable in the circumstances if the RE as responsible entity of 
the FMIF and the RE as trustee of the MPF were dealing at arm's 
length. The WMS Chartered Accountants report makes it clear that 
'there is significant reliable data from comparable transactions 
between parties dealing at arm's length to positively conclude a fair 
and reasonable split of the litigation proceeds to FMIF and MPF'. 
Consequently, the conclusion in the WMS Chartered Accountants 
report will be an important factor in the RE's decision in respect of 
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the split of the litigation proceeds. However, the RE should not rely 
solely on the report. The directors of the RE must make 'their own 
independent assessment' of the relevant matters, and the advice 
from WMS Chartered Accountants does not replace 'careful 
judgement by the directors'. They should also consider the relevant 
matters referred to by ASIC in CP 142..."96  

[254] However, Aliens' advice as to the division of the proceeds was not based solely on 
the analogy between LMIM as the funder of the Gujurat proceedings and an arm's 
length commercial litigation funder. According to the Aliens advice, it was also 
based, inter alia, upon the understanding of the directors that it was appropriate for 
MPF' s contribution to be recognised by providing MPF with a share of any proceeds 
recovered by the litigation. 

[255] The statement of claim alleges in paragraph 30C(d)(iii) that there was no binding 
express prior arrangement that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would be paid any amount 
if the amount that LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF recovered did not cover 
the whole of the amount owing by Bellpac to it. So stated, the allegation elides the 
legal relationships whereby PTAL was the relevant party to the Gujurat proceedings 
and was the lender to Bellpac and first mortgagee and charge of Bellpac's property. 
But the meaning is clear enough. 

[256] The statement of claim does , not allege that the defendants did not have the 
understanding alleged in the defence, as a ground of the alleged contraventions of the 
duty of care and diligence. However, the defendants allege they had the understanding 
that it was appropriate for MPF' s contribution to be recognised by providing MPF 
with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation in the defences and the 
plaintiff denies the understanding in the replies on the ground that the defendants had 
an expectation that the MPF-Bellpac loan would be repaid in part and possibly in full 
if LMIM and PTAL were successful in the Gujurat proceedings. 

[257] The defendants rely upon the terms of the WMS report, the Aliens advice based on 
the instructions of LMIM and the Deed Poll signed by the directors as 
contemporaneous documents supporting the existence of the understanding, 

[258] Second, the defendants rely on the affidavit and oral evidence of the defendants as all 
supporting the existence of the understanding. 

[259] Against that evidence, the plaintiff relies on a number of facts as contrary to the 
understanding. First, the plaintiff points to the lack of contemporaneous documents 
supporting or referring to the understanding, before the time when instructions were 
given to WMS for the WMS report. 

[260] Second, the plaintiff relies on the absence of any reference to the understanding in a 
document entitled "ASIC Benchmark Disclosure Update for Investors" dated 2 
September 2010. The defendants who gave evidence either did not recall reading the 
document (the third and fourth defendants) or were not asked about it (the second and 
sixth defendants). The plaintiffs apparent purpose in relying upon the document is 
that its tenus are inconsistent with existence of the understanding. Although the 
understanding is not referred to in the document, I am not sure that its teims are 

96 The reference to CP142 is to ASIC Consultation Paper 142 dated October 2010. 
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inconsistent with the existence of the understanding. In any event, as at 2 September 
2010, the terms of the proposed settlement of the Gujurat proceedings were not 
known. 

[261] Third, the plaintiff relied on emails passing between the sixth defendant and others, 
including Mr Monaghan, about the basis of the funding of the Gujurat proceedings by 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF. 

[2(2] On 17 August 2016, Mr Tickner wrote to Mr Grant Fischer (copied to the second 
defendant) asking: 

"Have we documented an agreement between MW and MPF... if not I 
think we should formalise as soon as practicable". 

[263] On 30 August 2010, Mr Tickner wrote to Mr Monaghan asking: 

"Can we amend any agreement we have in place for MPF to assist with 
litigation costs on Belipac to also cover Statutory Charges...". 

[264] The plaintiff also relied on other forensic points in support of its contention that there 
was no understanding, including that if there was an understanding it would have been 
documented, that it was illogical for LMIM as responsible entity for the FMIF to 
"enter in to an arrangement" to pay an unspecified amount for LMIM as trustee for 
the MPF to fund legal costs when LMIM as the trustee of the MPF was a substantial 
debtor of PTAL as custodian of the FMIF for a group of assigned loans, that the 
understanding was an unlikely commercial arrangement, that there was no evidence 
that the defendants infoimed the auditors of the understanding or explained it to 
Deutsche Bank as lender to the FMIF and that the amounts of the funds provided for 
the Gujurat proceedings were treated by LMIM as trustee of the FMIF as further 
advances or amounts payable on the MPF-Bellpae loan account. In assessing the 
relevant documents and the defendants' evidence, I have not overlooked these points. 

[265] The matters relied on by the plaintiff are not enough, in my view, to reject the 
defendants' evidence as to the existence of the understanding. I acknowledge that 
some of their evidence on the point was vague. Also, it is not to be ignored that the 
understanding is evidence of the states of mind of the defendants that it is in their 
interests to give and difficult to contradict. It is quite possible that the defendants 
believed that they had the understanding at the time when they gave evidence but that 
their beliefs are mistaken and the product of reconstruction.97  Further, the absence of 
two relevant witnesses should not go unnoticed. The first defendant did not give 
evidence. The plaintiff submits it should be inferred that his evidence would not have 
assisted his case.98  Second, Mr. Monaghan, who was closely involved in the Gujurat 
proceedings as a lawyer advising LMIM was not called by any of the parties to give 
evidence. However, no inference is more readily drawn against the defendants 
because of that, because the plaintiff might have called Mr Monaghan.99  

[266] Even so, after all, it is not inherently unlikely that the defendants expected that LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF would be acknowledged in any settlement for almost entirely 
funding the Gujurat proceedings. And it must not be forgotten that the plaintiffs 

97 Compare Chappel v Hart (1998) 195 CLR 232, 272. 
98 Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298, 308 and 321. 
99 Crossman v Sheahan [2016] NSWCA 200, [34114344]. 
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claim was not raised until a number of years after the events in question, so it is not 
surprising that the defendants' recollections are vague. It is the contrary that would 
be surprising, in the absence of detailed contemporaneous notes. 

[267] The conclusion I reach, on the balance of probabilities, is that in making their decision 
as to the division of the proceeds the defendants had the understanding that LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF would receive a share of any proceeds from the Gujurat litigation. 

[268] Ultimately, the plaintiff alleges in paragraph 34(g) of the statement of claim that the 
defendants failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the different 
interests of the FMIF and the MPF, meaning the different interests of the members of 
the FMIF as a registered scheme on the one hand and the beneficiaries of the MPF as 
an investment trust on the other hand, having regard to the matters alleged in 
subparagraphs 34(aa) to (e) inclusive. In my view, this allegation does not raise any 
additional point to the separate subject matters of those subparagraphs that are 
separately considered to the extent necessary above. Nevertheless, I also accept the 
third and fourth defendants' submission that, in fact, the defendants did consider the 
different interests of the two funds. Inter alia, the Deed Poll records that PTAL held a 
first registered mortgage in respebt of different indebtedness to that held by LMIM. 
The Deed Poll also stated that the consent of the MPF was required for the settlement 
of the Gujurat proceedings and concluded that the "Settlement Proposals are in the 
best interests of each Relevant Fund's members". 

[269] It is appropriate to return to paragraph 34(d) of the statement of claim where the 
plaintiff alleges that the defendants failed to consider whether LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF could be treated as if it was an arm's length litigation funder and whether it was 
appropriate to divide the settlement proceeds in the ratio of 65:35. The substance of 
this allegation is that the defendants gave too much weight to the analogy of the 
amount that might have been payable to a commercial litigation funder of the Gujurat 
proceedings. Similarly, paragraph 37A(aa)(iii) alleges that the defendants ought not 
to have concluded that the proceeds split was fair to the FMIF and paragraph 
37A(aa)(v) alleges that the defendants ought not to have concluded that the division 
of the proceeds was not unreasonable. 

[270] The third and fourth defendants submit that the plaintiff does not make an identifiable 
complaint about the process of reasoning. I do not agree. The plaintiff does allege 
that the defendants failed to consider whether LMIM as trustee of the MPF could be 
treated as if it was an arm's length litigation funder. 

[271] The WMS report stated: 

"Based on the background section of our report, we note the following 
pertinent points: 

• The matter became very complicated and the litigation was highly 
complex and the prospects uncertain. In our opinion, litigation by 
its nature is difficult to predict with absolute certainty. 

• FMIF was in the position of being unable to provide additional 
funding, and of being unable to satisfy any adverse costs orders that 
might have been made against LM. 

• The burden of funding the litigation fell largely on MPF. 
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The funding in the litigation by FMIF and MPF is summarised at Table 
2 above being $1,638,438 by MPF and $161,471 by FMIF. As noted 
above, this does not include the $1.3M to another party Coalfields, to 
secure the withdrawal of certain caveats. 

In our opinion, based on the infolination provided and our discussions 
with Monaghan Lawyers a commercial decision was undertaken by MPF 
to fund the litigation to attempt to preserve the capital entitlements under 
the loan documents. In [e]ffect MPF's role was not dissimilar to a 
litigation funder." 

[2721 Although, in my view, the analogy with an arm's length litigation funder was not 
particularly strong, the clear import of the WMS report was that it was an appropriate 
comparison and their conclusion was that LMIM's role was not dissimilar. That 
conclusion constituted independent expert advice and was reasoned. Other analogies 
might have been considered. For example, creditors who fund a liquidator to bring 
proceedings to recover the property of the company for the benefit of the unsecured 
creditors may receive more than a refund of the contributed costs by way of 
distribution, in contravention of the parri passu and priority principles that otherwise 
apply in a company liquidation.100  

[273] Looking at the question of the fairness and reasonableness of the proposed division of 
the settlement proceeds as a matter of first principle, it is apparent that both the WMS 
report and the Aliens advice considered that it was relevant to assess it as if it were an 
aim's length commercial transaction. In my view, that was the correct approach. The 
analogy made between LMIM as trustee of the MPF as funder of the Gujurat 
proceedings for the benefit of, inter alia, PTAL as custodian of the FMIF and Bellpac 
and a commercial litigation funder was part of that approach. But there were other 
matters. 

[274] One was that the Gujurat proceedings would not have been carried on by PTAL and 
the Bellpac receivers and managers appointed by PTAL without the funding provided 
by LMIM as trustee of the MPF. That funding included that LMIM gave security for 
costs of the proceeding by PTAL and Bellpac, as well as paying the costs of their own 
lawyers. Second, the Gujurat proceedings could not be settled on the terms of the 
proposed Gujurat contract, Deed of Settlement and Release and Deed of Release 
without LMIM' s releases as provided for, in particular, in the Deed of Release. Third, 
the Gujurat proceedings could not be settled on the teinis of the proposed Gujurat 
contract, Deed of Settlement and Release and Deed of Release without LMIM paying 
$1.3 million to Coalfields at or before settlement. Fourth, the defendants had the 
understanding that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would receive a share of any proceeds 
from the Gujurat litigation. 

[275] In my view, it was prudent for LMIM to obtain external independent professional 
accounting advice as to whether and to what extent the proposed division of the 
settlement proceeds was fair and reasonable in an arm's length dealing. Looked at 
objectively, to do so followed some of the principles underlying similar models for 
assessment of a related party transactionl01  or the process of obtaining an independent 

lop Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 564; Household Financial Services Ply Ltd v Chase Medical Centre 
Ply Ltd (in liq0 (1995) 18 ACSR 294, 296; Proficient Building Company Pty Ltd (2011) 87 ACSR 183, 
[14 

10] Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 210, 219, 220 and 221. ASIC Regulatory Guide 111. • 
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expert's report to assist in making a decision upon voting for or against a scheme of 
arrangement.1°2  Prima facie, generally speaking, it is reasonable for the directors of a 
corporation to obtain and act on external independent professional accounting and 
legal advice as to whether a transaction is fair and reasonable to assist in the 
consideration of whether it is in the best interests of the company and its shareholders 
and whether the directors duties of care and skill are discharged, although there has 
been controversy at times in the case law as to the extent to which directors in 
perfoiming their functions may rely on information provided by delegates or 
advisors.103  Trustees, too, are authorised to do so, generally speaking.104  Of course, 
neither directors nor trustees are thereby absolved from the obligation to 
independently consider and make the relevant decisions in exercising their powers of 
management or investment, according to any statutory or general law duty of care and 
diligence to members that applies. 

[276] In the case of a company director, and at least the statutory duty of care and diligence 
imposed under s 180(1) of the CA, s 189 of the CA specifically provides as follows: 

"189 Reliance on information or advice provided by others 

If: 

(a) a director relies on information, or professional or expert advice, 
given or prepared by: 

(i) an employee of the corporation whom the director believes on 
reasonable grounds to be reliable and competent in relation to 
the matters concerned; or 

(ii) a professional adviser or expert in relation to matters that the 
director believes on reasonable grounds to be within the 
person's professional or expert competence; or 

(iii) another director or officer in relation to matters within the 
director's or officer's authority; or 

(iv) a committee of directors on which the director did not serve 
in relation to matters within the committee's authority; and 

(b) the reliance was made: 

(0 in good faith; and 

(ii) after making an independent assessment of the information or 
advice, having regard to the director's knowledge of the 
corporation and the complexity of the structure and operations 
of the corporation; and 

102 Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), s 411(3)(b), Corporations Regulation, reg 5.1.01(1)(a)(ii) and Schedule 
8 , para [83031 and ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 

103 Compare, for example AWA Ltd v Daniels trading as Deloitee Haskins & Sells (1992) 7 ACSR 759, 
868 and 1015 and Daniels v Anderson (1995) 13 NSWLR 408; 16 ACSR 607, 665. The question is 
discussed more fully in an article by A Gibbs and I Webster, "Delegation and reliance by Australian 
company directors", (2015) 33 C&SLT 297 and in Ford, Austin and Ramsay's Principles of 
Corporations Law, August 2019, [8.340.12]48.340.151 

104 Trusts Act 1973 (Q1d), s 54(1); Commissioner of Taxation v Bargwanna (2012) 244 CLR 655, 662, 
[11]. 
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(c) the reasonableness of the director's reliance on the information or 
advice arises in proceedings brought to determine whether a director 
has performed a duty under this Part or an equivalent general law 
duty; 

the director's reliance on the information or advice is taken to be 
reasonable unless the contrary is proved." 

[277] Where it applies, s 189 has the effect that the director's reliance on the advice is taken 
to be reasonable, unless the contrary is proved. None of the parties referred to s 189 
or made any submissions as to whether it applies in relation to the duty of care and 
diligence to members of a director as an officer under s 601FD(1)(b) of the CA. 
Whether or not s 189 applies, in my view, does not affect the answer to whether the 
defendants' reliance on the WMS report and the Aliens advice was reasonable on the 
facts of this case. In my view, it was. 

[278] Both WMS and Aliens were professional advisers. The defendants believed that their 
opinions and advices were within their relevant fields of professional competence. 
The defendants' reliance on those opinions and advices was made in good faith. The 
defendants made their own assessments of the opinions and advice in varying degrees. 

[279] The sixth defendant instructed WMS with Mr Monaghan. After the second defendant 
received the WMS report as to the proposed division of the proceeds in the 65:35 ratio, 
she instructed Mr Monaghan to obtain legal advice as well, which resulted in the 
Aliens advice. She informed the other directors she had done so. When Mr Monaghan 
obtained and provided the Aliens advice to the second defendant, he included a 
summary of it, saying there was a lot to wade through but the conclusion was that the 
transaction was ok. The summary was sent on to the fourth defendant and the sixth 
defendant. The second defendant read the Aliens advice. She forwarded it to LMIM' s 
auditor. Neither the auditor nor Mr Monaghan raised any concern as to the sufficiency 
of the Aliens advice or the WMS report. The third defendant did not have any 
significant role in relation to the Gujurat proceedings. She relied on the directors 
who did, being the sixth defendant and second defendant. She was aware of WMS' 
opinion as to the 65:35 ratio and of the summary given by Mr Monaghan of the Aliens 
advice at the meeting on 14 June 2011. She believed the proposed division of the 
proceeds was in the interests of the members of both the FMIF and the MPF. The 
fourth defendant relied on his fellow directors and Mr Monaghan. He could not recall 
whether he read the Aliens advice. He knew when he signed the Deed Poll that both 
the WMS report and the Aliens advice had been obtained. He believed WMS and 
Aliens to be well, known, independent and competent flans. His understanding was 
that their opinions and advices were favourable to the proposed division of the 
settlement proceeds. The sixth defendant reviewed the WMS report and the Aliens 
advice and concluded that the proposed division of the proceeds was legally 
acceptable. 

[280] The plaintiff did not identify any case in which parties in a position comparable to the 
defendants have been held to have breached a relevant duty of care and skill by relying 
on or in failing to reject independent expert opinion of an accounting nature or by way 
of legal advice. My own researches have only produced one possible case of that kind 
but the facts are not usefully comparable.1°5  

105 Re VBN and Australian Prudential Regulation Authority and A Party Joined (2006) 92 ALD 259 
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[281] In my view, the plaintiff failed to establish that the defendants' reliance upon the 
WMS report amounted to a contravention of the duty of care and diligence to members 
because that report may have placed too much weight on the analogy of a litigation 
funder in reaching the opinion that the ratio of 65:35 was appropriate for the division 
of the settlement proceeds. In relying on that opinion, the defendants were exercising 
the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were 
in the defendants' positions. 

[282] In reaching that conclusion, I have not found it necessary to consider whether the 
positions of some of the defendants should be distinguished having regard to their 
relative functions and involvement in the management of LMIM's operations, either 
generally, or in relation to the Gujurat proceedings, in particular. The third and fourth 
defendants made detailed submissions that their individual positions should be 
assessed having regard to their lesser roles and their reasonable reliance on the sixth 
defendant, second defendants and Mr Monaghan, but I do not consider it necessary to 
deal with those submissions farther, having regard to the conclusion I have reached 
as to the defendants positions as directors, in general. 

Conclusion 

[283] It follows, in my view, that the plaintiff has not established a contravention of the duty 
of care and diligence to members by any of the defendants. 

[284] Having regard to my earlier findings as to the operation of the duty to act in the 
members' best interests and the failure of the plaintiff to prove that any contravention 
of that duty caused the damage of the loss of all the settlement proceeds not being 
received by the FIVIIF, it follows that the plaintiff's claim must be dismissed. 

[285] Because of those conclusions, it has been unnecessary to consider other questions that 
were disputed between the parties, in particular whether, even if there was some 
contravention of either the duty to act in the members' best interests or the duty of 
care and diligence to members, the defendants or some of them should be excused 
from liability under s 1317S of the CA. 

[286] In the circumstances of this case, it is not appropriate to make further findings on those 
questions, because the discretionary power to grant relief under s 1317S must be 
exercised in relation to "a liability to which the person would otherwise be subject". 
It would be necessary to identify the precise factual basis of the particular liability 
before any meaningful consideration could be given to the potential operation of s 
1317S. The absence of the relevant factual findings, because I have not found that the 
defendants or any of them are liable, makes it inappropriate, in my view, to consider 
the application of s 1317S in a hypothetical way. 

[287] Finally, in these reasons I have not dealt with every point that was advanced in the 
written submissions of the parties. Those submissions were voluminous. To have 
dealt with every argument or point would have increased the length of these reasons 
by many, many pages. Instead, I have focussed on the facts and arguments that are 
necessary to decide the case, in my view. That does not mean I have not given close 
attention to the other points that were advanced both in writing and orally. 
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Liquidation) ACN 077 208 461 as Responsible Entity of the LM First Mortgage 
Income Fund ARSN 089 343 283 as Plaintiff 

AND 

Peter Charles Drake as First Defendant 

AND 

Lisa Maree Darcy as Second Defendant 

AND 

Eghard van der Hoven as Third Defendant 

AND 

Francene Maree Mulder as Fourth Defendant 

AND 

John Francis O'Sullivan as Fifth Defendant 

AND 

Simon Jeremy Tickner as Sixth Defendant 

AND 

LM Investment Management Limited (Receivers & Managers Appointed) (In 
Liquidation) ACN 077 208 461 as Seventh Defendant 

AND 

Korda Mentha Pty Ltd ACN 100 169 391 in its capacity as Trustee of the LM Managed 
Perfor-mance Fund 

Name of Primary Court Judge: Justice Jackson 

Location of Primary Court: Brisbane 

2. GROUNDS - 

The Appellant relies on the following grounds of appeal: 

Construction of Statutory Provisions 

1. The learned primary judge en-ed in holding that: 

(a) in s 601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), "the interests of the 
responsible entity" of a registered management investment scheme do not 

include the duty (or duties) of the responsible entity as trustee of another trust 
to the beneficiaries of that trust (Reasons at [87]); 
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(b) LM1M's duties as trustee of the MPF, an unregistered management 
investment scheme, were not "interests of the responsible entity" within the 
meaning Of s 601FD(1)(c) (Reasons at [92]); and 

(c) for those reasons, the statutory duty in s 601FD(1)(c) imposed on the First, 
Second, Third, Fourth and Sixth Respondents (Respondents) as officers of 
LMIM as responsible entity for the registered management investment 
scheme FMIF, that, if there is conflict between the interests of members of a 
registered scheme and the interests of the responsible entity for that scheme, 
they "must.. give priority to the members' interests", did not require them to 
give priority to the interests of the members of the FMIF over the interests of 
the beneficiaries of the MPF (Reasons at [92]). 

2. The learned primary judge erred in holding that the statutory duty imposed on the 
Respondents as officers of LMIIV1 as the responsible entity for the FMIF in 
s 601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act to "act in the best interests of the members": 

(a) does not reflect and give statutory force to the equitable principle or rule that 
applies when a trustee or fiduciary is placed in a position of conflict between 
two duties (Reasons at [108]); 

(b) is constrained by, and must take into account of, the fact that the constitution 
of the FMIF expressly authorised LMEV1 (i) to act as the responsible entity of 
another trust, or fund; (ii) to deal with itself as trustee of another trust; and 
(iii) to be interested in a contract or transaction with itself as trustee of 
another trust" (Reasons at [116] and [117]); and 

(c) does not require an officer of a responsible entity necessarily to prefer the 
members' interests to the interests of the members of another scheme or the 
beneficiaries of another trust, where they conflict (Reasons at [111], [126]); 
and 

(d) only required the Respondents to act in a manner that was "impartial and fair" 
as between the conflicting interests of the members of the FMIF and the 
members of the MPF (Reasons at [122] to 125] and [209]). 

3. In the alternative to subparagraph 2(d) above, the learned primary judge erred in 
failing to determine what the statutory duty imposed on the Respondents as officers 
of LMTIVI as the responsible entity for the FMIF ins 601FD(1)(c) of the Cotporations 
Act to "act in the best interests of the members" required of the Respondents. 

Scheme Property 

4. The learned primary judge erred in: 

(a) finding that the Appellant did not contend that the entirety of the $35.5 
million settlement proceeds (Settlement Proceeds) from the litigation 
involving Gujurat NRE Minerals Ltd (Gujurat litigation)) were "scheme 
property" of the FMIF before part of those proceeds were received by LMEVI 
as trustee of the MPF (Reasons at [136]) in circumstances where such a 
contention was expressly made by the Appellants in (i) paragraph 37 of the 
Statement of Claim; (ii) paragraph 2 and 3 of the document entitled "Findings 
Sought by the Plaintiff' handed up during oral closing submissions; and (iii) 
paragraph 119 of the Appellant's written closing submissions; 
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(b) failing to find that the entirety of the Settlement Proceeds were "scheme 
property" of the FM1F before part of those proceeds were received by LMEVI 
as trustee of the MPF (Reasons at [210]). 

The Understanding 

5. The learned primary judge erred in finding that: 

(a) LMlIvl as trustee for the MPF did not fund the Gujurat Litigation as second 
mortgagee (Reasons at [185]); 

(b) there was an understanding between the Respondents that it was appropriate 
for the contribution of LMLVI as trustee for the MPF to the Gujurat litigation 
to be recognized by providing LMIM as trustee for the MPF with a share of 
the proceeds recovered in that litigation (Understanding) (Reasons at [256]-
[267]), 

in that such findings were glaringly improbable, contrary to compelling inferences 
and/or against the weight of the evidence in that they were: 

(c) contrary to all the contemporaneous documentary evidence; 

(d) not supported by any contemporaneous documentary evidence (in 
circumstances where, in the case of any arrangement such as the 
Understanding, LMIIVI's policies and protocols required such an arrangement 
to be documented and approved by LM1M's Risk Management Committee or 
Board of Directors); 

(e) based solely on evidence of three Respondents whose evidence as to the 
Understanding was found by the learned primary judge to be "vague" and 
where the learned primary judge also observed that it was "quite possible that 
the defendants believed that they had the understanding at the time when they 
gave evidence but that their beliefs are mistaken and the product of 
reconstruction" (Reasons at [265]); and 

(f) illogical in that LMIM as trustee for the MPF was, at the time of the alleged 
Understanding, in fact indebted to Lmrm as responsible entity for the MPF in 
the amount of $36 million. 

6. The learned primary judge erred, in assessing whether the Respondents breached their 
duties under s 601FD(1)(b) and (c), in failing to consider that, even if there was such 
an Understanding: 
(a) the Respondents had admitted on the pleadings, and in their submissions, that 

the Understanding was not a legally binding agreement or arrangement; 
(b) there was no understanding as to what the share of the proceeds was; 

(c) there was no understanding that the share of the proceeds was to be calculated 
by reference to the returns of a commercial litigation finder. 

Breaches 

7. The learned primary judge erred in failing to find that the Respondents breached their 
duties under s 601FD(1)(e) by causing LMIM to pay $15.5 million (Settlement 
Payment) from the Settlement Proceeds. 
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8. The learned primary judge erred in finding that the Respondents did not breach the 
duty in s 601FD(1)(b) of the Corporations Act (Reasons at [283]), and in particular in 
finding that: 

(a) the Respondents adequately read and considered the legal advice from Aliens 
to LMBI dated 28 March 2011 (Aliens advice) (Reasons at [192], [200]-
[225]); 

(b) the Respondents were not required to obtain independent advice, separate 
from the Aliens advice (Reasons at [193]); 

(c) the Respondents exercised independent judgment in considering the Aliens 
advice (Reasons at [199]); 

(d) the Respondents were justified in concluding that the Aliens advice or the 
advice from WMS to LMIM dated 7 March 2011 (WMS report) justified the 
payment of part of the Settlement Payment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
(Reasons at [226]-[230]); 

(0) the Respondents had proper regard and gave adequate consideration to the 
fact that PTAL sold the property to Gujurat as mortgagee exercising power of 
sale, and that PTAL as first mortgagee for the benefit of the FMIF had 
priority over LMIM as second mortgagee (Reasons at [231]-[239]); 

(f) the Respondents had proper regard and gave adequate consideration to the 
different interests of the members of the EMIT as a registered scheme and the 
beneficiaries of the MPF as an investment trust (Reasons at [268]); and 

(g) the Respondents were justified in concluding, in reliance on the Aliens advice 
and the WMS report, that: 

(0 the use of the litigation funding analogy in reaching their decision as 
to the division of the settlement proceeds was appropriate; and 

(ii) a ratio of 65:35 was appropriate for the division of the settlement 
proceeds (Reasons at [269]-[281]), 

in circumstances where the Respondents knew: 

(h) the litigation was being funded by LMIM as trustee for the MPF as a second 
mortgagee; 

that there was no Understanding and that the Aliens Advice and the WMS 
Advice was premised on the Understanding being in existence; 

(j) that even if there was an Understanding: 

(i) it was not a legally binding agreement or arrangement; 

(ii) it did not extend to what share of the proceeds LMIM as trustee for 
the MPF was entitled to; 

(ii) it did not extend to the share of the proceeds LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF was entitled to being calculated by reference to the returns of a 
commercial litigation funder; and 

(k) no analogy could be drawn between: 
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(i) LMIM as trustee for the MPF, as second mortgagee, advancing funds 
to Lmat as RE for the FMIF as first mortgagee, to fund litigation in 
to which LMIM as trustee for the MPF was itself a party and stood to 
benefit and where there was no agreement as to what return LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF would receive for advancing funds if the 
litigation was successful; and 

(ii) a commercial litigation funder agreeing to fund the prosecution of 
litigation, to which it was not a party, for a commercial return. 

Causation and loss 

9. The learned primary judge erred in: 

(a) failing to find that, but for the Respondents' breaches of the duties in 
ss 601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the Corporations Act, the Respondents (or a 
sufficient number of them), or hypothetical directors acting reasonably, 
would have caused LM1M as trustee of the MPF to enter into the Deed of 
Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release on the footing that all the 
Settlement Proceeds would be paid to PTAL as custodian for LMLM as 
responsible entity of the FMIF (Reasons at [165]-[166]); 

(b) failing to find that the fact that LMIM as responsible entity of the FMEF did 
not receive the amount of the Settlement Proceeds that was received by 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF "resulted from" the respondents' breaches of the 
duties in ss 601FD(1)(b) and (c) within the meaning of s 1317H of the 
Corporations Act; and 

(c) failing to find that the Respondents should not be excused from their breaches 
of ss 601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the Corporations Act pursuant to s 1317S of the 
Corporations Act (Reasons at [285] to [286]); 

(d) failing to order, pursuant to s 1317H, that the Respondents compensate the 
FMIF in the amount of the Settlement Payment received by LMLIVI as trustee 
of the MPF. 

10. In the alternative, the learned primary judge erred in failing to: 

(a) find that but for the Respondents' breaches of the duty in s 601FD(1)(b) of 
the Corporations Act, the respondents (or a sufficient number of them), or 
hypothetical directors acting reasonably, would have caused LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF to enter into the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release on the footing that all the Settlement Proceeds would be paid to 
PTAL as custodian for LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF, except for 
an amount to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for the contribution it 
made to funding the Gujurat litigation together with interest (Reasons at 
[173]-[174]); 

(b) find that the fact that LMIM as responsible entity of the FMIF did not receive 
the amount of the Settlement Proceeds that was received by LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF, less the amount by way of reimbursement referred to in 
paragraph 10(a) above, "resulted from" the respondents' breaches of the duty 
in s 601FD(1)(b) within the meaning of s 1317H of the Corporations Act; 
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(c) find that the Respondents should not be excused from their breaches of 
ss 601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the Corporations Act pursuant to s 1317S of the 
Corporations Act (Reasons at [285] to [286]); and 

(d) order, pursuant to s 1317H, that the Respondents Compensate the FMIF in the 
amount of the Settlement Proceeds that were received by LMEVI as trustee of 
the MPF less the amount by way of reimbursement referred to in paragraph 
10(a) above. 

3. ORDERS SOUGHT - 

The Appellant seeks the following orders: 

1. The appeal be allowed. 

2. The Orders made on 22 November 2019 and subsequent orders as to costs be set aside. 

3. As Against each of the Respondents: 

(a) an order pursuant to s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the 
Respondents pay to the Appellant compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LM1M as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

(b) interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Q1d) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date of judgment; and 

(c) the Respondents pay the Appellants' costs of and incidental to the appeal and of 
the trial. 

4. In the alternative: 

(a) the proceeding be remitted for the determination of the question of whether relief 
should be granted in favour or one or more of the Respondents pursuant to 
section 1317S of the Corporations Act 2001 and for the making of final orders; 
and 

(b) the Respondents pay the costs of the appeal. 

4. RECORD PREPARATION 

The Appellant undertakes to cause a record to be prepared and lodged, and to include all 
material required to be included in the record under the rules and practice directions and any 
order or direction in the proceedings. 
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- 2 - 

This claim in this proceeding is made in reliance on the following facts: 

The Parties and roles 

1. The seventh defendant, LM Investment Management Limited (Receivers and Managers 
Appointed) (In Liquidation) ACN 077 208 461 (LMUVI): 

(a) is and was at all material times a company duly incorporated and capable of suing in 
its own name; 

(b) is and was at all material times the Responsible Entity (RE) of the LM First 
Mortgage Income Fund ARSN 089 343 288 (FMIF); 

te). was, until order of this Honourable Court on 12 April 2013 (LM Order), trustee of 
the trust named The LM Managed Performance Fund (MPF); 

(d) was placed into voluntary administration on 19 March 2013 and John Park and 
Ginette Muller of FTI Consulting were appointed voluntary administrators; 

(e) had receivers and managers, Joseph Hayes and Anthony Connelly of McGrathNicol, 
appointed to certain of its property held in its capacity as RE of FMIF on 11 July 
2013 by Deutsche Bank AG (Deutsche); 

(f) was placed into liquidation on 1 August 2013 following a resolution of its creditors 
that it be placed into liquidation and that John Park and Ginette Muller be appointed• 
liquidators (Liquidators). 

2. At all material times Each of the first to sixth defendants was a director of LMIEVI between 
the following dates:  

(a) the first defendant (Mr Drake) was a director of LMIIVI between 31 January 1997 
and 9 January 2015;  

(b) the second defendant (Ms Darcy) was a director of LMIIVI from 12 September 2003  
to 21 June 2012;  

(c) the third defendant (Mr van der Hoven) became a director of LMIM on 22 June  
2006 and remains so;  

(d) the fourth defendant (Ms Mulder) became a director of LMIM on 30 September 
2006 and remains so; and 

(e) the sixth defendant (Mr Tickner) was a director of LMIM from 18 September 2008 
to 13 July 2012.  

3. By Order of this Honourable Court dated 21 August 2013 (FMIF Order), David Whyte 
(Receiver), Partner of BDO Business Recovery & Insolvency (Old) Pty Ltd: 

(a) was appointed to take re.sponsibility for ensuring that the FMIF is wound up in 
accordance with its constitution (Appointment); 

(b) was appointed as receiver of the property of the FMIF; 

(c) has, in relation to the property of FMIF for which he is appointed receiver, the 
powers set out ins 420 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act); and 
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(d) without derogating in any way from the Appointment or the Receiver's powers 
pursuant to the FMIF Order, was authorised to, inter alia: 

(i) take all steps necessary to ensure the realisation of property of FMIF held by 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF by exercising any legal right of LMIM as RE of the 
FMIF in relation to the property including but not limited to: 

(A) providing instructions to solicitors, valuers, estate agents or other 
consultants as are necessary to negotiate or finalise the sale of the 
property; 

(B) providing a response as appropriate to matters raised by receivers of 
property of LMIM as RE of the FMIF to which receivers have been 
appointed; 

(C) dealing with any creditors with security over the property of the FMIF 
including in order to obtain releases of security as is necessary to ensure 
the completion of the sale of the property; 

(D) appointing receivers, entering into possession as mortgagee or 
exercising any power of sale; and 

(E) executing contracts, transfers or releases or any such other documents 
as are required to carry out any of the above; 

(ii) bring, defend or maintain any proceedings on behalf of FMIF in the name of 
LMIM as is necessary for the winding up of the FMIF in accordance with 
clause 16 of its constitution, including the execution of documents as required 
and providing instructions to solicitors in respect of all matters in relation to 
the conduct of such proceedings including, if appropriate, instructions in 
relation to the settlement of those actions; 

(c) is entitled to bring and does bring these proceedings in the name of LMIM as RE 
of the FMT. 

4. Further, by the LM Order, LMIM was removed as trustee of the MPF and Korda Mentha 
Pty Ltd ACN 100 169 391 and Calibre Capital Pty Ltd ABN 66 108 318 985 were 
appointed joint and several trustees of the MPF. 

4A. On or about 5 January 2015, Calibre Capital Pty Ltd ABN 66 108 318 985 resigned as 
trustee of the MPF. 

The Bellpac loans 

5. On or about 10 March 2003, Permanent Trustee Australia Limited as custodian of LMIM 
as RE of the FMIF (PTAL) entered into a loan agreement with Bellpac (FMIF Bellpac 
Loan Agreement) fMPF.001.004.44541. 

6. Pursuant to the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement, PTAL agreed to advance and did advance 
the sum of $16M to Bellpac (FMIF Bellpac Loan). 

7. As security for the FMIF Bellpac Loan, Bellpac granted to PTAL: 

(a) a first registered mortgage (PTAL Mortgage) over land known as "Balgownie No 
1 Colliery Wollongong" in the state of New South Wales (Property); and 
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fb) a registered charge over Bellpac (PTAL Charge). 

8. Between December 2003 and July 2008, the FMIF Bellpae Loan Agreement was varied. 

Particulars 

The EMIT 13ellpac Loan Agreement was varied by the following instruments:  

(a) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 5 
December 2003; [FMIF.300.002.18921  

(b) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 13  
February 2004; FFMIE300.002.1887]  

fe) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 14 May 
2004; [FMIF.300.002.18881  

(d) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 4 October 
2004; [FM W.300002.1889]  

(e) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 4 October 
2004; IEMIE.015.002.00241  

(f) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 21  
January 20051fFMIF'.300.002.1890j 

fg) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 2 May 
2005; IFMLF.300.002,18931 

(h) Variation Deed dated 23 June 2006; [FMIF.013.001.0091] and 

(i) Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by Guarantor dated 11 July 
2008; [FM1F.500.014.96331  

9. On or about 23 June 2006, LMIM as trustee for the MPF entered into a loan agreement 
with Bellpac (MPF Bellpa.c Loan Agreement) fFM1E.006.001.00311. 

10. Pursuant to the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement, LMIM as trustee for the MPF agreed to 
advance and did advance the sum of $6M to Bellpac (MPF Bellpac Loan). 

11. As security for the MPF Bellpac Loan, Bellpac granted to LMIM as trustee for the MPF: 

(a) a registered mortgage over the Property (which was registered as the third 
registered mortgage) (MPF Mortgage); and 

(b) a registered charge over Bellpac (MPF Charge). 

12. On or about 23 June 2006, umm as RE of the FM1E, LMIM as trustee for the MPF, GPC 
No. 11 Pty Ltd, GPC No. 12 Pty Ltd, GPC No. 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Austcorp Project No. 20 
Pty Ltd and Bellpac entered into a Deed of Priority (Deed of Priority) 
IFM1E.009.003.00431 pursuant to which: 

(a) by clause 3.1(1), LMIM as RE for the FMLF was granted first priority to the extent 
of the Principal Amount of $33.8M plus Interest, Other Moneys and Enforcement 
Expenses as those terms are defined therein; 
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(b) by clause 3.1(2), LMIM as trustee for the MPF was granted second priority to the 
extent of the Principal Amount of $11M plus Interest, Other Moneys and 
Enforcement Expenses as those terms are defined therein; 

required to  
e.e-wity--helcl-by-it-where-an-asset--the-s*bjeet-ef--any security-held49y-P-TAL was 

sold pursuant to a bona fide sale-for approximately fair market value; 

(d) by clause 3.2, subject to any prior right in favour of any other person, all money 
received by, inter alia, Bellpac, LMIM as RE of the FMIF or LMLM as trustee of 
the MPF, in respect of the Security (as that term is defined therein) must be 
applied in order of the priority set out in clause 3.1. 

13. From in or about March 2006, Bellpac was in default under the FMIF Bellpac loan and 
PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled to exercise rights under the 
PTAL Mortgage and the PTAL Charge. 

14. On or about 6 May 2009, PTAL appointed receivers and managers to Bellpac. 

15. On or about 30 July 2009, voluntary administrators were appointed to Bellpac. 

16. On or about 3 September 2009, Bellpac was placed into liquidation following a resolution 
of its creditors. 

The Bellpac sale of the Property to Gujarat 

17. On or about 22 September 2004, Bellpac and GPC Equipment Pty Ltd (GPC) and Gujarat 
NRE Coking Coal Limited (formerly Gujarat NRE Minerals Limited)(Gujarat), Bounty 
Industries Australia Pty Limited (Bounty) and Coalfields (NSW) Pty Limited (Coalfields) 
entered into a Land and Asset Sale Agreement (LASA) pursuant to which Bellpac agreed 
to sell to Gujarat and Coalfields certain assets including, inter alia, the Property. 

18. In addition to the LASA, Bellpac and GPC and Gujarat and Coalfields entered into certain 
other agreements on or about 3 December 2004 which, inter alia, amended the LASA 
(2004 Agreements). 

Particulars 

The 2004 Agreements comprised of: 

Amendment Deed Bell ac No.1 Colliery dated 3 December 2004: 
rFMIF.007.001.03091 

(b) Remediation Licence Deed Belipac No. 1 Colliery dated 3 December 2004;  
WM1E007.001.0130]  

(c) Royalty Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery dated 3 December 2004; fFMIF.005.007.00771 

(d) Subdivision Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery dated 3 December 2004; 
IFMLF.007.001.0321]  

(e) Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery dated 3 December 2004; 
1FMIF.007.001.0106]  

(f) Letter from Bellpac to Bounty and Gujarat dated 3 December 2004. 
fFMTF.013.004.00391 
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19, A dispute arose between Bellpac and Gujarat as to the parties' rights, obligations and 
liabilities under the LASA and the 2004 Agreements (Dispute). 

20. In 2007 and 2008, Bellpac and Gujarat executed settlement deeds (Settlement Deeds) in 
order to resolve the Dispute. 

Particulars 

The Settlement Deeds comprised of: 

(a) Deed of Settlement dated 12 September 2007; [FMLF.007.001.0213] 

(b) Amendment Deed to Deed of Settlement dated 12 September 2007, dated 23 July 
2008; [FMIF.007.001.0232]  

.(c) Restated Settlement Deed (Replacing the Deed of Settlement dated 12 September 
2007) dated 23 July 2008. fFMTF.007.001.0274]  

21, In 2009, a dispute arose between LMIM, PTAL and Bellpac and Gujurat and Coalfields as 
to the parties' rights, obligations and liabilities under and as a consequence of the LASA, 
the 2004 Agreements and the Settlement Deeds (2009 Dispute). 

22. Legal proceedings were commenced by: 

(a) Gujarat against Bellpac in or about May 2009 (Gujarat proceedings); 

(b) LMIM, PTAL and Bellpac against Gujarat, Coalfields, Bounty and GPC in or 
about November 2009 (Bellpac proceedings); 

(e) by Coalfields against Bellpac and Gujarat by cross-claim in the Gujarat 
proceedings (Coalfields cross-claim), 

together (the Proceedings). 

The Funding of the Proceedings 

2-3,-----kl-ef-ahout4u-ly40-094he-first-te-sixth-defendants-formed the view that LMIM as RE of the 
FM1F was not in a position to fund the Proceedings. 

PaFtieulan 

The best particulars that the plaintiff can presently pros ide are that each of the first to sixth 
defendants executed the Deed Poll which stated, inter-alia, that they had given careful 
consideration to, inter-alia, the circumstances described in the Background to the Deed 
Pe 

24. From in or about July 2009, as registered mortgagee of the Property with second priority 
under the Deed of Priority, Lmrm as trustee of the MPF: 

(a) funded the Proceedings as second mortgagee in an amount of not more than 
$473-803434,54- approximately $1,950,421.69, including for legal fees, receivers'  
remuneration, consultants costs and local government rates payable with respect 
to the Property; and 

drew down such funding against the MPF Bellpac Loan. 
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The  Mediation Heads of Agreement 

25. In or about November 2010, a non-binding Heads of Agreement recording Agreement in 
Principle was executed in the course of a mediation between the parties to the Proceedings 
(Mediation Heads of Agreement). 

26. Pursuant to the Mediation Heads of Agreement: 

(a) the Property was to be sold to Gujarat or its nominee by either the liquidator of 
LM1M (with mortgagees' consent) or via a mortgagee sale for an amount up to 
$65.5M as follows: 

(1) $15.5M to be paid by: 

(A) an instalment of $1M within 1 month; and 

(B) $14.5M within 6 months; 

(ii) Vendor finance for $46-50M (to be updated on amortisation); 

(b) LMIM was to pay $1.3M to Coalfields (NSW) Pty Limited ACN 111 369 110 to 
secure its release of certain caveats over the Property; 

(c) LMIM was to be granted an option to purchase a half share in the Property for 
$15M in certain circumstances. 

27. The parties continued to negotiate a settlement of the Proceedings between November 2010 
and June 2011. 

The Settlement of the LMIM Bellpac proceedings 

28. On or about 21 June 2011: 

(a) LMIM in its capacity as RE for FMIF, PTAL, Bellpac, Gujarat and Southbulli 
Holdings Pty Limited (Southbulli) executed a Deed of Release pursuant to which 
the parties agreed to settle all of their disputes, including the disputes in the 
Proceedings and to regulate their relationship (Deed of Release) 
IFMIF.003.003.01981:  

simultaneously with the execution of the Deed of Release, PTAL, LMIM in its 
capacity as RE for FMIF, Bellpac, Gujarat, Southbulli and Coalfields executed a 
Deed of Settlement and Release pursuant to which these parties agreed to settle 
their differences in respect of the Proceedings (Deed of Settlement and Release) 
NMIE.003.003.01181;  and 

PTAL, as mortgagee exercising power of sale under the PTAL Mortgage, entered 
into a contract to sell the Property to Gujarat for a purchase price of .$10M 
exclusive of GST (Gujarat Contract) rFmiF.003.001.00011. 

29. By clause 7 of the Deed of Release, Gujarat was obliged to pay to PTAL the settlement 
sum of $35.5M exclusive of GST by way of bank cheque simultaneously with the 
execution and delivery of that deed. 

30. By clause 2 of the Deed of Settlement and Release: 
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(a) PTAL was to pay to Coalfields the sum of $1,3M by bank cheque simultaneously 
with the execution and delivery of that deed; 

(b) the sum of $1.3M was to be held in trust until completion of the Gujarat Contract; 
and 

(c) if the Gujarat Contract was terminated the sum of $1.3M, together with any 
accretions thereon, was to be refunded in full to PTAL. 

The Advice 

30A. On or about 6 December 2010, LMIM as RE of the FM1F and as trustee of the MPF 
instructed WMS Chartered Accountants (WMS) to provide an opinion about what would 
be a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds from the Proceedings. 

Particulars 

The instructions were in writing and contained in an email from David Monaghan on 
behalf of LMIM to Aaron Lavell of WMS (and copied to the-second-ancl-six-th-defenElant 
Ms Darcy and Mr Tickner) dated 6 December 2010. 

30B. On or about 14 March 2011, LM1M as RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the MPF 
instructed Aliens Arthur Robinson (Aliens) to provide advice as to whether a proposed 
split of proceeds from the Proceedings of 65% for the FM1F and 35% for the MPF was 
"legally acceptable" given that LMIM was in a position of conflict being the RE of the 
FMIF and the trustee of the MPF. 

Particulars 

The instructions were in writing and contained in emails from David Monaghan on behalf 
of LMIM to John Becldnsale of Aliens dated 14 March 2011 and 17 March 2011. 

30C, The instructions provided to WMS and Aliens pleaded in paragraphs 30A and 30B above: 

(a) did not include copies of the Gujurat Contract, the Deed of Release or the Deed of 
Release and Settlement; 

(b) did n t therwise state, as was the f et, that: 

(=k-)----,ettiernent-erf-the-Pr-eeeed-ihgs-w-as-t-e--be-eff-eet-ed 

A. in part y a c aft et in the f nn f the Gujurat C ntract, ursuant 
which PTAL gcc exercising - lk  

al.:: Pr perty t Gujarat; 

which LM.Dil as trustee cf the MPF was n t a pay; 

(ii) as .-c-a- the fact that, the c nsmt by LMLM as trustee-of the MPF was act 

Proccedinfzs; 
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(c) did not include a copy of the Deed of Priority or otherwise state, as was the fact, that 
the Deed of Priority included the provisions pleaded in paragraph 12 above; 

(d) did not state, as was the fact, that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF had originally funded the Proceedings as 
registered mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority; and 

(ii) LMIM as trustee of the MPF  drew down such funding against the IvTIT 
Bellpac Loan;, 

(iii) there was no binding express prior arrangement for LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF to be paid any amount if the amount that LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
recovered did not cover the whole of the amount owing by Bellpac to it;  

Particulars 

That there was no such arrangement is apparent from, or to be inferred from: 

(A) the fact that no such arrangement is referred to in the books and records  
of LMIM until after an email exchange between Mr Fischer, Mr 
Monaghan, Ms Darcy and Mr Tickner commencing on 17 August 2010  
in which Mr Monaghan said, among other things, in response to a 
suggestion from Mr Fischer that an agreement on litigation funding 
should be "drawn up for the file": 

"Grant and Simon  
I am not sure that an agreement is necessary. As I understand it 
MPF is funding the various proceedings at present because as 
second mortgagee it has the most interest in achieving a good 
outcome. I think that is sufficient justification for it to continue to  
provide funding at this time." ([FMIF.100,004.98781);  

and 

"Simon 
There is no agreement in place. I do not believe that an agreement 
is necessary, as it is simply a situation of MPF as the second 
mortgagee, who has the most to lose, paying legal costs, and in this 
case council rates. I do not think it requires an agreement. It will 
be a proper cost for MPF to add to its debt. It will rank behind 
MIF's debt.  
Let me know if you had any particular ppose in mind for an 
agreement."  

(B) the Defences filed on behalf of the first, second, third, fourth and sixth 
defendants allege an understanding to the effect that MPF's  
contribution to the funding of the Bellpac Proceedings would be  
recognised by a share of the proceeds, but do not allege or particularise 
any express oral or written communications to that effect:  

(C) the email exchange referred to at paragraph (A), which referred to a 
possible split of the proceeds of settlement of the Proceeding between 
FMIF and MPF, occurred at approximately the time it was clear that the 
anticipated settlement proceeds were insufficient to fully discharge both 
the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF Bellpac Loan; and 
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(D) any such arrangement, if it was made, would have been unenforceable 
as a purported agreement between LMIM and itself in two different 
trustee capacities.  

30D. On or about 7 March 2011i  WMS provided a report containing the opinion sought and 
referred to in paragraph 30A above (WMS Report) [MPF.001.002.8061].  

30E. On or about 28 March 2011, Aliens provided the advice -sought and in response to the 
instructions referred to in paragraph 30B above (Aliens Advice) fFMIF.100.003.70211. 

30F. The Aliens Advice relevantly provided as follows:  

(a) at Recital 9:  

"The FMIF and the MPF did not enter into any formal agreement to split the 
proceeds recovered by the litigation despite it being_ the understanding of the 
RE's directors that it was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised  
by providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation";  

(b) at [15]:  

"You have asked us whether it is legally acceptable for the RE to split the 
litigation pfQceds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion 
provided by WMS Chartered Accountants, given that the RE is in a position of 
conflict in its capacityas es onsible entity for FMIF and in its capacityas 
trustee for MPF)", 

(c) at [16]:  

'We consider that it is legally acceptable for the RE to split the litigation 
proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by 
WMS Chartered Accountants, despite the RE being in a position of conflict, 
subject to the following matters [being a summary of the various obligations  
set out subsequently in the advice]": 

(d) at 116_1(d): 

"The directors must be satisfied that the proposed split of settlement proceeds 
and associated releases of securities by the RE would be reasonable in the 
circumstances if the RE as responsible entity of the FMIF and the RE as trustee 
of the MPF were dealing at arm's length. [...] The directors of the RE must 
make 'their own independent assessment' of the relevant matters, and the 
advice from WMS Chartered Accountants does not replace 'careful judgement 
by the directors";  

(e) at [161(e): 

"The RE should ensure that it complies with any procedures in the FMIF  
compliance _plan Or with any other procedures it has in place) in respect of 
conflicts of interest [.,  

(f) at 1161(f): 

"The directors of the RE must compjy with their general law and statutory 
duties under the Corporations Act (see paragraphs 61 to 65 below). We are not 
aware of any reason why agreeing to split the litigation proceeds between 
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FMIF and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered 
Accountants would raise any issues in this regard (assuming the matters in 
paragraphs (a) to (f) above are confirmed)";  

(g) at [2.5]:  

"The RE therefore needs to always act in the best interests of members of the 
FMIF when making any decision re_garding the split of the litigation proceeds 
and the terms of the Gujarat settlement. 1.. .1 In addition. we assume that the 
RE is satisfied that there is a need to reach agreement with the MPF trustee 
about sharing the litigation settlement proceeds with the MPF (because the 
overall settlement cannot occur without the agreement of the MPF trustee — for 
example, it needs to release its security and pay Coalfields to withdraw its  
caveats)."  

(h) at [27]: 

"We assume that any decision regarding the terms of the Gujarat settlement 
and the split of the litigation proceeds will be made on the basis of what is in 
the best interests of FMIF's members, and not for the purpose of benefitting  
the members of the MPF,"  

(i) at 1351:  

"The RE r1_,MIM1 therefore needs to always act in the best interests of the 
members of the MPF when making any decision regarding the split of the 
litigation proceeds and the terms of the Gujarat settlement. [...1" 

(i) at [37]: 

"We assume that any decision regarding the terms of the Gujarat settlement 
and the split of the litigation proceeds will be made on the basis of what is in 
the best interests of MIT's members, and not for the purpose of benefitting 
members of the FMIF 1...1"  

(k) at [51] set out section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and paragraph [53] then provided: 

"The RE will therefore need to conclude that the proposed split of the litigation 
proceeds and the terms of the Gujarat settlement are in the best interests of 
members of the FMIF."  

(1) at [551:  

"The RE will need to be satisfied that the terms of the Gujarat settlement and 
the proposed split of litigation proceeds does not unfairly_put the interests of 
one client (e.g. FMIF) ahead of the interests of its other client (e.g. MPF) or 
vice versa."  

(m) at [571: 

"The RE will also need to ensure that it follows any procedures or policies it 
has established in accordance with section 912A(1)(aa) for managing conflicts 
of interest."  
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(n) paragraph 62 set out, among other things, the terms of section 601FD(1)(c) of the 

Act.  

(o) at [631 

"1...] Although this point has not yet been decided by case law, it is possible 
that section 601FD(2) will mean that directors of a responsible entity will have 
a fiduciary relationship with members of a registered scheme. . This would 
mean that the directors would owe the scheme members all of the proscriptive  
fiduciary duties that arise as between the RE itself and the scheme members."  

(p) at [69)(c): 

"We have not considered whether it is possible at law for a trustee of one trust 
to contract with itself as trustee of another trust (although we note that would 
clearly be permissible if a third party is also a party to the contract)." 

30G. LMIM' s Conflicts Management Policy relevantly stated at the time of the Aliens Advice: 

"Importantly, section 601FD(2) states that any duty of an officer under section 601FD(1) 
overrides any conflicting duty the officer has under Part 2D.1. In some cases, this may 
dictate a response to a conflict." 

and 

"Section 601FC(3) states that any duty of LM under section 601FC(1) and 601FC(2) 
overrides any conflictim duty an officer or employee has under Part 2D.1 of the 
Corporations Act 2011. This overriding mechanism may dictate LM 's response to a 
conflict." 

30H. The Aliens Advice: 

(a) recognised, as was the ease, that there was a position of conflict of interest and 
interest, as between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMEVI as trustee of the MPF; 

(b) set out a number of matters which the directors of LMIM would need to take into 
account in determining whether to cause part of the Settlement payment to be paid to  
LMIM as trustee of the MPF;  

(c) at 1251 and [27] referred to the need for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best 
interests of members of the FMIF, but did not state how paying 35% of the 
Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the MPF would be consistent with that 
obligation;  

(d) at [56], stated that LMIM would need to be satisfied that the terms of the settlement 
and the proposed split of litigation proceeds did not unfairly put the interests of the 
FMIF ahead of the MPF, which misconstrued the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 
601FD(1)(c) of the Act;  

(e) at 1561, by the use of the temi "vice versa", stated that LMIM would need to be 
satisfied that the terms of the settlement and the proposed split of litigation_proceeds 
did not unfairly put the interests of the MPF ahead of the FMIF, but did not state 
how paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the MPF would 
be consistent with that obligation;  
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W was premised on an assumption (appearing at Recital 9) that there was an existing 
agreement between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF,  
which the second to sixth defendants knew was not the case:  

(g) set out inconsistent conclusions but did not state how those inconsistencies were to 
be reconciled; 

Particulars  

(1) 125] of the Aliens Advice is irreconcilable with [35] thereof. 

(ii) 1271 of the Aliens Advice is irreconcilable with 1371 thereof. 

(h) referred at Li 61(e) to LMIM's Compliance Plan, which contained the terms pleaded 
at paragraph 30G above, but did not state how the obligations imposed by sections 
601FC(1) and 601FD(1) could be reconciled with the statement at [35] of the Aliens 
Advice that LMIM must act in the best interests of the members of the MPF when 
making any decision regarding the split of the Settlement proceeds;  

(i) stated at (57] that LMIM would need to ensure that it followed any procedures or 
policies it has established in accordance with section 912A(1)(aa) of the Act for 
managing conflicts of interest, but did not state how the proposed proceeds split 
could be reconciled with the matters pleaded at paragraph 30G above; 

0) stated at [63] that the effect of section 601FD(2) of the Act may have been to impose 
fiduciary duties on LMIM to act in the best interests of members of the FMIF, but 
did not identify what those duties would be or that such duties would include a duty 
of undivided loyalty;  

(k) did not, when properly construed, reach an opinion that the proposed transaction was  
"legally acceptable". 

Deed Poll 

31. On or By about 21 June 2011, a Deed Poll was executed by the first to sixth defendants 
had each executed counterparts of the Deed Poll as directors of Lmrivl as RE of the FMIF 
and as trustee of the MPF. 

31A. Prior to execution of the Deed Poll and prior to the payment pleaded in paragraph 35 
below, each of the first to sixth defendants knew, or ought to have known the facts pleaded 
in paragraphs 5-22, 24-30 and 30A-30E and 30H  above. 

Particulars 

The best particulars of knowledge and the facts from which knowledge can be inferred that 
the plaintiff can presently provide are as follows: 

(a) each of the first to sixth defendants as directors of LMIM had access to the books 
and records of that company which included: 

(i) the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement and Deeds of Variation; 

(ii) the MPF Bellpac Agreement; 

(iii) the FMIF Charge, the PT_AL Mortgage and the Deed of Priority; 
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(iv) the MPF Charge, the MPF Mortgage and the Deed of Priority; 

(v) loan statements showing the balance, from time to time, outstanding with 
respect to the FMIF Bellpac Loan; 

(vi) loan statements showing the balance, from time to time, outstanding with 
respect to the MPF Bellpae Loan; 

(vii) the existence of default under the FMLF Bellpac Loan; 

(viii) statements showing the drawdown of costs including costs related to the 
funding of the Proceedings against the MPF Bellpac Loans; 

(ix) in relation to the Proceedings, court documents, the Mediation Heads of 
Agreement, the Deed of Release, the Deed of Settlement and Release, the 
Gujurat Contract; 

(x) conflict records dated 1 June 2010 and October 2010; 

(xi) the Conflicts Management Policy dated July 2005 updated as at September 
2009; 

(xii) the Deed of Release; 

( .) the Deed of Settlement and Release; 

(xiv) the Gujurat Contract; 

(xv) the WMS Report (which included the instructions provided by LMIM); 

(xvi) the Aliens Advice (which included the instructions provided by LMIM); 

(b) each of the first to sixth defendants: 

(i) executed the Deed Poll which stated, inter alia, that they had given careful 
consideration to, inter alia, the circumstances described in the Background to 
the Deed Poll; 

(ii) were informed of the proposed terms of settlement of the Proceedings on or 
about 10 and 24 November 2010; 

(iii) took part in directors' discussions about the terms of settlement of the 
Proceedings in or about March 2011; 

(iv) were informed of the existence of the WMS Report; 

(v) discussed with David Monaghan a draft of the WMS Report in December 
2010; 

(vi) were informed of the existence of legal advice about the proposed split of the 
proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings; 

(c) at material times until in or about June 2012, the first, second, third, fourth and sixth 
defendants Mr Drake, Ms Darcy, Mr van der Hoven, Ms Mulder and Mr Tickner 
were part of the LM Credit Committee and/or the LM Arrears Committee with 
access to the financial records of the FM1F and/or the MPF; 
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(d) additionally, in the case of the first defendant Mr Drake, he: 

(i) executed the Deed of Priority; 

(ii) executed the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement and the MPF Bellpac Loan 
Agreement; 

(iii) was aware that LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee was funding 
costs in relation to the Property other than the costs of the Proceedings such as 
rates from in or about August 2010; 

(iv) was infoimed by the second defendant Ms Darcy in March 2011 that the 
second defendant Ms Darcy had instructed David Monaghan to seek advice 
from Aliens regarding the split of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings to supplement the advice in the WMS Report; 

(iva) had available a copy of, and read, the Aliens Advice prior to signing the Deed 
Poll (in respect of which the Plaintiff relies upon paragraphs 31A(b) and 
34(i)(i) of the Amended Defence of the First Defendant filed on 23 March 
2018);  

-(iv) executed the Deed of Settlement and Release; 

(e) additionally, in the case of the second defendant Ms Darcy, she: 

executed the Deed of Priority; 

(ii) was informed by David Monaghan in August 2010 that LMIIV1 as trustee 
for the MPF was funding the proceedings as second mortgagee; 

(iii) knew that LMIM. as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee was funding 
costs in relation to the Property other than the costs of the Proceedings 
and approved payments such as rates in or about August 
2010; 

(iv) was copied in on the email of 6 December 2010 providing instructions to 
WMS; 

(v) was provided with a draft of the WMS Report on 21 December 2010; 

(vi) instructed David Monaghan to seek advice from Aliens regarding the 
split of the proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings to supplement the 
advice in the WMS Report; 

was provided with a copy of the Aliens Advice on 29 March 2011 by the 
email [FMIF.100.003.7017]; 

read the Aliens Advice prior to signing the Deed Poll (in respect of which 
the plaintiff relies upon paragraph 35(g)(i) of the Amended Defence of 
the Second Defendant filed on 24 April 2018);  

(viii) executed the Deed of Release; 
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(f) additionally, in the case of the third defendant Mr van der Hoven, he: 

(i) knew that LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee was funding 
costs in relation to the Property other than the costs of the Proceedings 
and approved payments such as rates in or about August 2010; 

(ii) was informed by the second defendant Ms Darcy on 14 March 2011 that 
the second defendant Ms Darcy had instructed David Monaghan to seek 
advice from Aliens regarding the split of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings to supplement the advice in the WM S Report; 

(di) was provided with a copy of the Aliens Advice on 7 April 2011 by the 
email [FMIF.200.011.57481 

(iv) read, the Aliens Advice prior to signing the Deed Poll (in respect of 
which the plaintiff relies upon paragraphs 38(i) and (k) of the Further 
Amended Defence of the Third Defendant filed on 12 March 2018);  

(g) additionally, in the case of the fourth defendant Ms Mulder, she: 

(i) was informed by the second defendant Ms Darcy on 14 March 2011 that 
the second defendant Ms Darcy had instructed David Monaghan to seek 
advice from Aliens regarding the split of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings to supplement the advice in the WMS Report; 

had available a copy of, and read, the Aliens Advice prior to signing the 
Deed Poll (in respect of which the plaintiff relies upon paragraphs 
38(b)(ii)(B), (i) and (k) of the Further Amended Defence of the Fourth 
Defendant filed on 12 March 2018);. 

(h) Additionally, in the case of the sixth defendant Mr Tickner, he: 

was informed by David Monaghan in August 2010 that there was no 
funding agreement in place regarding LMIM funding the Proceedings 
and that one was not necessary because it was simply a situation of 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee funding the 
proceedings; 

(ii) was copied in on the email of 6 December 2010 providing instructions to 
WMS; 

(in) was provided with a draft version of the WMS report on 15 December 
2010; 

(iv) was provided with a copy of the Aliens Advice on 7 April 2011 by the 
email [FMIF.200.011.5748]; 

(iva) read the Aliens Advice prior to signing the Deed Poll (in respect of which 
the plaintiff relies upon paragraph 34(h)(iv) of the Amended Defence of 
the Sixth Defendant filed on 27 April 2018);  

(AT) knew that LMIM as trustee of the MPF as second mortgagee was funding 
costs in relation to the Property other than the costs of the Proceedings in 
or about August 2010; 
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(vi) was informed by t-he-s-eeemEl-defendant Ms Darcy on 14 March 2011 that 
the second defendant Ms Darcy had instructed David Monaghan to seek 
advice from Aliens regarding the split of the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings to supplement the advice in the WMS Report; 

(vii) executed the Deed of Settlement and Release and the Deed of Release; 
and 

( ) each of the first to sixth defendants ought to have known those facts because a 
reasonable person in the position .of the first to sixth defendants would have 
identified those facts upon raising or making enquiry and upon considering the 
books and records available to them as set out in paragraph (a) of these particulars 
and the information set out in sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) of 
these particulars. 

32. The Deed Poll provided, inter alia, that: 

(a) "Settlement Proposals means the Bellpac Settlement and the Proceeds Split"; 

(h) "Proceeds Split means the proposal between FMIF and MPF under which it is 
proposed to split the proceeds that it has recovered from the litigation in the ratio 
of 65% of the proceeds to the FMIT and 35% of the proceeds to MPF"; 

(c) "Bellpac Settlement means the principal agreement that has been reached 
between LM and Gujarat pursuant to which LM will inter alia sell the Bellpac 
Land to Gujarat and settle the litigation with Gujarat for a total consideration of 
$45.5 Million and the RE will pay $1.3m to Coalfields to secure the withdrawal of 
certain caveats"; 

(d) "after giving full and comprehensive consideration to all of the relevant issues, 
the directors have concluded ...", inter alia: 

(i) "there is a need for the FMLF RE to reach agreement with the WIPP' 
trustee about sharing the litigation settlement proceeds with the MPF 
because the overall settlement cannot occur without the agreement of the 
MPF trustee"; 

(ii) "LM as trustee of MPF will comply with its general law fiduciary duties 
as a trustee if it agrees to the Settlement Proposals pursuant to which 
MPF will be obliged to release its security over the Bellpac Land". 

32A. The Deed Poll did not refer to:  

(a) the Aliens Advice;  

(b) the Conflicts Management Policy pleaded at paragraph 30G above; 

(c) sections 601FC or 601FD of the Act.  

33. At the time LMEVI as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the Proceedings as registered 
mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority in or about July 
2009, the first to sixth defendants: 

(a) had not considered that MPF's contribution to the funding of the Proceedings was to 
be recognised by providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the 
litigation as a litigation hinder; 
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Particulars 

The plaintiff relies on the particulars provided at subparagraph 30C(d)(iii) 
above.  

(b) had an expectation that if LMILVI and PTAL were successful in the Proceedings and 
the Property was developed by LM1M as RE for the FM1F then: 

(i) the amount owed under the FMLF Bellpac loan would be repaid in full; and 

(ii) the amount owed under the MPF Bellpac loan would be repaid in part and 
possibly in full. 

34. In reaching the conclusions and decision stated in the Deed Poll referred to in paragraph 32 
above the first to sixth defendants: 

(aa) failed to adequately read or consider the content of the Aliens Advice; 

Particulars  

Such a failure to adequately read or consider the contents of the Aliens Advice may 
be inferred from:  

(i) the second to sixth defendants' failures to identify the matters pleaded at 
paragraph 30H above; 

(ii) the absence of reference in the Deed Poll to the matters referred to at 
paragraph 32A above; 

(iii) the fact that a draft of the Deed Poll was circulated by Mr Monaghan and Ms 
Kingston to the second to sixth defendants on or about Friday, 10 June 2011  
and each of the second to sixth defendants had sianed the Deed Poll b 
Tuesday, 14 June 2011  

(a) failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the fact that, in 
circumstances where, as they knew or ought to have known: 

(i) pursuant to the Gujarat Contract, PTAL sold the Property to Gujarat as 
mortgagee exercising power of sale; and 

(ii) pursuant to clause 3.1 of the Deed of Priority, the FMIF Bellpac Loan had 
priority over the MPF Bellpac Loan;  

(ii-)--irran-,feven-t--the-Deed-ef-PrioriVf -contains-the-ternas-pleaded-ia-par-agraph-1-2 
above, 

(iii) LMIM as trustee of the MPF could not have prevented the sale of the Property 
to Gujarat under the Gujarat Contract by refusing to provide a release of the 
MPF Mortgage over the Property; 

Particulars 

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraphs 31A(a)(i), 
31A(a)(ii), 31A(a)(iii), 31A(a)(iv), 31A(a)(v), 31 A(a) (vi), 31A(a)(vii), 31A(a)(ix), 
31A(a) (xiv), 31A(b)(i), 31A(d)(i), 31A(d)(ii), 31A(e)(i) and 31 A(i). 
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(b) failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the fact that there was 
no necessity for LA/11M as RE of FMIF to reach agreement with LMEV1 as trustee of 
the MPF about sharing the amounts payable to PTAL under the Deed of Release or 
the Gujarat Contract because, as they knew or ought to have known: 

(i) LMLN1 ac trustee f the MPF was n t party to the Deed f Release n r the 
Gujar-t C Ttract; 

(ía) the matters_pleaded at subparagraph 30C(d)(iii) above; 

th gr m t f LMIN1 a tru t f th MPF w ntr ui in r r f r 

ari ua s 

(c) failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the fact that, as they 
knew or ought to have known: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF. was a subsequent mortgagee of the Property and 
a subsequent charge holder over the assets of Bellpac; 

Particulars  

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraphs 31A(a)(i), 
31A(a)(ii), 31A(a)(iii), 31A(a)(iv), 31A(b)(i), 31A(d)(i), 31A(e)(i) and 31A(i). 

(ii) the terms of the Deed of Priority included those pleaded in paragraph 12 
above; 

Particulars 

The---plaintiff—relies—upen---thc particulars det out above in paragraphs 

) LMEV1 as trustee of the MPF: 

(A) had originally funded the Proceedings as registered mortgagee with 
second priority under the Deed of Priority; 

(B) was drawing down such funding against the MPF Bellpac loan; 

Particulars 

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraphs 31A(a)(i), 
31A(a)(ii), 31 A(a)(iii), 31A(a)(iv), 31A(a)(vi), 31A(a)(viii), 31A(a)(x), 
31A(a)(xi), 31A(d)(iii), 31A(e)(ii), 31 A(e)(iii), 31A(f)(i), 31A(h)(i), 
31A(h)(v) and 31A(i). 
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(iv) PTAL sold the Property as mortgagee in possession under the PTAL 
Mortgage; 

Particulars 

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraphs 31A(a)(i) 
31 A(a) (iii), 31A(a)(v), 31A(a) (vii), 31A(a)(ix), 31A(a)(xii), 31A(a) (xiii), 
31A(a)(xiv) and 31A(i). 

(v) PTAL was, as at 22 June 2011, owed the sum of $52,480,469.12 by Bellpac 
comprising the Principal Amount, Interest, Other Moneys mid Enforcement 
Expenses (as those terms are defined in the Deed of Priority); and 

Particulars 

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraph 31A(a)(i), 
31A(a)(ii), 31A(a)(iii), 31A(a)(v), 31A(a)(vii) and 31A(i). 

(vi) L-MEN4-as-tntstee-fer---the--MPF-was-not--entitled-to-any-amount-b-eyand-that 
whie-h---was-rree-es-sary-t-e-r-eimburae--it-fer-4he-eentributieft-it-made--te-the 
funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial-rate- upon 
that amount; 

Partieulars 

The plaintiff relies upon the particulars set out above in paragraph 31A above. 

(d) failed to consider whether the LMIM as trustee for the MPF could be treated as if it 
was an arms-length litigation fender when it was a registered mortgagee with second 
priority and whether it was appropriate to split the Bellpac Settlement proceeds in 
accordance with the Proceeds Split; 

(e) failed to obtain independent legal advice or other independent advice as to whether, 
in the circumstances outlined in subparagraphs (a)(i), and (ii) and (iii), (ia) and 
(ii) and c(i),(ii) and (iii), (iv) and (v) above: 

(i) LMLIVI as trustee of the MPF could be treated as if it was an arms-length 
litigation funder; 

(ii) it was reasonable for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance 
with the Proceeds Split an amount over and above the amount it had paid to 
LMIM in respect of the funding of the Proceedings or any amount at all; and 

(iii) it was in the interests of the FMIF for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to agree to 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance with the Proceeds Split 
an amount over and above the amount it had paid in respect of the funding of 
the Proceedings or any amount at all; 

(f) took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report which, as they ought 
to have known, did not constitute the advice identified in subparagraph (e) above; 

(g) in the premises pleaded in subparagraphs (aa),  (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) above, 
failed to have proper regard or give adequate consideration to the different interests 
of the FMIF and the MPF. 
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The Payment to MPF of monies payable to FIVITF by Gujarat under Gujarat Contract and 
Deed of Release 

35. LMIM as trustee of the MPF received the sum of $15,546,147,85 (Settlement payment) 
from the proceeds payable to PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of the FMIF pursuant to 
the terms of the: 

(a) Gujarat Contract; and 

(b) Deed of Release. 

Particulars 

(a) on or about 21 June 2011, LMIM as trustee for the MPF received: 

(i) the sum of $12,747,810.53; and 

(ii) separately, the sum of $858,282.79; 

(b) on or about 29 June 2011, an amount of $4,545.94 was refunded by 
LMIM as trustee for the MPF to Gujarat for an overpayment made on 
settlement such that the total amount received by LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF in June 2011 was $13,601,547.38; 

(c) on or about 8 September 2011, LMIM as trustee for the MPF received 
the sum of $1,944,600.47. 

36. On the basis of the conclusion § and the decision recorded in the Deed Poll, LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF agreed to make and further caused, permitted or directed the Settlement payment 
to be made to LIVIEV1 as trustee of the MPF from the amounts payable to LMIM as RE of 
the FMIE and PTAL pursuant to the terms of the: 

&I Gujarat Contract; and 

(b) Deed of Release. 

37. The Settlement payment was scheme property which ought to have been held by LMIM as 
RE of the FMLF for the benefit of the members of the FMEF. 

37A. Had the first to sixth defendants had proper regard and given adequate consideration to the 
facts and matters pleaded in paragraph 34 above, and acted with the degree of reasonable 
care and diligence that a reasonable person would have exercised if they were a director or 
officer of a corporation in LMIM's circumstances, and occupied the office held by, and had 
the same responsibilities within LMIM as the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth 
defendants respectively: - 

(aa) they would not have concluded that: 

(i) 

tructec; 

(ii) they needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as RE of the MPF about the 
sharing of proceeds for the settlement to occur; 

(iii) the Proceeds Split was fair to the FMLF; 
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(iv) the Proceeds Split was in the best interests of the FMLF's members; 

(v) the Proceeds Split was not unreasonable; 

(v) the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation funder and the 
Settlement Proposals would not be reasonable in the circumstances if LM as 
RE of the FMIF and LM as Trustee of the MPF were dealing at arm's 
length; 

(vi) the WMS Report or the Aliens advice justified the payment of any part of 
the Settlement payment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF; and 

(a) they would not have agreed to make, cause, permit or direct the Settlement payment 
to LMIM as trustee of the MPF and would have determined that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF had no entitlement to be paid the Settlement 
payment or in the alternative, had no entitlement to receive any payment 
beyond that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it made 
to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

(ii) it was not in the interests of the members of the FMIF to do so; and 

(iii) it would cause detriment, in the faun of depletion of its assets, to LAM as 
RE of the FMIF if the Settlement payment was made or in the alternative, if 
an amount beyond that which was necessary to reimburse it for the 
contribution it made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest 
at a commercial rate upon that amount was paid to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF-4. 

(b) further, and in the alternative, they would not have split the proceeds at all and 
would have applied all proceeds of the settlement against the amount owed to 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF by Bellpac. 

37B. LAM as trustee of the MPF accepted and retained the Settlement payment. 

3. At all material times in their capacity as directors of LMIM, the first to sixth defendants 
IM as RE of the FMIF under: 

their---fluties-with-the-ElegFee--ef-eare-and-diligenee-4hat-a-r-easetiable--per-sen-wet+1E1 

c office held by, and had the same responsibilities within LMIM aG 
the-f-l-r-strseeen4-54bir-44 -feuft-k fifth and sixth e-felidalits.-r-e5Peetive--1- 

gain-an-advafitage-fer-themselves-er-SeMe-Oile-elser  er-to-eause-det-Fime-nt-te- 

defendants: 

of care and-diligence-in-13feac-11-44hc--Eituty-p-leaded-wi-peragE. alah--3-8-(a)-theNze-wi-the.  
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premises pleaded in paragraph 37A above winch, as was reasonably  
caused harm to the interests of LMIM as RE of the FMIF; 

(b) improperly used their position as directors of LMIM to gain an advantage for the 
MPF-in breach of the duty pleaded in paragraph 38(b) above in the premises 
pleaded in paragraph 37A above. 

.39A,---As-a--reault--ef-the--breaehes-of-duty-pleaded-in-paragraph-3-9-abover-an&iii--the-prenlises 
pleaded in paragraph 37A above, the assets-of-L-MIM--as-RE-of-the-FMIF-were-depleted-by 
the amount of the Settlement payment or, in the alternative, by the amount paid to it in 
e f- -x-oess-othat-whiela-was-neeessary-to-reh4urse-the-L-141174-as-trastee-ethe-MCPF-fer-the 
contribution it made to the finding-of the Proceedings together with interest at a 
eeattneroial-r-ate-npen4hat-arnoant, 

payment or, in the alternative, thc amount paid to it in excess of that which was necessary 
to-miinbur-se-L--MAT--aer4rustec of the MPF for the contribution it made to the funding of thc 
Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

4-0,--Iu--the-prem+ses;4he-first-te-sixtli-defendants-ar-e--liable-to-pa3fte-the-plaintiff-oempensation 
under-o--1-3-1-7Wef-the-Aot-or-Elaraages-at--general--law-in-the-amount-of---the-Settlement 
payment or, in the-alternative, the amount paid to it in excess of that which was necessary 
to-reimbuf&e-L-1\41M-as-trustee-of-the-MP-F-fer-t-lie-oentribution-it-raaele-te-the-ftulding-of-the 
Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

and 17 37 above. 

LMIM's knowledge arises by reason of its position as former frustee of the MPF and by 
virtue of -the-knowledge-of-the-first4e-sixth-elefendants being directors of LMIM as former 
trustee of the MPF. 

42,--By-reasen-of-the matters pleaded in paragraph 39(b) and 11 above LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF-was-inw4ved-i-n-the-oentravention-g-the-duty-pleaded-i.n-paragraph--39(13)-above-and 
was-itself-in--oontravention of section 182(2) of the Act. 

42A,-As-a-fe-suit-ef-the-breaeh-ef-dety-pleaded--ia-par-agr-ap-h-12 abeve;4he-aaset-s--ef LMIM as RE - 

of the FMIF were depleted by the amount of the Settlement payment or, in the alternative, 
by the amount paid to it in excess of that which wan necessary to reimburse the LM as 
tn*stee of the MPF for the contribution it made to the funding of the Proceedings together 
with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

4213,--As-a-result-of--the-matters-pleaeled-in paragraph 42A eve-and the contravention pleaded in 
paragraph-42-a_ laove7411e.-LMIN4-as--RE-of-the-FM-T-111:16-Stiffered-Elarliage in the etint-ef 
the-S-ettlement-payment-efr-in-the--alternative, the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the 
M-P-F--in-exoes-s-ef-that-whic-h-was-neeessary-to-rennburse-it--fer-the-contribution-4t--made-to 
the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that 
amount. 

43. In the premises LMIM as trustee of the MPF is liable to pay to the plaintiff under s 1317H 
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it made-to-the-funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upoi 
that amount. 

The contravention of s 601FD of the Corporations Act 

44. At all material times in their capacity as officers of LMIM as RE of the FMIF, the first to 
sixth defendants owed duties under: 

(a) section 601FD(1)(b) of the Act to exercise the degree of care and diligence that a 
reasonable person would exercise were they in the position of the first, second, 
third, fourth, fifth and sixth defendants respectively: 

(b) section 601FD(1)(c) of the Act to act in the best interests of members of the FMIF 
and, if there is a conflict between the members' interests and the interests of the 
RE, give priority to the members' interests. 

(c) sectior- 601FD(1)(e) not to make improper use of their position as an officer to 
gainTdifeetly-of-indireetly;an-advantage for themselves or for any other person or 
te-eause-Eletr-iment-to-the-members-o-f-the--FMIF, 

45. By causing LMIM as RE of the FMIF to agree to make and to cause, permit or direct the 
Settlement payment to be made to LIVIIIvI as trustee of the MPF, the first to sixth 
defendants: 

(a) failed to exercise the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would 
exercise were they in the position of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth 
defendants respectively in breach of the duty pleaded in paragraph 44(a) above in the 
premises pleaded in paragraph 37A above; 

(b) did not act in the best interests of the members of the FMIF and give priority to the 
interests of the members of the FMIF in breach of the duty pleaded in paragraph 
44(b) above in the premises pleaded in paragraph 37A above4 

) improperly used-their position as officers of the RE of FMIF to gain an advantage 
for the F in breach of the duty pleaded in poragtaph 4 (c) above in the premises 
pleaded in paragraphs 31A. 311B and  37A above. 

45AA. Had the first to sixth defendants complied with their duties pleaded at subpara_graph,s 44(a)  
and (b) above:  

(a LMIM as RE of the FMLF would have entered into the Deed of Release the Deed of 
Release and Settlement and the Gujarat Contract on the terms provided therein:. 

LbJ LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed of Release and the  
Deed of Settlement and Release on the terms provided therein-, 

(c) the Deed Poll would-not have bee  entered into.  

Id) the first to sixth defendants would not have split the proceeds of settlement of the 
Proceedings:  

f_e_) the Settlement payment would not have been made to LMIM as trustee of the MPF:  

fila_pro_c_c_QclaQtthe settlement of tl)roceedffisN ._arould have been LMIM as  
RE of the FMIF.  
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Particulars  

That LMIM and its directors would have taken those steps is apparent from, or to be 
inferred from, the following:  

Li) the matters pleacLed iiiparagraph 12 to 16. 24 and 28 to 30 than e 
terms of the Deed of Release, Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujarat 
Contract;  

fil) the statutory obligations imposed by section 601FC(1)(b) and (c) and section 
601FD(1)(b) and (c); 

(iii) that PTAL as custodian for the FMIF was first registered mortgagee with a secured 
debt that exceeded the amounts to be  paid to PTAL under the Deed of Release and 
the Gujarat Contract;  

(iv) that the directors had fon ied the view that settlement obtained under the Deed of 
Release, the Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujarat  Contract was the best 
settlementthat could be achieved in relation to theProceedings: and  

liaht of that, expending further costs on litigating the Proceedings was of no 
commercial value: 

fyi) the terms of clause 3 of the Deed of Priority. 

45AB. In the a te afwe tow p_o1_1r_ach_oni AA above in res ect f t e f_subsection 
601ED( 1 b). had theJjrstjo sixth defendants cojnuikdwiththeir duty pleaded at 
pa__L 44(a)bove  

fa) LMIM as RE of the FMIF would have entered into the Deed of Release, the Deed of 
Release and Settlement and the Gpjarat Contract on the teinis  ppvided therein' 

(b) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have entered into the Deed of Release and the 
Deed of Settlement and Release on the terms provided therein; 

Co) the Deed Poll would not have been entered into; 

fd) the first to sixth defendants would have caused LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be 
reimbursed for the contribution it made it made to the funding_of the Proceedings 
together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount;  

(e) otherwise, the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings would have been paid to 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF.  

Particulars  

Mc_ plaintiff repeats and relies upon the paragraph ara 5AA above.  

45A. As a result of the breaches of duty pleaded in paragraph 45 above, 

fa) the first to sixth defendants caused the Settlement payment to be made to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF;  

(b)the assets of LMIM as RE of the FMIF were depleted by the amount of the 
Settlement payment or, in the alternative, in respect of the breach of • subsection 
601FD(1)(b), by the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF in excess of that 
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which was necessary to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for the contribution 
it made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount. 

45B. As a result of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 45AA, 45AB and 45A above and the 
contraventions pleaded in paragraph 45 above, the LMIM as RE of the FM1F has suffered 
damage in the amount of the Settlement payment or, in the alternative, in respect of the 
breach of subsection 601FD(1)(b),  in the amount paid to LMTM as trustee of the MPF in 
excess of that which was necessary to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for the 
contribution it made to the funding of the, Proceedings together with interest at a 
commercial rate upon that amount. 

46. In the premises, the first to sixth defendants are liable to pay to the plaintiff compensation 
under s 1317H of the Act or damages at general law in the amount of the Settlement 
payment or, in the alternative, in respect of the breach of subsection 601FD(1)(b),  in the 
amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF in excess of that which was necessary to 
reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for the contribution it made to the funding of the 
Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

Particulars 

trustee of-thoMPF. 

47A. LM1M as tnistec f thc mpr entered jut the Deed P 11 and received the Settlement 
paymant acting far thc banofit of the MPF. 

4.77B---L-M-11M---eritefeel—ittt-e—the—Deeel 

48.:---B-r-reasen-af-the-mat-ters-pleatled in paragrai',  /15 and .17, 17A and 47B bo;,c, LIVILM ao 

1FD(1)(c) f the Act, 

18A. A3  a result f the breaches f duty pleaded in paragraph IS ab ve, thc assets f Lmal ac 

contributi  is-  it made t thc :funding f thc Pr ceedings t gether witk interest at 

increase y a c rre',  n g  

`,( ), in the am unt paid t LM1111 as trustee f te..c MPF in exce-s of that -Ylailgt 
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19. thc prcmi3c-: 

(a) L-M-WI x--t4listcc,of the M F is liablc to pay t t1.-e plaintiff under 131711 f the 

in rcxect of the reaches f s_ ` _  

as tr.--stce el the ADE' - - • - - 

c raracrcial rate u n that am unt;  

that liability was incurred in circumstances where LME11 v, as acting as RE f r the 
F1111F Lnd as tustec  f rt;: P  

L1\113,1 int  

over the ass.-etc of thc 

54. 
subr gated to -INIM's right of indemnity and lien t thc extent f LMTM's 'lability in 
these pr cced.  _ . 

The Plaintiff claims the following relief: 

1. As against the first defendant: 

(a) an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the first 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to Lmrm as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the PrOceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

(b) interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date of judgment; and 

fc) costs, 

2. As against the second defendant: 

an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the second 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 
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(b) interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date ofjudgment; and 

.&) costs. 

3. As against the third defendant: 

(a) an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the third 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LMEVI as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date ofjudgment; and 

(c) costs. 

4. As against the fourth defendant: 

fa) an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the fourth 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LIVIINI as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

0.1 interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date ofjudgment; and 

(e) costs. 

5. As against the fifth defendant: 

(a) an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the fifth 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 

(b) interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date of judgment; and 

(0) costs. 

6. As against the sixth defendant: 

(a) an order under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) that the sixth 
defendant, pay to the plaintiff compensation or damages in an amount of 
$15,546,147.85 or, in the alternative, the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse it for the contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate 
upon that amount; 
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(b) interest under s 58 of the Civil Proceedings Act 2011 (Qld) on the amount in 
subparagraph (a) above from 8 September 2011 until the date of judgment; and 

(c) costs. 

defendant, pay the p-laintiff compens ti n r am ges in an amount f 

uvon.that=a4Retnek4 

interest under s 53 of the Ci ii P-  ceedings-  Act 2011 (Qld) n the amount in 

proceedings; 

(5) the seventh-defendant ha's a lien er - - - - : • : - - -  3  .-;- - 
MPF &poet ef the 1ia194ty of the dre&ffelant te the ptatntiff in those 
proceedings; 

the plaictiff is entitled te -be csu.br  gated t the rights of the seventh dcfaidant in 
respect of the assets of the MIT. 

This-pl-eading-was-setti-ed-by---Ms-M-J-L-uekieh-ef---Gaunsel--and---M-s-Siisan-BrOwn-ef-Queens 
Counsel. 

The amendments to this pleading were settled by Mr Damien O'Brien QC and Mr Matthew Jones 
of counsel.  

Signed: CA ackoiA__ 
Description: Solicitors for the Plaintiff 

Dated: 7-November 2016 l 

 

_2 April 2019 

 

NOTICE AS TO DEFENCE 

Your Defence must be attached to your Notice of Intention to Defend. 
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.„gor: Jackson J 

Leave to file and read 
tdgether with exhibits (if 
any) hereto 

S /9/N Assoc  /yr  

Plaintiff 

First Defendant 

Second Defendant 

Third Defendant 

Fourth Defendant 

Fifth Defendant 

Sixth Defendant 

Seventh Defendant 

Eighth Defendants 

C 

SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND 

Registry: Brisbane 

Number: 12317 of 2014 

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS & MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS 
RESPONSIBLE ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST 
MORTGAGE INCOME FUND ARSN 089 343 288 

PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

LISA MAREE DARCY 

EGHARD VAN DER HOVEN 

FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN 

SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS & MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 

KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 AND 
CALIBRE CAPITAL PTY LTD ABN 66 108 318 985 
IN THEIR CAPACITY AS JOINT AND SEVERAL 
TRUSTEES OF THE LM MANAGED 
PERFORMANCE FUND 

Filed in the Brisbane registry on 2019 A48 

FOURTHT-HIRD-SECOND FURTHER AMENDED DEFENCE OF THE FIRST DEFENDANT 

In this defence the first defendant adopts the definitions used in the GGG0114 tilifd fifth further 
amended statement of claim filed 2 A_pril 2019 1 chruary 2019 47---Jene-20-1-5 (the statement of 
claim), unless a contrary intention is expressed. 

1 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 1 of the statement of claim. 

2 As4e The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 2 of the statement of claim, 
and says that:  tho frct °fondant 

• OU 1111 Further Amended Defence 
,i3:-. orm No: 17 I  

F;ole N.): 146 i ' 
Filed on be.half thqiiirst defendant .„. 
.„: 

800.a.ui3 

Bartley Cohen 
Level 22 
123 Eagle Street 
Brisbane Qld 4000 
Tel: 3831 9400 
Fax: 3831 9500 
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(a) He was principally responsible for the strategic vision, direction and structured  
growth of the seventh defendant;  

• 

(b) As a consequence of his role referred to in subparagraph (a) above, he spent a 
significant amount of time travelling; 4-dm3ts-the-seeerd-defendent-(8arey)-was-a 

(c) He was not the holder of a law degree or other similar tertiary qualification.  Admits 
tho-third dcfondcnt (van der Hcn become o rcctor of LM!M on 22 Juno 2005 
-.and remains so;  

(d) director of LMIM on 30 Leptember  
2006-and-remains-set 

(e) was. a €14Feeter ef PAM from 27 Novombcr 2007 to 30  
Soptornbcr 2012;  

(0 

(g) P  
reasoable4nquifies4e-remains-uncertcin as to the truth or othorwisc thoreef: 

2A The first defendant says that David Monaghan (Monaghan): 

(a) Was admitted as a solicitor in 1990; 

(b) Was an employee of LMIM (through LMIM's service company LM Administration 
Pty Ltd) from in or around early 2004 to in or around February 2010, during which 
time he initially held the position of risk manager and, subsequently, the position 
of commercial lending manager; 

Prior to being employed by LMIM, was an employed solicitor at Hickey Lawyers; 

In his role as commercial lending manager, managed the commercial lending 
department in LMIM, which had the responsibility for a portfolio of loans, including 
from in or about 2006 the FMIF Bellpac Loan and MPF Bellpac Loan; 

Subsequently to being employed by LMIM, was the principal of a law firm called 
Monaghan Lawyers (Monaghan Lawyers) for the period 1 March 2010 to 24 
October 2012; 

During the period that Monaghan Lawyers operated, acted as solicitor to LMIM in 
respect of the Proceedings (as that term is defined in paragraph 22 below), and 
the matters associated with it, including the settlement of the Proceedings and the 
matters which are the subject of this proceeding. 

2B The first defendant says that Grant Fischer (Fischer) was: 

(a) The Chief Financial Officer of LMIM from in or around 2008 onwards to around 
February 2013; 

(b) An executive director of LMIM from in or around March 2012 to August 2012. 
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3 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 3 of the statement of claim. 

4 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 4 of the statement of claim. 

4A The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 4A of the statement of claim. 

5 As to paragraph 5 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of a document entitled "Loan 
Agreement" which appears to have been executed on 10 March 2003 on behalf of 
GPC Be!iambi Pty Ltd ACN 101 713 017, PTAL and LMIM as RE (REF Be[Joao 
Loan Agreement); 

(b) Says that the FMIF Bel'pee Loan Agreement was executed by him on behalf of 
LM1M in its capacity as responsible entity (RE) of the FMIF; 

(c) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

6 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 6 of the statement of claim. 

7 As to paragraph 7 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits the facts alleged in subparagraph (a) and says further that the land that 
comprised the Property (as defined in paragraph 7(a) of the statement of claim) 
was identified in full in the schedule to the FMIF Bel!pee Loan Agreement and in 
annexure A to the PTAL Mortgage; 

(b) Admits the facts alleged in subparagraph (b); 

(c) Says further that by deed of mortgage dated 21 March 2003 granted by Bellpac in 
favour of PTAL and registered in book 4382 number 489, Bel'pee also granted to 
PTAL a registered mortgage over real property identified as: 

(1) Lot 66 in DP 751301; and 

(ii) Lot 67 in DP 751301; 

(d) Says that the land which was ultimately the subject of the Gujarat Contract included 
the property referred to in subparagraph (a) as well as the property referred to in 
subparagraph (c) above; 

(e) Says that subsequent references in this defence to the Property are as referred to 
in subparagraph (d) above. 

8 As to paragraph 8 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that between December 2003 and July 2008, the FMIF Bellpac Loan  
Agreement was varied and says further that it was varied pursuant to the following  
instruments:  Says that thc plaintiff has pr duccd t him c pies of th-c f IF wing  
&2,cu merits:  

(0 a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 5 December 2003, and purporting to have 
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been executed on behalf of BelIpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(ii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 13 February 2004 5 December 2003, and 
purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bel!pee, GPC No. 8 (BO) 
Pty Ltd, Great Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and 
PTAL; 

(iii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 14 May 2004, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(iv) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, aattevga4tL4nite4, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(v) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bel!bac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vi) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 21 January 2005, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bel!pee, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor, bearing the date 2 May 2005, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM and PTAL; 

(viii) a document entitled "Variation Deed", bearing the date 23 June 2006, and 
purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, PTAL, Richard  
Investment (Australia) Pty Ltd. Ba low Pty Ltd. Great Pacific Capital Limited  
and GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd and LMIM; and 

(ix) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent by 
Guarantor", bearing the date 11 July 2008, and purported to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, Ancor Holdings Pty Ltd, Richland 
Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd, Alfred Chi Wai Wong, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(b) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

9 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 9 of the statement of claim and 
says further that the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement was executed by him on behalf of LMIM 
in its capacity as trustee of the MPF. 

10 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 10 of the statement of claim. 
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11 As to paragraph 11 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him copies of documents: 

purporting to be a mortgage granted by Bellpac on 17 December 2004 to 
LMIM in respect of various properties bearing dealing no. AB211547W; and 

(ii) purporting to be a certificate of entry of a charge on the property of Bellpac, 
together with terms of a fixed and floating charge, bearing the date 9 
October 2006 and in favour of LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(b) Denies that the MPF Mortgage was over the same land that comprised the Property 
(as that term is defined in paragraph 7(a) of the statement of claim) because: 

(i) the MPF Mortgage was also over the land identified in subparagraph 7(c) 
above; 

(ii) the MPF Mortgage did not encumber: 

(A) Lot 130 in DP751301; or 

(B) Auto Consol 8643-188; 

(c) Says that the MPF Mortgage was dated 17 December 2004 and predated the MPF 
Bellpac Loan Agreement; 

(d) Says that the MPF Charge was dated 23 June 2006 and that the Certificate of Entry 
of Charge lodged with ASIC was dated 9 October 2006 but recorded a lodgement 
date of 18 July 2006; 

(e) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof, 

12 As to paragraph 12 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of a document entitled "Priority 
Deed  f Priority" which appears to have been entered into between PTAL, LMIM 
as RE for the FMIF, LMIM as trustee for the MPF, GPO No. 11 Pty Ltd, GPO No,12 
Pty Ltd, GPO No. 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Austcorp Project No. 20 Pty Ltd and Bellpac on 
or about 23 June 2006 peed of Priority"); 

(b) Den fact providcs:  

"Reloac-c of Sccuritic^ 

respective-Ssecafities4e-the=e4e4 Met #loy relate-to-Mc-sold agoots 

(C) Says that the Deed of Priority was executed by him and by Darcy on behalf of LMIM 
in its capacity as RE of the FMIF and on behalf of LMIM in its capacity as trustee 
of the MPF; 
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(d) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

13 The first defendant does not admit the facts alleged in paragraph 13 of the statement of 
claim because, despite having made reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the 
truth or otherwise thereof. 

14 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 14 of the statement of claim. 

15 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 15 of the statement of claim, 

16 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 16 of the statement of claim. 

17 As to paragraph 17 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of a document entitled "Land and 
Asset Sale Agreement Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" dated 21 October 2004 2044 and 
which appears to have been entered into between Bellpac, GPC, Gujarat NRE 
Australia Pty Ltd (subsequently known as Gujarat NRE Minerals Limited and 
Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Limited ("Gujarat"), Bounty and Coalfields; 

(b) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

18 As to paragraph 18 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that in addition to the LASA, Bellpac and GPO and Gujarat and Coalfields  
entered into other agreements on or about 3 December 2004, which amended_ the  
LASA ancilsame.tliatff'._.tose other acj,ements of: Says that tho plaintiff 
has oro4uc-fn-oo4os-of: 

a document entitled "Amendment Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, to be entered by Bellpac, GPO, Gujarat, Bounty 
and Coalfields, but as disclosed comprising only the first 12 pages of such 
document and not bearing signatures for or on behalf of any person or 
entity; 

(ii) a document entitled "Remediation Licence Deed Bellpac No, 1 Colliery" 
bearing the date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on 
behalf of Bellpac, Gujarat, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iii) a document entitled "Royalty Deed Bellpac No, 1 Colliery" bearing the date 
3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, 
Gujarat, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iv) a document entitled "Subdivision Deed Bellpac No, 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, GPO, Gujarat Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(v) a document entitled "Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, Gujarat, and Bounty and-C-oalfi—Id; and 
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(vi) a document dated 3 December 2004 purporting to be a letter from Bellpac 
to Bounty and Gujarat; 

(b) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

19 As to paragraph 19 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that a dispute arose between Bellpac and Gujarat subsequent to the LASA 
and 2004 Agreements being entered into; 

(b) Says that aspects of the dispute included those recorded in the summons filed by 
Gujarat in the Supreme Court of New South Wales on 13 May 2009; 

(c) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

20 As to paragraph 20 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that in 2007 and 2008, Bellpac and Gujarat executed settlement deeds and  
says that those settlement deeds comprised of: Sap-that.the-piaintiff-has-prectueect 
t him copies f:  

(i) a document entitled "Deed of Settlement" bearing the date 12 September 
2007 and purporting to have been executed on behalf of India NRE 
Minerals Ltd, Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd (Southbulli)  and Bellpac; 

(ii) a document entitled 'Amendment Deed to Deed of Settlement dated 12 
September 2007" bearing the date 23 July 2008 and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Gujarat, Southbulli and Bellpac; and 

(iii) a document entitled "Restated Settlement Deed (Replacing the Deed of 
Settlement dated 12 September 2007)" bearing the date 23 July 2008 and 
purporting to have been executed on behalf of Gujarat, Southbulli and 
Bellpac Pty Ltd; 

(b) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof, 

21 As to paragraph 21 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that in or around 2009, a dispute arose between, at least, Gujarat, Bellpac, 
and Coalfields and that LMIM as trustee for the MPF and PTAL had an interest in 
how the dispute was resolved; 

(b) Admits that rights, obligations and liabilities of Gujarat, Bellpac and Coalfields, 
under and as a consequence of the LASA, the 2004 Agreements and the 
Settlement Deeds, were matters that were relevant to the 2009 Dispute; 

(c) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

22 As to paragraph 22 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 
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(a) Admits the facts alleged in subparagraph (a) and says further that the Gujarat 
proceedings were commenced by summons filed in the Supreme Court of New 
South Wales on or around 13 May 2009; 

(b) As to subparagraph (b), says that: 

the Bellpac proceeding was originally commenced by LMIM (in its capacity 
as trustee for the MPF) and Bellpac against Gujarat by summons filed in 
the Supreme Court of New South Wales on or around 7 July 2009; 

(ii) pursuant to a list summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales 
on 30 November 2009, the Bellpac proceeding was: 

(A) expanded to include PTAL as a plaintiff, and Coalfields, Bounty and 
GPO as defendants; 

(B) placed on the commercial list; 

(iii) an amended list summons was filed by the plaintiffs to the Bellpac 
Proceeding on 8 February 2010; 

(iv) otherwise admits the facts there alleged; 

(c) Denies the facts alleged in subparagraph (c) because the Coalfields cross-claim 
was commenced in the BeEpee proceedings on or around 16 March 2010 and 
pursuant to leave granted by Hammerschlag J on 12 March 2010; 

(d) Says further that, on 25 June 2010, Gujarat filed a second cross-claim and 
commercial list cross-claim statement in the Bellpac proceeding which named the 
plaintiffs in the Bellpac proceeding as cross-defendants and Gujarat and Southbulli 
as cross-claimants (the Gujarat cross-claim); 

(e) Says that the subsequent references in this defence to the Gujarat proceedings, 
the Bellpac proceedings, the Coalfields cross-claim and the Gujarat cross-claim are 
to those proceedings and those cross-claims as referred to above (together the 
Proceedings) and in paragraph 22A below, 

22A In relation to the Proceedings, the first defendant says further that; 

(a) The claims being pursued by LMIM as trustee for the MPF and PTAL in the Bellpac 
proceedings were not claims for the recovery of a security property but were 
instead complex claims against third parties for a range of relief including for: 

a declaration that the Amendment Deed and Restated Settlement Deed 
were unenforceable, void or voidable; 

(ii) a declaration that the parties by their conduct mutually rescinded and 
terminated or abandoned the Amendment Deed and Restated Settlement 
Deed; 

(iii) damages pursuant to section 82 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (0th); 

(iv) damages for tortious interference; 
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(b) Darcy, Tickner and Monaghan (initially in his capacity as Commercial Lending 
Manager and subsequently in his capacity as the principal of Monaghan Lawyers) 
were (and the first defendant was not himself) managing, and directly involved in, 
the conduct of the Proceedings, including the settlement negotiations, on behalf of 
LMIM in its capacity as trustee of the MPF and in its capacity as RE of the FM IF; 

(c) Aliens Arthur Robinson, a major Australian firm (Aliens) was retained by LMIM to 
act to protect its various interests in the Proceedings from in or around January 
2007 mi 2009 until in or around December 2009; 

(d) Verekers Lawyers, a Sydney litigation firm (Verekers) was retained by LMIM to act 
to protect its various interests in the Proceedings from in or around late November 
2009 until the Proceedings were concluded; 

(e) Monaghan Lawyers was retained by LMIM to act to protect its various interests in 
the Proceedings, in conjunction with Verekers and Aliens, from on or around 1 
March 2010, when Monaghan Lawyers was established; 

(f) Aliens was subsequently retained by MUM to act to protect its various interests in 
the settlement of the Proceedings from in or around early December 2010; 

(fa) Monaghan (initially in his capacity as Commercial Lending Manager and  
subsequently in his capacity as the principal of Monaghan Lawyers) sought and  
obtained a number of advices from Aliens in relation to matters concerning the  
Dispute and the Proceedings:  

Particulars 

(i) email from Monaghan to Alf Pappalardo of Aliens (Pappalardo) dated 17 
March 2008 and sent at 11.24am- 

(ii) email from Pappalardo to Monaghan dated 17 March 2008 and sent at  
4.25pm; 

(iii) email from Brett Cook of Aliens (Cook) to Monaghan dated 21 April 2008 
and sent at 9.39am;  

(iv) letter from Aliens to Monaghan dated 30 April 2008:  

(v) letter from Aliens to Monaghan dated 27 June 2008;  

(vi) email from Monaghan to Cook dated 3 June 2008 and sent at 2.35pm:  

(vii) email from Cook to Monaghan dated 3 June 2008 and sent at 4:07pm;  

(viii) letter from Aliens to Monaghan dated 21 November 2008;  

(ix) email from Monaghan to Bruce Wacker of Aliens (Wacker) dated 11 May  
2008 and sent at 8.57am;  

(x) letter from Aliens to Monaghan dated 12 May 2009: [FMIF.050.002.02801  

(xi) email from Monaghan to Pappaiardo and Wacker dated 28 May 2009 and  
sent at 2.00pm:  
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(xii) email from Wacker to Monaghan dated 10 June 2009 and sent at 5.07pm,  
attaching strata paper: 

(xiii) email from Pappalardo to Monaghan dated 13 August 2009 and sent at 
2.22pm., 

(xiv) email from Andrew Stumer of Aliens IStumerl to Monaghan dated 27 
Augsut 2009 and sent at 8.43am, attaching draft instructions to counsel', 

(xv) letter from Aliens to Monaghan dated 17 November 2009:  

(fb) The advice provided by Aliens to Monaghan included advice to the following effect:  

(i) the relief sought by the plaintiffs in the Bellpac proceeding was unlikely to  
operate to invalidate the consolidated coal lease granted by the NSW  
Government in favour of Gujarat;  

(ii) even if the plaintiffs were successful in the Bellpac proceeding the Court 
was unlikely to require Gujarat to perform the Remediation Licence Deed,  
meaning that Gujarat's occupation of the mining land and mining  
operations would continue.  

fc In the  remises of the matters pleaded in subparagraph  fb above, traditional  
claims for the recovery of a security property were not available to LMIM:  

(g) He was informed about the nature and the progress of the Proceedings by 
Monaghan and others, including by the following email communications: 

(i) email from Monaghan to Drake and Tickner dated 18 May 2009 and sent 
at 4042 9.10am; 

(ii) email-fre-m-M-enaghan-te-Drake-and-T-lekner-deted-1-8-M 1--sellt-
at 1-0.12am; 

(iii) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, and 
Tickner dated 6 July 2009 and sent at 9.53am, including its attachment; 

(iv) emails from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, and 
Tickner dated 6 July 2009 and sent at 12.11pm and 4.21pm; 

(v) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 16 July 2009 and sent at 4.53pm; 

(vi) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 23 July 2009 and sent at 1.56pm, including its attachment; 

(vii) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Fran Gordon and 
Tickner dated 29 July 2009 and sent at 11.26am; 

(viii) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 7 September 2009 and sent at 9.54am, including its attachments; 

(ix) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, and 
Tickner dated 27 November 2009 and sent at 11.36am, including its 
attachment; 
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(x) email from Monaghan to Drake dated 7 July 2010 and sent at 3.59pm; 

(xi) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 23 July 2010 and sent at 11.04am; 

(xii) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 4 August 2010 and sent at 9.48am; 

(xiii) email from Monaghan to Drake dated 17 August 2010 and sent at 1.32pm; 

(xiv) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and Tickner 
dated 22 October 2009 and sent at 5,25pm; 

(xv) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, Tickner 
and Fischer dated 10 November 2010 and sent at 6.58pm; 

(xvi) the email communications referred to in subparagraphs (h) and 27(b)(ii) 
below; 

(h) He was aware that LMIM as trustee for the MPF had provided an undertaking as 
to damages in the Bellpac proceedings, on its own behalf and on the behalf of the 
other plaintiffs; 

Particulars 

Email from Monaghan to Drake dated 23 August 2010 and his reply dated 24 
August 2010; 

(i) In the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs (a) to (h) above, he 
believed that; 

(i) Darcy, Tickner and Monaghan would give and gave proper regard and 
consideration to all of the relevant facts and circumstances when 
managing and conducting the Proceedings and the settlement 
negotiations on behalf of LMIM in its various capacities; 

(ii) Aliens and Verekers would give and gave proper regard and consideration 
to all of the relevant facts and circumstances when acting on behalf of 
LMIM in its various interests in the Proceedings and in the settlement of 
the Proceedings; 

(m) if there were any facts, matters or circumstances which he should consider 
or have regard to in relation to the Proceedings or the settlement thereof 
or a matter the subject of the Proceedings, they would be brought to his 
attention as such by Darcy, Tickner, Monaghan, Aliens and/or Verekers. 

23 

24 As to paragraph 24 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that from in or around July 2009, LMIM as trustee for the MPF funded the 
Gujarat proceedings and the Bellpac proceedings; 

(b) Says that LMIM as trustee for the MPF funded the Coalfields cross-claim from in or 
around March 2010; 
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(c) Says that LMIM as trustee for the MPF funded the Gujarat cross-claim from in or 
around June 2010; 

(d) Says that in relation to claims brought by or on behalf of FMIF in the Bellpac 
proceedings: 

(i) as pleaded in subparagraph 22(b) above, PTAL did not become a party to 
the Bellpac proceedings until 30 November 2009; 

(ii) ifi-thiaiwffiisefn  PTAL as custodian for the FMIF, or alternatively LMIM as 
RE of the FMIF, could not have commenced or maintained proceedings 
against Gujarat unless LMIM as trustee for the MPF had agreed to fund 
such proceeding and further relies uponsaragraph 221D  of the defence of 
the second defendant to the third further amended statement of claim; 

(e) Says that in addition to funding the Proceedings, LMIM as trustee for the MPF also 
funded other costs associated with the Proceedings, the costs of additional 
proceedings or anticipated proceedings associated with the FMIF Bellpac Loan and 
the MPF Bel!pee Loan (including proceedings against the guarantors under the 
loans), and the costs of the Bellpac receivership; 

Says that he was aware of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs (e) above 

Particulars 

(i) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Fran Gordon (by 
error) and Tickner dated 29 July 2009 and sent at 1126am; 

(ii) email from Tickner to van der Hoven, Drake and Darcy dated 25 August 
2010 and sent at 12.16pm; 

(iii) emails from Andrew Petrik of LMIM to Tickner, Darcy, van der Hoven, 
Monaghan and Drake dated 2 December 2010 and sent at 3.32 and 4.56pm 
respectively; 

(g) Denies that the funding was provided by LMIM as trustee for the MPF as registered 
mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority, because 
the funding was not provided pursuant to the Deed of Priority; 

(h) Denies that the funding was provided expressly as second mortgagee because the 
funding was provided: 

(i) to enable LMIM to continue to prosecute and defend (respectively) the 
Proceedings on behalf of and for the benefit of the FMIF and the MPF; 

(ii) on the understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis that it would 
receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, its 
contributions but rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(i) Denies that the amount of the funding provided by the MPF was an amount of not 
more than $1,380,431.51 $1,950,421.69 because:, and in the pr., 
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(i) in the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraph (e) above, the 
amount of the funding provided by the MPF was in excess of that figure:  

(ii) LMilVI as trustee for the MPF continued to contribute amounts in respect of 
the Proceedings after the date of completion:  

Particulars 

(A) Aliens Invoice no. 90732196, dated 4 July 2011, and in the amount 
of $34,841.04;  

(B) Woodbury Bell Valuers invoice no. V3110750PW, dated 11 August 
2011, and in the amount of $1,375.00; 

(C) On-going liquidators costs, paid on 7 September 2011, and in the 
amount of $50,000.00:  

(D) Aliens invoice no, 90733747, dated 27 July 2011, and in the amount 
Of $1,063.15: 

(E) Aliens invoice no. 90738726, dated 29 August 2011, and in the 
amount of $2,527.62: 

(F) Monaghan Lawyers invoice no, 530, dated 18 July 2011, and in the  
amount of $39,797.88:  

(G) Verekers invoice no. 11367, dated 11 July 2011 and in the amount 
of 103432.09:  

(H) Stamp Duty in the amount of $9,040.00 paid on 20 September 
2011: 

(I) Aliens invoice no. 90743074, dated 28 September 2011, and in the 
amount of $12,883.40;  

(J) Monaghan invoice no. 578, dated 1 September 2011in the amount 
of $11,771.77,: 

(K) Monaghan invoice no. 644, dated 4 October 2011, and in the  
amount of $9,915.71:  

(L) Verekers invoice no's. 100128 and 11518, dated 13 September 
2011. and in the amount of $9,223.46; 

(M) Verekers invoice no. 11592, dated 18 October 2011, and in the 
amount of $8,966.56: 

(N) Verekers invoice no. 11623, dated 11 November 2011, in the 
amount of $5,384.83,  
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(iii) LMIM as trustee for the MPF agreed to fund, and did in fact fund, further 
recovery efforts including in respect of guarantees provided pursuant to the  
FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement and MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement.  

Says that in addition to providing funding and in the premises of the matters pleaded 
in subparagraphs 22A(h) above and 27(viii) below, LMIM as trustee for the MPF 
also agreed to provide an undertaking as to damages on behalf of the plaintiffs in 
the Bellpac proceedings and to fund the $1.3M payment to Coalfields on 
settlement; 

(k) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof 

25 As to paragraph 25 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of a handwritten document 
entitled "Heads of Agreement Recording Agreement in Principle" dated 9 
November 2010; 

(b) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of a typed document with some 
handwriting that is entitled, "Heads of Agreement Recording Agreement in 
Principle"; 

(c) Says that on behalf of LMIM's various interests, the mediation was attended by 
Monaghan, Darcy, Tickner, Rob Tassel! of Verekers Lawyers, David Sulan of 
counsel and Martin Einfeld QC; 

(d) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

26 As to paragraph 26 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that the documents referred to in subparagraphs 25(a) and 25(b) provide, 
inter aria, as alleged; 

(b) Says that the terms on which the Proceedings were ultimately settled were not 
those referred to in the Mediations Heads of Agreement as pleaded further below; 

(c) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

27 As to paragraph 27 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that the parties continued to negotiate a settlement of the Proceedings 
between November 2010 and June 2011; 

(b) Says further that: 

(i) the settlement which was ultimately reached and documented in the Deed 
of Release, the Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujarat Contract, 
was substantially different to the settlement proposal set out in the 
documents referred to in subparagraphs 25(a) and 25(b) above; 
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(ii) during the period referred to in subparagraph (a) above, he was informed 
as to the progress of settlement negotiations, including in relation to 
complications associated with settlement negotiations; 

Particulars 

(A) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 24 November 2010 and sent at 12.19pm; 

(B) email from Darcy to Monaghan, Tickner, van der Hoven, Drake and 
Andrew Petrik of LMIM dated 25 November 2010 and sent at 
4.27pm; 

(C) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 22 December 2010 and sent at 8.29am; 

(D) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 17 December 2010 and sent at 10A2am; 

(E) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 13 January 2011 and sent at 9.40am; 

(F) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 14 January 2011 and sent at 2,23pm; 

(G) email from Monagharr-te-Draker  Darcy-rvari-der--14e.venT-Mukler-an4 
Tickncr dated 11 January 2011 and sent at 3.43pm; 

(H) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 21 January 2011 and sent at 12.54pm; 

(I) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 27 January 2011 and sent at 2.19pm; 

(la) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and  
Tickner dated 2 February 2011 and sent at 10.32am;  

email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 4 February 2011 and sent at 10.34am; 

(K) Email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 7 February 2011 and sent at 1.10pm; 

(L) email from Darcy to Monaghan, Drake, Tickner and van der Hoven 
dated 8 February 2011 and sent at 1.20pm, 

email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy and Tickner dated 28 
February 2011 and sent at 2.44pm; 

(N) email from Darcy to Monaghan, Drake, Tickner and van der Hoven 
dated 1 March 2011 and sent at 7.26pm; 

(_M email from Carey to Drake Tickner, van der Hove Fischer and 
Mulder dated 14 March 2011 and sent at 4,35prri; 
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(0) email from Monaghan to Darcy, van der Hoven, Tickner, Drake and 
Fischer dated 18 March 2011 and sent at 3,58pm; 

(P) email from Darcy to Drake, Tickner, van der Hoven, Monaghan, 
Fischer and Mulder dated 25 March 2011 and sent at 2.25pm; 

(0) email from Darcy to Monaghan, Fischer, Tickner, Drake and van 
der Hoven dated 31 March 2011 and sent at 11.56 am; 

(Qa) email from Darcy to Drake, Fenwick, Tickner and van der Hoven  
dated 5 April 2011 and sent at 10.09am:  

(R) email from Darcy to Drake, van der Hoven, Tickner and Fischer 
dated 12 April 2011 and sent at 4.49 pm; 

(Ra) email from Darcy to Drake, van der Hoven and Tickner, dated 28  
April 2011 and sent at 2.38pm;  

(S) email from Darcy to Drake dated 6 May 2011 and sent at 3.02am; 

(T) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Ticknor, including its attachments, dated 31 May 2011 and sent at 
7.22am; 

(U) email from Monaghan to Drake and Darcy dated 31 May 2011 and 
sent at 8,40am; 

(V) email from Arun Kumar Jagatramka (director of Gujarat) (Arun) to 
Drake dated 31 May 2011 and sent at 4.49pm; 

(W) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy and Tickner dated 1 June 
2011 and sent at 4.33pm; 

(X) email from Monaghan to Drake dated 2 June 2011 and sent at 
4.21pm; 

(Y) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, 
Tickner and Fischer dated 3 June 2011 and sent at 12.04pm; 

(Z) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, 
Tickner and Fischer dated 3 June 2011 and sent at 2.27pm; 

(AA) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder and 
Tickner dated 7 June 2011 and sent at 10.45am; 

(BB) email from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder, 
Tickner and Fischer dated 8 June 2011 and sent at 10,49am; 

(CC) email from Monaghan to van der Hoven, Drake, Darcy, Mulder, 
Tickner and Fischer dated 10 June 2011 and sent at 10.03am; 

(DD) email from Arun to Brian Gillard (solicitor for Gujarat) (Gillard), 
Darcy, Drake and Monaghan dated 9 June 2011 and sent at 
8.16am; 
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(EE) email from Garcl-to Monaghan to Darcy, Drake, van der Hoven, 
Mulder, Tickner and Fischer dated 9 June 2011 and sent at 9,16am; 

(FF) email from Darcy to Monaghan, Drake, van der Hoven, Mulder, 
Ticknor and Fischer dated 9 June 2011 and sent at 9,39am; 

(GG) Emails from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder,  
Tickner and copied to Fischer dated 9 June 2011 and sent at 
12,09pm, 12.18pm and 3.59pm;  

(HH) Emails from Monaghan to Drake, Darcy, van der Hoven, Mulder,  
Tickner, Fischer and Chalmers, dated 15 June 2011 and sent at  
4.01pm.  

(iii) in or around late May 2011, he spoke with Monaghan and during which 
conversation, Monaghan said words to the effect that: 

(A) he was very pessimistic about the settlement negotiations; 

(B) he thought they were being led along by 'Arun' (being a reference 
to Gujarat's director); 

(iv) following the conversation with Monaghan referred to in subparagraph (iii) 
above, he engaged in some direct negotiations with Arun; 

Particulars 

(A) emails exchanged between Drake and Arun on 31 May 2011; 

(B) emails exchanged between Drake and Arun on 4 June 2011; 

(v) in relation to Coalfields, it was always an aspect of the contemplated 
settlement that there would be an obligation on LMIM as RE of the FMIF, 
or alternatively PTAL as custodian of the FMIF, to pay Coalfields $1 .3M in 
exchange for the release of caveats over some of the land that comprised 
the Property without which settlement of the Proceedings could not occur; 

(vi) during the period referred to in subparagraph (a) above, LMIM as RE of the 
FMIF or alternatively PTAL as custodian of the FMIF, (as a bare custodian), 
did not have the capacity to fund a payment to Coalfields in that amount or 
in any like amount; 

(vii) during the period referred to in subparagraph (a) above, he was advised by 
Monaghan Lawyers of (at least) the following matters regarding the 
settlement with Coalfields: 

(A) on 10 November 2010, he was advised by email from Monaghan 
that "Bellpac" had settled subject to board and any other required 
approvals on both sides on broad terms which included, inter alia, 
that LMIM was to pay Coalfields $1 ,3M and that the payment was 
necessary to make all of the land available for sale to Gujarat; 

(B) on 24 November 2010, he was advised by email from Monaghan 
that: 
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(1) there was an obligation upon LMIM to pay $1.3M to 
Coalfields on settlement; 

(2) LMIM would need to have a plan to have that amount 
available if a payment from Gujarat could not be 
coordinated to occur on settlement; 

(viii) in the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs (v) to (vii) above, 
he knew that LMIM as trustee of the MPF, was, was likely to be, or may be 
required to make the $1.3M payment to Coalfields in order to achieve a 
settlement of the Proceedings. 

28 As to paragraph 28 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him copies of documents which appear to 
be those pleaded in subparagraphs 28(a), (b) and (c) of the statement of claim; 

(b) Denies that the Deed of Release was executed by LMIM in its capacity as RE for 
the FM1F, because: 

(i) the execution page of the Deed of Release provides that it was executed 
by LMIM; 

(ii) the recitals to the Deed of Release refer to the fact that: 

(A) LM (a reference to LMIM) and PTAL (as those terms are defined in 
the Deed of Release): 

(1) have loaned substantial amounts to Bellpac; 

(2) both hold registered mortgages over the Bellpac Land (or 
most of it); 

(3) both hold registered fixed and floating charges over all of 
the assets of Bellpac; 

(B) Bellpac is in default of its obligations to LM and PTAL and that PTAL 
proposes to sell the land as mortgagee in possession; 

(iii) in the premises of subparagraph (ii) above, and on the proper construction 
of the Deed of Release, references to LM in the Deed of Release could only 
have been references to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(iv) in order for LMIM to perform its obligations under the Deed of Release, it 
was required to take steps which would impact on the rights and obligations 
of the MPF including by: 

(A) pursuant to clause 4.1, filing the LM Orders (as that term is defined 
in the Deed of Release) pursuant to which claims by LM1M as 
trustee for the MPF (and the other plaintiffs' claims in the Bellpac 
proceedings) would be dismissed with an order that each party to 
the proceeding pay their own costs; 
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(8) pursuant to clause 5.1, releasing Gujarat and Southbulli from all 
claims arising out of or in any way related to: 

the Bellow proceedings; 

the subject matter of the Bellpac proceedings; 

the Gujarat proceedings; 

the subject matter of the Gujarat proceedings; 

the events and documents referred to in the recitals to the 
Deed of Release; 

(v) the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL, which was sufficient to bind 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF, and it was unnecessary for LMIM to also execute 
the Deed of Release in its capacity as RE for the FMIF; 

(vi) in the premises of subparagraphs (i) to (v) above, the Deed of Release was 
executed by LMIM in its capacity as trustee for the MPF which was a party 
thereto; 

(c) In the alternative to subparagraph (b) above, if the Deed of Release was executed 
by LMIM only in its capacity as RE for the FMIF (which is denied), the parties to the 
Deed of Release and the lawyers engaged by LMIM (being Aliens and Monaghan 
Lawyers) conducted themselves on the basis that the Deed of Release would be 
binding on both LMIM as trustee for the MPF and LMIM as RE for the FMIF; 

(d) Denies that the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by LMIM in its 
capacity as RE for the FMIF, because: 

(i) the execution page of the Deed of Settlement and Release provides that it 
was executed by LMIM; 

(ii) the recitals to the Deed of Release refer to: 

(A) the Bellpac proceedings; 

(B) the mediation; 

(C) the agreement of the parties to the Proceedings to settle their 
differences on the terms set out in the Deed of Settlement and 
Release; 

(iii) in the premises of subparagraph (ii) above, and on the proper construction 
of the Deed of Settlement and Release, references to LM in the Deed of 
Settlement and Release could only have been references to LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF; 

(iv) in order for LMIM to perform its obligations under the Deed of Settlement 
and Release, it was required to take steps which would impact on the rights 
and obligations of the MPF, including by: 

(A) pursuant to clause 4.1, releasing Coalfields from all claims arising 
in any way directly or indirectly from, inter ails, any of the following: 
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(1) the Proceedings; 

(2) the conduct of the Proceedings; 

(3) the circumstances or allegations giving rise to or referred to 
in the Proceedings; 

(4) entitlement to costs: 

(a) under the Court rules, consequent on the dismissal 
of the Proceedings or otherwise; or 

(b) under any unsatisfied orders for costs made in the 
Proceedings; 

(B) pursuant to clause 6.1, requiring LMIM to deliver the signed consent 
orders pursuant to which the Proceedings would be dismissed; 

(v) the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by PTAL, which was 
sufficient to bind LMIM as RE for the FMIF, and it was unnecessary for 
LMIM to also execute the Deed of Settlement and Release in its capacity 
as RE for the FMIF; 

(vi) in the premises of subparagraphs (i) to (v) above, the Deed of Settlement 
and Release was executed by LMIM in its capacity as trustee for the MPF, 
which was a party thereto; 

(e) In the alternative to subparagraph (d) above, if the Deed of Settlement and Release 
was executed by LMIM only in its capacity as RE for the FMIF (which is denied), 
the parties to the Deed of Settlement and Release and the lawyers engaged by 
LMIM (being Aliens and Monaghan Lawyers) conducted themselves on the basis 
that the Deed of Settlement and Release would be binding on both LMIM as trustee 
for the MPF and LMIM as RE for the FM IF; 

As to subparagraph (c): 

(i) says that the Gujarat Contract was executed by PTAL in its capacity as 
mortgagee exercising power of sale, including under the PTAL mortgage; 

(ii) says that the power of sale was also exercised under mortgage book 4382 
number 489; 

(iii) otherwise admits the allegations; 

(g) Says further that: 

(i) the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by him and by Tickner 
on behalf of LMIM; 

(ii) at the time the Deed of Release, the Deed of Settlement and Release and 
. the Gujarat Contract were executed, the Deed Poll referred to in paragraph 

31 below had already been executed by the directors of LMIM; 

(h) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 
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29 As to paragraph 29 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that clause 7 of the document referred to in subparagraph 28(a) of the 
statement of claim is to the effect alleged; 

(b) Says that pursuant to clause 54 of the Gujarat Contract, provision was made for an 
extended completion date in respect of three lots defined as "Lots 6, 34 & 130", the 
sale of which was unable to be completed on the Completion Date (the extended 
completion arrangement); 

(c) Says that pursuant to clause 54.1(c) of the Gujarat Contract, PTAL was deemed to 
have issued a direction to Gujarat for the payment of $5.5M to be held on trust by 
Gillard Consulting Lawyers until the extended completion date, such funds to be 
payable from the sum payable to PTAL pursuant to clause 7 of the Deed of 
Release; 

(d) Says that pursuant to clause 61 6.1  of the Gujarat Contract, LMIM as RE for the 
FMIF was authorised to act for PTAL under the Gujarat Contract; 

(e) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

30 As to paragraph 30 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that clause 2 of the document referred to in subparagraph 28(b) of the 
statement of claim is to the effect alleged; 

(h) Repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 27(b)(v) to 27(b)(viii) 
above; 

(c) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

30A The first defendant denies paragraph 30A of the statement of claim, because: 

(a) By an email dated 6 December 2010, Monaghan, as principal of Monaghan 
Lawyers, on behalf of LMIM, communicated with WMS; 

(b) That email was not a request to provide an opinion about what would be a fair and 
reasonable split of the likely proceeds from the Proceedings but rather it was a 
request to: 

advise what further information WMS required in addition to the 
information contained in the email, to provide an advice; and 

(ii) provide Monaghan with an estimate of WMS's fees to provide the 
requested advice as a necessary step before WMS were formally 
engaged to provide advice; 

(c) Monaghan provided additional information and/or instructions on at least the 
following occasions: 

(i) by telephone on 3 December 2010; 

(ii) in person on 7 December 2010; 
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(iii) by email on 9 December 2010; 

(iv) by telephone on 14 December 2010; 

(v) by email on 21 December 2010; 

(vi) in person and by email on 4 March 2011; 

(d) The terms of the engagement of WMS were contained in a letter of engagement 
dated 6 December 2010 (WMS terms of engagement), which: 

(i) was addressed to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers; 

(ii) referred to discussion and correspondence in relation to the proposed 
engagement of WMS to provide an opinion as to the reasonable split of 
litigation proceeds to the FMIF and MPF; 

(iii) in relation to the scope of work to be performed, provided that WMS would 
prepare an advice in accordance with Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act 
and AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures; 

(iv) nominated Tickner as a director and authorised representative of LMIM to 
accept the terms contained in the letter; 

(e) On 9 December 2010, Tickner provided instructions to Monaghan via email to 
accept the WMS terms of engagement. 

30B The first defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 30B of the statement of claim and 
says further that: 

(a) The request for advice by LMIM was conveyed to Aliens by Monaghan, in email 
correspondence from Monaghan to John Beckinsale of Aliens (Beckinsale) dated 
14 March 2011; 

(b) The request for advice to Aliens from Monaghan attached various documents; 

The request for advice was part of the ongoing solicitor and client relationship 
between LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concerned with and incidental to 
the Proceedings and the settlement thereof. 

30C As to paragraph 30C of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that what the plaintiff refers to as the instructions', namely an email from 
Monaghan to Aaron Laveil dated 6 December 2010, and two emails from 
Monaghan to Beckinsale dated 14 and 17 March 2011, did not include copies of 
the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release or the Deed of Settlement and Release 
and says further that these documents were not in existence as at the date of those 
emails; 

(b) Admitcrthiat4lie-emai-le-r-eferfeel-te-In4he-pfeeeel-Ing-su-epeFagapist-4€1-4-stete-tlie 
says.  

that  as at the dates of those emails, 
whether or not a settlement would take place and the ultimate structure of any 
settlement between LMIM and Gujarat had not been finalised, as it was the subject 
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of continuing discussions and negotiations between the parties to the Proceedings 
which would not be concluded until in or about mid-June 2011 (as is alleged in 
paragraph 27 of the statement of claim); 

Donics-th-G-allogations-in,ub aragraph (b) ii) because says further that: 

as at the dates of those emails, whether or not a settlement would take 
place and the ultimate structure of any settlement between LMIM and 
Gujarat had not been finalised, as it was the subject of continuing 
discussions and negotiations between the parties to the Proceedings which 
would not be concluded until in or about mid-June 2011 (as is alleged in 
paragraph 27 of the statement of claim); 

(ii) the settlement of the Proceedings did not involve the sale f security 
ursuant t  a laon,a44o stand-alone sale; for oppxhately fair mokot 

value with the fultpr coeds f-sakAleinti=ells4lbute€1-in-eeeefilaftewwith-the 
Deed f Pri rity, 

pric f441•-• - 

Nitiettlar=s 

$KM cnd (by elan° '1.3) Gujarat'e-nominoo, SBH, agFoocl 
t pay $56M f r the Property;  

referrable t , the sale f the Pr orty;  

(iia) the sale was  part of the overall proposed settlement of the Proceedings  
pursuant to which the bulk of the proceeds were not to be for, or referrable 
to, the sale of the Property.  

(hi) for the reasons pleaded in subparagraph 22(b) above LIM as trustee for 
the MPF was a party to the Bellpac proceedings; 

(iv) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 28 above, LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF was a party to the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release; 
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(v) the original certificates of title for the Property, which were required for any 
sale of the Property, were held by Aliens on account of their unpaid fees in 
the amount of $25,000.00 and could not be released until those fees were 
paid in circumstances where only the MPF had capacity to do so (and did 
do so); 

(vi) therefore (or in any event), LM1M as trustee of the MPF was entitled: 

(A) to refuse to settle and discontinue the Belipac proceedings and the 
claims made against Gujarat in that proceeding which, in the 
circumstances pleaded in subparagraph (c)(ii)(B) above, would 
have had the result that the settlement would not have proceeded, 
including in relation to the sale of the land; 

(B) to refuse to pay Aliens' outstanding invoice as pleaded in 
subparagraph (c)(v) above and thereby prevent the release of the 
certificates of title required for the sale of the Property; 

(C) to withdraw its agreement to pay the $1.3M payment to Coalfields 
and thereby prevent the settlement proceeding; 

(D) to seek an injunction or other relief to prevent the sale of the 
Property or to sue the RE of the FM1F for damages or other relief, 
including: 

for payment of the Agreed Contribution (as that term is 
subsequently defined in subparagraph 35(e) below) or 
some other amount reflecting an appropriate share of the 
proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings; 

(2) for an order that it pay the Agreed Contribution or some 
other amount reflecting an appropriate share of the 
proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings in exchange 
for the agreement to the proposed settlement by LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF, on the basis that LMIM as RE of the 
FMIF was estopped from denying that there was an 
arrangement to that effect between LMIM in its respective 
capacities; 

(vii) in the circumstances: 

(A) the Proceedings could not and would not have settled on the 
proposed terms or at all without the consent and cooperation of 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(B) unless LMIM as trustee of the MPF remained prepared to fund the 
ongoing costs of the Proceedings and the other costs associated 
with the Proceedings, including the settlement thereof, and the 
costs of the Bellpac receivership (including the payment of the 
Bellpac rates); 

(1) LMIM as RE of the FMIF would have been at risk of being 
unable to prosecute and defend the proceedings further 
and of being liable to judgments against it in default of 
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taking steps, and consequently pay the other parties' costs 
thereof and suffer the relief claimed by Coalfields in the 
Coalfields cross-claim and Gujarat and Southbuili in the 
Gujarat cross-claim; 

(2) Bellpac would have been at risk of being unable to 
prosecute and defend the Gujarat proceedings further and 
of being liable to judgments against it in default of taking 
steps, and consequently be required to pay Gujarat's costs 
thereof and suffer the relief claimed by Gujarat in the 
Gujarat proceedings; 

(3) the Proceedings would not have settled on the terms upon 
which they ultimately settled as pleaded in this defence or 
at all; 

(C) the consent of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required in order 
for LMIM as RE of the FMIF and PTAL to perform their obligations 
under the documents referred to in subparagraph 30C(b)(i) of the 
statement of claim and in order for the settlement to proceed at all; 

(d) Admits that the emails referred to in subparagraph (a) above did not include or 
attach a copy of the Deed of Priority but says that: 

on 9 December 2010, WMS was provided with access to a secured LMIM 
website which contained copies of the securities documents for the FMIF 
Belipac Loan and MPF Bellpac Loan, including the Deed of Priority; 

(ii) in relation to Aliens: 

(A) Aliens had been provided with a copy of the Deed of Priority on 
previous occasions and otherwise had copies of, or alternatively 
access to, all transactional and security documents (which included 
the Deed of Priority) as a consequence of its solicitor client 
relationship with LMIM; 

(B) Aliens issued an invoice in December 2010 which included charges 
for reviewing the securities documents and advising generally 
about settlement; 

(C) in the premises, as at March 2011, there was no necessity, nor 
apparent reason to specifically instruct Aliens as to the terms of the 
Deed of Priority; 

(111) in the premises pleaded in paragraph 22A it was reasonable to assume that 
Aliens and WMS would have been briefed with all of the relevant material 
or alternatively that Aliens and WMS would have requested any further 
relevant material that they might have required; 

(e) Says further that the emails and attachments to those emails to WMS and to Aliens 
set out that the loan by LMIM as RE of the FMIF was secured by a registered first 
mortgage and that as at 28 November 2010 approximately $49M was outstanding 
in respect of FMIF's loan, and that the loans by LMIM as trustee of the MPF were 
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secured by a second registered mortgage and as at 28 November 2011 
approximately $24M was outstanding in respect of those loans; 

(f) Denies that the matters in subparagraph (d)(i) were 'facts" as alleged because: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not expressly funding the Proceedings as 
mortgagee because it was providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF to 
allow it to progress and defend (respectively) the Proceedings and for the 
costs of the Belton receivership; and 

it was the understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis that it would 
receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, its 
contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(g) Otherwise does not admit the facts alleged in subparagraph (d)(ii) were "facts" 
because, despite having made reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the 
truth or otherwise thereof. 

(h) Denies the allegation in subparagraph faiii) and believes it to be untrue because: 

(i) as the outcome of the Proceedings was uncertain no formal a reement 
was entered into between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of 
The MPF;  

(ii) the first defendant understood that if the Proceedings did not result in full  
recovery of the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF Belipac Loan, then the  
MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the  
basis that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest  
on,  its contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the  
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings:, 

(iii) that understanding was: 

(A) reached prior to the settlement, and the request for advice from  
WMS and Aliens:  

(B) binding,  or arguably binding, in that it could have been enforced in  
contract  or as an asskriment in eqiiity, or by way of estoppel  or 
constructive trust. 

(iv) in the premises of the matters pleaded in the preceding sub-paragraphs,  
the matters alleged in subparagraph (d)(i0 were not "facts".  

30D As to paragraph 30D of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits that on or about 7 March 2011, WMS provided a report bearing that date 
(WMS Report) and says further: 

(i) that the WMS Report was addressed to Monaghan Lawyers; 

(ii) that WMS opined that a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds from 
the Proceedings would be 30% to 40% to the MPF and the balance to the 
FMIF; 
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(iii) that, as pleaded in paragraph 30A above, the WMS Report was based on 
multiple sources of information, including the matters set out in the 
Monaghan email dated 6 December 2010 and attachments to that email; 

(b) Says that he was provided with a copy of the WMS Report by Darcy on 14 March 
2011. 

30E As to paragraph 30E of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Repeats paragraph 30B above and otherwise admits the allegations in paragraph 
30E of the statement of claim; 

(b) Says further that, in the Aliens Advice (which was addressed to Monaghan of 
Monaghan Lawyers and was provided to LMIM by Monaghan Lawyers), Aliens: 

(i) opined that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the proceeds of the 
settlement on the basis of the opinion in the WMS Report; 

(ii) did not advise that Aliens should be provided with particular relevant 
documents, or any other documents concerning the respective rights and 
obligations of LMIM as RE of the FM1F and as trustee of the MPF 
respectively, as lenders to Bellpac and as between themselves; 

(iii) stated that Aliens were not aware of any reason why agreeing to split the 
litigation proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF on the basis of the 
opinion in the WMS Report would raise any issues concerning the general 
law and statutory duties of the directors of LMIM; 

(iv) addressed the advice to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers and it was 
subsequently provided to LMIM by Monaghan Lawyers. 

30F As to paragraph 30F of the statement of claim, the first defendant:  

(a) As to subparagraati(at 

(I) denies that the Aliens Advice contains a Recital 9 because it does not;  

(ii) admits that paragraph [9] of the Aliens advice contains the words alleged 
in subparagraph (a);  

(b) Admits the allegation in subparagraph ft  

(c) As to subparagraph (c):  

(I) says that paragraph 1161 was stated to be a "Summary of advice";  

(ii) denies that that  paragraph [16] of the Aliens Advice was described as a  
"summary of the various obligations set out subsequently in the advice"  
because it was not described in those terms;  

(iii) otherwise_ ac _pahiie Aliens Advice contains the  
words alleged in subparagraph (c);  

) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (d)i  
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Admits the allegation in subparagraph (el. 

Denies the allegation that paragraph [16(1)] of the Aliens Advice contained the 
words alleged because it did not and says that those words are contained in  
paragraph115(2).221 the Aliens Advice:  

As to subparagraph (g):  

(i) says that_p_aragrppir 15 of tir]_IeMMskAter states 'We assume_ 
that the RE has considered all feasible options for the recovery of the loan  
advanced by FMIF to Bellpac, and is satisfied that the result of the litigation  
with Guiarat, bein_g the terms of the proposed settlement, are in the best  
interests of the FMIF members";  

(ii) otherwise admits the allegation., 

(h) Admits in  

(i) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (i);  

As to subparagraph fp:. 

aays_ti_ of the Aliens Advice further states "if the pronosed 
dealings are considered by the RE to be On arm's length terms for the 
purposes of Chapter 2E/Part 5C.7 then this will presumably be an important 
factor used by the RE in reaching this conclusion";  

(ii) otherwise admits the allegation;  

(k) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (k);  

(I) Denies the allegation in subparagraph (I) and believes it to be untrue because  
paragraph [55] of the Aliens Advice did not contain the words alleged and says that 
those words are contained in paragraph [56] of the Aliens Advice;  

(m) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (m); 

(n) As to subparagraph (n), says that paragraph 62(a) of the Aliens Advice contains a 
summary of the effect of section 601(1)(c) but denies that it set out the precise 
terms of that section because it did not:  

(o) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (o);  

(13) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (p).  

30G The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 30G of the  statement of claim, 
and says further that;  

(a) The extracts pleaded specifically refer to conflicts of duty between an officer's 
duties under ss601FD and 601FC, and conflicting duties under Part 2D.1 of the 
Act;  

(b) There was and is no such conflict alleged to have occurred,  

30H As to paragraph 30H of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 
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(a) As to subparagraph (a) says that paragraph f15i of the Aliens Advice stated that 
the RE is in a  position of conflict (in its capacity as responsible  entity for FMIF and  

in its capacity as trustee for MPF";  

(b) Admits the allegation in subparagraph (b):  

(c) As to subparagraph (c):  

admits that paragraphs [261 of the Aliens Advice referred to the need for 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of members of the FIVIEF:  

(ii) says further that paragraph [251of the Aliens Advice correctly identified that 
the RE would need to be satisfied that there is a need to reach an  
agreement with the MPF trustee about sharino the litigation settlement 
proceeds with the MPF (because the overall settlement cannot occur 
without the agreement of the MPF Trustee) which was in fact the case for 
the reasons pleaded in subparagraph 30C(c)(vii) above;  

(iii) denies that paragraph [271 of the Aliens Advice referred to a need to act in  
the best interests of members of the FMIF because it did not and says that 
paragraph 1271 stated, in part We assume that any decision regarding the  
terms of the Gujarat settlement and the split of the litigation proceeds will  
be made on the basis of what is in the best interests of FMIF's members..,"  

(iv) admits that paragraphs 1251and [27) of the Aliens Advice did not specifically 
state how pav1nq35% of the Settietnnt roceeds to LMIIVI as trustee of the.  • 
MPF would be consistent with the obligation  pleaded in  subparagraph  
30H(c)(i) above;  

(v) says that paragraph 1161 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was legally 
acceptable for the RE to split the litigation_proceeds between FMIF and  
MPF.  

(d) As to subparagraph (d):  

(I) adnJhat ra h [66] of the Aliens Advice stated that the RE would, 
need to be satisfied that the terms of the Gujarat settlement and proposed  
split of the litigation proceeds did not unfairly put the interests of the FMIF  
ahead of the MPF (e.g. MPF) or vice versa;  

(ii) says that the  paragraph fell under the heading "Issues for the RE as an 
AFS Licensee" and specifically related to LMIM's responsibilities as an  
Australian Financial Services Licensee under section 912A of the Act  

(iii) the Aliens advice addressed the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and  
601FD(10(c) elsewhere in the act:  

(iv) otherwise does not admit the allegation because it is inadequately 
particularised and, despite request from the first defendant, the plaintiff has  
failed to plead or particularise how the Aliens Advice misconstrued  
601FC(1)_(c) and 601 FD(1)(c) of the Act or what it relies upon as being the  
proper construction of those sections;  

(e) As to subparagraph (e): 
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(i) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in subparagraph fdl(j) above;  

(ii) admits that paragraph [56] of the Aliens Advice did not specifically state 
how paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
would be consistent with the obligation pleaded in subparagraph 30H(c)(i)  
above:  

(iii) says that paragraph [161 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was lei all  
acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and  
MPF.  

(f) As to subparagraph (f):  

(i) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30F(a) above;  

(ii) says that paragraph [91 of the Aliens Advice stated "the FMIF and the MPF  
did not enter into any formal agreement to split the proceeds recovered by 
the litigation despite it being the understanding of the RE's directors that it  
was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by providing MPF  
with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation":  

it was in fact the understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis 
that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on,  
its contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings:  

(iv) does not admit the allegation insofar as it is alleged against the second to  
sixth defendants because they are matters within the knowledge of the  
second to sixth defendants and, further, because no particulars of the  
alleged knowlede have provided;  

(v) otherwise denies the allegations by reason of the matters set out above;  

(g) Denies the allegation in subparagraph (g) and believes it to be untrue because the 
Aliens Advice did not set out inconsistent conclusions and, as such, did not need  
to reconcile any inconsistencies;  

(h) As to subparagraph (h).: 

(1) admits that the Aliens Advice referred at paragraph [16(4 to LIVNM's  
Compliance plan and repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in  
paragraph 30(f)(e) above;  

(ii) admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly state how state how the  
obligations imposed by sections 601FC(1) and 601FD(1) could be 
reconciled with paragraph 1351 of that advice  

(iii) relies on the Aliens Advice for its full terms, meaning and effect;  

(iv) says that paragraph [161 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was legally 
acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and  
MPF:  
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(i) As to subparagraph (i):  

(I) repeats and relies on the matters  pleaded in paragraph 30F(m) above.  

(ii) admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly state how the prpposed  
proceeds split could be reconciled wih the matters pleaded at paragraph  
300 of the statement of claim:  

(iii) relies on the Aliens Advice for its full terms, meaning and effect:  

(iv) says that ar  ra i_p_ag [161 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was fe a11  
acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between .FMIF and  
MPF., 

(j) As to subparagraph (1):  

repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30F(o) above:  

(ii) admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly state that fiduciary duties  
would include a duty of undivided loyalty:  

(iii) relies on the Aliens Advice for its full terms, meaning and effect.  

(iv) says that paracraph 116 of the Aliens Advice concluded that it was legally 
acceptable for the RE to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF, and  
MPF.  

(k) Does not admit the allegation in subparagraph (k) because:  

(i) despite having made reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the 
truth or otherwise thereof:  

(ii) despite request by the first defendant, the plaintiff has failed to plead or 
particularise what it relies upon as being the proper construction of the  
Aliens Advice:  

(I) says that a reasonable person in the position of Drake would have formed a view 
that the Aliens Advice reached an opinion that the proposed transaction was legally  
acceptable:  

Particulars 

(i) such fact to be inferred from:  

(A) the contents of the Aliens advice:  

(B) the email from Monaghan to Darcy, copied to Fischer and Bruce  
MacKenzie, dated 29 March 2011 and sent at 3.41pm  

(m) says further that the Aliens Advice was not obviously wrong or unsatisfactory:  

Particulars 

such fact to be inferred from:  
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(A) the contents of the Aliens advice;  

(B) the absence of any communication between any of the first to sixth  
defendants and/or Monaghan which identified a short corning in, or 
was in any way critical of, the Aliens Advice.  

,31 As to paragraph 31 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that the plaintiff has produced to him a copy of an undated document entitled 
"Deed Poll"; 

(b) Admits that he executed that document as a director of LMIM; 

(c) Denies that the Deed Poll was executed on or about 21 June 2011 because it was 
executed by all of the directors of LMIM on a date between 10 June 2011 and 14 
June 2011; 

(d) Says that the Deed Poll was drafted by Monaghan Lawyers, who: 

(I) commenced drafting the Deed Poll on or around 11 April 2011; 

(ii) had finalised drafting the Deed Poll by 10 June 2011; 

(e) Says that, and in the premises pleaded in subparagraph 27(b)(ii) above, at the time 
the Deed Poll was executed he was aware that: 

(i) the total agreed consideration to be paid by Gujarat at settlement was 
$45.5M, comprised of 

(A) $10M for the sale of the Property; 

(B) $35.5M for the settlement of the Proceedings; 

(ii) the necessary settlement documents had not yet been finalised and 
exchanged; 

(f) Otherwise does not admit the facts there alleged because, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise thereof. 

31A As to paragraph 31A of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

faa) Repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H above:. 

(ab) Says that 30(H)(f) alleges that the second to sixth defendants had knowledge of  
the matters pleaded therein and it is not relevantly alleged that the first defendant  
had knowledge of those matters;  

(a) Admits that, prior to executing the Deed Poll, he knew the facts alleged in the 
paragraphs referred to which he has admitted above; 

(b) Says further that, in the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 22A(g) 
to 22A(i), 24(f), 24(h), and 27(b) above, he knew of the matters recorded in the 
background of the Deed Poll, and that, as recorded in clause 2.1(a) of the Deed 
Poll, he, considered those matters at the time of executing the Deed Poll; 
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(c) Does not admit whether the second to sixth defendants had such knowledge, as 
those are matters solely within the knowledge of those defendants; 

(d) Is not required to, and does not plead to, the particulars; 

(e) Otherwise respectively denies or does not admit that he knew or ought to have 
known the facts alleged because of the matters pleaded above in response to the 
allegations in the paragraphs referred to, upon which he relies, 

32 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 32 of the statement of claim and 
says further that the Deed Poll also provided: 

(as) "2,1(a) The Directors gave careful consideration to the circumstances that are 
described in the Background to this Deed"; 

(ab) "2.1(d) The Directors gave careful consideration to general law and statutory duties 
that relate to directors under the Corporations Act 2001";  

(a) "I. The FMIF and the MPF did not enter into any formal agreement to split the 
proceeds recovered by the litigation however it was the understanding of LM's 
Directors that it was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by 
providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation.", 

(b) "3.1(b) There is a need for the FMIF RE to reach an agreement with the MPF 
Trustee about sharing the litigation settlement proceeds with the MPF because the 
overall settlement cannot occur without the agreement of the MPF Trustee"; 

(c) 3.1(q) Apart from the Settlement Proposals there is currently no other reasonable 
alternative open to either of the Relevant Funds in achieving a reasonable outcome 
for each of the relevant Funds; 

(d) "3.1(h) the Settlement Proposals are in the best interest of each Relevant Fund's 
members." 

32A As to paragraph 32A of the statement of claim, the first defendant:  

fa) Denies the allegation in subparagraph (b) because the Deed Poll in fact stated  
that, "The Directors gave careful consideration to procedures in the Constitution,  
the Trust Deed and the Compliance Plans (and any other procedures that are in  
place) in respect of conflicts of interest', which included the Conflicts Management 
Policy pleaded in paragraph 30G of the statement of claim:  

(b) Otherwise admits the allegations.  

33 As to paragraph 33 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Denies that the funding was provided by LMIM as trustee for the MPF as registered 
mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority for the 
reasons pleaded in paragraph 24 above; 

(b) Says that at the time that LMIM as trustee for the MPF agreed to fund the 
Proceedings, in or around July 2009: 
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(i) he understood that there was a possibility that the MPF Bellpac Loan would 
be repaid in full or in part as a result of the Proceedings and LMIM as RE 
of the FMIF developing the Property; however because the outcome of the 
Proceedings was uncertain, it was not his expectation that this would occur; 

(ii) as the outcome of the Proceedings was uncertain, no formal agreement 
was entered into between LMJM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF; however he understood that if the Proceedings did not result in 
full recovery of the FMIF BeIleac Loan and the MPF Bellpac Loan, then the 
MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the 
basis that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest 
on, its contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(C) Otherwise denies the allegations because the true position is pleaded in 
subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. 

34 As to paragraph 34 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(aa) As to subparagraph (aa), the first defendant:  

repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraph 30H above.,  

(ii) otherwise denies the allegation in subparagraph (aa) and believes it to be 
untrue because the first defendant did read and consider the contents of 
the Aliens Advice in a reasonable way.  

(a) Repeats subparagraph 28(f) above and otherwise admits that, pursuant to the 
Gujarat Contract, PTAL sold the Property to Gujarat as mortgagee exercising 
power of sale; 

(b) Says that the Gujarat Contract provided that the sale price was $10M; 

(c) Otherwise denies the allegations in subparagraph (a): 

(i) for the reasons pleaded in subparagraphs (a), (b) and 30C(c) above; 

(ii) because the allegations proceed on the incorrect premise that the Property 
sold pursuant to the Gujarat Contract was sold pursuant to a tion=a4de 
stand-alone  sale rather than being a sale that was part of the overall  
proposed settlement of the Proceedings pursuant to which the bulk of the  
proceeds were not to be for, or referrable to, the sale of the Property  for 

01 because if the Property which was the subject of the Gujarat Contract was 
sold pursuant to a 4mo-fi4e sale to which the Priority Deed applied (which 
is denied) then fer-aopf&fimetely-fair-Pnarket-value-(whieh-is-denied)-and-as 

aloeAmie€14-theo: 

(A) PTAL as custodian of the FMIF would have been only entitled to 
the consideration under the Gujarat Contract being $1OM; 
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(B) instead, LMIM as RE of the FMIF received upon and after 
Completion: 

(1) in June 2011 an amount $29,315,779,22 (after 
adjustments); and 

(2) on the extended completion date, a bank cheque dated 8 
September 2011 in the sum of $3,611,405.51; 

amounting to a total sum of $32,927,184,73 (the FMIF Settlement 
Payment); 

(iv) because in the premises, the FMIF Settlement Payment substantially 
exceeded the total sale price for the Property pursuant to the Gujarat 
Contract; 

(d) As to the allegations in subparagraph (b): 

Contract; 

(ii) den-les-the-allegatieR says.  that LIVIIM as trustee of the MPF was not a party 
to the Deed of Release for the reasons pleaded in subparagraph 28(b) 
above; 

(iia) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in prgrh  300 above.  

(iii)  

 

repeats the 

 

matters pleaded in subparagraph 30C(c) above; 

(e) As to the allegations in subparagraph (c), insofar as they are alleged against him: 

the first defendant did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration 
to (and admits he knew) the matters alleged in subparagraphs (i), 04, (iv) 
and (v), such knowledge arising from the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 
5(b), 9, 12(c), 31A(a) and 31A(b); 

(ii) the first defendant did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration 
to the matters alleged in subparagraph (iii) (to the extent that he has 
admitted those allegations above), but says that he also had regard to the 
fact that it was the understanding of !AIM directors that the MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis 
that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, 
its contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(iii) otherwise denies the allegation insofar as, and on the basis that, he denies 
the truth of the matters set out in subparagraph (c),  donios-tho-facts-allogod 

QMGLitrit 
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(f) Denies the allegations in subparagraph (d), insofar as they are alleged against him, 
because: 

(i) as a director of LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF and in its capacity 
as trustee of the MPF, he was not required to consider whether the MPF 
could be treated as if it was an arm's-length litigation funder but was instead 
required to consider, in circumstances where the MPF and FMIF were 
related parties in a position of conflict, LMIM's obligations: 

(A) under chapter 2E of the Corporations Act 2001 (0th) (the Act), 
subject to the modifications prescribed by section 601LA of the Act 
(the Chapter 2E considerations); 

(B) under the accounting standard AASB 124 (the Accounting 
considerations); 

in all of the circumstances known to him as pleaded in this defence, it was 
appropriate for him to consider whether the proposed financial benefit to be 
paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF would be reasonable in the 
circumstances if LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee for the MPF 
were dealing at arm's length and as such fell within the 'arm's length terms' 
exception under section 210 of the Act; 

(iii) in circumstances where LMIM as trustee for the MPF's role was not 
dissimilar to a litigation funder, it was appropriate to consider analogous 
litigation funder scenarios to determine whether the proposed proceeds 
split fell within the ambit of the arm's length terms exception pleaded in 
subparagraph (ii) above; 

(iv) LMIM sought and obtained independent accounting advice and 
independent legal advice in relation to the Chapter 2E considerations and 
the Accounting considerations, being the WMS Report and the Aliens 
Advice; 

(v) the matters addressed by the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice were the 
appropriate matters for a director in his circumstances to have sought 
advice in relation to and considered; 

(vi) in considering the matters contained in the WMS Report, the Aliens Advice 
and the matters listed under the heading 'Director's Considerations' in the 
Deed Poll, the first defendant did consider whether: 

(A) the proposed split would be reasonable in the circumstances if the 
FMIF and the MPF were dealing at arm's length; 

(B) it was appropriate to split the Bellpac settlement proceeds in 
accordance with the conclusion expressed in the WMS Report and 
Aliens Advice; 

(vii) in the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraph 22A(i) above, he 
reasonably believed that Darcy, Tickner and Monaghan Lawyers, who were 
managing and directly involved in the Proceedings, including in relation to 
the settlement thereof and the preparation of the Deed Poll, would have: 
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(A) given proper regard to and considered all relevant facts and 
circumstances; 

(B) brought any relevant matters to his attention prior to the Deed Poll 
being executed; 

(viii) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a registered mortgagee with 
second priority did not impair its ability to act separately as analogous to a 
litigation funder in any event; 

(g) Denies the allegations in subparagraph (e), insofar as they are alleged against him, 
because: 

(i) LMIM did obtain independent legal advice in the form of the Aliens Advice; 

(ii) LMIM did obtain other independent advice in the form of the WMS Report; 

(iii) to the extent that it was necessary and subject to the matters pleaded in 
subparagraph (f) above, the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report did 
substantially address the matters in subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii), in the 
circumstances alleged (to the extent that those allegations are admitted); 

(iv) the matters that were appropriate and necessary for the first defendant (and 
the other directors) to consider in the circumstances, were those matters 
which were considered by the WMS Report and Aliens Advice and reflected 
in the Deed Poll; 

(h) Further or alternatively to subparagraph (g) above, it was not necessary to: 

(i) obtain the advice alleged in subparagraph (e)(i) for the reasons pleaded in 
subparagraph (f) above; 

(ii) obtain the advice alleged in subparagraph (e)(ii) in circumstances where it 
was the understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's contribution to 
funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis that it would 
receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, its 
contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(iii) obtain the advice alleged in subparagraph (e)(iii) in circumstances where it 
was clearly in the interests of the FMIF to agree to the Proceeds Split for 
the reasons pleaded in subparagraphs (f) and 30C(c) above; 

0 As to the allegations in subparagraph (f), insofar as they are alleged against him: 

admits that he took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS 
Report; 

(r) otherwise denies the allegations for the reasons pleaded in subparagraph 
(g), or alternatively subparagraph (h), above; 

Denies the allegations in subparagraph (g), insofar as they are alleged against him, 
for the reasons pleaded in subparagraphs (a) to (i) above; 
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(k) Otherwise does not admit the allegations insofar as they are alleged against the 
second to sixth defendants because he is not certain what each of them did and 
did not take into consideration, other than as stated by them in the Deed Poll and 
pleaded by them in this proceeding, and despite having made reasonable inquiries, 
he remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

35 As to paragraph 35 of the statement of claim, the first defendant denies the allegations 
because: 

(a) The Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 
Release were all executed on or about 21 June 2011 with simultaneous effect and, 
subject to the extended completion arrangement, with immediate completion on 
that date (Completion); 

(b) Prior to the documents referred to in subparagraph (a) being executed, the directors 
had executed the Deed Poll as pleaded in paragraph 31 above; 

(c) At Completion, and subject to the extended completion arrangement, PTAL as 
custodian of the FMIF was entitled to receive: 

(i) $35.5M pursuant to c1,7 of the Deed of Release; and 

(ii) $10114 pursuant to c1.16.7 of the Gujarat Contract 

(together, the Gujarat Settlement Payment); 

(d) Of the Gujarat Settlement Payment, LMIM as RE for FM1F, by its lawyers Aliens in 
their letter dated 21 June 2011 to Gujarat, directed Gujarat to pay the Gujarat 
Settlement Payment to seven different payees, by drawing nine separate bank 
cheques, totalling $50,111,300.88; 

(e) LMIM as trustee of the MPF received upon and after Completion: 

(i) in June 2011 an amount (after adjustments) of $13,601,547.38; and 

(ii) on the extended completion date, a bank cheque dated 8 September 2011 
in the sum of $1,944,600.47; 

amounting to a total sum of $15,546,147.85 (the Agreed Contribution); 

(f) Prior to providing the directions referred to in subparagraph (d) above, LMIM as RE 
of the FM1F sought and obtained the approval of FMIF's financier, Deutsche Bank 
AG, for the Agreed Contribution to be paid directly to LMIM as trustee for the MPF, 
without passing through the FMIF account; 

(9) In the premises of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs (a) to (f) above, the 
Agreed Contribution: 

was paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF out of the Gujarat Settlement 
Payment, being the total consideration payable to PTAL as custodian of the 
FM1F, pursuant to the Deed of Release and the Gujarat Contract; 

(ii) reflected, and was consistent with, the conclusions which had been 
reached by the directors in the Deed Poll; 
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(iii) represented a reasonable allocation of the proceeds of the settlement of 
the Proceedings in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 22, 22A, 24, 
27, 28, 30C, 33, 34, 35, 37 and 37A of this defence. 

36 As to paragraph 36 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Admits the allegations insofar as they are consistent with the matters pleaded in 
paragraph 35 above; 

(b) Otherwise denies the allegations for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 35 above. 

37 As to paragraph 37 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that, as recorded in the Deed Poll, it was the understanding of LM1M's 
directors that the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 
recognised on the basis that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, 
and interest on, its contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of 
the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(b) Says that the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement 
and Release were executed only after the matters in the Deed Poll had been 
formally recorded and the agreement of the directors in relation to how the proceeds 
would be split had been finalised; 

(c) Says that given the matters pleaded in paragraph 28 and subparagraph 30C(c) 
above, LMIM as trustee for the MPF would not have agreed to the settlement in 
circumstances where it did not receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and 
interest on, its contributions but rather, a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings; 

(d) Says that LMIM as RE for the FMIF directed, as it was entitled to do, part of the 
Gujarat Settlement Payment to LMIM as trustee for the MPF, as it similarly directed 
other parts of the Gujarat Settlement Payment to another six parties; 

(da) Says that, pursuant to clause 13  and 29 of the Constitution of the FMIF, the plaintiff 
was empowered to decide to make the Settlement payment to the seventh  
defendant:  

(e) Otherwise denies the allegations for the reasons in subparagraphs (a) to (d) and 
30C(c) and paragraph 35 above, 

37A As to paragraph 37A of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Says that for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 34 above: 

(i) he did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration to those 
matters which were true and relevant; 

(ii) he did act with the necessary degree of reasonable care and diligence; 

(b) Says it was reasonable for him, in all of the circumstances known to him as pleaded 
in this defence, to conclude that it was appropriate for LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
and as trustee of the MPF to agree on and fix the Agreed Contribution after the 
outcome of the Proceedings was known because: 
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(i) of the advice received in the WMS Report and in the Aliens Advice (which 
he considered); 

(ii) agreement on the rate or amount of the appropriate share of the proceeds 
of the settlement of the Proceedings to be paid to the MPF in light of that 
outcome was appropriate in order to properly protect the interest of both 
the FMIF and the MPF, particularly having regard to the following facts: 

(A) LM1M as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF were 
related parties; 

(B) the MPF's consent was required to settle the Bellpac proceedings; 

(C) the nature and extent of the litigation risks that had been taken on 
by LMIM as trustee for the MPF in funding the Proceedings 
(including the other costs associated with the Proceedings, the 
costs of additional proceedings or anticipated proceedings 
associated with the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF BeIlpac 
Loan, and the costs of the Bellpac receivership); 

(D) the risk and potential quantum of adverse costs orders that might 
have been made against Bellpac, LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as 
the trustee of the MPF respectively in the event that LMIM had not 
succeeded in the Proceedings (subject to the terms of the 
undertaking as to damages that LMIM as trustee for the MPF had 
provided in the Bellpac proceeding); 

(E) the legal costs in fact expended by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(F) the amount and structure of the proposed settlement; 

(G) that without MPF's funding, agreement to provide an undertaking 
as to damages and agreement to pay S'1.3M to Coalfields the 
Proceedings would not have been settled, or alternatively, would 
not have been settled on terms as favourable as the settlement 
that in fact occurred; 

(c) Says that having proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters it was 
reasonable for him to conclude that: 

(i) the overall settlement could not occur without the agreement of LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF, for the reasons pleaded in subparagraph 30C(c) 
above; 

(ii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF about sharing of the settlement proceeds, as it was the 
understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's contribution to funding 
the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis that it would receive 
more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, its contributions and 
rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from 
the Proceedings and by reason of the facts pleaded in subparagraph 
300(c) above; 
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(iii) the Agreed Contribution was fair to the FMIF, as without the funding from 
the MPF, PTAL on behalf and as custodian of the FM1F would have been 
unable to pursue and defend the Proceedings, and by reason of the facts 
pleaded in this paragraph and subparagraph 30C(c) above; 

(iv) the Agreed Contribution was in the best interests of the FMIF's members, 
as LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have been entitled to sue LMIM as 
RE of the FM1F if the former did not receive an appropriate split of the 
Proceeds and by reason of the facts pleaded in subparagraph 30C(c) 
above; 

(v) the Agreed Contribution was not unreasonable, as it fairly recognised the 
contribution made by the MPF to the Proceedings, and the recovery of 
settlement proceeds of the Proceedings, which would not have been 
recovered without it and because of the facts pleaded in this paragraph, 
subparagraph 30C(c) and paragraph 34 above; 

(vi) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation 
funder, as it had agreed to fund the Proceedings on the understanding that 
its contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the 
basis that it would receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and 
interest on, its contributions but rather, that the MPF would receive a share 
of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(d) says further that:  

(i) on the_proper construction of clause 29 of the Constitution of the FMIF, 
LM1M as RE of the FMIF was entitled to: 

(A) act as an RE for another trust,or managed investment scheme; 

(B) deal with itself as an RE for another trust or managed investment 
scheme, 

(C) be interested in a contract or transaction with itself as an RE for 
another trust, or mangged investment scheme., 

(ii) in the circumstances of a contract, transaction or dealing described in  
paragraphs lila)  or JC) above,_ s. 601FD(.1)(h)  and 601FD(1)1c) oblige a 
director to act im_partiaity between the interests of the FMIF and the other 
trust or managed investment fund for which it is the trustee or RE, in 
relation to the contract transaction or dealin_g; 

(iii) in the present case, the first defendant complied with this obligation 1-ly 
reason of the matters set out in_paragra_ph 34 and subpara_gfaphs 37A(a)-
fp)  above, 

378 The first defendant admits paragraph 37B of the statement of claim to the extent of the 
payment of the Agreed Contribution pleaded in paragraph 35 above. 

38 

( ) Admits that, in his capacity as a director f LMIM, l owed thc duties alleged t  
LMIM; 
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(b)------Denies-that-thase-duiles-ware-ewe 

(ii) the stctut ry duties f fficers f a resp nsible entity of o  
eehe-ace--these-pces&bed h 3.601 FD of thc Act. 

to LMIM as RE of the FMIF;  

(la) If there was a duty (which is denied), fer the Feaserif,-, pleaded in paragra0 37A 

of care and diligence;  

to LMIM as trustee for the MPF;  

;d) It was nt possible for the MPF to gain an advantage as th  
• 

because: 

e-r-theAgreed--Gentribe 

two-funds-dici-net-eause-any-less-to-be-suffered-lay-LMIMT 

because: 

64-€1411* 

(b) It wa, not possible for LMIM as RE f the FMIF to suffer damage the he 
circumstances alleged, because:  

Paymon  r the Agreed C ntributi n; 

ent of the Proceedings;  
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40 
because: 

alleged; 

(tt)-----if-ther-EWere-dutiefr owed-aa--anege€17-feFthe-Feaaefts-plea-d-e'd-iii-.  paragraphs-37A  

GU creel by LMIM. 

41 
because the allegations do not relate to him. 

42 

clam, 6cccuse the allegations d not relate t him. 

claim, because the allegations d net relate t tdm. 

43 

44 The first defendant admits the facts alleged in paragraph 44 of the statement of cfaim,and, 
as to sub-para_gfaph _(b), says that the best interests of the members of the FMIF are  
determined by reference, among other things.,  to the purpose and terms of the Constitution  
of the schemt in particular clause 29 thereof, which relevantly provides that 

(a) nothirig_in the Constitution restricts the RE or its associates from: 

dealing_ with itself (gs mangaer, trustee or responsible entity of another trust 
or scheme or in another capaci.tyl 

(ii) being interested in any contract or transaction with itself (as manaaerltrustee 
or responsible entity of another trust or scheme or in another capacity)or 

(iii) acting in the same or similar capacity in relation to any other trust or managed 
investment schemes 

(b) all obligations of the RE which might otherwise be implied by law are expressly 
excluded to the extent permitted by law, 

40. As to paragraph 45 of the statement of claim, the first defendant: 

(a) Denies the allegation in subparagraph (a) because, for the reasons pleaded in 
paragraphs 37A and 44 above, he did not fail to exercise the degree of care and 
diligence that a reasonable director in his position would have exercised; 
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(b) Denies the allegation in subparagraph (b) because: 

for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A and 44, above, he did act in the 
best interests of the members of the FMIF; 

(ii) there was no conflict between the members' interests and the interests of 
LMIM as RE of the Fiv11F; 

lea the allegations in araefr* laeeau€43, far tho +aaarmislale.dod-in 
aragraphs 37A ab ve, there was n roach f uty. 

45AA As toparagraph 45AA of the statement of claim the first defendant: 

f.a) Repeats and relies upon the facts set out in paragraphs 30C(p,I,  34 and 37A above; 

Lk) Says that: 

the settlement obtained under the Deed of Release, Deed of Settlement 
and Release and Gujarat Contract (the Settlement)yas the compromise 
of a Jou_ runnindispute: 

Particulars 

The dispute: 

.(A) concerned transactions referred to in paragraphs 17 to 20 of the 
statement of claim, which were entered into between 2004 and  
20QQ., 

,(B),_ was the subtect of litigation commenced in 2009„ namely the 
Proceeditigs referred to in paragraphs 21, 22 and 22A above.  

LiD LMIM and its lead advisors considered that LMIM as trustee for the MPF 
and PTAL had uncertain_prospects of success in the Proceeding_sj 

Particulars 

LA) email from Mona_g_han to Drake Darcy van der Hoven,_Mulder and 
Tickner dated 6 July 2009 and sent at 12.11PM referred to in 
subparagraph 22A(g)(1y) above, 

.(p_L email from Mona_g_han to Drake, Darcy,  van der Hoven, Fran 
Gordon and Tickner dated 29 July 2009 and sent at 11.26am 
referred to in subparagraph 22A(g)(yillabove; 

ic),_ advice from Verekers Lawyers to LMIM and PTAL dated 29 
March 2010, 

.(Di email from Monaghan to Drake,Darcy,  van der HoverOulder 
and Tickner dated 4 August 2010 and sent at 9.48am, referred to 
in subparagraph 22A(g1(diLabove.  
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(iii) Gujarat was considered b LMIM and its legal advisors to be a difficult 
litig_ant and ne_gotiator;  

Particulars 

(A) email from Monaghan to Drake, Daravan der Floven,Mulder and 
Tickner dated 6 July 2009 and sent at 12,11PM referred to in 
subparagraph 22A(g)(jy) abovei_ 

(B) email from Monaghan to Drake, Daravan der Hoven,„Mulder and 
Tickner dated 7 September 2009 and sent at 9.54am referred to in 
subparagraph 22A(g)(yjip  above; 

(C) para_graph  17 of the amended commercial list statement filed on 
behalf of LMIM as trustee for the MPF, Bel!pee and PTAL in the 
Bel[Rao Proceedingon 8 FebruaDi 2010., 

(D) email from Monaghan to Drake,Daravan der Hoven,Mulder and 
Tickner dated 7 June 2011 and sent at 10.45am referred to in 
„subparagraph 271b)([11(_AA,) abpvg; 

(iv) the directors formed the view that the Settlement was the best settlement 
that could be achieved in relation to the Proceedings; 

(v) by  reason of what is set out in the precedingparaglat,  expendin_g_further 
costs on lit[gating the Proceedings was of no commercial value to LMIM as 
RE for the FMIF nor MPF nor PTAL.:, 

(vi) as suchLit is to be inferred that LMIM would not have taken any steps that 
created any risk that the Settlement would notproceet 

(vii) gularat: 

(A) entered into the Settlement, inter alik because it resolved all 
outstanding disputes:  

Particulars 

(1) Email from Arun to Gillard, Darcy, Drake and Monaghan 
dated 9 June 2011 and sent at 8,16am. 

(B) therefore, it is to be inferred, would not have settled on terms which 
left claims made on behalf of LMIM as trustee for the MPF 
unresolved. 

(viii) further,or alternatively, to the paragrash ivii„)(13,)  above, by reason of the 
matters set out in  _0)  to (yii), aboveLLMIM would not have proposed or 
attempted to ne_gptiate with Gujarat a settlement agfeement which left 
claims of LMIM as trustee for the MPF unresolved, 

(ix) it was notsossible to completely discontinue the Bellpac Proceedings 
without the consent or cogperation of LMIM as trustee for the MPF, 
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Particulars 

(A) there were claims made in the Bellpac Proceedims on behalf of 
LMIM as trustee for the MPF as set out in subparagraph 22A1a).  
abovej, 

(B) matters referred to in subparagraph 28(_byty)  and 28(clkv..)  above., 

(x) it was not possible to completelyperform the obligations of LMIM under 
the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release without the 
consent or cooperationpf MPF-, 

Particulars 

(A) matters referred to in subparagraph 28(p)(ivj  and 2801(iy) abovei 

(xi) to take the steps alleged in paragraphs 45AA(h)  to_(0  of the statement of 
claim would be in breach of LMIM's duties as trustee of the MPFJ.  

(xii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF nor PTAL did not have any right to insist that 
LMIM as trustee for the MPF breached its duties in that capacity and in  
that manner., 

(xiii) in the circumstances set out in subparagraphs  ato (xiilaboveLit is to be 
inferred that: 

(A) had LMIM refused to make apayment to LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF, the Settlement would not have occurredi 

(B) had LMIM refused to make asa_yment to LMIM as trustee for the 
MPF„ greater than the amount of the funding that MPF had 
provided, the Settlement would not have occurred., 

(c) further, or in the alternative, causation and loss should not be assessed on the 
basis that the interests of the MPF are ignored.; 

Particulars 

(iii) on the preper construction of s13171-I of the Corporations Act_ 

(iv) by  reason of the matters in jaland  1.blabovel 

(d) by  reason on the matters referred to in sub_paragraphslalto  (p.), above each of the 
allegations in 45AA(a)to 45Akf) are denied. 

45AB The first defendant denies each of the allegations in paragraph 45ABfaLto  45Akel of the. 
statement of claim for the reasons pleaded in paraglaph 45AA above.  

45A The first defendant denies the facts alleged in paragraph 45A of the statement of claim for 
the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37k44, and  45, 45AA and 45AB  above. 

45B The first defendant denies the facts alleged in paragraph 45B of the statement of claim 
because: 
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(a) Of the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37A, 44, 45, and 45A, 45AA and 45AB 
above, and because there was no breach of duty or contravention of the Act; 

(b) It is incorrect to allege that the assets of LMIM as RE of the FMIF were depleted, 
as LMIM received all of the proceeds from the settlement of the Proceedings; 

(c) Any allocation of the proceeds from the settlement of the Proceedings between the 
two funds did not cause any loss to be suffered by LMIM; 

(d) LMIM suffered no harm as a result of the decision to pay the Agreed Contribution 
to LMIM as trustee for the MPF, 

46 The first defendant denies the facts alleged in paragraph 46 of the statement of claim 
because of the reasons pleaded in paragraph 45B above. 

46A In the alternative to the matters pleaded in paragraphs 40 and 46 above, if the first 
defendant is liable to pay the plaintiff compensation under s1317H of the Act (which is 
denied), then the amount of the compensation should be limited to: 

(a) The amount of the Agreed Contribution less an amount reflecting an appropriate 
share of the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings, which reflects the 
matters pleaded in paragraphs 22, 22A, 24, 27, 28, 300, 33, 34, 35, 37 and 37A 
of this defence, such an amount being more than a mere reimbursement of, and 
interest on, its contributions to funding the Proceedings, including its contribution 
to funding the other costs associated with the Proceedings (as pleaded in 
subparagraph 24(d) above); 

(b) In the further alternative, the amount of the Agreed Contribution less an amount 
which represents its contribution to funding the Proceedings, including its 
contribution to funding the costs associated with the Proceedings (as pleaded in 
subparagraph 24(d) above) with interest at commercial rates. 

47 The first defendan4-decs not admit the-allegations in paragraph 47 of the-statement of efaime  
because the allegati ns d n t relate t him. 

CS-444-@dmit-thr—aliogations-ifi+aragrafth-47-13-of-the-stateme-Rt-of 
claim. becaus tho allegati 11S do n I relate t  

48 The first defendant d es n t admit the allegati ns in peragrap-h 48 f thc statement f claim, 

claim, because the allegations d not relate t him. 

csau-s-c-th-c-alicgati t-rolat—to-hink 
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50 

51 
claim because they d n t relax t him. 

52 
c4y-not-caatc to him, 

53 

54 The first dcfendat does not admit tho facts aHened i 
they  

Defences un-def-Rafts-5-2G;448-anti-9-5-e  

55 Further, as I the ailcgati n that the first defendant c ntravened section 180(1) f the Act 
{which-is-denial);  the first defendant says that he did not breach his duties under ss 
601FD 1 b  

(a) In executing the Deed Poll and thereby making, permitting or directing the Agreed 
Contribution to be paid to LIAM as trustee for the MPF, he made a busings,, 
judgment; 

(b) The business judgment was made in good faith and for a proper purpose, in that: 

(i) the Agreed Contribution was intended to appropriately compensate LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF for the risks it had assumed in funding the litigation 
(including the additional matters pleaded in subparagraph 24(d) above), 
providing an undertaking as to damages on behalf of the plaintiffs in the 
Bellpac proceeding and agreeing to fund the $1.3M payment to Coalfields 
on settlement, in circumstances where the FMIF was unable to do so; 

(ii) it was the understanding of LMIM's directors that the MPF's contribution 
to funding the Proceedings would be recognised on the basis that it would 
receive more than a mere reimbursement of, and interest on, its 
contributions and rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(iii) the first defendant relies on the matters pleaded in paragraphs 22, 22A, 
24, 27, 28, 300, 33, 34, 35, 37 and 37A above; 

(c) He did not have a material personal interest in making, permitting or directing the 
litigation funding fee to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(d) He informed himself about the Agreed Contribution to be paid to LMIM as trustee 
for the MPF, and in particular he: 

(i) considered and relied on the WMS report and Aliens Advice prior to 
executing the Deed Poll; 

considered and relied on advice and information provided to him by 
Monaghan, Darcy and Tickner in relation to: 

48 
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(A) the progress of the Proceedings, including in relation to risks and 
prospects; 

(B) the settlement negotiations of the Proceedings; 

(e) In light of the information received and considered by the first defendant, he 
rationally believed that the judgment he made was in the best interests of LMIM, 
including in its capacities as RE of the FMIF and trustee of the MPF; 

flf--411-119e-pfeffliees-Meaded-amgmphs--(e)-k3-(e)-abeve7- 1-te-ie • 

of-seellen--1-8-0(-1)-ef-the4et: 

56 
the-fiFst-elefendanteentravened-any-ef-seetieffe489(1-)716,41-)-er-641-FD(1-)-ef-the-Aet-a5 

ent-of-stairnrthew 

(a)-----The-first- i-ngrpe • • ed 

Cbntribution to G-pai 

(b) Having regard t all of the circumstances pleaded in this defence, the first 
de-fa •on; 

(e)-----Ift-th-e-premises-pleacied-in-stubpafag ever the  
sgeks-an-orderioursuant-to-soctiGn-14-14(2)--af-thQ-Aer,or-section-1-11-8-(1)-of-tho 

57 

to--in--subparagraphs-2-4000C(d)(14-3.4(NA--is-talce4443-4e-r-Gason-abto-u4:1-lo-.,s-tho 

contrary is proved. 

Signed  

Solicitor 

This amended pleading was settled by G Beacham QC and A Nicholas of Counsel  

NOTICE AS TO REPLY 

You have fourteen days within which to file and serve a reply to this defence. If you do not do so, 
you may be prevented from adducing evidence in relation to allegations of fact made in this 
defence. 
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Plaintiff: 

First Defendant: 

Second Defendant: 

Third Defendant: 

Fourth Defendant: 

Fifth Defendant: 

Sixth Defendant: 

Seventh Defendant: 

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS AND MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS RESPONSIBLE 
ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE INCOME FUND 
ARSN 089 343 288 

AND 

PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

AND 

LISA MAREE DARCY 

AND 

EGHARD VAN PER HOVEN 

AND 

FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

AND 

JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN 

AND 

SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 

AND 

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED 
(RECEIVERS AND MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN 
LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 

AND 
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RBG LAWYERS 
Level 10 
300 Adelaide Street 
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Eighth Defendant: KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 IN ITS 
CAPACITY AS TRUSTEE OF THE LM MANAGED 
PERFORMANCE FUND 

DEFENCE OF THE SECOND DEFENDANT TO THE 
FIFTH FURTHER AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

In this amended defence, the Second Defendant adopts the definitions used in the Third 

Second Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim (Statement of Claim) unless a contrary 

intention is expressed. 

The Second Defendant relies on the following facts in defence of the claim: 

Parties and roles 

1. As to paragraph 1 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that LMIM is a company duly incorporated capable of suing in its own 

name and says further that its date of registration was 31 January 1997; 

(b) admits that LMIM is the RE of the FMIF and says further that LMIM has been 

the RE of the FMIF since on or about 28 September 1999; 

(c) admits paragraphs 1(c), 1(d), 1(e) and l(f); 

(d) otherwise is unable to plead to the allegations in paragraph 1 of the Statement of 

Claim on the basis that the Plaintiff has failed to particularise the meaning of the 

phrase 'at all material times'. 

(e) Says further that Permanent Trustees Australia Limited (ACN 008 412 913): 

(i) is duly incorporated; 

(ii) was appointed as the custodian of FMIF pursuant to a custody agreement 

between it and LMIM dated 4 February 1999; and 

(iii) changed its name to The Trust Company (PTAL) Limited on 21 June 2010;_ 

(f) says:  

(i) that the Constitution of the FMIF scheme ITMIF.100.005.7639-1 provided in 

part as follows:  

"13. NATURE OF RE POWERS  

13,1 The RE has all the powers:  

(a) of a natural person to invest and borrow on security of the Scheme  
Property., 

r ! '.! 
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(b) in respect of the Scheme and the Scheme Propertythat is 
possible under the Law to confer on a RE and on a Trustee;  

(c) as though it were the absolute owner of the Scheme Property and 
asin_Agin its personal capacity; or  

(d) necessary for ft_. -i'llin,s=s)=1==,:ili_aticts under this Constitution and 
under the Law.  

29. OTHER ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE RE  

29.1 Subject to the Law, nothing in this Constitution restricts the RE 
(or its associates) from:  

(a) dealing with itself (as manager, trustee or responsible 
entity of another trust or scheme or in another 
capacity)'  

(c) acting in the same or similar capacity in relation to  
any other trust or managed investment scheme.  

(ii) Says further on the proper construction of clause 29 of FMIF, LMIM as RE  

of FMIF was entitled to:  

(A) Act as an RE or trustee of another trust or managed investment 

scheme;  

(B) Deal with itself as an RE or trustee of another trust or managed 

investment scheme;  

(C) Be interested in a contract or transaction with itself as an RE Or 

trustee of another trust or managed investment scheme;  

2. As to paragraph 2 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that: 

(i) the First Defendant was a director of LMIM from 31 January 1997 to the 

date of his bankruptcy on 9 January 2015; 

(ii) she was a director of LMIM from 12 September 2003 to 21 June 2012; 

(iii) the Third Defendant became a director of LMIM on 22 June 2006 and 

remains a director; 

) the Fourth Defendant became a director of LMIM on 30 September 2006 

and remains a director; 

(v) the Fifth Defendant was a director of LMIM from 27 November 2007 to 30 

September 2012; 

(vi) the Sixth Defendant was a director of LMIM from 18 September 2008 to 13 

July 2012; 
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(b)  

Claim on the basis that the Plaintiff has failed to particularise the meaning of the 

phrase 'at all material times'.  

(c) says further that David Monaghan (Monaghan):  

(i) was from about 1990 a solicitor admitted in the State of Queensland;  

(ii) was between 2004 to 2010 the risk manager for LMFM;  

(iii) was between 2004 to about February 2010 an in house legal advisor to 

LMIM;.  

(iv) from about 2005 to about February 2010 was the Commercial Lending 

Manager for LMIM;  

(v) as Commercial Lending Manager:  

(A) managed the commercial lending department of LMIM;  

(B) did from in or about 2006 manage the:  

FMIF Bellpac Loan (as defined in paragraph 6 of the Statement 

of Claim); and 

(II) MPF Bellpac Loan (as defined in paragraph 10 of the Statement 

of Claim);  

(III) loan by LMIM as trustee of MPF to Great Pacific Capital Ltd;  

(C) managed the Proceedings (as defined in paragraph 22 of the 

Statement of Claim as traversed in paragraph 22 below, and in that 

context is hereinafter referred to as the "Proceedings");  

(vi) during the period 1 March 2010 to 24 October 2012:  

(A) was the principal of the legal practice, styled "Monaghan Lawyers";  

(B) acted as the lawyer for LMIM;  

(C) acted for LMIM in respect of the Proceedings; and 

(I) in settlement of the Proceedings;  

(II) in instructing WMS and obtaining the WMS Report (as referred 

to in paragraph 30D of the of the Statement of Claim);  
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(III) in retaining and instructing Aliens, and obtaining the Aliens  

Advice (as referred to in paragraph 30E of the Statement of 

Claim);  

(IV) in drawing the Deed Poll (as referred to in paragraph 31 of the  

Statement of Claim);  

(V) as to matters associated with the Proceedings and the matters 

the subject of these Proceedings;  

(d) says further to the knowledge of the Second Defendant, Monaghan was:  

(i) a person of good repute and competence;  

(ii) more knowledgeable, skilled and experienced, than the Second Defendant, 

with respect to the matters referred to in subparagraphs (c)(ii), (c)(v)(B) & 

(C) and (vi)(B) and (C) above (Monaghan Services);  

(e) during the period from about 2007 to October 2011, Aliens Arthur Robinson (as  

the film was then known) (Aliens):  

(i) were solicitors retained by LMEVI and PTAL to provide legal services to 

LMIM and PTAL;  

(ii) acted for LMIM and PTAL in respect to the FMIF Bellpac Loan; 

(iii) acted for:  

(A) LMIM and Bellpac in the Proceedings from about July 2009 to about 

January 2010; and  

(B) PTAL in the Proceedings from about November 2009 to January 

2010; 

(iv) was in about December 2010 retained by LMEV1 to advise in relation to the 

settlement of the Proceedings;  

Particulars 

The retainer was in writing and bearing a date of 1 December 2010.  

(v) were as of March 2011 to 21 June 2011, on behalf of LMIM, drafting and 

negotiating each of the documents which became the Gujarat Contract, the  

Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and Release;  
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(vi) provided the Aliens Advice (as referred to in paragraph 30E of the  

Statement of Claim) (collectively referred to as the "Aliens Legal  

Services");  

(f) says further that to the knowledge of the Second Defendant:  

(i) Aliens was a thin, and Mr Beckinsale of that firm was a person, of good 

repute and competence in the provision of legal services;  

(ii) Aliens, and Mr Beckinsale, were more knowledgeable, skilled and 

experienced, than the Second Defendant or the other directors of LMIM, to  

the knowledge of the Second Defendant, with respect to the provision of the 

Aliens Legal Services.  

(g) says further that the Second Defendant and LMIIVI, to the knowledge of the 

Second Defendant, relied upon the specialised skill, expertise and experience of:  

(i) Monaghan;  

(ii) Monaghan Lawyers; and  

(iii) Aliens;  

with respect to the provision of the Monaghan Services and the Aliens Legal 

Services respectively, and it was reasonable to do so;. 

(h) the Second Defendant in relying upon Aliens did so in the belief:  

(i) that Aliens would give and gave proper regard to all relevant facts and 

circumstances when acting on behalf of LMIM, including in providing the  

Aliens Advice as to the proposed split of settlement proposed as between  

the FMII- and MPF; and 

(ii) that if there were any facts or circumstances or risks which should be 

considered or had regard to in relation to the Proceedings or settlement 

thereof, including the proposed split of settlement proceeds as between the  

FMIF and MPF, those facts or circumstances would be brought to the  

attention of LMIM prior to 21 June 2011;  

(i) the Second Defendant in relying upon Monaghan and Monaghan Lawyers did so 

in the belief:  

(i) that Monaghan and Monaghan Lawyers would give and gave proper regard 

to all relevant facts and circumstances, including:  
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(A) as to the proposed split of settlement proposed as between the FMIF 

and MPF; and  

(B) settlement of the Proceedings;  

(ii) that if there were any facts or circumstances or risks which should be 

considered or had regard to in relation to the Proceedings or settlement 

thereof, including the proposed split of settlement proceeds as between the  

FMIF and MPF, those facts or circumstances would be brought to the  

attention of LMIM prior to 21 June 2011.  

3. As to paragraph 3 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that David Whyte was appointed, by an order of this Court dated 21 

August 2013, to take responsibility for ensuring that the FMIF is wound up in 

accordance with its constitution but denies that the Court order describes David 

Whyte as a partner of BDO Business Recovery & Insolvency (Qld) Pty Ltd. The 

explanation for this denial is that the order described David Whyte as a partner of 

'BD° Australia Limited'; 

(b) admits that David Whyte was appointed receiver of the property of FMIF and that 

he, in relation to that appointment, was invested with the powers set out in 

paragraph 3(c) and (d); 

(c) says further in relation to the allegations in subparagraphs (d)(ii) and (e) that the 

Plaintiffs standing to bring proceedings is limited to proceedings brought under 

Part 9.4B for alleged breaches of duties under Part 5C.2 of the Corporations Act 

2001 (the Act) and the Plaintiff has no standing to bring a proceeding for alleged 

breaches of duties under Part 2D.1 of the Act. 

4. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraphs 4 and 4A of the Statement 

of Claim. 

•Bellpac Loans 

5. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 5 of the Statement of Claim, 

but says further: 

(a) Bellpac Pty Ltd ACN 101 713 017 (Bellpac) was then known as GPC Bellambi 

Pty Ltd; and 

(b) the Plaintiff was also a party to the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement. 

6. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 6 of the Statement of Claim. 
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7. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 7 of the Statement of Claim. 

8. As to paragraph 8 of the Statement of Claim the Second Defendant admits that the 

Bellpac Loan Agreement was varied and says further that those variations were by 

deeds dated 5 December 2003, 13 February 2004, 14 May 2004, 4 October 2004 (2 

deeds of variation), 21 January 2005, 2 May 2005, 23 June 2006 and 11 July 2008. 

9. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 9 of the Statement of Claim. 

10. The Second Defendant admits the allegation in paragraph 10 of the Statement of Claim. 

11. As to the allegations in paragraph 11 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that Bellpac and LMIM as Trustee for the MPF entered into a fixed and 

floating charge with an execution date of 23 June 2006 which provided that it was 

to secure a loan agreement intended to be executed and dated on the same date 

between Bellpac and LMIM as Trustees for the MPF; 

(b) says further that the MPF Mortgage was dated 17 December 2004 and this 

predates the MPF Bellpac Loan Agreement. 

12. As to paragraph 12 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that the parties named entered into a Deed of Priority dated 23 June 2006 

and says further that PTAL was also a party to that deed; 

(b) denies the allegatie-ns in subparagraph (e) because says that:  

(i) c1.8 of the Deed of Priority provides as follows:  

fRelease-ofSeettrities 

If an as,tet which is subject to a Security is sold pursuant to a bona fide sale 

distributed in accol dance with the Deed, each Mortgagee must provide a  
release of their respective Securities to the extent that they relate to the sold 
assets. "  

(ii) PTAL is not specifically mentioned in c1.8;  

(c) Relies on the full terms of the Deed of Priority. 

13. As to paragraph 13 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) Admits that in or about March 2006 Bellpac defaulted under the FMIF Bellpac 

Loan. 

(b) Denies that PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of the FMIF had, from in or 

about March 2006, a continuing entitlement to exercise rights under the PTAL 
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Mortgage and the PTAL Charge in relation to the default referred to in (a) above. 

The basis for this denial is that from in or about July 2006 to in or about January 

2008, regular interest payments were being made in respect of the FM11- Bellpac 

Loan and these interest payments were accepted by PTAL in satisfaction of 

Bellpac's obligations under the FMIF Bellpac Loan. In the premise, there was 

not a continuing default from March 2006 so as to entitle PTAL as custodian to 

exercise rights under the PTAL Mortgage and the PTAL Charge. 

14. The Second Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraphs 14, 15 and 16 of 

the Statement of Claim. 

Bellpac Sale of the Property to Gujarat 

15. As to paragraph 17 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) Denies that the LASA was entered into on 22 September 2004 because it was 

entered into on 21 October 2004; 

(b) Otherwise admits the allegations. 

16. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 18 of the Statement of 

Claim. 

17. As to paragraph 19 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant admits: 

(a) That a dispute arose between Bellpac and Gujarat subsequent to December 2004; 

(b) The Second Defendant does not admit that this dispute between Bellpac and 

Gujarat was limited to the parties' rights, obligations and liabilities under the 

LASA and the 2004 Agreements. The direct explanation for this non-admission 

is that the Second Defendant does not have knowledge of the complete scope of 

this dispute and is therefore unaware of whether the dispute was limited to those 

parties' rights, obligations, and liabilities under the LASA and the 2004 

Agreements. 

18. As to paragraph 20 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations; 

(b) says that South Bulli Holdings Pty Ltd (SBH): 

(i) was a subsidiary of Gujarat; and 

(ii) was also a party to each of the Settlement Deeds. 
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19. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 21 of the Statement of 

Claim. 

20. As to paragraph 22 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) as to subparagraph (a), admits that a legal proceeding was commenced by Gujarat 

against Bellpac in or about May 2009 and says further that this proceeding was 

commenced in the Supreme Court of New South Wales; 

(b) as to subparagraph (b):  

(0 admits a legal proceeding was commenced by LMIM and Bellpac against 

Gujarat in 2009 (the Bellpac proceedings); 

(ii) denies that this proceeding was commenced on or about November 2009 

and as the direct explanation for the belief that the allegation is untrue this 

denial repeats and relies upon subparagraph (b)(iii)(a) and (iii) below; that 

this proceeding was commenced with LMIM and Bellpac as plaintiffs on or 

about early July 2009 and says further: 

(iii)(a) says that this proceeding was commenced with LMIM and Bellpac as  

plaintiffs on in or about early July 2009;  

(iii) says that PTAL, Coalfields, Bounty and GPC became parties to this 

proceeding from about November 2009. 

(iv) that this proceeding was also commenced by LMIM and Bellpac as  

plaintiffs in the Supreme Court of New South Wales; 

(bb) says further that: 

(0 insofar as LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings, it was suing in 

relation to the rights and assets of LMIM as trustee of the MPF in respect of 

the subject matter of those proceedings as identified in the Amended List 

Summons dated 5 February 2010, New South Wales case number 

298727/2009, paragraph 18 and Amended Commercial List Statement dated 

5 February 2010, New South Wales case number 298727/2009 paragraphs 

19 to 49; and 

(ii) in the premises pleaded in (i) above, LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a 

party to the Bellpac proceedings; 
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(c) admits that Coalfields commenced a cross-claim against Gujarat and Bellpac but 

denies that this cross-claim was in the Gujarat proceedings because this cross-

claim was in the Bellpac proceedings. 

Funding of Proceedings 

21. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 23 of the Statement of 

Claim. 

22. As to paragraph 24 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) Admits that, from in or about July 2009, LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the 

Gujarat Proceedings, the Bellpac Proceedings and the defence of the Coalfields 

Crossclaim; 

(b) Does not admit the amount of that funding because, despite reasonable enquiries,  

the Second Defendant remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of the 

allegations  Further as to sub-paragraph (a):  

(i) Denies that from in about July 2009 that LMIM as trustee of MPF (MPF)  

funded the Proceedings in an amount of approximately $1,950,421.69 and 

as to the basis for the belief the allegation is untrue says that such amount 

was not expended on funding the Proceedings and repeats and relies upon 

the allegations in sub-paragraphs (b)(ii) and (iii) and (e)(iv) and (v) below:  

(ii) says that the amount referred to in Loans Schedule MPF-418  

fFMII-.017.001.10821:  

(A) refers to funding only to 7 July 2011 whereas MPF continued funding 

after that date;  

(B) included costs and expenses of funding the settlement of the  

proceedings as alleged in sub-paragraph (e)(iv) below, but only to 7  

July 2011;  

(C) included funding of the recovery proceedings alleged in sub-

paragraph (e)(v) below, but only to 7 July 2011;  

(D) included fundin of other costs.  

says that:  

(A) the amount of approximately $1.597,566.19 was expended by MPF  

on funding the Proceedings or settlement thereof;  

Particulars 
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Particulars of the fundin2 are set in the MPF Fundin Schedule which 

is delivered with this Amended Defence.  

(B) a total amount of approximately $2,536,441.30 was funded by MPF  

from about July 2009 which includes funding other recoveries as  

referred to in sub-paragraphs (e)(v) below;  

Particulars 

Particulars of the funding are set in the MPF Funding Schedule which 

is delivered with this Amended Defence.  

(c) Denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as second 

mortgagee because it was providing funding in its capacity as plaintiff and to 

LMIM as RE of the FMIF to allow it and then PTAL to progress and defend 

(respectively) the Proceedings; 

(d) Admits that the funding provided by MPF was drawn-down by LMIM as trustee 

for the MPF against the MPF Bellpac Loan. 

(e) Says further that in addition to providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF to 

allow it to progress and defend (respectively) the Proceedings, LMIM as trustee 

of the MPF also: 

(i) gave an undertaking as to damages in the Bellpac proceedings; and 

(ii) agreed agreed to fund a $1.3 million payment by LMIM as RE of the FMIF, 

or alternatively PTAL, to Coalfields in order to facilitate settlement of the 

Proceedings; 

(iii) gave an undertaking to pay any costs awarded against Bellpac in favour of 

Gujarat in the Bellpac proceedings; and  

(iv) funded the costs of settling the Proceedings;  

Particulars 

Particulars of the costs funded are:  

(1) in Schedule "A" to this Defence Isave that the amounts of S9,915.71  

and $9,223.46 stated therein dated 20 October 2011 are not pressed 

by the second defendant as only they only partly relate to funding by 

MPF of the costs of settling the Proceedings).  and 
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(2) Woodbury Bell Valuers Tax Invoice V3110750PW dated 11 August 

2011 in the sum of $1,375.00.  

(v) says that prior to and_post 21 June 2011 LMIM as trustee of MPF did fund,  

other recoveries including against guarantors of the FMIF Bellpac Loan and 

MPF Bellpac Loan, and by the liquidators of Bellpac against bond holders.  

(f) says that from about July 2009 onwards the funds of LMIM as RE of the FMIF  

were frozen and were not available to fund the Proceedings or settlement thereof.  

Mediation Heads of Agreement 

23. As to paragraphs 25 and 26 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits the existence of a handwritten document entitled, 'Heads of Agreement' 

and says further that this document is dated 9 November 2010; 

(b) admits the existence of a typed document with some handwriting that is entitled, 

'Heads of Agreement Recording Agreement in Principle' which sets out, in part, 

the matters pleaded at paragraph 26(a), (b) and (c). 

24. The Second Defendant admits paragraph 27 of the Statement of Claim. 

Settlement of the LMIM Bellpac Proceedings 

25. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraphs 28, of the Statement of 

Claim and says further that, on the proper construction of the Deed of Release and the 

Deed of Settlement and Release, LMIM as trustee of the MPF was also a party to those 

Deeds ancl--e-thefw-ise-admits-the--a-1-legation-s--iii- pafagraphs-29-arml-3-0-of-the-Stateme-nt--ef 

Claim. 

25A In the alternative, if the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and Release were 

executed by LMIM only in its capacity as RE of FMIF (which is denied) the parties to  

the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement, Aliens and Monaghan Lawyers acted and 

assumed that the these deeds would be binding on both LMIM as RE of the FMIF and 

as trustee of MPF.  

25B Admit the allegations in paragraphs 29 and 30 of the Statement of Claim.  

Advice 

26. The Second Defendant: 
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(aa) denies paragraph 30A of the Statement of Claim. The direct explanation for this 

 the belief that the allegation is untrue repeats and relies upon 

subparagraphs (a) to (c) belowk 

(a) says, that B-by an email dated 6 December 2010, David Monaghan, as the 

principal of Monaghan Lawyers, a law firm engaged by LMIM, communicated 

by email with WMS;7  

(b) says Tthat the email dated 6 December 2010 was not a request to provide an 

opinion about what would be a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceedings 

from the Proceedings but rather it was a request to: 

(i) Advise what further information WMS required in addition to the 

information contained in the email, to provide an advice; and 

(ii) To provide David Monaghan with an estimate of WMS's fees to provide 

the requested advice as a necessary step before WMS were formally 

engaged to provide advice. 

(c) says that Tthe email referred to in subparagraph (a) was responded to by WMS by 

that firm sending a proposed letter of engagement to David Monaghan dated 6 

December 2010 which provided a fee estimate and also referred to discussions 

and correspondence in relation to WMS proposed engagement. 

27. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 30B of the Statement of 

Claim and says further that: 

(a) the request for advice by LMIM was conveyed to Allens by David Monaghan, the 

principal of Monaghan Lawyers, a law firm engaged by LMIM to act on its 

behalf in email correspondence from David Monaghan to John Beckinsale dated 

14 March 2011; 

(b) the request for advice to Aliens from David Monaghan attached various 

documents; 

(c) the request for advice was an aspect of ongoing solicitor and client relationship 

between LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concerned with and incidental to 

the Proceedings and settlement thereof; 

(d) during the currency of the solicitor and client relationship between LMIM and 

Aliens, Aliens had been provided or had access to the original or copies of the 

agreements and securities relevant to the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF 
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Bellpac Loan as alleged in paragraphs 7 to 12 of the Statement of Claim and the 

Deed of Priority. 

Particulars 

Particulars of the possession of the securities and Deed of Priority by Aliens are 

in Schedule "B" to this Defence.  

28. As to paragraph 30C, the Second Defendant: 

(a) Admits that what the Plaintiff refers to as 'the instructions', namely an email from 

David Monaghan to Aaron Lave11 dated 6 December 2010 and two emails from 

David Monaghan to John Beckinsale dated 14 and 17 March 2011, did not 

include copies of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release or the Deed of 

Release and Settlement and the Second Defendant says further that these 

documents were not in existence as at the date of those emails. 

(b) Admits that the ci a - 

the matters set ut in subpimag a. 

  

the denial f the alleged 'facts' s INA 

 

that, as at the date f th se the mails 

   

a ettlement w uld take place an- 

between LMIM  

(c) denies the allegati ns in sublaar-agraph bccaus,c and as t the direct 

cx lanati n f r the chef the allegati n is untrue re cats nd relies u on 

subparagraph (i), (ia) t (ic) and (ii) bel w;  

(i) settlement f the Prongs did not inv lye the sale f security pursuant 

- - • 

because: 
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The 2007 Settle - - 

had a valuati n  f  

Gujarat's n mince,  SBg, agree  t pay $5 M f r  the Pr perty.  

The 20 8 Settle - 

wouid-he-so=14 4-3-5-M- 

In thc Pr e,edings,  -the •• . " • 

Pr perty and : : - I 

Under  the Medi. _a_. _ • : : • . -- ..2 

t buy the Pr pert),  f r$  

Further particul.  

btaincd.  

_ • .  

 

(B) the sale  f the Pr perty was not a  b na  fide sale  f the Pr perty,  but 

f the pr eceds were not t  bc f r  the sale  f the Pr perty; 

(i) says that the e nsen  . • .  

 

(A)  

and the See nd Defendant repeats and relics up n the allcgati ns in in 

paragraph 20(bb) above;  

(B) neither LMIM a RE f FMIF n r PTA.L had the wcr r auth rity 

t enter int a_ _ _ _" " - 

MPF; 

(C) repeats and relics up n - . 3 '  3 "  

abov c. 

(D) was required t disc -  

(ia) riginal certificates  ef tit4c fe.r  the Pi-operty,  which were required  f r any 

d s  (and did d s  );  
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(A) 

subparagraph (c) above;  

 nt the  f I ac f 

(B)  

(C)  

(D)  
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(B)  

ng in c sts f the Pr ceedings, LMIM as RE f the FMIF w uld be 

at risk f being un: - 

- - 

and the MPF id n t pr vi e further fun ing f r the pr ceeding) an 

being liable t judgments against it in default f taking steps, and 
- 

claimed by C alfields in the Coalfields cr ss claim;  

(C) the c nsent f LMIM trustee f the MPF w s re uircd in r cr f r 

LMIM as RE f the FMIF r PT L t perft- - 

the d cuments refe, 44+93: I - - 

Claim and in rdcr f r the settlement t pr cced at all (Sctticmcnt 

(d) Admits that the emails referred to in subparagraph (a) above did not include or 

attach a copy of the Deed of Priority but says further that: 

(i) on 9 December 2010, WMS was provided with access to a secure LMIM 

website which contained copies of the security documents for the FMIF 

Bellpac Loan and MPF Bellpac Loan, including the Deed of Priority; 

(ii) Aliens had been provided with a copy of the Deed of Priority by June 2007 

on various occasions in the period from 11 January 2007 to 9 December 

2009 as alleged in paragraph 27(d) above; 

(iii) Aliens had undertaken reviews of the securities documents and the Deed of 

Priority prior to 14 March 2011; 

Particulars  

The review by Aliens of the securities documents and the Deed of Priority 

is to be inferred from particulars (10) and (11) of the particulars to  

paragraph 27(d) above, in the context of particulars (1) to (9) of those  

particulars.  

(e) Says further that the emails and attachments to those emails to W1VIS and to 

Aliens set out that the loan by LMIM as RE of the FM11,  was secured by a 

registered first mortgage and that as at 28 November 2010 approximately $49M 

was outstanding in respect of FMIF's loan, and that the loans by LMIM as trustee 
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of the MPF were secured by a second registered mortgage and as at 28 November 

2011 approximately $24M was outstanding in respect of those loans; and 

(f) denies that the matters in subparagraph (d)(i) were 'facts' as alleged because: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not funding the Proceedings as mortgagee 

because it was providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF to allow it to 

progress and defend (respectively) the Proceedings; and 

(ii) LMIM's directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to funding 

the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of 

any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings.; 

(fa) as to subparagraph (d)(ii), admits the allegation;  

(g) as to subparagraph (d)(iii):  

(i) admits that there was no binding express prior agreement in te ms of a 

contract for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid any amount if the  

amount that LMIM as RE of the FMIF recovered did not cover the entirety 

of the amount that was owed by Bellpac with respect to the FMIF Belpac  

Loan;  

(ii) otherwise denies the allegation and believes them to be untrue and as to the  

direct explanation for the belief the allegations in untrue and repeats and 

relies upon subparagraph (iii) and (iv) below;  

(iii) repeats and relies upon the allegations in subparagraph (f)(ii) above and 

paragraphsphc_ ._ _ anc___ J;1±,2  paragraphs, 

34(c), 35_(b)(iib), 38(a) and 39(c)(vi) below;  

29. As to paragraph 30D of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that on or about 7 March 2011, WMS provided a report bearing that date 

and says further: 

(i) that this report was addressed to Monaghan Lawyers; 

(ii) that WMS opined that a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds from 

the Proceedings would be 30% to 40% to the MPF and the balance to the 

FMIF; 
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(iii) that the WMS Report was based on multiple sources of infoimation 

including matters set out in the David Monaghan email dated 6 December 

2010 and attachments to that email. 

30. As to paragraph 30E of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 30E of the Statement of Claim; 

(ab) says that the Aliens Advice was addressed to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers;  

(ac) says that on 29 March 2011 in an email of that date:  

(i) Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers provided the Aliens Advice to the 

Second Defendant;  

(ii) advised the Second Defendant in respect to that advice " ftl here is a lot to 

wade through, but the conclusion is that the transaction is OK";  

(ad) says that on having read the 29 March 2011 email she reasonably believed that 

Monaghan (Monaghan Lawyers):  

(i) had read the Aliens Advice;  

(ii) had read the Aliens Advice as identifying that the proposed split of the 

settlement proceeds between FMIF and MPF as being "OK";  

(iii) will be undertaking a further review of the Aliens Advice;  

(iv) would infofin or advise the Second Defendant and LMIM if the "transaction 

was not OK" and the reasons why;  

(v) would inform or advise the Second Defendant and LMIM if the split of the 

settlement proceeds between FMIF and MPF on settlement ought not to  

occur or ought to be re-considered and the reasons why;  

(vi) would identify to the Second Defendant and LMIM of any fact or 

circumstance regarding the Aliens Advice which identified that the 

"transaction was not OK";  

(ae) says further that by email of 10 June 2011 from Monaghan of Monaghan 

Lawyers, addressed to Bruce Wacker of Aliens and cc to the Second Defendant 

IFMIF.200.013.9248] it was stated:  

"In relation to our question about the split of the settlement monies, it is to  

be 65% PTAL (on behalf of the LM First Mortgage Income Fund) and 35% 

LM (on behalf of the LM Managed Performance Fund".  
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(af) says further that upon reading the email of 10 June 2011 she reasonably believed 

that Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers:  

(i) had not identified at that time any fact or circumstance regarding the Aliens  

Advice or otherwise that would cause the "transaction not to be OK";  

(ii) had not identified any fact or circumstance that would require that the split 

of the settlement proceeds between FMIF and MPF on settlement not occur 

or be varied;  

(ag) says that at no time did Monaghan, or Monaghan Lawyers or Aliens, infoiiii or 

advise the Second Defendant, or LMIM to the knowledge of the Second 

Defendant, that:  

(i) the "transaction was not OK";  

(ii) that the split of the settlement proceeds between FMIF and MPF on 

settlement ought not to occur or ought to be re-considered by LMIM;  

) of any fact or circumstance regarding the Aliens Advice which identified 

that:  

(A) the "transaction was not OK";  

(B) the advice did not reach an opinion that the proposed transaction was  

"legally acceptable";  

(b) says further that, in the Aliens Advice, Aliens: 

(i) opined that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the proceeds of the 

settlement on the basis of the opinion in the WMS Report; 

(ii) did not advise (nor had Aliens advised before providing the Aliens Advice) 

that Aliens should be provided with particular relevant documents, such as 

the Settlement Documents, nor any other documents concerning the 

respective rights and obligations of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as trustee 

of the MPF respectively, as lenders to Bellpac and as between themselves; 

(iii) stated that Aliens were not aware of any reason why agreeing to split the 

litigation proceeds between the FMLF and the MPF on the basis of the 

opinion in the WMS Report would raise any issues concerning the general 

law and statutory duties of the directors of LMIM;. 

(iv) was---addr-es-se-€1--te--David---Menaghaii—af—Menaghan----Lawyefs—and---was 

provided to LMIM by Monaghan Lawyers. 
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30A As to paragraph 30F of the Statement of Claim, with the qualifications set out below,  

the Second Defendant admits that the plaintiff has accurately set out some extracts from 

the Aliens Advice. The qualifications are that the Second Defendant denies:  

(a) that the matters described in paragraph 16(a) to (b) are described in the advice as  

a summary of various obligations set out subsequently in the advice because the 

advice is not described in such term;  

(b) that subparagraph 30F(f) contains what is stated at paragraph 16(f) of the Allens 

Advice because these statements are contained in paragraph 16(g) of the Aliens  

Advice.  

(c) that subparagraph 30F(1) contains what is stated in paragraph 55 of the Allens 

Advice because these statements are contained in paragraph 56 of the Allens 

Advice;  

(d) that subparagraph 30F(o), contains what is stated in paragraph 63 of the Allens  

Advice because the quote omits the word "direct" before the word "fiduciary".  

30B As to paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim the Second Defendant:  

(a) admits that LMIM's Conflict Management Policy at the time of the Allens  

Advice contained the words set out in paragraph 30G.  

(b) says further that the Conflict Management Policy also provided that:  

(i) The Board relies on the Risk Manager, amongst others, to implement this  

policy;  

(ii) The Risk Manager has primary responsibility for implementing this policy;  

(iii) The Risk Manager has primary responsibility for identifying conflicts;  

(iv) The Risk Manager has primary responsibility for assessing and evaluating 

conflicts;  

(v) In considering the appropriate response, the Risk Manager must have regard 

to the various duties that apply at law;  

(vi) The Risk Manager has primary responsibility for undertaking appropriate 

action in relation to a conflict;  

(vii) Where there is doubt about what action to take to resolve a conflict, the  

Risk Manager will consult with LM's external lawyers and/or the  

Compliance Committee and/or the Board;  
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(viii) The Risk Manager reports to the Compliance Committee and the Board on 

a regular basis (at each Compliance Committee and Board meeting or more  

frequently if required) in relation to identified conflicts and how they are  

dealt with;  

(ix) This Policy is to be subject to internal review at least once a year, or more  

frequently where required. The Risk Manager is responsible for conducting 

the internal review; and  

(x) This Policy is to be subject to external review at least once a year. The  

reviewer may be LM's auditor or LM's external lawyers. The Risk 

Manager is responsible for procuring the external review;  

(c) says that it is not alleged that:  

(i) there is any contravention of Part 2D.1 of the Act;  

(ii) the Second Defendant gave priority to duties under Part 2D.1 to any 

conflicting duty under ss 601FC(1) or 601FD(1);  

(d) says that the passages of the components of the Conflict Management Policy 

alleged are irrelevant to any alleged breach of duty against the Second Defendant.  

30C As to paragraph 30H of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant:  

(a) relies on the full terms of the Aliens Advice;  

(b) repeats and relies upon the matters alleged in paragraphs 2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab)  

to (ae) and 30(b) above;  

(c) says that in the premises of the matters alleged in subparagraphs (a) and (b) 

above, says that a reasonable person in the position of the Second Defendant 

would have formed a view that the Allens Advice provided an opinion that the 

proposed split of the_proceeds of settlement was legally acceptable;  

(d) further, as to subparagraph 30H(a):  

(i) admits that the Aliens Advice recognised, in paragraphs 27 and 37, that 

there was a position of conflict for LMIM as trustee for the MPF and 

LMIM as the RE for the FMIF;  

(ii) says that:  

(A) at paragraph 16 of the Allens Advice, Aliens advised that, subject to  

certain matters that were then set out, it was legally acceptable for 
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LMIM to split the litigation proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF  

on the basis set out in the opinion provided by WMS despite LMIM 

being in a position of conflict;  

(B) the Allens Advice did not state or warn that the proposed split of the 

proceeds of the settlement proceedings would constitute, or would be,  

a contravention of s 601FD(1)(b) or (c) of the Act;  

(e) further, as to subparagraph 30H(b):  

(i) admits that the Allens Advice sets out a number of matters that the directors  

of LMIM would need to take into account; but 

(ii) denies that these matters relate to a "Settlement payment" on the basis that 

the Allens Advice, in paragraph opines that it would be legally acceptable  

for LMIM to split the then prospective litigation proceeds on the basis set 

out in the report provided by WMS Chartered Accountants subject to 7  

matters set out in subparagraphs (a) to (g) of paragraph 16 of the Allens  

Advice;  

(f) further as to subparagraph 30H(c):  

(i) admits that the Allens Advice at paragraph 25 and 27 referred to the need of 

LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of the  

FMIF;  

(ii) admits that paragraphs 25 and 27 of the Allens Advice did not state  

specifically how paying_35% of Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of 

MPF would be consistent with the obligation of LMIM as RE of FMIF to  

act in the interests of the members of FMIF;  

(iii) says the Allens Advice did not state that paying 35% of the "Settlement 

proceeds" to LMIM would be:  

(A) inconsistent with the interest of members;  

(B) inconsistent with the duties owed under s 601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the 

Act;  

(iv) says that the Allens Advice opines in paragraph 16 on the assumptions set 

out therein that it would be legally acceptable for LMIM to split the 

'litigation proceeds' on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS  

Chartered Accountants and says that paragraph [14] of the Allens Advice  
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states that "WMS Chartered Accountants provided their report in March 

2011and that report concluded:  

"In our opinion, the proposed split of 65% to FMIF and 35% to MPF 

is fair and reasonable having regard to comparable arm's length  

transactions";  

(g) further as to subparagraph 30H(d):  

(i) admits that paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice stated words to the effect as 

alleged; but  

(11) says that paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice addresses issues of a 

responsible entity as the holder of an Australian Financial Service Licence  

and not ss 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c);  

(iii) denies that the words set out in paragraph 56 misconstrued the effect of ss 

601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act and as to the basis of the belief the 

allegations in untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraph)(ii) above;  

(h) further as to subparagraph 30H(e):  

(i) admits that paragraph 56 of the Aliens Advice employed the term 'vice 

versa';  

(ii) repeats and relies upon subparagraph (f)(iii) and (iv) and (g)(ii) above;  

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations and as to the basis for the belief that the 

allegation is untrue repeats and relies upon sub-paragraph (Ii) above;.  

(i) further as to subparagraph 30H(f):  

(i) denies the allegation and as to the basis for the belief the allegations is  

untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraph (ii) and (iii) below:  

(ii) paragraph 9 of the Aliens Advice states "The FMIF and the MPF did not 

enter into any formal agreement to split the proceeds recovered by the 

litigation despite it being the understanding of the RE's directors that it was  

appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by providing MPF 

with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation":  

(iii) neither paragraph 9 nor the Aliens Advice was premised on the assumption 

that there was an existing agreement, rather it was premised on the basis  

that there was no formal agreement;  
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(j) further as to paragraph 30H(g):  

(i) denies that the Aliens Advice sets out inconsistent conclusions on the basis  

that the Plaintiff's allegation is not premised on a proper interpretation of 

the Aliens Advice as the conclusion of the Aliens Advice is set out in 

paragraph 16 thereof;  

(ii) or, in the alternative, if the Aliens advice did set out inconsistent matters as 

alleged (which is denied), paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice, set out the 

conclusion, that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the litigation 

proceeds when they were paid on the basis of the opinion provided by 

WMS Chartered Accountants which was that that the split of 65% to FMIF  

and 35% to MPF would be legally acceptable.  

(k) further as to subparagraph 30H(h):  

(i) admits that the Aliens Advice at paragraph 16(e) referred to 'any 

procedures in the FMIF compliance plan';  

(ii) denies that the "Compliance Plan" contained the terms pleaded in paragraph 

30G of the Statement of Claim because those tennis are not referred to in the  

"Compliance Plan";  

(iii) repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph 30B above to the 

allegations in paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim:  

(iv) says that 

(A) paragraph 16(e) of the Allens Advice referred to paragraphs 54 and 

57 of that advice;  

(B) paragraph 57 of the Aliens Advice addresses issues of a responsible 

entity as the holder of an Australian Financial Service Licence and 

not ss 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c);  

(v) repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (d)(iii) and (f)(iii) and (iv) above;  

(vi) otherwise denies the allegations and as to the basis for the belief that 

allegations is untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (iii) to (v) 

above;  

(1) further as to subparagraph 30H(i):  

(i) admits that paragraph 57 of the Aliens Advice states in part "[LMIM1 will  

also need to ensure that it follows any procedures or policies it has  
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established in accordance with section 912(A)(1)(aa) for managing conflicts  

of interest";  

(ii) repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (d)(iii) and M(ili) and (iv) and (k)  

above.  

(iii) says there is no allegation that the Second Defendant failed to comply with 

the LMIM Conflicts Management Policy; and  

(iv) otherwise denies that the allegations and as to the basis for the belief that 

allegations is untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (ii) and (iii)  

above.  

(m) further as to subparagraph 30H(j):  

(i) says that paragraph 63 of Allens Advice states:  

"Generally, the directors of a trustee company do not themselves owe  

direct fiduciary obligations to the beneficiaries of the trust. However,  

section 601FD(2) of the Corporations Act provides that the duties  

outlined in section 601FD(1) override any conflicting duty an officer 

has under Part 2D.1 of the Corporations Act. Although this point has  

not yet been decided by case law, it is possible that section 60IFD(2)  

will mean that directors of a responsible entity will have a direct 

fiduciary relationship with members of a registered scheme. This  

would mean that the directors would owe the scheme members all of 

the proscriptive fiduciary duties that arise as between the RE itself 

and the scheme members"  

(ii) admits that the Aliens Advice did not elaborate upon the fiduciary duties  

referred to in paragraph 63;  

(iii) repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (d)(iii) and (f)(iii) and (iv) above;  

(iv) says that it is not alleged:  

(A) that s 601FD(2) imposes on directors of a responsible entity a direct 

fiduciary relationship with members of a registered scheme; or  

(B) directors of a responsible entity owe the members of registered 

scheme proscriptive fiduciary duties that arise between the  

responsible entity itself and the scheme;  
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(v) says that this allegation is not tied to the matters alleged in paragraph 

30H(k)  

(vi) says that otherwise the allegation is embarrassing;  

(n) further as to subparagraph 30H(k), denies the allegation and as to the basis for the 

belief the allegation is untrue repeats and relies upon the subparagraphs (a) to (m)  

above and subparagraph (o) below;  

(o) in further answer to each of the allegations in subparagraphs 30H(a) to (k):  

(i) says the proper construction of the Allens Advice requires the:  

(A) advice is to be read as a whole;  

(B) in the context of the opinion expressed in paragraph 16 of that advice;  

(ii) that such allegations are not premised upon a proper construction of the  

Aliens Advice.  

Deed Poll 

31. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Statement of 

Claim. As to the allegations in paragraph 31 of the Statement of Claim, the Second  

Defendant:  

(a) admits that a Deed Poll was executed by each of the first to sixth defendants prior 

to 21 June 2011;  

(b) admits that the Deed Poll was executed in counterparts;  

(c) repeats and relies upon the allegation in paragraph 2(c)(vi)(C)(IV) above.  

32. As to paragraph 31A of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) repeats and relies on the allegations in and paragraphs 2(c) to (i) above and to  

paragraphs 5 to 20, 22 to 25B, 26 to 30 and 30C above in response to the 

allegations in paragraphs 5 to 22, 24 to 30, 30A to 30E and 30H of the Statement  

of Claim. admits that, prior to executing the Deed Poll, she knew the facts alleged  

in the paragraphs referred to which she has admitted above; 

(b) does not admit whether the First and Third to Sixth Defendants had such 

knowledge, as those are matters within the knowledge of those defendants; 

(c) otherwise respectively denies or does not admit that she knew or ought to have 

known the facts alleged because of the matters pleaded above in response to the 

allegations in the paragraphs referred to, on which she relies. 
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33. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 32 and 32A of the Statement 

of Claim and relies on the full telnis of the Deed Poll. 

33A. As to the allegations in paragraph 32A of the Statement of Claim, the Second 

Defendant:  

(a) as to subparagraph (a):  

(i) admits that the Deed Poll did not expressly refer to the Aliens Advice;  

(ii) says that by clause 2.1(e)(vii) the Deed Poll expressly refers to a 

consideration being "any expert advice received by the Relevant Funds in  

relation to the Settlement Proposals";  

(iii) says that by clause 3.1(n) of the Deed Poll it was expressly entered into "in 

light of the independent advice" received by LMIM;  

(iv) says further that in the premises of the matters referred to in subparagraph 

(ii) and (iii):  

(A) the Aliens Advice is referred to in Deed Poll as it is expert and 

independent advice received by LMIM;  

(B) the Deed Poll was entered into upon the Second Defendant, on her 

own behalf and on behalf of the LMIM, giving careful consideration 

to the Aliens Advice in the context of the matters alleged in paragraph 

2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab) to (ae) and 30(b) above;  

(v) says further that in so far as the Second Defendant executed the Deed Poll,  

in her own capacity and as a director of LMIM, the expert and independent 

advice includes the WMS report and the matters referred to in paragraphs 

2(b), 2(c) to (1), 30(ab) to (ae) and 30(b) above;  

(b) as to subparagraphs (b) and (c):  

(i) admits that the Deed Poll did not expressly refer to the Conflicts  

Management Policy pleaded in paragraph 30G of the Statement of Claim or 

ss 601FC or 601FD of the Act;  

(ii) says that clause 2.1(b) of the Deed Poll expressly refers to "possible 

conflicts that may arise as a result of the Settlement Proceeds flowing from  

LM preferring the interests of the Relevant Funds against the other";  
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) says that clause 2.1(c) of the Deed Poll expressly refers to "procedures in 

the Constitution, the Trust Deed and the Compliance Plans (and other 

procedures that are in place) in respect to conflicts of interest";  

(iv) says that clause 2.1(d) of the Deed Poll expressly refers to "general law and 

statutory duties that relate to directors under the Corporations Act" and 

that includes ss 601FC or 601FD of the Act;  

(v) says that clause 3.1(1) of the Deed Poll expressly refers to "the Settlement 

Proposals are permitted by ....the Compliance Plan ...";  

) says that clause 1.1 of the Deed Poll defines the "Compliance Plan" to  

mean the compliance plans of MPF and FMlF;  

(vii) says that on 16 March 2011 the compliance plan of FMIF was replaced by 

the Replacement Compliance Plan;  

(viii) says that the Replacement Compliance Plan:  

(A) was signed by the First to Sixth Defendants;  

(B) refers to and sets out the duties under ss 601FC and 601FD of the Act;  

(C) provides for conflicts of interest and refers to the management of the 

conflicts of interest policy;  

(ix) says that there was no requirement for the Deed Poll to have specifically 

referred to the Conflicts Management Policy pleaded in paragraph 30G of 

the Statement of Claim or ss 601FC or 601FD of the Act;  

(x) says that an absence of any express reference to Conflicts Management 

Policy pleaded in parg.graph 30G of the Statement of Claim or the sections  

601FC or 601FD of the Act is not relevant to any cause of action against the 

Second Defendant in this proceeding;  

(c) otherwise denies the allegations and as to the basis for belief that the allegation is 

otherwise untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (a)(i) to (iv) and (b)(i) to  

(viii) above.  

34. As to the  The-S-e-eeed-De-ferrda-nt-denies-the allegations in paragraph 33 of the Statement 

of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(aaa) denies the allegations and as to the basis for the belief the allegation are untrue 

repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (aa) to (c) below because;.  
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(aa) says that LMIM as trustee of the MPF did not "agreed" to fund the Proceedings 

as second mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority, because of 

the matters pleaded and repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph 28 

above and the paragraphs referred to therein; 

(a) the Second Defendant says that she did not have an expectation that, if LMIM 

and PTAL were successful in the Proceedings and the Property was developed by 

LMIM as RE of the FMIF, then the FMIF Bellpac loan would be repaid in full 

and the MPF Bellpac loan would be repaid in full or in part; 

(b) says that in July 2009, there was a possibility that the MPF Bellpac loan would be 

repaid in full or in part as a result of the Proceedings and LMIM as RE of the 

FMIF developing the Property, however the outcome of the Proceedings was still 

entirely uncertain; 

(c) says that as the outcome of the Proceedings was uncertain, there was no formal 

agreement entered into between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee 

of the MPF, however LMIM's directors always understood that if the Proceedings 

did not result in full recovery of the FMIF Bellpac loan and the MPF Bellpac 

loan, then the MPFts contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised 

by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the 

Proceedings. 

35. As to paragraph 34 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(aa) denies the allegation in subparagraph (aa) because she had read and considered 

the Aliens Advice, and repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 2(c)  

to (i) and 30(ab) to (b) above and to the allegations in paragraphs 30C and 33A 

herein in response to the allegations in paragraphs 30H and 32A of the Statement 

of Claim; 

(a) as to subparagraph (a): 

(i) denies the allegations in subparagraph (a) insofar as they are alleged against 

her because and as to the basis for the belief the allegation is untrue repeats 

and relies upon subparagraphs (iii) to (iv) below:  

(ii) the sale of the Property to Gujarat by PTAL was not the sale of security 

pursuant to a bona fide sele for approximately fair market value with the 

full proceeds of sale being distributed in accordance with the Deed of 

Priority.; and therefore 
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(iii) says that MPF was entitled to withhold its consent and also repeats and 

rsitq.s.  upon the alle ations in pragrph f$ b)iib)be1oabovc;  

(iv) repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 20, 22, 27(d), 28 and 

30(ac) to (b) above;  

(b) as to the allegations in subparagraph (b): 

(ia) denies the allegation and as to the basis for the belief that the allegation in 

untrue repeats and relies upon subparagraphs (i) to (ii) below;  

(i) denies  that she know  the fact alleged in subparagraph (b)(i) because it was  

(iia) repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph 28(g) above in response  

to the allegations in paragraph 30C(d)(iii) of the Statement of Claim;  

(jib) says further that:  

(A) the consent of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required in order for 

LMIM as RE of FMIF or PTAL to settle the Proceedings as:  

(1 LMIM as the trustee of the MPF was a plaintiff to the Proceedings  

and the Second Defendant repeats and relies upon the allegations in in 

paragraph 20(bb) above;  

(2) neither LMIM as RE of FMIF nor PTAL had the power or 

authority to enter into a compromise on behalf of LMIM as the trustee  

of the MPF;  

(3) repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 25 and 25A 

above;  

(4) consent was required to discontinue the Proceedings on settlement;  

(B) original certificates of title for the Property, which were required for 

any sale of the Property, were held by Aliens on account of their unpaid 

fees in the amount of approximately $25,000.00 and could not be released 

until those fees were paid in circumstances where only the MPF had 

capacity to do so (and did do so);  

(C) LMIM as trustee MPF waspgying the legajjees of Aliens. Monaghan  

Lawyers and Verekers Lawyers to enable settlement of the Proceedings to  

occur where only the MPF had capacity to do so;  
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Particulars  

Particulars of the legal fees paid in Schedule "A" to this Defence.  

(D) settlement of the Proceedings would not have occurred if MPF did not pay 

the legal fees referred to in subparagraph (ib), above;  

(E) therefore (or in any event). LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled:  

(1) to withhold its consent to the sale of the Property, in respect of 

which the Second Defendant repeats and relies on the matters pleaded  

in subparagraph (c) above;  

(2) to refuse to pay the Aliens invoice and thereby prevent the release  

of the certificates of title required for the sale of the Property;  

(3) to refuse to pay the legal fees of Aliens, Monahan Lawyers and 

Verekers Lawyers;  

(4) to refuse to hand over or release its securities;  

5  to refuse to telininate the Bell ac Proceedings and the claims made 

against Gujarat in that proceeding;  

(6) to seek an injunction or other relief to prevent the sale of the 

Propertyc.- to sue the RE of damagesthVIMfor or other relief  

including:  

(I) for payment of a litigation funding fee;  

(II) for dama es for misleading or deceptive conduct.  

(III) for an order that it pay a litigation funding fee in exchange for  

the agreement to the proposed settlement by LMIM as trustee of 

the MPF, on the basis that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was  

estopped from denying that there was an arrangement to that  

effect between LMIM in its respective capacities;  

(7) repeats and relies upon the matters alleged in paragraph l(f) above.  

(F) in the circumstances:  

(1) the Proceedings would not have settled on the proposed terms or at 

all without the consent and cooperation of LMIM as trustee of the  

MPF;  
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(2) unless LMIM as trustee of the MPF remained prepared to 

fund the ongoing costs of the Proceedings. LMIM as RE of the 

FMIF would be at risk of being unable to prosecute and defend 

the Proceedings further (because the FMIF had insufficient 

funds or cash flow to continue to funding the Proceedings if the  

settlement did not proceed and the MPF did not provide further 

funding for the proceeding) and being liable to judgments  

against it in default of taking steps, and consequently pay the  

other parties' costs thereof and suffer the relief claimed by  

Coalfields in the Coalfields cross-claim;  

(3) the consent of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required in 

order for LMIM as RE of the FMIF or PTAL to perform their 

obligations under the documents referred to in paragraph 

30C(b)(i) of the Statement of Claim and in order for the  

settlement to proceed at all (Settlement Documents);  

(ii) denies that she failed t have pr per regard r give e nsidcrati n t the fact  

alleged in the chapeau t subparagraph (b) and denies that she knew the 

'facts' alleged in subparagraph (. 

says further that it was necessary for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to reach 

agreement with LMIM as trustee of the MPF about sharing the settlement 

proceeds, and the agreement of LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required 

in order for LMIM as RE of the FMIF or PTAL to perform their obligations 

under the Deed of Release and the Gujarat Contract (as well as the Deed of 

Settlement and Release) in circumstances where: 

(A) LMIM as trustee of the MPF held a registered mortgage over the 

relevant property and a charge over the assets of Gujarat; 

(B) on its face, the sale of the Property pursuant to the Gujarat Contract 

was a sale at an undervalue; 

(C) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a party to the Bellpac Proceedings 

and its consent to terminate that proceeding was necessary for the 

Bellpac Settlement (as defined in the Deed Poll) to proceed; 

(D) Aliens as solicitors for LMIM as trustee for the MPF had possession 

of, and had a lien over, the certificates of title for the Property; 
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(c) denies the allegations in subparagraph (c) insofar as they are alleged against her 

because: 

(i) the Second Defendant did have regard to and gave adequate consideration 

to (and admits that she knew) the matters identified in (i), (ii), (iv) and (v); 

(ii) the Second Defendant did have regard and gave adequate consideration to 

the matters identified in (iii) (to the extent that she has admitted those 

matters above), but also had regard to the fact that LMIM's directors always 

understood that MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 

recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which 

resulted from the Proceedings, and repeats and relies upon the allegations in 

paragraphs 22 in response to the allegations in paragraph 24 of the 

Statement of Claim and repeats and relies upon paragraphs 34(c), 38(a) and 

39(c)(vi) below; 

i) the Second Defendant was not required to consider the matters identified in 

(vi) (and denies that those matters were facts), because LMIM as trustee of 

the MPF was entitled to more than merely being reimbursed, because 

LMTM`s directors always understood that MPF's contribution to funding the 

Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any 

pleaded in paragraph 28(c) above. 

(d) denies the allegations in subparagraph (d) insofar as they are alleged against her 

because: 

(i) the Second Defendant not only considered whether LMIM as trustee of the 

MPF could be treated as an arm's length litigation funder, on behalf of 

LMIM she also arranged for the provision of specific advice on this point 

from Allens and she relied on that advice, and repeats and relies upon the  

allegations in paragraphs 2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab) to (ae) and 30(b) above; 

(ii) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was a registered mortgagee with 

second priority did not impair its ability to act separately as a litigation 

funder; 

(iii) says further that it was not necessary for the Second Defendant as a director 

of LMIM in its capacity as the RE of FMIF to consider whether or not 
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LMIM in its capacity as trustee of the MPF was treated as a aim's length 

litigation funder in the context of the Aliens Advice and the WMS Advice;  

(iv) says that the Second Defendant did give consideration to whether it was  

appropriate to split the proceeds of the settlement between FMIF and MPF  

on settlement of the Proceedings in terms provided in the Deed Poll;  

(e) denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) insofar as they are alleged against her 

because the Aliens Advice was substantially to the effect alleged in the 

circumstances alleged insofar as she has admitted them; 

(f) alternatively to subparagraph (e), says that no such advice was necessary, as: 

(i) there was no legal impediment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF being treated 

as if it were an atm's length litigation funder; 

(ia) repeats and relies upon subparagraph (d)(iii) above; 

(ib) repeats and relies upon the response above to the allegations in 

subparagraphs (ai), (ii) and (iii), (b)(i), (ia) and (ii) and (c)(i), (iii), (iv) and 

(v) of the Statement of Claim;  

(ii) there was no need to seek advice on whether it was reasonable for LMIM as 

trustee of the MPF to be paid an amount over and above the amount paid in 

funding the Proceedings, in circumstances where LMEVIts directors always 

understood that MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 

recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which 

resulted from the Proceedings and in circumstances pleaded in 

subparagraph (c) above. 

(iii) there was no need to seek advice as to whether it was in the interests of the 

FMIF for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance with the 

Proceeds Split, as it was clearly in the interests of the FMIF to do so in the 

circumstances pleaded in subparagraph (c) above and where: 

(A) the FMIF was unable to fund the litigation and was likely to have 

recovered nothing, but for the funding advanced by the MPF; 

(B) LMIM's directors always understood that MPF's contribution to 

funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF 

with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings; 
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(C) in the absence of LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreeing to the Bellpac 

Settlement and to the termination of the Bellpac Proceedings, the 

Bellpac Settlement would not proceed and FMIP was likely to receive 

substantially less, or nothing, in respect of the 

sum owed to it by Bellpac under the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement 

without continuing the Proceedings; 

(iv) in any event the advice that LMIM did seek and receive, from both WMS 

and Aliens, and on which the Second Defendant relied, was adequate for 

the purposes of the directors of LMIM considering whether to agree to the 

Bellpac Settlement and the Proceeds Split and the Second Defendant also 

repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab) 

to (ae) and 30(b);  

(g) as to the allegations in subparagraph (f), insofar as they are alleged against her: 

(i) admits that she took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS 

Report; 

(ii) denies that she ought to have known that it did not constitute the advice 

identified in subparagraph (e) thereof because: 

(A) it was appropriate for the Second Defendant to take the Aliens Advice 

and the WMS Report into consideration; 

(B) for the reasons pleaded in (e), alternatively (f), above, it was not 

necessary to seek the advice identified in paragraph 34(e) of the 

Statement of Claim; 

(h) denies the allegations in subparagraph (g), insofar as they are alleged against her, 

for the reasons pleaded in (a) to (g) above; 

(i) does not admit the allegations insofar as they are alleged against the First and 

Third to Sixth Defendants because she is not certain what each of them did and 

did not take into consideration, other than as stated by them in the Deed Poll, and 

therefore she remains uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of the allegations. 

Payment to MPF of moneys payable to FMIF by Gujarat under Gujarat Contract and 
Deed of Release 

36. As to paragraph 35 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant says that: 

(a) she denies the allegations because the true facts are as alleged below; 
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(b) the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release 

were all executed on or about 21 June 2011 with simultaneous effect and with 

immediate completion on that date ("Completion"); 

(c) the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and Release 

were all completed on 21 June 2011; 

(d) at Completion, PTAL as custodian for LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled to 

receive: 

(i) $35.5M pursuant to c1.7 of the Deed of Release; and 

(ii) $10M pursuant to c1.16.7 of the Gujarat Contract 

(together, the "Gujarat Settlement Payment"); 

(e) of the Gujarat Settlement Payment, LMINI as RE of the FMIF, by its lawyers 

Aliens in their letter dated 21 June 2011 to Gujarat, directed Gujarat to pay the 

Gujarat Settlement Payment to seven different payees, by drawing nine separate 

bank cheques, totalling $50,111,300.88; 

(f) LMIM as Trustee of the MPF received •a sum of money upon and after 

completion. 

(i) by its receipt in June 2011 of an amount (after adjustments) of 

$13,601,547.38; and 

(ii) by its receipt, on the extended settlement date, of a bank cheque dated 8 

September 2011 in the sum of $1,944,600.47, 

both cheques amounting to a total sum of $15,546,147.80 ("Litigation Funding 

Fee"); 

(g) on the extended settlement date, LMIM as RE of the FMIF received 

$3,611,405.51, being the balance of the monies payable from the Gujarat 

Settlement Payment plus GST and adjustments; and 

(h) in the premises, the Litigation Funding Fee was paid to it out of the proceeds of 

the amounts payable to PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of the FMIF pursuant 

to the terms of the Gujarat Contract and the Deed of Release. 

37. The Second Defendant: 

(a) admits the allegations in paragraph 36 of the Statement of Claim to the extent of 

the payment of the Litigation Funding Fee pleaded in paragraph 36 above; 
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(b) otherwise denies the allegations because of the matters pleaded in paragraph 36 

above. 

38. As to paragraph 37 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant denies the 

allegations because: 

(a) as recorded in the Deed Poll, it was always the understanding of LMIM's 

directors that the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be 

recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted 

from the Proceedings; 

(b) of the matters pleaded in paragraph 28(e)  35(b)(iib)  above; 

(c) further or alternatively, of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 28-(e) 35(b)(iib)  

above and 39 below; 

(d) LMIM as RE of the FMIF had a legal entitlement at Completion to the entire 

Gujarat Settlement Payment; 

(e) the entire Gujarat Settlement Payment less adjustments was recorded in the 

accounts of LMIM as RE of the FMIF as: 

(i) $42,930,417.25 on 22 June 2011; and 

(ii) $5,566,005.98 on 8 September 2011; 

(f) LMIM as RE of the FMIF directed, as it was entitled to do, part of the Gujarat 

Settlement Payment, to LMIM as trustee for the MPF, as it similarly directed 

other parts of the Gujarat settlement sum to another six parties;.  

(g) The funds paid to LMIM as trustee of MPF upon settlement of the Proceedings  

were not moneys paid in respect of any security held by either LMIM as RE of 

FMIF or LMIM as trustee of MPF and were not subject to, or required to, be  

applied in terms of the Deed of Priority.  

39. The Second Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 37A of the Statement of 

Claim because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 35 above: 

(i) she did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration to those matters 

that were true and were relevant; and 

(ii) she did act with the necessary degree of reasonable care and diligence; 
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(b) it was reasonable for the Second Defendant, having discussed matters with the 

First and Third to Sixth Defendants, to conclude that it was appropriate for LMIM 

as RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the MPF to agree on and fix the Litigation 

Funding Fee after the outcome of the Proceedings was known because: 

(i) of the advice received in the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice (on which 

the Second Defendant relied); 

(ii) agreement on the rate or amount of the Litigation Funding Fee in the light 

of that outcome was appropriate in order properly to protect the interests of 

both the FMIF and the MPF, particularly having regard to the following 

factors: 

(A) the nature and extent of the litigation risks that had been taken on by 

the LMIM as trustee of the MPF in funding the Proceedings; 

(B) the risk and potential quantum of adverse costs orders that might have 

been made against LMIM as the RE of the FMIF and as the trustee of 

the MPF respectively in the event that LMIM had not succeeded in 

the Proceedings; 

(C) the legal costs in fact expended by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(D) the amount and structure of the proposed settlement; 

(E) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF gave the undertaking as to 

costs alleged in paragraph 23(e)(iii) above had given an undertaking 

as to costs in security for costs in the Bellpac proceedings; and 

(F) the fact that none of the advices from WMS, Aliens, Monaghan or 

Monaghan Lawyers said anything to the contrary; and 

(iiia) the matters alleged in paragraphs 2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab) to (ae), 30(b) and 

30C above; 

(iii) all of the circumstances and matters known to and considered by the First to 

Sixth Defendants at the time, as pleaded above; 

(c) having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters and 

having discussed those matters with the First and Third to Sixth Defendants, it 

was reasonable for the Second Defendant to conclude that: 

(i) the overall settlement could not occur without the agreement of the MPF 

trustee, for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 24(0 35 b iib  above; 
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(ii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as 

trustee of the MPF about the sharing of settlement proceeds, as LMIM's 

directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to funding the 

Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any 

proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and by reason of the facts 

pleaded in paragraph 240 35(b)(iib)  above; 

(iii) the Proceeds Split was fair to the FMIF, as without the funding from the 

MPF, PTAL on behalf and as custodian of the FMIF would have been 

unable to pursue and defend the Proceedings, and by reason of the facts 

pleaded in paragraphs 240 35(b)(iib)and 39(b) above; 

(iv) the Proceeds Split was in the best interests of the FMTF's members, as it was 

likely that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have been entitled to sue 

LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the former did not receive a fair split of the 

Proceeds and by reason of the facts pleaded in paragraph (o)  

above; 

(v) the Proceeds Split was not unreasonable, as it fairly recognised the 

contribution made by the MPF to the litigation and because of the facts 

pleaded in paragraphs 28(c) 35(b)(iib)  and 39(b) above; 

(vi) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation 

funder, as it had agreed to fund the Proceedings on the understanding that 

its contribution would be recognised by providing it with a share of any 

proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings; 

(d) having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters and 

having discussed those matters with the first and third to sixth defendants, it was 

reasonable for the Second Defendant to agree that LMIM as RE of the FMIF pay 

the Litigation Funding Fee to LMIM as trustee of the MPF, on the basis that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to he paid the Litigation Funding 

Fee, as LMIM's directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to 

funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a 

share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and by reason of 

the facts pleaded in paragraphs 2-8(G) 35(b)(iib)  and 39(b) above; 
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(ii) it was in the best interests of the FMIF's members, as it was likely that 

LMIM as trustee of the MPF would have been entitled to sue LMIM as RE 

of the FMIF if the former did not receive a fair split of the Proceeds; 

(iii) it would not cause a detriment to LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the Litigation 

Funding Fee was paid, as the FMIF could not have funded the litigation and 

LMIM's directors always understood that the MPF's contribution to funding 

the Proceedings would be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of 

any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings and by reason of the 

facts pleaded in paragraphs 28(c)  35(b)(iib)   and 39(b) above; and 

(iv) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not otherwise have allowed the 

settlement to occur. 

(e) having given proper regard and adequate consideration to those matters, the 

Second Defendant would not have applied all of the proceeds of the settlement 

against the amount owed to LMIM as RE of the FMIF by Bellpac, as this would 

not have reflected the fact that LMIM's directors always understood that the 

MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised by providing 

the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the Proceedings or the 

facts pleaded in paragraphs 2=40  35(b)(iib)  and 39(b) to (d) above. 

40. The Second Defendant admits paragraph 37B of the Statement of Claim to the extent of 

the payment of the Litigation Funding Fee pleaded in paragraph 36 above. 

41. As to paragraph 38 of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant: 

(a) admits that, in their capacity as directors of LMIM, the First to Sixth Defendants 

owed the duties alleged to LMIM; 

(b) denies that those duties were owed to LMIM as RE of the FMIF because; 

(i) the duties were owed solely to LMIM without regard to its role as RE of the 

FM4F-;--and 

(ii) the statatory duties of officers of a responsible entity of a registered scheme 

arc those prescribed in s.601FD of the Act. 

42. 

because: 
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(a) for---the-Feaseas-pleaded-in-par-agaph-44-abowT-the-fifst-to-4-xth-defendants-dicl-not 

owe the duties alleged to LMIM as RE of the FMIF; 

(b) if there was a duty, for the Feasens pleaded in paragraph 39 above, the Second 

Defendant exercised her powers and dis-charge-d -her duties with the relevant 

degfee-ofeare-and-diligeneei. 

(c) LMIM suffered no harm as a result of the decision to pay the Litigation Funding  

Fee to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

(d) it was not possible for the MPF to gain an adNuritage as the MPF is not a separate 

legal entity. 

(e) it was not reasonably foreseeable that LMI-M would or could suffer any harm as a 

result of the Proceeds Split or the decision to pay the Litigation Funding Fee to 

LMIM as trustee for the MPF because: 

(i) none of the moneys-r-esulting-frem-the-settlement-ef the-Preeeedings-wasTer 

ever was to be, payable to LMIM in its own right; 

(ii) further or alternatively: 

(A) the Proceeds Split and the payments made to LMIM as trustee of the 

MPF were not contrary to the FMIF Constitution or duties owed by 

LMIM as RE of the FMIF: 

(B) the Proceeds Split and the payments made to LMIM as trustee of the 

MPF were not made without a belief, on the part of LMIM as RE of 

the 

FMIF, held in good faith, that it was acting in accordance with the 

FMIF Constitution or duties owed by LMIM as RE of the FMIF; 

(C) the—Preeeeds-Split-and-the-payments--made-to LMIM as tee-of-tlie 

MPF were made by LMIM as RE of the FMIF in reliance, in good 

faith, 

en-the-servie-es-and-ad-viee--of-Monaghan-L-awyers-and--Adlensi- 

(D) in the premises, pursuant to c1.19.1(a) and (b) of the FMIF 

Constitution. LMIM a RE of the FMIF could not be Liable for any 

loss or damage arising from, or in respect of. the Proceeds Split or 

any payment made thereunder. 
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43. The-,Se-eend-Defendan-t-denies--t-he--allegatiens-in-paragfaph-3-9A--ef 4he-St-at-effterit-of 

Claim: 

(a) beeause5-fof4he--r-ease-ns-T4eaded-4-FI-tar-agr-aPhs---3-9-741--a-n442---abeve-T-t-lier-e-vi-as-ne-

breach of duty; and 

(b) because: 

(i) LMIM  

payment or the Litigation Funding Fee;  

(ii) it is incorrect to allege that the assets of LMIM as RE of the FMIF were 

depleted, as LMIM received all of the proceeds from the settlement of the 

Proceedings; 

(iii) any allocation of the proceeds from the settlement of the Proceedings 

bet-ween-the-twe-fancl&-did-net-eause-any-less4e-be-suffefed-by-L-14-1-1M, 

44. The Second Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 39B of the Statement of 

Claim because: 

(a) fer-the-reasens-pleacted-in-paragraphs-3-941-ancl-42-a-beve7the-re-was-no-lareaell-of 

(b) it is not possible for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to suffer damage in the 

circumstances alleged, as: 

(i) LMIM-r-eeeived-all-of-tlie-pr-eeeeds from the settlement of the Proceedings; 

and 

(ii) any allocation of the proceeds from the settlement of the Proceedings 

between the two funds did not cause any loss to be suffered by LMIM. 

45. The Second Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph '10 of the Statement of Claim 

because: 

(a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 41 above, there were no duties owed as 

alleged;  

(b) if there were duties owed as alleged, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 39 and 

42 above, there was no breach of those duties; 

(c) for the 

LMIM. 
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46. The Second Defendant does not admit the allegations in paragraph '11 of the Statement 

of Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against her. 

47. The-Se-ean€14)efendant-Eloe-s-net-admit-4he-allegations-in-p-ar-agFa-ph-42-of the Statement 

of Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against her. 

48. The Second Defendant does not admit the allegations in paragraph /12A of the 

49. The Second Defendant does not admit the allegations in paragraph 42B of the 

Statement of Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against her. 

50. The Second Defendant does not admit the allegations in paragraph /13 of the Statement 

of Claim, because the paragraph does not contain any allegations against her. 

Contravention of s 601FD of the Corporations Act 

51. The Second Defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 44 subparagraphs (a) and (b)  

of the Statement of Claim. 

52. The Second Defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 45 subparagraphs (a) and (b)  

of the Statement of Claim because, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 39.t. /12(b), (c)  

and (d)  above and paragraph 67(bc), there was no breach of duty or contravention of 

subsections 601FD 1 b of the Act and the payment of the part of the settlement  

sum to MPF was within the power conferred by the Constitution of FMIF as referred to  

in paragraph l(f) above. 

52A. As to paragraph 45AA of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant:  

a as to the whole paragraph, denies that the Second Defendant did not comply  

with her duties as alleged and, as to the basis for the belief that the allegation  

is untrue, repeats and relies on paragraph 39 and 52 above;  

(b) as to subparagraphs (a) to (b) and (1), denies the allegations and, as to the basis  

for the belief that the allegations are untrue:  

(i) repeats and relies upon paragraphs 35(b)(iib) and 35(b)(ii) above; 

(ii) says further that it would have been a breach of duty for the directors 

of LMIM as trustee of the MPF to have approved a settlement without 

LMIM as trustee of the MPF receiving the financial benefit on the 

settlement, by the Settlement payment  
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(iii) says further that, in the Bellpac proceedings, LMIM as trustee for MPF 

asserted valuable claims against Bellpac and Gujarat;  

Particulars 

This is to be inferred from the Amended Commercial List 

Statement filed 8 February 2010 IFM1F.005.006.0012.1.  

iv says further that but for receiving the financial benefit on the 

settlement by the Settlement Payment,LMIM as trustee of the MPF  

would not have entered into the Deed of Release and the Deed of 

Settlement and Release:  

Particulars  

This is also to be inferred from:  

(1) The matters pleaded in (i)-(iii) above; and  

(2) LMIM as trustee of the MPF's funding of the Proceedings  

in the manner pleaded in paragraphs 22(b)(ii)-(iii) and 22(e)  

above;  

(3) LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not have received any  

benefit from entering into the Deed of Release and Deed of 

Settlement and Release;  

(4) LMIM as trustee of the MPF could otherwise withhold its  

consent to granting of the Notice of Discontinuance of the  

Proceedings.  

(v) says further that, but for receiving the financial benefit on the settlement, by  

the Settlement Payment, LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not have:  

(A) provided a release of the Proceedings;_ 

(B) provided a discontinuance of the Proceedings.  

(vi) says further that, but for receiving the financial benefit on the settlement, by 

the Settlement payment, LMIM as trustee of the MPF would withhold its 

consent from:  

(C) entering into the Deed of Release and the Deed of Settlement and 

Release.  

(D) discontinuing the Proceedings  

vi says further that, in the premises, without receiving the financial benefit on 

the settlement, by the Settlement payment, the Proceedings would not have 
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settled on the terms of the Deed of Release, the Deed of Release and 

Settlement and the Gujarat Contract, or at all; and  

(vii) says further that if the directors of LMIM would not make, cause or direct 

the settlement sum to paid in accordance with the proceeds split then the 

settlement would not have occurred;  

(c) otherwise denies the subparagraphs and. as to the basis for the belief that the 

allegations are untrue, repeats and relies on paragraphs 39 and 52 herein and 

subparagraph (b) above.  

52AA. As to paragraph 45AB of the Statement of Claim, the Second Defendant denies that 

the Second Defendant did not comply with her duties as alleged and repeats and relies on 

ara ra h 39 and 52 herein and otherwise denies the allegations for the reasons pided in 

paragraph 52A above.  

53. The Second Defendant: 

(a) denies the allegations in paragraph 45A of the Statement of Claim because, for 

the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 39 and 52 12(b), (c) and (d) and 43(b) above, 

there was no breach of duty or breach of subsection 601FD(1)(b) of the Act and 

further also repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 22, 27(d),  

35 b *ib and 35(iii) (A) to (C) and 52A-52AA above and also 

repeats and relies upon sub-paragraphs (b) and (c):  

(b) says further or in the alternative, that if the Second Defendant, and the directors  

of LMIM did not agree to make, cause or direct the settlement sum to paid in 

accordance with the proceeds split then the settlement would not have occurred 

and the repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph paragraphs 22, 27(d),  

35(b)(iib), 35(iii) (A) to (C) and 52A to 52AA above and the payments or funding 

alleged in paragraphs 22(b)(ii)(A) to (C), (iii) and 22(e)(ii) and (iv) would not 

have be made or provided.  

54. The Second Defendant: 

(a) denies the allegations in paragraph 45B of the Statement of Claim and says they 

are untrue because, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 39 and 52 42(b), (c) and 

(d) and 44(b) above, there was no breach of duty or breach of subsection  

601FD(1)(b) of the Act and no loss suffered by LMIM and further also repeats  

and relies upon the allegations in paragraphs 22, 27(d), 2-8(4)(44@=(44)  
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and 35(iii) (A) to (C) above and also repeats and relies upon sub-paragraphs (b)  

and (c):  

(b) says further or in the alternative, that if the Second Defendant, and the directors  

of LMIM did not agree to make, cause or direct the settlement sum to paid in 

accordance with the proceeds split then the settlement would not have occurred 

and the repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph paragraphs 22, 27(d),  

35(b)(iib) and 35(f)(iii) (A) to (C) and and 52A to 52AA above and the payments  

or funding alleged in targraphs 22(k)(ii)(A) to (Cìjiii) and 22(e)(iiLmd (iv)  

would not have be made or provided.  

55. The Second Defendant: 

(a) denies the allegations in paragraph 46 of the Statement of Claim and says they are 

untrue because, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 39, /12(b), (c) and (d) and 

/15(b) and (c) and 51 to 54 above, there was no breach of duty or breach of 

subsection 601FD(1)(b) of the Act and no loss suffered by LMIM and also  

repeats and relies upon sub-paragraphs (b) and (c):  

(b) says the matters alleged by the plaintiff do not plead a causal link between the 

alleged conduct of the Second Defendant or breach of duty or breach of s 

601FD(1)(b) of the Act and the loss or damage alleged;  

(c) says further or in the alternative, that if the Second Defendant, and the directors  

of LMIM did not agree to make, cause or direct the settlement sum to paid in 

accordance with the proceeds split then the settlement would not have occurred 

and the repeats and relies upon the allegations in paragraph paragraphs 22, 27(d),  

35(b)(iib), 35(iii) (A) to (C) and and 52A to 52AA above and the payments or 

funding alleged in paragraphs 22(b)(ii)(A) to (C) and 22(e)(iv) would not have be  

made or provideth 

56. 

f Claim, because the paragraph does note ntain any allegati ns against her. 

56A. The See,944€1 Defevklant ds n t admit the allegati ns in paragraph /17A f the  

Statcrrent f Claim bee- - , - - • — - 
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57.  

58.  

59.  

60.  

f Claim, because the paragraph dock not e ntain any allcgati ns against her. 

61.  

as t the truth r thcnvisc • 

62.  

63.  

as t the truth  

64.  

65.  

f Claim. The Sec rid Defendant has made reas liable enquiries and remains uncertain 

as t the truth r thenvise f the allcgati ns. 

Defences under Parts 5.2C, 9.4B and 9.5 of the Act 

66. Further as to the allegations that the Second Defendant contravened s.180(1) of the Act, 

the Second Defendant says that: 

(a) in—exec-uting—the—Dee-€1—P-el-1---and thereby making, permitting or directing the 

Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMThil as trustee for the MPF, she made a 

business judgment; 

(b)  the-Ws-iffess--judgment---was-made-m-geeil-ga-ith-a-11€1--fef-a-Preper-- -that--, • 
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(1) the Litigation Funding-Fe-e---was-intenelecl-to-appr-epr-iately-eempensate 

LMIM as trustee  of the  MPF for the risks  it had assumed  in funding the  

(ii) LMIM's directors always understood that the  MPF's contribution  to funding 

the-Pfec-eedings-wotfkl-he-rec-egnise-4-by-pr-e*iding-tlie--MP-F-Avi-th-a-share-ef 

any proceeds  which resulted from the Proceedings; 

(iii) the Second Defendant relies on the matters pleaEle-44n-paragraph--2-8(c) 

above; 

(c) making, permitting or directing the  

Litigation  Funding Fee to  be paid to  LMIM as trustee for the  MPF;  

(d) she-infefmeel-herself -about--the--Litigation-Funding--Fee--te-19-e-paid-to-L-MIM-as-

trustee for the MPF, and  in particular: 

(i) nbtained and considered the Aliens Advice prior to executing the Deed Poll; 

(ii) obtained and considered the  WMS Report prior to executing the  Deed Poll;  

(iii) obtained, considered and relied on adviee---pr-evide-el-te-he-r-by--D-aviEl 

Menaglian-to-tleffeet-that-it-was-not-necessary-te-doeument-the  funding  

(e) 

Second Defendant rationally believed that the judgment she made was in the-best 

interests of LMIM, including in  its capacities as RE  of the FMIF and trustee of  

the  MPF; 

(f)  

Defendant's belief that the judgment was  in the best interests of  LMIM is taken to 

be rational unless the belief is one that no reasonable person in her position would 

hold  (which  it is not);  

(g) in the premises  pleaded in (a) to  (f), pursuant to  s.180(2) of the Act the Second  

Defendant met, or  is taken to have met, the requirements  of s.180(1) of the Act.  

67. Further or alternatively, should the Court find, contrary to the matters pleaded above, 

that the Second Defendant contravened any of ss 180(1), 182(1) or s 601FD(1) of the 

Act as alleged in the Statement of Claim, then: 

(a) the Second Defendant acted honestly in making, permitting or directing the 

Litigation Funding Fee to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 
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(ha) the Second Defendant repeats and relies upon the allegations in this Defence in 

response to the allegations in the Statement of Claim;  

(bb)  the Second Defendant did not receive any personal benefit from the split of the 

settlement proceeds as between the FMIF and MPF;  

(be) as to the proposed split of the settlement proceeds as between the FMIF and MPF  

(proposal):  

(i) the Second Defendant did in about March 2011 raise with the auditors of 

LMIM as RE of FMIF, Ernst & Young, the proposal;  

(ii) the WMS advice was provided to Ernst & Young;  

(iii) the Aliens Advice was provided to Ernst & Young; 

(iv) the Deed Poll was provided Ernst & Young; 

(v) Ernst & Young did not inform the Second Defendant or LMIM, to the 

knowledge of the Second Defendant that in their opinion the proposal ought 

not to occur or that it should be reconsidered;  

(vi) neither the compliance manager nor the compliance officer or compliance 

committee of LMIM as RE of FMIF identified to the Second Defendant that 

the proposed split of the settlement proceeds as between the FMIF and MPF  

should not occur or should be reconsidered;  

(b) having regard to all of the circumstances of the case, the Second Defendant ought 

fairly to be excused for any contravention; 

(c) in the premises pleaded in subparagraphs  (a) and to (b), the Second Defendant 

seeks an order pursuant to s.1317S(2) of the Act, or s.1318(1) of the Act, or both, 

relieving her wholly or partly from any liability to which she would otherwise be 

subject. 

68. in-raying on the information and advice referred to  in paragraph 66(d) above, thc 

Second Defendant acted: 

(a) i-n--goed-faith—alid  

(b) aft-eshe-had-made-an-i.ndependent-asaeasment--e-f-the-infeRnalion--and-a&ice;  

which included: 

(i) feadin-g-awd-eensfdenftg-the-Alle-Ths-Advic-e-a— ild-the-WM-S-Rela014-; 
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(ii) making enquiries of David Monaghan as to the appropriateness of 

preseediffg-witheu-t--a-femaal-agreement-in-place—ather-than the Deed Poll 

and considering his advice. 

69. In the premises pleaded in paragraph 68 above, pursuant to s.189 of the Act the Second 

Defendant's reliance on the information and advice referred to in paragraph 66(d) is 

taken to be reasonable unless the contrary is proved. 

Signed: 17r 4r  

Description: Solicitors for the Second Defendant 

This amended pleading was settled by P P McQuade of Queen's Counsel.  

NOTICE AS TO REPLY 

You have fourteen days within which to file and serve a reply to this defence. If you do not 
do so, you may be prevented from adducing evidence in relation to allegations of fact made in 
this amended defence. 
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Schedule "A"  

Particulars of LMIM as trustee paying legal fees of Aliens, Monaghan Lawyers and 
Verekers Lawyers to enable settlement of the Proceedings to occur (Paragraphs 
22(e)(iv) and 25(d) of the Defence)  

Date of Amount Recipient Description 

funding 

22/11/2010 $30,000.00 Verekers Transfer to the trust account Verekers Lawyers for 

Lawyers the purpose of "Funds required to complete 

Trust documentation" which was requested by Monaghan 

Account in his email dated 22 November 2011 stating "Can 

you please approve a draw of say $30k to Verekers 

Lawyers Trust Account to complete the 

documentation of the deal with Gujarat". 

fFMIF.100.001.0254]. 

08/12/2010 $30,000.00 Aliens Transfer to the trust account of Aliens for the 

Arthur purpose of "Anticipated legal fees" which was 

Robinson requested by Monaghan in his email dated 22 

Trust November 2011 stating "I have engaged Aliens to 

Account assist in finalising the Gujarat deal. Is MPF in a 

position to pay them $30k on account of their costs" . 

[FMIF.100.001.0262]. 

31/01/2011 $24,395.25 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 150 dated 8 November 2010, 

which tax invoice in part was related to the 

settlement of the Proceedings and included services 

such as "attending mediation". 

[FMIF.100.001.0277]. 

$29,975.00 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 206 dated 7 December 2010, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"Confer Simon Tickner re security position, position 
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Date of Amount ecipient Description 

funding 

between funds, Deutsche Bank release price, confer 

Trevor Fenwick re security position". 

fFMIF.100.001.02771. 

$8,669.65 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 263 dated 6 January 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"review draft security documents", "review sale 

contract" and "Email Aaron Lavell". 

[FMIF.100.001.0273]; [FM11-.100.001.0277]. 

10/03/2011 $6,011.28 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens invoice 

90708848 dated 31 January 2011, which tax invoice 

related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.0326]. 

$20,647.65 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens invoice 

90704835 dated 21 December 2010 which tax 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.03221; [FM11,.100.001.0326]. 

26/05/2011 $9,261.45 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers invoice 398 dated 5 May 2011, which tax 

invoice in part related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings and included services such as "perusal 

of documentation and drafting deed poll", 

"amendment to deed poll", "perusal of compliance 

plan" and "drafting settlement deed". 

[FMIF.100.001.0373]. 

$8,669.95 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers invoice 263 dated 6 January 2011, which 
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Date of Amount Recipient Description 

funding 

tax invoice in part related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings and included services such as "review 

draft security documents", "review sale contract" 

and "Email Aaron Lavell". 

fFM11.100.001.0373]. 

$5,553.90 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 290 dated 3 February 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"review and amend call option deed and contract, 

email Bruce Wacker", and "review call option deed 

and contract" 

IFMIF.100.001.0373]. 

$6,485.60 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers invoice 320 dated 1 March 2011, which tax 

invoice in part related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings and included services such as "Email in 

Bruce Wacker re Gujarat's amendments, peruse 

amendments, draft email to Bruce Wacker, email 

directors, emails in Lisa Darcy, Simon Tickner and 

Eghard van der Hoven". 

FFMIF.100.001.0373]. 

$10,769.55 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 365 dated 12 April 2011, which 

tax invoice in part related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings and included services such as "email in 

John Beckinsale, email Lisa Darcy", "Draft Bellpac 

Deed Poll" and "Further drafting Bellpac Deed 

Poll". 
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Date of Amount Recipient Description 

funding 

[FMIF.100.001.03731 

22/09/2011 $1,460.25 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90716873 dated 30 March 2011, which tax 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

fFMIF.100.001.0419]; [FMIF.100.001.0426]. 

$135.13 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90723829 dated 30 May 2011, which tax 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

IFMIF.100.001.0422]; IFMIF.100.001.04261. 

$631.81 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90712318 dated 24 February 2011, which 

tax invoice related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.04161; 1-FM1E100.001.0426]. 

07/07/2011 $3,829.65 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 430 dated 30 May 2011, which 

tax invoice in part related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings and included services such as "review 

amended contract of sale, telephone out Bruce 

Wacker, telephone in Bruce Wacker, email in Bruce 

Wacker, email Lisa Darcy, Simon Tickner". 

IFMIF.100.001.0435]; [FMIF.100.001.0437]. 

22/07/2011 $34,841.04 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90732196 dated 4 July 2011, which tax 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

IFMIF.100.001.0440]; [FMIF.100.001.0442] 

07/09/2011 $1,063.15 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90733747 dated 27 July 2011, which tax 
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Date of Amount Recipient Description 

fLpitlij.L gi 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

ITMIF.100.001.0461]. 

$2,527.62 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90738726 dated 29 August 2011, which tax 

invoice related to the settlement of the Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.0457]; [FMIF.100.001.04611. 

$2,597.47 Verekers Transfer on account of payment of Verekers 

Lawyers tax invoice 11367 dated 11 July 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"Attendance at settlement" and "attendance at 

settlement & completion". 

fFMIF.100.001.04611. 

$11,590.46 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 530 dated 2 August 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"reviewing application for certificate of title". 

fFMIF.100.001.0461]. 

$28,207.42 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 477 dated 5 July 2011, which 

tax invoice related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.04611. 

20/09/2011 $9,040.00 Aliens Transfer on account of payment to Aliens for the 

purpose of "Bellpac Stamping Costs". 

IFM1F.100.001.0493j. 
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Date of Amount Recipient Description 

funding 

05/10/2011 $11,771.77 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 578 dated 1 September 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"Email in Rob Tassell, telephone in Rob Tassell, 

review contract/settlement deed, email Rob Tassell, 

email directors". 

[FMIF.100.001.0501]. 

$12,883.40 Aliens Transfer on account of payment of Aliens tax 

invoice 90743074 dated 28 September 2011, which 

tax invoice related to the settlement of the 

Proceedings. 

[FMIF.100.001.05011. 

20/10/2011 $9,915.71 Monaghan Transfer on account of payment of Monaghan 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 644 dated 4 October 2011, 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"Emails to and from Adrien Armes and Grant 

Fischer re debt amount, review settlement statement, 

tax invoices". 

[FMIF.100.001.0509]. 

$9,223.46 Verekers Transfer on account of payment of Verekers 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 11518 dated 13 September 

2011, which tax invoice in part related to the 

settlement of the Proceedings and included services 

such as "draw email to DM re e feet of settlement". _ 

ITMIF.100.001.0509]. 

25/11/2011 $8,966.56 Verekers Transfer on account of payment of Verekers 

Lawyers Lawyers tax invoice 11592 dated 18 October 2011, 
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Date of Amount Recipient Description 

funding 

which tax invoice in part related to the settlement of 

the Proceedings and included services such as 

"Attendance prepare for settlement: direction, 

banking details, sign out CTs etc" and "Attendance 

settlement, deposit cheques, letter & emails 

reporting". 

TFMIF.100.001.05351. 
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Schedule "B" 

Particulars of the possession of the Deed of Priority by Aliens (Paragraph 27(d) of the 

Defence)  

The possession of the Deed of Priority by Aliens is inferred from the following written 

communications:  

(1) an email from Shelley Chalmers of LMIM to Brett Cook of Aliens dated 11 January  

2007 {FM1}.300.002.20301 which attached, amongst other documents, a document  

identified as "Priority Deed final version Do..." being an unsigned electronic version of 

the Deed of Priority [FMIF.300.002.20431;  

(2) an email from Shelley Chalmers to Brett Cook of Aliens dated 15 January 2007  

[FMIF.049.002.0003] which attached, amongst other documents, a document identified 

as "Priority Deed final version Does bne_1343268_1.pdf;  

(3) an email from Shelley Chalmers to Brett Cook of Aliens dated 6 June 2007 

fFMIF.049.003.0024.1 attaching a document identified as "Priority Deed between 

Pelinanent Trustee Australia Limited, LM Investment Management Limited, Bellpac  

Pty Ltd and Others dated 23 June 2006.pdf' [FMIF.049.003.00251;  

(4) an email from Brett Cook to Adam Fuller of Sparke Helmore dated 6 June 2007  

1-FM1E100.006.68141 attaching a document identified as "Priority Deed between 

Permanent Trustee Australia Limited, LM Investment Management Limited, Bellpac  

Pty Ltd and Others dated 23 June 2006.pdf' NMIF.100.006.68151;  

(5) an email from Brett Cook to dmonaghan@,1maustralia.com  dated 13 August 

2007[FM1E100.006.6709J which attached a document identified as "Priority Deed 

23.6.06 Bellambi Site.pdf' IFMIF.100.006.6710];  

(6) an email from Shelley Chalmers to Brett Cook and David Monaghan dated 8 April  

2008 [FMIF.049.005.0084] which states "Brett already has the original security does  

on Bellpac and GPC" and attaching a document identified as "List of Securities  

18.3.08.doc" LFMIF.049.005.00851 which identifies, at document number 66, a priority 

deed dated 23 June 2006".  

(7) An email from Shelley Chalmers to Brett Cook of Aliens dated 8 May 2008 which 

states "Brett, Can you call me regarding this Priority deed" [FMIF.049.006.00681 

which attaches a document identified as "Priority Deed 23.6.06 Bellainbi site.pdf" 

IFMIF.049.006.00691 to which Brett Cook provided advice on 18 May 2008  

IFMIF.040.003.00011 which states  
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"As requested , we reviewed the LM lending and legal files for the purpose of 

understanding the position of GPC No.8, GPC No.12 and GPC No.13. All of the  

documentation on your files referred to PTAL receiving a first ranking priority  

and LM receiving a second ranking priority. A copy of that documentation is  

attached" 

"Given the terms of that documentation, we undertook a more detailed review of 

the Priority Deed which you forward to us".  

"Hopefully this clarifies the issues arising from the Priority Deed dated 23 June 

2006. However, if you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact 

us".  

(8) A letter from PTAL to Alf Pappalardo of Aliens dated 3 December 2009  

LFMIF.039.001.0118] which enclosed security documents and a schedule of security 

documents. The schedule of security documents [FM1I-.039.001.0119] identifies, at 

number 3, "DEED OF PRIORITY 23.06.06BELLPAC, GPC NO 8, GPC 11, 12".  

(9) an email chain ending in an email from Alf Pappalardo of Aliens dated 9 December 

2009 I.MPF.906.002.0006] stating "I had someone check and I can confirm that we 

have received all of the documents in this list except for document No 50(a) ( a priority  

deed) and document 54 (a confidentiality deed) which were not included" and attaching 

a document identified as "0 Schedule of Securities FMIF.doc" which identifies, at  

document number 52, a Priority Deed dated 23 June 2006;  

(10) an invoice of 1 May 2009 ITMIF.100.001.09231 in which Allens identifies as work 

performed in the period 31 March 2009 to 29 April 2009 as:  

"reviewing various securities relating to the mortgage income fund facility and 

the managed performance fund facilities provided by Shelley at various stages  

throughout the period" 

"reviewing, amending and settling statutou notices of exercise of power of sale 

in respect of the mortgage income fund facility and the managed performance 

fund facilities".  

(11) an invoice of 23 December 2010 [FMIF.100.001.0322]in which Aliens identifies as 

work performed in the period 29 November 2010 to 20 December 2010 "reviewing the 

securities granted in favour of PTAL"  
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SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND 

REGISTRY: BRISBANE 
NUMBER 12317114 

Plaintiff: LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS & 
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 AS 
RESPONSIBLE ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE INCOME 
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First Defendant: PETER CHARLES DRAKE 

and 

Second Defendant: LISA MAREE DARCY 

and 

Third Defendant: EGHARD VAN DER HOVEN 

and 

Fourth Defendant: FRANCENE MAREE MULDER 

and 

Fifth Defendant: JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN 

and 

Sixth Defendant: SIMON JEREMY TICKNER 

and 

Seventh Defendant: LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS & 
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461 

and 

Eighth Defendant: KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 AS TRUSTEE OF THE 
LM MANAGED PERFORMANCE FUND 

Filed in the Brisbane Registry on: 

AMENDED   DEFENCE OF THE THIRD DEFENDANT TO THE FIFTH THAI) FURTHER 
AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM DATED 2 APRIL 2019 ("STATEMENT 

OF CLAIM") 

The third defendant relies on the following facts in defence of the claim. For the purposes of 
this pleading, and save as indicated otherwise, the third defendant adopts the definitions as 
used in the statement of claim. 
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T4.14FID FURTHER AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM 
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Form 17 Rule 146 

JAMES CONOMOS LAWYERS PTY LTD 
Level 12 179 Turbot Street 
BRISBANE OLD 4000 
Telephone: 07 3004 8200 
Facsimile: 07 3221 5005 
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Parties and roles 

1. The third defendant admits paragraphs 1, 4 and 4A of the statement of claim. 

2. As to paragraph 2 of the statement of claim, the third defendant admits the allegations 
therein and says that: 

a) admits that he is and-has-been-adirec-ter-of-LMI-M-since 22 June 2006; 

14) admits that-the-fourth-defendant-is presently  a director-of-L-M-IMi 

cr) admits-that4he-sompany-extfaot-4or-L-M4M-records that: 

(i) the first-defendant was a director of LMIM between 31 January 1997  and 
9 January 2015; 

(ii-)---the-seeond-defendant-was-a-difeeter-of--L-Meen-1-2-September 
2003-and-21--Jene-201-2,, 

(iii) the-thi-rd-defenclant-is-and--has been a director of LMIM since 22  -dune 
2006f 

(iv) the fou nd has been a director of LMIM since 30 
September 2006; 

01-)--the-fifth-clefen4ant-was-adifeetef-of-044M-between-2741ovem-ber 2007 
and-30-Septernber-20-1-2,and 

(vi) the s*thdefnEla 

4) save-as-admitted ab e-allegatiens-thercin because despite 
havi-ng-made reasonable inquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity  
of-the-atiegationsand 

e) says further that 

gl Grant Peter Fischer (Fischer) was: 

LMIM's Chief Financial Officer from about 2003 onwards around 
February 2013; and 

(ii) appointed as an executive director of LMIM from on or about March 2012 
until around 12 August 2012. 

f) says further that 

12). David Monaghan (Monaghan) was: 

(i ) at all material times was a solicitor admitted as such in the State of 
Queensland; 

(ii) between in or about 2004 until 2010, was employed as an internal legal 
'adviser to LMIM; 

(iii) between about 2005 and early 2010, was the Commercial Lending 
Manager within the commercial lending team; 
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(iv) in or around early 2010, established a legal practice called Monaghan 
Lawyers; and 

(v) at all material times from 2010, through his firm Monaghan Lawyers, 
continued to act as solicitor to LMIM. 

2A. As to paragraph 3 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; but 

b) says, by reason of the allegations in subparagraphs (d)(ii) and (e), that: 

(i) the plaintiff's standing is limited to proceedings brought under Part 9.48, 
for alleged breaches of duties under Part 5C.2, of the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth) ("the Act"); and 

(ii) the plaintiff has no standing or entitlement to bring proceedings for 
alleged breaches of duties under Part 2D.1 of the Act. 

2B. At all material times prior to the appointment of voluntary administrators in March 2013: 

a) LMIM directly, or through related entities, employed approximately 100 staff 
working at offices nationally and internationally; 

b) LMIM operated offices at the Gold Coast, Sydney, Perth, Hong Kong, London, 
Auckland, Queenstown, Dubai, Johannesburg, Bangkok, Tokyo, Toronto and 
Seattle; 

c) the organisational structure of LMIM was divided into, and operated as, several 
separate management teams, each responsible for the conduct and 
management of different aspects of the business of LMIM, including: 

(i) the property asset management team (referred to, until 2010, as the 
commercial lending team), which was responsible for the approval, 
documentation and management of the loan portfolio of the various funds 
managed by LMIM; 

(ii) the portfolio management and foreign exchange team, which managed 
the cash flow requirements and foreign exchange exposure of the various 
funds under management; 

(iii) the finance team, which was responsible for the preparation of accounts 
and financial reports as well as paying bills and managing accounts 
payable; and 

(iv) the marketing team, which was responsible for the domestic and 
international marketing and communications engaged in by LMIM to 
financial adviser clients and, thereby, to existing and potential investors 
in the various funds managed by LM1M; 

d) subject to general oversight of the first defendant, responsibility for the conduct 
and business of each of the above teams was distributed amongst each of the 
second, third, fourth and sixth directors of LMIM, together with Monaghan and 
Fischer, as follows: 

(i) the property asset management team was led by Monaghan until about 
early 2010 and was, thereafter, led by the sixth defendant; 

(ii) the portfolio management and foreign exchange team was led by the third 
defendant; 
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(iii) the finance team was led by the second defendant and Fischer; and 

(iv) the marketing team was led by the fourth defendant; 

e) each of the persons referred to in the preceding subparagraph occupied 
leadership positions of the distinct teams operated by LMIM, had expert 
qualifications and experience relevant to their particular team. 

20. The third defendant: 

a) in his capacity as a director, occupied the role of head of Foreign Exchange 
Team from around 2006 and 2007 and the role of Portfolio Manager from 
around 2003 until around 2009 or 2010 within LMIM, which roles occupied his 
daily activities within LMIM; 

b) in his role within LMIM: 

(i) the third defendant was: 

(A) responsible for monitoring the cash flow of each of the funds under 
management of LMIM; and 

(B) from time to time received requests to confirm the existence of 
sufficient cash funds in respect of proposed drawings from the 
funds under management, including from the MPF for the 
purposes of advancing funds to the FMIF to pay for costs of the 
Proceedings; and 

(ii) otherwise was not the director or person within LMIM with responsibility 
for the management of the transactions and events alleged in paragraphs 
17 to 22, 24 to 30E and 35 of the statement of claim, which were matters 
under the carriage, control and management of the property asset 
management team, including the sixth defendant, together with the 
second defendant; 

c) save as stated above hereof, was not directly or materially involved in the 
transactions and events alleged in paragraphs 17 to 22, 24 to 30E and 36 of the 
statement of claim; and 

d) in so far as he was involved in any of the transactions and events alleged in 
paragraphs 5 to 36 of the statement of claim, acted: 

(I) in the belief that the persons with carriage of and responsibility for those 
transactions and events had taken all necessary and appropriate steps, 
including as to obtaining all necessary and appropriate advices, to ensure 
that there was no breach of duty towards either the FMIF or the MPF; 

(ii) further and specifically, in the belief that the all aspects of the 
Proceedings and the settlement thereof, including as to the split of 
settlement proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF, were being 
properly managed by the second defendant, the sixth defendant and 
Monaghan; und 

(iii) in consideration of the fact that the funds split between the FMIF and the 
MPF was carried out with the assistance of Monaghan Lawyers and was 
subject of independent legal and accounting advice from Aliens and 
WMS accountants respectively, neither of which raised any concerns or 
impediments to that arrangementi 
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(iv) in the belief that Aliens would give and gave proper regard and 
consideration to all of the relevant facts and circumstances when acting 
on behalf of LMIM, including in advising LMIM and its directorsis to the 
proposed split of settlement proceeds as between the FMIF and the MPF:  
and 

in the belief that, if there were any facts, matters or circumstances which  
he should consider or have regard to in relation to the Proceedings or the 
settlement thereof including as to the Proposed split of settlement 
proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF, they would be brought to his  
attention by any or all of the second defendant, the sixth defendant or 
Monaghan or Aliens.  

Bellpac loans 

3. As to paragraph 5 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant a document entitled 
"Loan Agreement", purporting to have been executed on the 10th of March 2003 
on behalf of GPC Be!Iambi Pty Ltd ACN 101 713 017, PTAL and LMIM as RE; 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 5 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

4. As to paragraph 6 of the statement of claim, the third defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters subject 
of the allegations in paragraph 6 of the statement of claim, as pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

5. As to paragraph 7 of the statement of claim, the third defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters subject 
of the allegations in paragraph 7 of the statement of claim, as pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

6. As to paragraph 8 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant documents 
purporting to be as follows: 

(I) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 5 December 2003, and purporting to 
have been executed on behalf of Bel!pee, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 
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(ii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor, bearing the date 13 February 2004, and purporting to 
have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(iii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 14 May 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(iv) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(v) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 4 October 2004, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vi) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 21 January 2005, and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(vii) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 2 May 2005, and purporting to have been 
executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great Pacific 
Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, LMIM, and PTAL; 

(viii) a document entitled ''Variation Deed", bearing the date 23 June 2006, 
and purporting to have been executed on behalf of by Bellpac, PTAL, and 
LMIM; and 

(ix) a document entitled "Deed of Variation of Loan Agreement and Consent 
by Guarantor", bearing the date 11 July 2008, and purported to have 
been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC No 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, Great 
Pacific Capital Limited, Balgow Pty Limited, Anpor Holdings Pty Ltd, 
Richland Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd, Alfred Chi Wai Wong, LMIM, 
and PTAL; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 8, as pleaded in paragraphs 2B 
and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

7. As to paragraph 9 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant a document entitled 
"Loan Agreement" and purporting to have been executed on 23 June 2006 on 
behalf of Bellpac Pty Ltd ACN 101 713 017 ("Belipac") and LMIM as Trustee 
for the MPF; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 
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(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 9 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

8, As to paragraph 10 of the amended statement of claim, the third defendant does not 
admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters subject 
of the allegations in paragraph 10 of the statement of claim, as pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

9. As to paragraph 11 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant documents: 

(I) purporting to be a mortgage granted by BeIlpac on 17 December 2004 
to LMIM in respect of various properties bearing dealing no. 
AB211547W; and 

(ii) purporting to be a certificate of entry of a charge on the property of 
Bellpac, together with terms of a fixed and floating charge, bearing the 
date 9 October 2006 and in favour of LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 11 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

10. As to paragraph 12 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant a document 
entitled "Priority Deed", bearing the date 23 June 2006 and purporting to have 
been entered by PTAL, LMIM as RE of the LM Mortgage Income Fund, GPC 
No. 11 Pty Ltd, GPC No 12 Pty Ltd, GPC No. 8 (Bulli) Pty Ltd, LMIM as trustee 
for the LM Mortgage Income Fund, Austcorp Project No. 20 Pty Ltd and 
Bellpac; and  

eik)------4knieFgh(:4;43449gati.p"ubpiiiitcigmf.i. 

rotia.t-frFavi4 
that they ro'ato I ttft-ceict-es 
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(ii) PTAL is nat-spesifically -mentioned in ci.8; 

c) roles  on the Deed of Priority for its full-terfas, true-Fnearring-ancl-effestfand 

otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 12 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

11. As to paragraph 13 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant documents 
purporting to be: 

(i) a "Default Notice" from solicitors for PTAL to the directors of Bellpac 
dated 14 March 2006; and 

(ii) a "Notice to Mortgagor" from solicitors for PTAL to the directors of Bellpac 
dated 28 April 2006; 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 13 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

12. As to paragraph 14 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that receivers and managers were appointed to Bellpac on 6 May 2009; 
and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 14 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

13 The third defendant admits paragraph 15 of the statement of claim, as recorded in the 
historical company extract for Bellpac. 

14. The third defendant admits paragraph 16 of the statement of claim, as recorded in the 
historical company extract for Bellpac. 

Bellpac sale of the Property to Gujarat 

15. As to paragraph 17 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant a document entitled 
"Land and Asset Sale Agreement Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing date 21 
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October 2004 and purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, GPC, 
Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 17 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

16. As to paragraph 18 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant the following: 

(i) a document entitled "Amendment Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date of 3 December 2004, to be entered by Belipac, GPC, Gujarat NRE 
Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields, but as disclosed comprising only 
the first 12 pages of such document and not bearing signatures for or on 
behalf of any person or entity; 

(ii) a document entitled "Remediation Licence Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" 
bearing the date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on 
behalf of Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iii) a document entitled "Royalty Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the date 
3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of Bellpac, 
Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(iv) a document entitled "Subdivision Deed Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, GPC Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; 

(v) a document entitled "Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" bearing the 
date 3 December 2004, purporting to have been executed on behalf of 
Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd, Bounty and Coalfields; and 

(vi) a document dated 3 December 2004 purporting to be a letter from Bellpac 
to Bounty and Gujarat NRE Australia Pty Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 18 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

17, As to paragraph 19 of the statement of claim, the third defendant does not admit the 
allegations therein because: 

a) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters subject 
of the allegations in paragraph 19 of the statement of claim, as pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 
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18. As to paragraph 20 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant the following: 

(i) a document entitled "Deed of Settlement' bearing the date 12 September 
2007 and purporting to have been executed on behalf of India NRE 
Minerals Ltd, Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac; 

(ii) a document entitled "Amendment Deed to Deed of Settlement dated 12 
September 2007" bearing the date 23 July 2008 and purporting to have 
been executed on behalf of Gujarat NRE Minerals Ltd, Southbulli 
Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac; and 

(iii) a document entitled "Restated Settlement Deed (Replacing the Deed of 
Settlement dated 12 September 2007)" bearing the date 23 July 2008 
and purporting to have been executed on behalf of Gujarat NRE Minerals 
Ltd, Southbulli Holdings Pty Ltd and Bellpac Pty Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 20 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

19. As to paragraph 21 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

aa) admits that in 2009 a dispute arose between Bellpac, LM1M as trustee for the  
MPF and PTAL on the one hand, and Gujarat and Coalfields, which was 
recorded in the Proceedings commenced in 2009 involving those parties:  

and otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

a) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters subject 
of the allegations in paragraph 21 of the statement of claim, as pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

20. As to paragraph 22 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the Gujarat proceedings were commenced by summons filed in the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales on 13 May 2009; 

b) denies that the Bellpac proceedings were commenced in or about November 
2009 and believes that allegation to be untrue because the Bellpac proceedings 
were commenced by summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales 
on 7 July 2009, followed by a statement of claim filed 27 July 2009; 

bb) says further. in relation to subparagraph 22(b) of the statement of claim that: 

Li l the Bellpac proceedings were commenced by LMIM in its capacity as 
trustee for the MPF and by Bellpac against Gujarat; and  

111) pursuant to a list summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South 
Wales on 30 November 2009. the Bellpac proceedings were expanded  
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to include PTAL as a plaintiff (as custodian of LMIM as Responsible Entity 
for the FMIF) and Coalfields, Bounty and GPC as defendants:  

c) admits that the Coalfields cross-claim was commenced by way of a first cross-
claim summons filed in the Supreme Court of New South Wales on or about  16 
March 2010; 

d) says that: 

(i) in_so_far as LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings, it was suing in 
relation to the rights and assets of LMIM as trustee of the MPF in respect 
of subject matter of those proceedings as identified in the Amended List 
Summons dated 5 February 2010, News South Wales case number 
298727/2009, paragraph 18; and Amended Commercial List Statement 
dated 5 February 2010, News South Wales case number 298727/2009, 
paragraphs 19 to 49; and 

(ii) accordingly, LMIM, as trustee for the MPF, was a party to the Bellpac 
proceedings; and 

e) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 11 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Funding of the Proceedings 

21. [Left Blankl 

darre 

a) admits, as was4he4aet-thatth un e  fr  
or  July 2009 and were  not, therefore, available to-fund  any proceadingsi.  

b) admits that the third- defeRdant-was-aware-cf  the matters referred to  in the 
preceding sub aro ds-were-frezeni 

c) otherwise  deal  th alle•ations  in so  far as  they con^orn the4hir-d-defa-neant7  
and says that they  are-un.true-because  the third defendant did not form any 
opinion or  view on  the mattor; and 

d-)--etheRvise-dees-not-admit-that-allegatiens-t hey-c-eneern-the state  of  

22. As to paragraph 24 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) 
and-admits  that the third defend-an areT  says that  from about July 2009 
onwards: 

El the funds in the FMIF were frozen and were not, therefore, available to 
fund any proceedings; and 
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fia that funds to pay for the Proceedings were being sourced from LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF and were, at times, drawn down against the MPF 
Bellpac Loan; 

b) denies that the LMIM as trustee of the MPF provided such funds as registered 
mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority and 
believes that allegation to be untrue because: 

(i) it was funding the proceedings to prosecute and defend the Bellpac and 
Gujarat Proceedings respectively; and 

(ii) it is the third defendant's understanding that the MPF's funding 
contribution was provided on the basis that it would receive more than 
mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions and, rather, that 
the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings; and 

(iii) the funding was not provided Pursuant to the Deed of Priority; and 

c) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 24 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Mediation Heads of Agreement 

23. As to paragraph 25 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant: 

(i) an undated document purporting to be a hand:written document entitled 
"Heads of Agreement"; and 

(ii) a typed document entitled "Heads of Agreement recording Agreement in 
Principle', purporting to have been executed on behalf of LIMA, PTAL 
and Gujarat NRE Minerals Ltd; and 

b) does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant, although he was aware that there was to be a 
mediation, did not attend the mediation and was not directly or materially 
involved in the matters subject of the allegations in paragraph 25 of the 
statement of claim, as and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 
2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

24. As to paragraph 26 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the document entitled "Heads of Agreement recording Agreement 
in Principle' says, inter alia, the matters pleaded in paragraph 26(a), (b), and 
(c) of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because; 
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(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 26 of the statement of claim, as 
and for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

25. As to paragraph 27 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that negotiations concerning the settlement of the Proceedings were 
ongoing in or around late 2010 into 2011; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations in paragraph 27 of the statement of 
claim because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in any such 
negotiations; 

(ii) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(iii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Settlement of the LMIM Bellpac proceedings 

26. As to paragraph 28 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the plaintiff has disclosed to the third defendant: 

(i) documents entitled "Deed of Release", each bearing the date 21 June 
2011 and purporting to have been executed in counterpart on behalf of 
LMIM, PTAL, Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd and Southbulli; 

(ii) documents entitled "Deed of Settlement and Release", each bearing the 
date 21 June 2011 and purporting to have been executed in counterpart 
on behalf of LMIM, PTAL, Bellpac, Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd, 
Southbuili and Coalfields; and 

(iii) a document purporting to be a Contract for the sale of land —2005 edition, 
between PTAL and Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd; and 

gq), admits that those documents were executed by LMIM:  

1i2A denies that the Deed of Release was executed by LMIM solely in its capacity 
as RE of or for the FMIF and believes that such allegation is untrue because,  
on its proper interpretation, that Deed was entered into and executed by LMIM  
on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF, for the following reasons:  

kll the execution page of each of the Deed provides that it was executed by 
LMIM.  

1j.1 the recitals to the Deed of Release state to the effect that:  

(A) LM (a reference to LMIM) and PTAL (as those terms are defined  
in the Deed of Release):  

11) have loaned substantial amounts to Bellpac:  
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(2) both hold registered mortgages over the Bellpac Land (or 
most of it); and  

aJ both hold registered fixed and floating charges over all of the 
assets of Belloac;  

g_3) Bellpac is in default of its obligations to LM and PTAL and that 
PTAL proposes to sell the land;  

ilij.) by clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of Release, releases were to be given  
from the date of the Deed, as between each of LMIM, PTAL and Bel'pa° 
on the one hand, and each of Gujarat and Southbulli on the other,  
including releases from all Claims (as defined) directly or indirectly arising  
out of or related to the Proceedings and the subject matter of the  
Proceedings:, 

fiyj clause 2 of the Deed of Release provided that, simultaneously with the 
execution of that Deed, the_parties thereto would enter into the Deed of 
Settlement and Release, which Deed was attached as Annexure A to the  
Deed of Release;  

al the Deed of Settlement and Release, inter elle: 

(A) by clause 6 thereof, provided for the execution of consent orders 
as attached in Schedule A thereto, being for the disposal of the 
Proceedings; and  

(B) by clauses 5 and 6 thereof, provided for releases as between  
PTAL, Bellpac and LM on the one hand. and Coalfields on the  
other, of all Claims (as defined) directly or indirectly arising out of 
or related to the Proceedings and the subiect matter of the  
Proceedings, 

(vi) in the premises of subparagraphs (iii) to (v) above, the Deed of Release  
provided for the release of all claims by and against LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF (as a party to the Bellpac proceedings) and Gujarat and  
Southbulli respectively', 

(viii at the time of entering the Deed of Release, each of the parties thereto  
knew:  

(A) of the facts as pleaded In subparagraphs 20bb) and d) above,  

(B) that LMIM as trustee of the MPF, was a party to the Bellpac 
proceedings; and  

LQ) that entry into the Deed of Release would effect a compromise and 
release of the rights and any obligations of LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in relation to Guiarat and Southbulli, including of all claims 
made in the Bellpac proceedings-  and  

Min further, in so far as clause 22.1 provided that LM entered into the Deed  
of Release in its capacity as the RE of the FMIF, that clause, on its proper 
interpretation:  

did not, and did not purport to. exhaustively state the capacity in 
which LM entered into the Deed and may, in that regard, be 
contrasted with the drafting of clause 21.1 of the Deed of Release;  
and 
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a was to identify only that in so far as LMIM entered into the Deed of 
Release in Its capacity as RE of the FMIF, it did so pursuant to the  
constitution of the FMIF and to acknowledge the limited scope of  
LM's obligations and powers thereunder;  

(ix) the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL, which was sufficient to bind  
LMIM as RE of the FMIF, and it was unnecessary for LMIM to also  
execute the Deed of Release in its capacity as RE for the FMIF: and  

(x) in the premises of subparagraphs (ii) to (ix) above, and on the proper 
interpretation of the Deed of Release, references to LM in the Deed of 
Release were to or included references to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; 

gg), alternatively, says that if the Deed of Release was executed by LMIM only in its 
capacity as RE for the FMIF (which is denied), the Parties to the Deed of 
Release and the lawyers engaged by LMIM (being Aliens and Monaghan 
Lawyers) assumed and conducted themselves on the basis that the Deed of 
Release would be binding on both LMIM as trustee for the MPF and LMIM as 
RE for the FMIF:  

denies that the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by LMIM solely 
in its capacity as RE of or for the FMIF and believes that such allegation is 
untrue because, on its proper interpretation, that Deed was entered into and  
executed by LMIM on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF, for the following  
reasons:  

LI the execution page of each of the Deed provides that was executed by 
LMIM; 

(i) the recitals to the Deed of Settlement and Release refer to:  

(Ln, the Bellpac proceedings; 

(B) the mediation of the Proceedings; and  

(C) the agreement of the parties to the Proceedings to settle their 
differences on the terms set out in the Deed of Settlement and  
Release; 

LE of the matters pleaded in subparagraph bb(v) above:  

(iv) at the time of entering the Deed of Settlement and Release, the parties  
thereto knew:  

f Al of the facts as pleaded or referred to in subparagraphs 20bb) and  
d) above: 

a that LMIM as trustee of the MPF, was a party to the Bellpac 
proceedings; and 

that entry into the Deed of Settlement and Release would effect a  
compromise and release of the rights and any obligations of LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF in relation to Gujarat, Southbulli and  
Coalfields, including of all claims made in the Belloac proceedings', 
and 

Ix) the Deed of Release was executed by PTAL, which was sufficient to bind  
LMIM as RE of the FMIF, and it was unnecessary for LMIM to also  
execute the Deed of Release in its capacity as RE for the RALF: and  
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(vi) further, in so far as clause 19.1 provided that LMIM entered into the Deed 
of Release in its capacity as the RE of the FMIF. such clause, on its  
proper interpretation:  

(A) did not, and did not purport to, exhaustively state the capacity in 
which LMIM entered into the Deed and may, in that regard, be 
contrasted with the drafting of clause 21.1 of the Deed of Release; 

a was to identify only that in so far as LM entered into the Deed of 
Release in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, it did so pursuant to the 
constitution of the FMIF and to acknowledge the limited scope of 
LM's obligations and powers thereunder;  

(vii) in the premises of subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) above, the Deed of 
Settlement and Release provided for the release of all claims by and  
against LMIM as trustee of the MPF (as a party to the Be!bac 
Proceeding) and Gujarat. Southbulli and Coalfields respectively; and  

(viii) in the premises of subparagraphs (i) to (vii) above, and on the proper 
interpretation of the Deed of Settlement and Release, references to LM 
in the Deed of Settlement and Release were to, or included references 
to. LMIM as trustee for the MPF: and 

ee) alternatively, says that if the Deed of Settlement and Release was executed by 
LMIM only in its capacity as RE for the FMIF (which is denied), the parties to  
the Deed of Release and the lawyers engaaed by LMIM (being Aliens and  
Monaghan Lawyers) assumed and conducted themselves on the basis that the 
Deed of Release would be binding on both LMIM as trustee for the MPF and  
LMIM as RE for the FMIF:  

b) otherwise, does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraph 28 of the statement of claim, as 
pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiriesT4hettiding-an-inspeetion of-the 
asc which app ar  tta , the third 

defendant remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

27. As to paragraph 29 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that clause 7 of the documents referred to in paragraph 26(a)(i) hereof 
is to the effect as pleaded in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraphs 28 and 29 of the statement of 
claim, as pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

28. As to paragraph 30 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that clause 2 of the documents referred to in paragraph 26(a)(ii) hereof 
is to the effect as pleaded in paragraph 30 of the statement of claim; and 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 
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(i) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the matters 
subject of the allegations in paragraphs 28 and 30 of the statement of 
claim, as pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(ii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations. 

Advice 

29. The third defendant denies admits the allegations in paragraph 30A of the statement 
of claim, save that the instructions were not confirmed until on or about 9 December 
2010. and-believes-that-they-are-44Rtrue-bes3 ati-af-6-Desem-ber -294, 
referred  4er-M4he-particulars to paragraph 30A, does not provide to the effect so 

adcd in the statement of claim, 

30, As to paragraph 30B of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; 

b) says that: 

(i) the instructions to Aliens:, 

(A) were provided as part of an onaoing solicitor and client relationship  
between LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concerning and  
incidental to the Proceedings and the settlement thereof; and 

(B) raised the issue of a conflict as between LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
and as trustee of the MPF; 

(ii) that was set out in the email from Monaghan to John Beckinsale of Aliens 
dated 14 March 2011 and comprised of the words "... given that LM is in 
a position of conflict, being the trustee of both the FMIF and the MPF"; 

(iii) the instructions to Aliens specified the position of the FMIF as first 
mortgagee and the MPF as second mortgagee in relation to the 
mortgages in security of the FMIF Bellpac Loan and the MPF Bellpac 
Loan; 

(iv) that was set out in the attachments to the email from Monaghan to John 
Beckinsale of Aliens dated 14 March 2011 and, more specifically, in the 
email from Monaghan to Aaron Level! of 6 December 2010 and in the 
report of WMS dated 7 March 2011 at paragraph 2.0; and 

(v) the instructions to Aliens informed John Beckinsale that specific persons 
from Aliens were acting for LMIM in relation to documenting any 
settlement of the Proceedings; and 

(vi) in light of the above matters, sought advice confirming whether the 
proposed split of proceeds between the FMIF and MPF was "legally 
acceptable"; and 

c) says further that the said email from Monaghan to Aliens of 14 March 2011 
(together with the attachments thereto) was forwarded by email from the second 
defendant to the third defendant of 14 March 2011, in which email the second 
defendant informed the third defendant to the effect that: 

(i) the second defendant had requested Monaghan to seek further legal 
advice in respect of the proposed Bellpac proceeds split and, specifically, 
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as to "how we deal with first and second mortgages etc., and also 
conflicts"; and 

(ii) Monaghan had spoken with John Beckinsale from Aliens who was 
comfortable with the proposed proceeds split between the FMIF and the 
MPF, 

31. As to paragraph 30C of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) as to the allegations in subparagraph (a): 

(I) admits that what the plaintiff refers to as "the instructions", namely an 
email from David Monaghan to Aaron Lave!! dated 6 December 2010 and 
two emails from David Monaghan to John Beckinsale dated 14 and 17 
March 2011, did not include copies of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of 
Release or the Deed of Release and Settlement; and 

(ii) says that it was not possible to have provided those documents as part 
of "the instructions" because the said documents did not exist as at or 
before 14 or 17 March 2011; 

t ho-agegatier464n- 

Amits-that-tem -the-plaintiff s 'The- c•  
et-sate-1h -mattart t in cut 

bti4 

1S4111er4344P91444030VeS4hat44€0frakkOitkiia 

(8)----,pFier-to-stish-settlemeet-baleg-Feacheci.rwkethep-arly-settlemest 
was=to-oGcLiF-all -on -what---basishd--terrn-recsaised 
ulcer a in,e P61=-Sti bjeCt-104-ki ti)63l---RegOtietions--b se--eoriduetifig 
tho-clog oti al ion 2-014=be hialf-of 

(C) in theprarnises,-2en-c-of=the 
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says that Aliens: 

(A) at all material times between about April 2009 to November 2009 
and from on or about 1 December 2010 were the solicitors retained 
to act on behalf of LMIM and PTAL in the Proceedings, including 
for the settlement negotiations in respect of those proceedings; 
and 

(B) were instructed as pleaded in paragraph 30b) hereof; 

(BB) were, as at March 2011, on behalf of LMIM, in the process of 
drafting and negotiating each of the documents that ultimately 
became the Gujurat Contract, the Deed of Release and Deed of 
Settlement and Release:  
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(C) were thereby aware of the structure of the proposed settlement 
and any swell-64440W% earlier proposed struQh ire in the course of 
settlement negotiations; and 

(D) in the premises, says that, as at March 2011, there was no 
necessity, nor apparent reason, to state the matters referenced in 
subparagraph (a) (b-X-i--) in the instructions to Aliens; 

(v) says that: 

(A) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the 
settlement negotiations concerning the Proceedings; and 

(B) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in 
providing instructions to either WMS or Aliens and instructions to 
those firms were given by Monaghan in consultation with Darcy 
and Tickner; 

c) a&443414e,a14.egatiohs-in-s4}4hafagr.aph (b)(ii): 
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d) as to subparagraph (c), admits the allegations therein but says that: 

(i) Aliens: 

(A) were provided with had a copy of the Deed of Priority by June 2007 
and, in particular, by emails on 19 April 2007 1FMIF.100.006.6709-, 
FMIF.100.006.67101, 6 June 2007 1FM1F.100.006.6814z 
FMIF.100.006.68151, 8 May 2008 1FMIF,040.003.001;  
FMIF,040.003.00361 and 11 June 2008 IFMIF.049.006.0197;  
FMIF.049.006.02011; and 

(B) were thereby aware of the existence and terms of the Deed of the 
Priority; and 

(ii) in the circumstances, as at March 2011, there was no apparent reason 
or necessity to instruct Aliens as to the terms of the Deed of Priority; 

e) says further that the emails and attachments to those emails to WMS and to 
Aliens set out to the effect that: 

(i) the loan by LMIM as RE of the FMIF was secured by a registered first 
mortgage over the Property; 

(ii) as at 28 November 2010, approximately $49M was outstanding in 
respect of the FMIF Bellpac loan; 

(iii) the loans by LMIM as trustee of the MPF were secured by a second 
registered mortgage over the Property; and 
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(iv) as at 28 November 2011 approximately $24M was outstanding in respect 
of the MPF Bel!pee Loan; and 

f) as to subparagraph (d): 

(i) admits that the instructions provided to WMS and Aliens did not state the 
matters pleaded in subparagraphs (d)(i) or (d)(ii) of the statement of 
claim; 

(ii) admits that the third defendant was aware, from about July 2009 
onwards, that funds to pay for the Proceedings were being sourced from 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF and were, at times, drawn down against the 
MPF BeIleac Loan; and 

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that allegation to 
be untrue because: 

(A) the matters alleged in subparagraph (d)(i) therein were not facts; 

(B) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not funding the Proceedings as 
mortgagee because it was funding the proceedings to allow it and 
the FMIF to prosecute and defend the BeIlpac and Gujarat 
Proceedings respectively; and 

(C) the third defendant's understanding is that the MPF's funding 
contribution was provided on the basis that it would receive more 
than mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions and, 
rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds 
resulting from the Proceedings: and 

Ey) as to subparagraph .(d)(iii): 

jA) admits that there was no binding express prior arrangement in 
the sense of a contract for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid  
any amount if the amount that LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
recovered did not cover the whole of the amount owing by  
Bellpac to it; and  

J otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they 
are untrue because In so far as the third defendant believes and  
was aware:  

B.1 LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the proceedings on 
the basis as pleaded in subparagraph 11.f)(iii) above: and 

B.2 LMIM as RE of the FMIF, by its director's Mr Tickner and 
Ms Darcy, was aware of and allowed LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF to so fund LMIM as RE of the FMIF's participation 
in the proceedings; and  

(C) says further or alternatively, that ea[f there was no  binding 
press prioLartangernentin_the  5_0 n d  by_te.platntiff:  

CA it was necessary and  tri the traffests_of_the Jnern_laerf 
the FMIF for  LMIM as RE of the_E.MlE_Lo_norne_to. 
reasonable temis with the ,(1.PE so as to ensure.. its 
cooperation  and consent to    the sPttlement of_tbe 
ers.maestino:  
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 LMEMas_trustee_ofibe_MPE_was_a_p_arty_to_the 13e1lgao 
plooee_ding_s: 

C.3 the consent _of LMIM_as_trustee of the MPF was required 
in_order for LMIM as RE of the FMIF or PTAL to_settle the 
Bello c proceedings' 

C.4 t.M.IM_as trustee of_thel[l F.P.±was_er_Vtled to withhold_that 
consent unless an apr.gpriate and fair agreement was 
reached with  LAM as RE  of the__EMIE__to_share the  
settLem.ent_proneects  

C,5 in circumstances whereL.MIM as trustee of the MPF had  
funded almost the entirety_of the  costs of the Proceedi gs.  
it_would have  b_een_unreasonable_andimprudentiaLLIAM 
as trustee Of the MPF not   to insist_On a_reasonab,le share  
of the settlement proceeds_in_exchange for its consent to  
settletheeellpac_pro_ce.estingsLans1 

th&abnceoLaItinshnq expless_phor_ar 
not a bar to, and was irrele_v_antto,..L.MIM as trustee of the  
MEEinsistnnnobIaiuirja share °Ube 
tettlernent .proceeds once its...m.116P ed_to 
settlethe,Br.-"Ilpa.c_prdceadia 

32. As to paragraph 30D of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that on or about 7 March 2011, WMS provided to LMIM a report setting 
out their opinion as to what would be a fair and reasonable split of the likely 
proceeds from the Proceedings; 

b) says further that: 

(i) this report was addressed to Monaghan at Monaghan Lawyers; 

(ii) that WMS opined that a fair and reasonable split of the likely proceeds 
from the Proceedings would be 30% to 40% to the MPF and the balance 
to the FMIF; and 

(iii) that the WMS Report was based on multiple sources of information 
including matters set out in the David Monaghan email dated 6 December 
2010 and attachments to that email; and 

c) repeats and relies on paragraph 29 above. 

33. As to paragraph 30E of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits the allegations therein; and 

b) says further that the Aliens Advice: 

(i) opined that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the proceeds of the 
settlement on the basis of the opinion in the WMS Report; 

(ii) did not advise (nor had Aliens advised before providing the Aliens Advice) 
that Aliens should be provided with particular or further documents, such 
as the Settlement Documents, nor any other documents concerning the 
respective rights and obligations of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as 
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trustee of the MPF respectively, as lenders to Bellpac and as between 
themselves; 

(iii) stated that Aliens were not aware of any reason why agreeing to split the 
litigation proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF on the basis of the 
opinion in the WMS Report would raise any issues concerning the 
general law and statutory duties of the directors of LMIM; and 

(iv) was addressed to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers. 

33A. As to paragraph 30F of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

gl admits that the Aliens Advice contained statements as quoted in subparagraphs 
30F(a) to (e), (9) to (k), (m), (n) and (o). 

12) admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as quoted in 
subparagraph 30F(f), but says the words quoted therein are stated in paragraph  
f16.1(q) and not 1161(f) of the Aliens Advice.  

gl admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as quoted in 
subparagraph 30F(I). but says the words quoted therein are stated in paragraph 
1561 and not 1551 of the Aliens Advice; 

it admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statement as quoted in 
subparagraph 30F(o), save that the Quote omits the word "direct" before the 
word "fiduciary" is first used in paragraph 1631 of the Aliens Advice: and  

otherwise does not admit the allegations as the statement of claim does not 
establish the relevance of the quoted passaoes of the Aliens Advice. 

33B. As to paragraph 30G of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

al denies the allegations therein as the passages quoted in the statement of claim 
are not relevant to causes of action alleged in this proceeding, which:  

fj) do not allege any breach of Part 2D.1 of the Act: and 

LiD make no allegation that the third defendant afforded priority to duties 
under Part 2D.1 to any conflicting duty under ss 601FC(1) and 601F0(11 
of the Act: and  

otherwise does not admit the allegations therein as:  

al the paragraph is vague and does not identify any particular document; 
and 

(.t), despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as the truth or falsity of the allegations.  

33C. As to paragraph 30H of the statement of claim, the third defendant:  

pj as to subparagraph 301-1(a):  

1_1) admits the allegations in subparagraph 30H(a):  

ail admits further that, as disclosed on the face of the Aliens Advice, in  
providing the advice Aliens were apprised and conscious of the said  
conflict and, notwithstanding:  
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Lej, expressly opined that the proposed split of the proceeds of 
settlement of the proceedings was legally acceptable; and  

(13) did not state or warn that the proposed split of the proceeds would 
constitute, or result in, breach of s 601FD of the Act: 

On repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in subparagraph 33b) above; 
and 

(iv) says that the advice was obtained as part of LMIM's consideration of the  
proper and most appropriate treatment of the proceeds of settlement of 
the proceedings having regard to the context in which those proceeds 
were produced and the respective interests of the FMIF and the MPF:  

)21 as to subparagraph 30H(b):  

LU will rely on the terms of the Aliens Advice at the trial of this action; and  

_an otherwise does not admit the allegations therein as they are vague and 
embarrassing and do not make any allegation against the third 
defendant; 

pi as to subparagraph 30H(c):  

admits that paragraph 1251 of the Aliens Advice stated: 

The RE therefore needs to always act in the best interests of 
members of the FMIF when making any decision regarding the split  
of the litigation proceeds and the terms of the Gujarat settlement.  
We assume that the RE has considered all feasible options for the  
recovery of the loan advanced by FMIF to Bellpac, and is satisfied 
that the result of the litigation with Gujarat. being the terms of the  
proposed settlement. are in the best interests of FMIF members. In 
addition, we assume that the RE is satisfied that there is a need to  
reach agreement with the MPF trustee about sharing the litigation  
settlement proceeds with the MPF (because the overall settlement 
cannot occur without the agreement of the MPF trustee - for 
example, it needs to release its security and pay Coalfields to  
withdraw its caveats).”.  

El admits that paragraph 1271 of the Aliens Advice stated': 

In this case, there are two areas of conflict for the RE as responsible  
entity of the FMIF. The first is between the RE as responsible entity  
of the FMIF and the RE as trustee of the.MPF. We assume that any 
decision regarding the terms of the Gujarat settlement and the split 
of the litigation proceeds will be made on the basis of what is in the 
best interests of FMIF's members, and not for the purpose of 
benefit/inn the members of the MPF. If the proposed dealings are  
considered by the RE to be on arm's length terms for the purposes 
of Chapter 2E/Part 5C.7 (see paragraphs 39 to 50 below) then this  
will presumably be an important factor used by the RE in reaching 
this conclusion."  

(iii) admits that paragraphs 1251 and 1271 of the Aliens Advice did not state 
specifically how paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF would be consistent with an obligation owed by the  
LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of 
the FMIF: 
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repeats subparagraph 33b) above and says further that the Aliens Advice 
concluded and advised, at paragraph J161(f), that Aliens was not aware  
of any reason why agreeing to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF  
and MPF on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered  
Accountants would raise any issues in regard to compliance with the 
duties of LMIM's directors under the Act, assuming relevantly that LMIM  
as RE of the FMIF:  

U....k1 had considered the feasible options for recovering the loan 
advanced by FMIF to Belloac, and was satisfied that the terms of 
the proposed settlement and solit of settlement proceeds were in  
the best interests of the FMIF's members;  

1.1_31 was satisfied that the proposed split of settlement proceeds and  
associated releases of securities by the RE would be reasonable  
in the circumstances if the RE as responsible entity of the FMIF  
and the RE as trustee of the MPF were dealing at arm's length;  

Lt,) says thereby that the Aliens Advice expressed a legal conclusion as to 
how the conflict could be resolved in a legally acceptable way that did not 
give rise to any breach of duty  

fyi) says further that judgment as to what is in the best interests of the  
members of the FMIF was not, in any event, a matter for legal opinion  
and was a matter for the commercial, corporate and ethical ludgment of 
the directors of LMIM as RE of the FMIF; and  

(vii) says that the Aliens Advice, at paragraphs [251 or 1271 or elsewhere, did  
not state that:  

(Al paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be inconsistent with or 
otherwise in breach of an obligation owed by the LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF to act in the best interests of the members of the FMIF:  

113j paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be inconsistent with or 
otherwise in breach of either of ss 601FC(11(b) and 601 FO(1 )(b) 
of the Act; and  

SI the assumptions referred to in paragraphs 1251 and [271 were  
invalid or incapable of being confirmed;  

cl) as to subparagraph 301-1(d):  

(j) admits that paragraph 1561 of the Allens Advice stated:  

The RE will need to be satisfied that the terms of the Gujarat 
settlement and the proposed split of litigation proceeds does not 
unfairly put the interests of one client (e.g. FMIF) ahead of the  
interests of its other client (e.g. MPF) or vice versa" 

otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

(A) paragraph 156] of the Aliens Advice was a passage under the 
heading, "Issues for the RE as an AFS Licensee", addressing 
issues as an AFS Licensee;  
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a paragraph (561 of the Aliens Advice did not, and did not purport to, 
address, advise upon or relate to the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c)  
and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act; and  

(iii) further or alternatively, says that whether or not paragraph 1561 of the 
Aliens Advice misconstrued s 601FC(1)(b) is not relevant to the causes 
of action pleaded against the third defendant in this proceeding;  

el as to subparagraph 30H(e): 

IL) says the allegations therein are embarrassing as the plaintiff contends 
that the obligation referred to in subparagraph 30H(e) is not an obligation  
imposed by ss 601FC(1)(b) and 601FD(1)(b) of the Act;  

fit) admits that paragraph 1561 of the Aliens Advice did not state specifically 
how paying 35% of the settlement proceeds to LMIM a trustee of the MPF 
would be consistent with an obligation on LMIM not to unfairly put the 
interests of the MPF ahead of the FM1F;  

(Iii) says that the Aliens Advice, at paragraph f561 or elsewhere, did not state 
or warn that paying 35% of the Settlementproceeds to LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF would, or would likely or possibly, be inconsistent with or 
otherwise in contravention of:  

\ an obligation owed by the LMIM as RE of the FMIF to act in the 
best Interests of the members of the FMIF  

(1_3) an obligation owed by the LMIM as RE of the FMIF to be satisfied 
that it was acting in the best interests of the members of the FM1F;  
and 

n, either of ss 601FC(1)(b) or 601FD(1)(b) of the Act; and 

fivj otherwise denies the allegations and believes that they are untrue 
because of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 33C(c)(Iv) to (vi) 
above  

f..) denies the allegations in subparagraph 30H(f) and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

(1) the Aliens Advice was not premised as alleged:  

OD the Aliens Advice nowhere discloses the existence of any such premise  
or assumption as alleged;  

(iii) Recital 9 of the Aliens Advice:  

(A) Is contrary to the allegations;  

(B) expressly acknowledges that there was no formal agreement 
between LMIM as RE of the FM1F and LMIM as trustee of the  
MPF to split the proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings;  
and 

(C) neither assumes, states nor implies that there was any existing 
agreement between the funds to split the proceeds; and  

(iv) the instructions provided to Aliens on 14 March 2011. as referred to 
in the particulars to paragraph 30B of the statement of claim  
JFM1F.300.004.3197; FMIF,300.004.3198]:  
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Lill expressly informed Aliens that the funds had not entered into 
an agreement concerning the proposed split of any proceeds 
from the proceedings: and  

f_g) provided no basis to infer or assume the existence of any 
existing agreement between the funds to split the proceeds 
of any settlement of the proceedings:  

,2.1 denies the allegations in subparagraph 30H(q) and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

fl the allegations do not accurately state the effect of the Aliens Advice:.  

the matters set out in paragraphs 1251, 1351. 1271 [371 and 1531 of the  
Aliens Advice, as excerpted in paragraph 30F of the statement of claim:  

(A) were not conclusions;  

Li were mere assumptions and statements acknowledging the 
specific duties of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and as trustee of the 
MPF: and 

(C) were not Irreconcilable as alleged or at all: and 

(iii) the Aliens Advice, and in particular paragraphs 1161(a) and (b). 1251, 1271, 
1351 1371, 1531 and [561 of that advice, opined to the effect that it was 
legally acceptable to split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF 
on the basis of the opinion provided by WMS Chartered Accountants,  
despite the existence of a conflict, provided that after LMIM, having 
considered the feasible options for the recovery of the loans made by 
each of the funds, was satisfied that the split of proceeds was considered  
to be in the best interests of the members of each of the funds., 

Ill as to subparagraph 30H(h):  

fp admits that subparagraph [161(e) of the Aliens Advice referred to the 
"FMIF compliance Dian'', 

OD In respect of s 601FC(1) of the Act, denies that the Aliens Advice, in so 
far as it did or did not address the duties in that section, is of any  
relevance to this proceeding, which does not assert any breach of s 
601FC(1); 

(iii) in respect of s 601FD(1), denies the allegations and believes that they 
are untrue because: 

al acting in the best interests of the members of the MPF was not,  
necessarily or axiomatically, contrary to or irreconcilable with the 
duties imposed bv ss 601FD(1)(b) or (c); and 

a of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 33C(c)(v) and 33C(f)(iii) 
above: and  

(iv) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because:  

al the third defendant was not the author of the Aliens Advice or of 
the statement of claim., 
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the third defendant does not know whether the references are, or 
are intended to be, to the same document; 

the documents referred to do not appear to be the same 
document, each bearing or being referred to by different titles,  
with one document purportedly being that of LMIM and the other 
being that of the FMIF;  

ED) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

LE) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;  

as to subparagraph 30H(i):  

W says that paragraph 1571 of the Aliens Advice stated that:  

The RE will also need to ensure that it follows any procedures or 
policies it has established in accordance with section 912A(1)(aa)  
for managing conflicts of interest." 

(ii) otherwise do not admit the allegations which are vague and  
embarrassing and which are not relevant to these proceedings, which:  

LA) do not allege any breach of Part 2D.1 of the Act;  

11_3) make no allegation that the third defendant afforded priority to 
duties under Part 2D.1 to those under ss 601FC(1) and 601FD(1)  
of the Act; and 

(C) make no allegation that any or all of the defendants failed to 
adhere to the LMIM Conflicts Management Policy; and  

fill) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded above in subparagraphs 33b),  
33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(iv), 33C(c)(K), 33C(e)(iii), 33C(g)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) 
hereof;  

fl as to subparagraph 30H(j):  

ji) says that paragraph 1631 of the Aliens Advice stated that: 

"Generally, the directors of a trustee company do not themselves 
owe direct fiduciary obligations to the beneficiaries of the trust.  
However, sectien 601 FD(2) of the Corporations Act provides that 
the duties outlined in section 601 FD(1) override any conflicting 
duty an officer has under Part 2D.1 of the Corporations Act.  
Although this point has not vet been decided by case law, it is 
possible that section 601 FD(2) will mean that directors of a 
responsible entity will have a direct fiduciary relationship with 
members of a registered scheme. This would mean that the 
directors would owe the scheme members all of the proscriptive  
fiduciary duties that arise as between the RE itself and the scheme  
members." 

ji admits that the Aliens Advice did not elaborate upon the observations In 
paragraph 1631, including to identify what the specific duties would or 
might be; and  
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(ij11 repeats and relies on the matters pleaded above in subparagraphs 33b),  
33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(iv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)(iii), 33C(o)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) 
hereof;  

Is.) as to subparagraph 30H(k): 

it.) denies the allegations therein and believes that the allegations are untrue 
because:  

L&1 the Aliens Advice did conclude that the proposed split of the 
settlement proceeds was "legally acceptable" provided that LMIM 
was satisfied that it was in the interests of the members of each  
of the FMIF and the MPF; and  

LE31 that conclusion was expressly stated and was not a matter of 
interpretation; and 

(ll) says further that the subparagraph is vague and embarrassing:  

if_211 in light of the conclusion stated expressly in the Aliens Advice; 
and 

further,  because the plaintiff nowhere identifies what it contends  
is or should have been the 'proper copstruction" of the Aliens 
Advice; and  

(C) because none of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 30Hfa) 
to (i) of the statement of claim sustain the allegation in 
subparagraph 30H(k);  

further or alternatively, says generally in response to all of the allegations in  
paragraph 30H. that the third defendant:  

fn is not a qualified lawyer;  

al has no legal training; 

(iii) as a director of LMIM, was entitled to rely on the Aliens Advice:  

fLy] as a director of LMIM, was not required to obtain any further or other 
advice as to the effect of the Aliens Advice;  

f_vi did not, could not have, and was not required to, analyse or construe the 
Aliens Advice in the manner now set out in the statement of claim; and 

(vi) in determining, together with the other directors or LMIM, to proceed with 
the split of proceeds of the settlement of the proceedings between LMIM  
as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF, took proper notice 
of the effect of the Aliens Advice. 

Deed Poll 

34. As to paragraph 31 of the statement of Claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits to the existence of an undated Deed Poll as disclosed by the plaintiff to 
the third defendant; 

b) admits that the third defendant as a director of LMIM executed the Deed Poll; 
and 
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c) admits that the Deed Poll was signed by the third defendant by 21 June 2011: 
denies that the-Deed-Pelt was executed on or about 21 Junc 2011 and believe& 
that-allegation-to- be- untr-ue beoauce the-Deed-Pol-l-was-executed -by-the-feu-4h 
defendant on or around 11 June 2011. 

g) says that the Deed Poll was executed by the third defendant on or around 14  
June 2011;  

gl admits that each of the first, second, fourth, fifth and sixth defendants executed 
the Deed Poll but does not admit when each of those defendants executed the  
Deed Poll. The third defendant believes that those other defendants also  
signed the Deed Poll on or about 14 June 2011 but, despite having made 
reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains uncertain of exactly when  
each other defendant executed the Deed Poll; and 

fl denies that the third defendant or other directors executed counterparts of the 
Deed Poll as directors of LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF or as trustee 
of the MPF and believes that those allegations are untrue because:  

(il the directors all signed the same Deed Poll. save for John O'Sullivan, 
who was overseas at the time:  

Iji) the third defendant did not skin the Deed Poll as director of LMIM in its 
capacity either as RE of the FMIF or as trustee of the MPF.  

OD the execution by any other of the director defendant does not disclose 
that they executed as director of LMIM in its capacity either as RE of the 
FMIF or as trustee of the MPF; and  

the Deed Poll does not disclose, expressly or implicitly, any intention that 
the directors' execution is as director of LMIM in its capacity either as RE 
of the FMIF or as trustee of the MPF.  

35. As to paragraph 31A of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that, prior to executing the Deed Poll, he knew the facts alleged in the 
paragraphs referred to which he has admitted above, save that he did not know 
the specific details of the proceedings as pleaded in paragraphs 19 and 20  
above; 

b) does not admit whether the first, second, fourth, fifth and sixth defendants had 
such knowledge, as those are matters within the knowledge of those 
defendants; and 

c) otherwise respectively denies or does not admit that he knew or ought to have 
known the facts alleged because of the matters pleaded: 

(i) in paragraphs 28 and 2C above herein; and 

(ii) above herein in response to the allegations in thc paragraphs 5 to 22, 24 
to 3Q and 30A to 30E '30H and 31 of the statement of claim, 

on which he relies  and because:  

illi) the Deed Poll was executed in the week prior to the date of execution of 
the Deed of Release, Deed of Settlement and Release and the Gujarat  
Contract: and 

(iv) the allegations are contrary to law. 
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36. The third defendant admits paragraph 32 of the statement of claim and relies on the 
full terms of the Deed Poll. 

36A. As to paragraph 32A of the statement of claim, the third defendant:  

21 admits that the Deed Poll did not expressly refer to the Aliens Advice but says 
that: 

tfl there was no requirement for the Deed Poll to refer expressly or at all to 
the Aliens Advice, the Conflicts Management Policy or sections 601FC  
or 601FD of the Act;  

fiu whether or not the Deed Poll referred to the Aliens Advice, the Conflicts 
Management Policy or ss 601FC or 601FD of the Act, does not signify 
that the directors of LMIM failed to consider such matters in proceeding 
with the split of the settlement proceeds; and  

DID whether or not the Deed Poll referred to the Aliens Advice, the Conflicts 
Management Policy or sections 601FC and 601FD of the Act, is not 
relevant to the causes of action asserted in this proceeding or the validity 
of the transaction by which the settlement proceeds were split between  
the FMIF and the MPF.  and 

DJ otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

Li) the Deed Poll was expressly fpara 3.1(n)] entered "in light of the 
independent expert advice" received by LMIM, Including the Aliens  
Advice, which was discussed and considered by the directors of LMIM  
and Monaghan prior to the third defendant executing the Deed Poll and  
determining to proceed with the split of the settlement proceeds;  

(ii) the text of the Background summary of the Deed Poll was prepared with  
reference to, and adopted much of, the background summary set out in 
the Aliens Advice;  

Wu the Deed Poll refers at paragraph 2.1(c), inter alia, to the Compliance 
Plans of the MPF and FMIF and any other procedures that were in place 
in respect of conflicts of interest, which plan and procedures includes the  
Conflicts Management Plan; and  

( iv ) the Deed Poll refers at are ra h 2.1(d)to the "general law and statuto 
duties that relate to directors under the Corporations Act", which duties 
include those under ss 601FC and 601FD of the Act subiect of the Aliens 
Advice.  

37. As to paragraph 33 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 22.b) hereof, LMIM as trustee of 
the MPF did not agree to fund the Proceedings as registered mortgagee of 
the Property with second priority under the Deed of Priority; 

subject to the above denial, pleads further or alternatively as follows: 

b) does not admit that LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to or commenced 
providing funds to LMIM as RE of the FMIF in or about July 2009 because: 
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(i) the third defendant was not involved in the decision for LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF to provide funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF in order to fund 
the Proceedings; 

(ii) that the third defendant believes that-that decision was made by the 
second and sixth defendants together with Monaghan, who were the 
persons within and for LMIM who had conduct and control of the 
Proceedings for LMIM; and 

(iii) otherwise, despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant 
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations; 

c) as to subparagraph 33(a): 

(i) admits that he had not considered the matters referred to in 
subparagraph 33(a) as at the time that LMIM as trustee of the MPF 
agreed to or commenced providing funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF; 

(ii) repeats and relies on the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C and 
subparagraphs 37:1a)(i) and 37,b)(ii) hereof; and 

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because:  

y_k) of the matters pleaded herein in response to paragraph  
30C(d)(ili) of the statement of claim;  

(B) says that the third defendant was aware from about July 2009 
onwards that funds to pay for the Proceedings were being 
sourced from LMIM as trustee of the MPF; and 

si say that it is, and always has been, the third defendant's 
understanding that the MPF's funding contribution was provided 
on the basis that it would receive more than mere reimbursement 
of and interest on its contributions and, rather, that the MPF 
would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings; and 

otherwise does not  admit-the-allegations-thecein as they concern the-state 
of mind of pbrcons other than tho third defendahti 

d) as to subparagraph 33(b), denies the allegations therein and believes that they 
are untrue because: 

thsofar as thc allegations-peFtain-4a-the  third defendant, denies the 
s-that-they-are-WItr-ble-laeoause-he the third 

defendant did not hold the expectation pleaded in subparagraph 33(b), 
whether in or about July 2009 or at any time; 

al it is, and always has been, the third defendant's understanding that the 
MPF's funding contribution was provided on the basis that it would 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions and, rather, that the MPF would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; and 

(iii) in the circumstances, the third defendant's expectation was that, subject 
to obtaining and considering necessary and appropriate professional 
advices, the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from 
the Proceedings; and 
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othenvi.,e does not admitthe a Ilegations-thereihey-eeneern the-state 
of mind of per-sons-eth 

says further or alternatively that it is immaterial whether or not the alleged  
expectation was held as at the time LMIM as trustee of the MPF commenced  
funding the Proceedings because it was necessary and in the interests of the 
members of the FMIF for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to come to reasonable terms  
with the MPF so as to ensure its cooperation and consent to the settlement of  
the Proceedings.  

38. As to paragraph 34 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) does not admit the allegations therein in so far as they concern the knowledge 
and state of mind of persons other than the third defendant; 

aa) as to subparagraph 34(aa)the third defendant denies that he did not adequately 
consider the content of the Aliens Advice and believes that the allegation is 
untrue because he did give adeauate consideration to the content of the Aliens  
Advice, 

b) in so far as subparagraph 34(a) makes allegations against the third defendant 
r-espendent: 

(i) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, the third defendant knew or 
ought to have known the facts alleged in subparagraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii) 
and believes those allegations to be untrue because: 

(A) he was not the officer within LMIM dealing with or responsible for 
the conduct of the Bellpac Proceedings or the settlement thereof; 

(B) the Deed of Priority was entered into by others on behalf of LMIM 
the day after the third defendant became a director of LMIM; 

(C) the Deed of Priority, or its terms, was not brought to the attention 
of the third defendant by any person in relation to the split of 
proceeds at any time prior to the third defendant executing the 
Deed Poll; and 

(D) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 3.$02a,1 34,4 
31-1), 33.b) above and 38b)(ii) below; and 

(ii) otherwise denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue 
because: 

(A) of the matters pleaded in paragraph 31 hereof  above and because 
cl 3.1 of the Deed of Priority was subject to the operation of cl 3.2  
of that Deed; and 

(B) the third defendant entered into the Deed Poll in awareness and 
consideration of the fact that LMIM had sought and received 
independent professional advice, from both WMS and Aliens; 

(C) the said advices were: 

C.1 given upon an understanding by, and instruction to, those 
advisers as to position of first and second mortgagee 
respectively as between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF; 
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Particulars 
The third defendant repeats and relies upon 
paragraph 30,b) above hereof. Instructions as to this 
matter were provided to WMS in the email from 
Monaghan to Aaron LaveII of 6 December 2010. 

C.2 given upon an awareness on part of Aliens as to the 
existence of and terms of the Deed of Priority; and 

Particulars 
The third defendant repeats and relies upon 
paragraph 31d) above hereof. 

C.3 to the effect as pleaded in paragraph 33b) and 33C(c)(v) 
(on part of Aliens) and otherwise that the proceeds split was 
fair and reasonable and 

iki.) says further or alternatively, any Priority established by the Deed  
Poll was subject to any subsequent aoreement between the funds  

akto_the allegations in.paragLa salts-thlat 

tra.consent ofilvilM as trustee of the  MP_Ewas required In order -for LM1M  
as RE of_thaffAlEoLe e the Bellpaurace.edingm 

(ii) LMIM_as_trustee_ofit MPFa  oartY_to the_B_elloac_orodee.koi 

(iii) LMI NI _as  RE of the_EMJEhad n2.powereuthority_to_settLeihe_13.elloac 
proce_e.dings on behalf_otIMPLas_truetee of  the MPFLand 

(iv) alternativelyaMIM as RE of the FM1F  and/or_PTALhad  authority to settle 
the Ballp_n_pro.ceadings_ on. behalf of  LM1M_a,s_trustee_  of. _the .MP_E_on 
cmd1t1on_tbat_35%Lotibe_proceeds of_the_settlertient were paid to_LM1M 
as trusteesChe MPF; 

(v) LIVIIKa_Linistee_ofibeittaittas_intended to be, and was. a party  Witte. 
Deed_sg_Release and  Deed oUeitlemenLandlielease. subject to the 
agreement betweenlbelM1F and the MPF by_which the tolaLmoneys 
p.aYable_by_Gularat at settle  ere_tabe split 65/3_5_between the FMIF  
and_tf_a_MPE 

(vi) LMIM as_trustee of_the_MPEwas_r_equiced_to bp_ahthwas,  a party to_ibe 
Peed of_Release and Deed of SettementanfiRelease  so as to  give effect 
to the_releasas  greatest _therein_and_ to execute the .co_nsenLorders 
attached to the Deed of Release; 

(iv) therefore, or in any event_LMIM_as tritstee_of_the_MEE_was_entitled_to 
refuse to  terminate_the Bellpac proceedings_ancLto grant_tbeieleases of 
thac1a1msmacteagain,s1-Gujarat_in_those proceedings: and  

(x) in the  circumstances.  

(A) the Prooeeslinawoutthrio terms_dr 
at all withotit_the consent and cooperations L11M asirustee_of 
the MPF; 

(B) unless LM1M as trustee of_the_MPEremained preparesLto_kaLthe 
onponn costs QJthe ErQ1eedirIos,LMILas_REsA the FM1Evmould 
b_e_airisLo Lbei g unable to • rosecute and defend thaErodemlings 
funiLer_and_beiraliablaiQiusloments_againatit irtslefault of taking  
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steps. and_cpnsequently_dalbe other...partles' costs thereof and 
suffenlae relief claimed by Coalflekts_in_the Coalfields cross-claiMj 
and 

(C) the consent of_LI)AlWas_trustee_ef_the_MEE_was_ceduiradirLerder 
for  WI M._ as_RE_ oLtheEMLEor PTAL to perform their obligaliOns 
under_thesiocuments referred to in  paragraph 30C(Ja)(1) of the  
statement of claim  and in order for the settlement to proceed at all;  

c) further, in so far as subparagraph 34(b) makes allegations against the third 
defendant, denies those allegations and believes that they are untrue because: 

(i) the allegations proceed upon the incorrect premises that 

(A) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not a party to the Deed of 
Release; and  

(B) there was no necessity for LMIM as RE of the FMIF to reach 
agreement with LMIM as trustee of the MPF about sharing the 
proceeds of the settlement (Ger paradmph.c 26 and  

Particular 
The third defondant--repents—and—reliez upon the matt rG 
pleaded-in paragraph 31.c) hereof 

(ii) LMIM as trustee for the MPF was a party to the Bellpac Proceedings and 
its consent to terminate that proceeding was necessary for the Bellpac 
Settlement (as defined in the Deed Poll) to proceed; and 

(iii) the third defendant did not know of the fact alleged in subparagraph 
34(b)(i), nor should he ought to have known that fact because of the 
matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, a§.., 30, .3L1, 33.1G) and, 38b)(ii) and 
38c) above; and 

(iv) of the matters pleaded in this defence in response to subparagraph  
30C(d)(iii) of the statement of claim;  

d) in so far as subparagraph 34(c) makes allegations against the third respondent 
defendant: 

admits that the third defendant, upon executing the Deed Poll, had a 
general understanding that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was first mortgagee 
and LMIM as trustee of MPF was a subsequent mortgagee over the 
Property; 

(ii) denies the allegations generally and believes that they are untrue 
because of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 28, 2C, 30, 311tha) 

33.b) and 38.b) above; 

(iii) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, he knew each of the facts 
alleged in subparagraphs 34(c)(ii), (iv) and (v) and-(v-i-) and believes that 
those allegations are untrue because the third defendant did not then 
know of those specific matters; 

(iv) denies that, upon ex...-eutinl the Deed Poll, h 
fact all ed in  subparagraph (c)(ii) and believes that those allegations 
arc untrue becauce÷ 
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(4)--the-third-defendant-was-aet-the-effiter-Mthih-L-M-1-M-dealiog-with-eF 
responsible for the conduct of the Bellpao-Preeeeetirigs-er--the 
ssttlement thereof; 

(B) -the-Deed-of-Priority was entered into by-othefs-en behalf of LMIM 
the-day-after-the third defendant became a director;  

(C)--the-Deed-of-Prierit-er-i-te-terras7-vvas-het-areug44-te-t4e-atteatiori 
of-the-third-deteadant-by-anyHaersen--in relation to the split of 
proceeds at any time prier-to-thfrd-defehdant-exesutirvg-the-Deed 
PoIli-and 

(D)—o(--the matters pleaded in paragraphs 28, 2C, 30, 33.b) and 38(11) 
abov-erand 

denies the allegations in subparagraph 34(c)(iii) and believes that they 
are untrue because: 

(A) the matters alleged in the subparagraph 34(c)(iii)(A) were and are 
not a fact, as pleaded in paragraph 22.b) above; 

(B) the third defendant was not the officer within LMIM dealing with or 
responsible for the conduct of the Bellpac Proceedings or the 
settlement thereof; 

(C) the Deed of Priority was entered into by others on behalf of LMIM 
the day after the third defendant became a director; 

(D) the Deed of Priority, or its terms, was not brought to the attention 
of the third defendant by any person in relation to the split of 
proceeds at any time prior to third defendant executing the Deed 
Poll; and 

(E) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 26, 2C, 22.b), a 30, 38(ba)  
314 31f), 33.b) and 38.b)(ii) above; 

LK) denies that, upon executing the Deed Poll, he ought to have known of the 
specific facts alleged in subparagraphs 34(c)(iv) and (c)(v) and believes 
those allegations are untrue because: 

(A) the third defendant was not the officer within LMIM dealing with or 
responsible for the conduct of the Bellpac Proceedings or the 
settlement thereof; and 

(B) of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 26, 2C, 22.b), 30, algba). 
;44),  33.b) and 38.b)(ii) above; 

denies the al-legations-in  subparagraph (c)(vi) and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

(A----the-reetters-alteged-i-n-the-suboaragraoh-(o)(vi)-are-acid-were-hot-a 
faeti-aad-fbirther 

(B) the third defendant's ur ad-alwaye-has-beeh,thet 

would receive more than mere ro' 
Its contribution,  and, rater, that tho PAPF ,vould receive a share 
ef-the-prorieeds-resEitting-frore-the-Proc-eedfagei. 
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e) denies the allegations in subparagraph (d) and believes that they are untrue 
because: 

(i) LMIM sought and received legal advice from Aliens as to whether LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF could lawfully be treated as an arm's-length 
litigation funder 

(ii) the said advice was obtained in circumstances as pleaded in paragraphs 
30, 3$(2a) &I-G.4,  31,d), and 31,e) and 31f) above; 

(iii) the said advice was to the effect pleaded in paragraph 33.b) and 33C(a),  
33C(c)(v) and 33C(g) above; 

(iv) prior to executing the Deed Poll, the third defendant did consider the 
matters referred to in subparagraph 34(d); 

fyj as a director of LMIM In its capacity as RE of the FMIF, the third  
defendant was not required to consider whether the MPF could be treated  
as If it was an arm's-length litigation funder: and  

fvi) the matters addressed by the WMS Report and the Aliens Advice were 
appropriate matters for a director in the circumstances to have sought 
advice in relation to;.  

f) says further in relation to subparagraphs 34(a), (b), (c) and (d) of the 
statement of claim, that, prior to and upon the execution by the third defendant 
of the Deed Poll, the third defendant: 

(i) reasonably believed and trusted that the second defendant and the sixth 
defendant, together with Monaghan, who were managing and who were 
directly involved in the Proceedings, the Settlement of the Proceedings 
and the preparation of the Deed Poll: 

(A) gave proper regard and consideration to all relevant facts and 
circumstances; and 

(B) provided all necessary and appropriate instructions to WMS and 
Aliens to enable them to provide reliable and complete advice 
concerning the proposed proceeds split; 

(ii) had no reason to believe that the independent advice obtained from 
Aliens and WMS was not appropriate or not adequate advice, or was not 
based on a proper consideration of all relevant facts, circumstances and 
documents; and 

(iii) had no reason to believe that the conclusions and decisions stated in the 
Deed Poll were not based upon a proper consideration of all the relevant 
facts and circumstances, including the advices obtained from Aliens and 
WMS; 

g) as to subparagraph 34(e): 

(I) denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

(A) the Aliens Advice was substantially to the effect alleged in the 
circumstances alleged insofar as the third defendant has admitted 
them; and 
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(B) the circumstances alleged by the plaintiff in subparagraphs 34(a)(i) 
and (ii), (b)(i) and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) are untrue by reason of 
the matters pleaded in this defence herein in response to those 
paragraphs; 

(ii) further, says that the paragraph is embarrassing and unclear as to the 
meaning of "other independent advice"; and 

(iii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 2C(d), 
33.1)) and 38f) above; 

h) alternatively, with respect to subparagraph 34(e) of the statement of claim, says 
that no such advice was necessary because: 

(i) there was no legal impediment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF being 
treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation funder; 

(ii) there was no need to seek advice on whether it was reasonable for LMIM 
as trustee of the MPF to be paid an amount over and above the amount 
paid in funding the Proceedings, in circumstances where that MPF's 
contribution to funding the Proceedings was provided on the basis that 
the MPF would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings and in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 0 
above; 

(iii) there was no need to seek advice as to whether it was in the interests of 
the FMIF for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid in accordance with 
the Proceeds Split, as it was clearly in the interests of the FMIF to do so 
in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 381,12a) above and 
where: 

(A) but for the funding advanced by the MPF, the FMIF was unable to 
fund the litigation and was likely to have recovered nothing; 

(B) the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings was to be 
recognised by providing the MPF with a share of the proceeds 
resulting from the Proceedings; 

(C) in the absence of LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreeing to the 
Bellpac Settlement, the termination of the Bellpac Proceedings 
and to the release of its mortgage over the Property, the Bellpac 
Settlement would not have proceeded and FMIF was likely to 
received substantially less, or nothing, in respect of the sum owed 
to it by Bellpac under the FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement without 
continuing the Proceedings; and 

(iv) in any event, the advice that LMIM did seek and receive, from both WMS 
and Aliens, and on which the third defendant relied, was adequate for the 
purposes of the directors of LMIM considering whether to agree to and 
proceed with the Bellpac Settlement and Proceeds Split; 

(1,t1 the matters in subparagraph 34(e)(ii) and NO were matters for the 
commercial, corporate and ethical iudgment of the directors of LMIM and 
were not matters for legal opinion; and  

i) in so far as subparagraph 34(f) makes allegations against the third defendant 
respondent: 

(i) admits that he took into consideration the Aliens Advice and the WMS 
Report; 
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(ii) denies that he ought to have known that those advices did not constitute 
the advice identified in subparagraph 34(e) of the statement of claim and 
believes that allegation to be untrue because: 

(A) of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 2C(d), 33.b), 33C and 
38f) to h) above; and 

(B) it was appropriate for the third defendant to take into consideration 
the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report; 

I) as to subparagraph 34(g): 

(i) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because 
of the matters pleaded above in this paragraph; and 

(ii) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, 33.b), 
33C and 38f) above; 

k) says further or alternatively, that: 

(i) the third defendant, in determining to allow the Proceeds Split to proceed, 
and thereby the making of the Settlement payment, independently 
assessed and relied on: 

(A) information provided to him by one or more of the second 
defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan to the effect that: 

Al. LMIM had sought and received specific legal advice from 
Aliens indicating that the Proceeds Split was legally 
acceptable having regard to LMIM's position as both RE of 
the RAW and trustee of the MPF; 

A.2. LMIM had sought and received specific advice from WMS 
indicating that the proposed split of the settlement proceeds 
was fair and reasonable; and 

A.3. the said advices had been obtained by and in consultation 
with Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers; 

(B) the fact that the said advices from Aliens and WMS indicated that 
Proceeds Split was legally acceptable and was fair and reasonable 
as between the two funds; and 

(C) the proper discharge of the functions and duties respectively of 
each of the second defendant, the sixth defendant, Monaghan, 
Monaghan Lawyers, Aliens and WMS; 

(ii) the third defendant's reliance on the above matters was made: 

(A) in good faith; and 

(B) after making his own independent assessment of the information, 
advices and matters referred to in subparagraph 38k)(i) above, 

having regard to his knowledge of LMIM and its operating structure, 
including the matters as pleaded in paragraphs 2B and 2C above; and 

(iii) in the premises: 
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(A) it was reasonable for the third defendant to rely on the said 
information and advices in determining to allow the Proceeds Split 
to proceed and the Settlement payment to be made; 

(B) further or alternatively, pursuant to s 189 of the Act, the third 
defendant's reliance upon the said information and advices is 
taken to be reasonable unless the contrary is proved; and 

(C) it was not necessary for the third defendant to have known or 
considered the specific matters as alleged in paragraphs 34 of the 
statement of claim. 

Payment to MPF of monies payable to FMIF by Gujarat under Gujarat Contract and Deed 
of Release 

39. As to paragraph 35 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) admits that the Bellpac Proceedings were settled on 21 June 2011 and that the  
MPF received a sum of or about $15,546,147.85 from the proceeds of the  
settlement of the Proceedines; 

b) otherwise does not admit the allegations therein because: 

the third defendant did not have carriage or control of the Bellpac 
Proceedings or settlement thereof, which matters were conducted and 
controlled by the second defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan; 

(ii) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the receipt 
of or disbursement of the moneys referred to in paragraph 35; and 

(iii) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the trust or falsity of the allegations; and 

C) says that payment to MPF of the sum of or about $15,546,147.85 ("Settlement 
payment") was: 

(i) in accordance with the third defendant's understanding that LMIM as 
trustee for the MPF contributed funding to LMIM as RE of the FM1F 
towards the costs of the Proceedings on the basis that it was always to 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more particularly, would 
receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(ii) made in consideration of the advice from WMS that such an amount was 
fair and reasonable; 

(iii) made in consideration of the fact that legal advice had been obtained 
from Aliens indicating that it was legally acceptable for LMIM to split the 
proceeds of the settlement on such a basis; and 

(iv) consistent with the fact that the settlement of the Proceedings could only 
occur with the consent and cooperation of LMIM as trustee of the MPF7i 

LI) thereby, in the interests the members of both the FMIF and the MPF; and  

byjj a reasonable allocation of the proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings 
in the circumstances pleaded above herein. 
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40. As to paragraph 36 of the statement of claim, the third defendant repeats and relies 
on the matters pleaded in paragraphs 39 and 41 of this defence and, subject to those  
matters: 

a) does not admit the allegations therein as they: 

(i) are uncluar as to what "desi-sienLie-FefeFred to-with reference to the-Deed 
Poll; and 

(ii-) concern the state of mind of persons other than the third defendant; and 

b) in so far as the allegations are made against the third defendant: 

(i) admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF caused the proceeds from the 
settlement of the Proceedings, to be shared with LMIM as trustee of the 
MPF in the sum of or about $15,546,147.85; and 

(ii) says that the Proceeds Split was done on the basis of and in 
consideration of the matters referred to in subparagraphs 33C(I)(yiii),  
38b)(ii)(B). 38e)(1v), 32.0, 32.k) and 39.c) above and the matters set out 
in the Deed Poll, and also in reliance, on part of the third defendant, on 
the skill and judgment of each of the second defendant, the sixth 
defendant and Monaghan who at all times had conduct and control of the 
Proceedings and settlement thereof including arrangements concerning 
the split of proceeds between the FMIF and the MPF. 

41. As to paragraph 37 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) says that the paragraph is vague and embarrassing as to the meaning of the 
words "... which ought to have been held"; and 

b) otherwise denies the allegations in paragraph 37 of the statement of claim and 
believes that they are untrue because: 

(I) the funding contributions made by LMIM as RE of the MPF were made 
on the basis that it would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from 
settlement of the Proceedings; 

(ii) it was necessary to obtain consent and cooperation of LMIM as RE of the 
MPF as pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 3.80* 31e4 above; 

(iii) further or alternatively, of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 26. a(ba) 
4‘e) and (iii) above; and 

(iv) LMIM as RE of the FM1F, b frig legally-en-titled to the-meneys-dompri-si-ng 
the--Settlement-parsen-L-was-entitled to -direet-par-t-ef those moneys to 
LAA- 

the Settlement payment was not scheme property of the FMIF but was 
part of the money comprising the proceeds from the settlement of the 
Proceedings that were:  

0.1 received upon the settlement of the claims made by both LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF and by PTAL as custodian of LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF  

(E) received by LMIM on behalf of both the FMIF and the MPF; and 

n to be shared between the FMIF and the MPF in a proportion that 
was fair and reasonable having regard to the circumstances and  
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after taking into account the independent professional advice as to 
the proceeds split;  

fy) as at 21 June 2011, when the Deed of Release and the Deed of 
Settlement 'and Release were entered, the Deed Poll had already been  
entered recording the directors' agreement and conclusion, inter alia,  
that: 

fA) there was a need for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to agree to the 
overall settlement of the Proceedings; and  

1111 the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings were to be  
shared in the ration of 65% to the FMIF and 35% to the MPF; and  

(vi) further or alternatively: 

L6), in so far as PTAL did sell the Property to Guiarat as mortgagee  
exercising power of sale (which is denied), the Property was sold  
for $10 million, the full value of which was paid to and received by  
LMIM as RE of the FM1F.,. 

the balance of funds paid upon the settlement of the Bellcare 
proceedings were not moneys paid in respect of any security held 
by either LMIM as RE of the FMIF or LMIM as trustee of the MPF,  
such that those funds were not subject, or to be applied according,  
to the Deed of Priority;  

(2 in so far as either PTAL or LMIM as RE of the FMIF was legally  
entitled to receive payment Of moneys frOm_Gujarat under the  
Deed of Release,  thet_w?,e sobject to the_agre_ed_split  of_the 
settlernerierocee_d5 betweedithe_EIVIIF andihe MPF,   such_that 
they were entitled to direct all or part of those moneys to LMIM as  
trustee of the MPF. 

42. The third defendant denies the allegations in paragraph 37A of the statement of claim 
and believes that they are untrue because; 

a) for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 2B, 2C, ka4. 33C and 38 
above, and having proper regard to his position and responsibilities within 
LMIM, the third defendant: 

did have proper regard and gave adequate consideration to those 
matters that were true and were relevant; and 

(ii) did act with the necessary degree of reasonable care and diligence 
required of him; 

aaj of the matters pleaded in paragraph 33C above;  

b) a person in the third defendant's position, acting with the degree of reasonable 
care and diligence required of such a person: 

(i) would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have made the 
conclusions referred to in subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) of paragraph 37A,(aa) 
of the statement of claim; 

would_have concluded that the overall settlemenIimacoiidance with_the 
terais_of_the—CiAjerat Contract and the Deed of Releeae could not occur 
withouLthe_aaraemeriLof the MP F trustee; 
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(ii) would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have agreed to make, 
cause, permit or direct the Settlement payment to the MPF trustee; 

(iii) would not have made the determinations referred to in subparagraphs (i) 
to (iii) of paragraph 37A7(a) of the statement of claim; and 

(iv) would, or could reasonably and appropriately, have split the proceeds of 
the settlement as was done between the FMIF and the MPF; 

c) it was reasonable for the third defendant, having been informed as pleaded in 
paragraph 38k) above, to agree upon and fix the sum of the Proceeds Split once 
the outcome of the Proceedings was known because: 

(i) of the advice received from WMS and Aliens; 

(ii) the view of the second and sixth defendant, who had carriage and control 
of the Proceedings and the settlement thereof on behalf of LMIM, was 
that the Proceeds Split was appropriate in all respects; 

(iii) none of the advices from WMS or Aliens, nor Monaghan nor Monaghan 
Lawyers, said anything to the contrary; 

(iv) agreement on the percentage or amount of the Proceeds Split in light of 
the settlement of the Proceedings was appropriate in order to properly 
protect the interests of both the FMIF and the MPF, particularly having 
regard to the fallowing factors: 

(A) the nature and extent of the litigation risks that had been taken on 
by the LMIM as trustee of the MPF in funding the Proceedings; 

(B) the risk and potential quantum of adverse costs orders that might 
have been made against LMIM as the RE of the FMIF and as the 
trustee of the MPF respectively in the event that LMIM had not 
succeeded in the Proceedings; 

(C) the legal costs in fact expended by LMIM as trustee of the MPF; 

(D) the fact that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had given an undertaking 
as to costs in security for costs in the Proceedings; and 

(E) the amount and structure of the proposed settlement;  and  

(v) of all of the circumstances and matters known to and considered by the 
third defendant at the time, as pleaded above herein; 

d) it was reasonable for the third defendant to conclude ,Wlejad,that: 

(i) the overall settlement could not occur without the agreement of the MPF 
trustee, for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 26 and 313tha)34ea above; 

(ii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF needed to reach an agreement with LMIM as 
trustee of the MPF about the sharing of the settlement proceeds as LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF contributed funding to LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
towards the costs of the Proceedings on the basis that it was always to 
receive more than mere reimbursement of and interest on its 
contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more particularly, would 
receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; 

(iii) the Proceeds Split was fair to, and in the interests of, the FMIEs 
members, as without the funding from the MPF, PTAL, on behalf and as 
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custodian of the FMIF, would have been unable to pursue and defend the 
Bellpac proceedings, and by reason of the facts pleaded in paragraphs 
26, 38(b024764 and 42b) above; and 

(iv) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was in an analogous position to a litigation 
funder, as it had agreed to fund the Proceedings, and understood that it 
would do so, on the basis that its-contribution would receive more than 
mere reimbursement of and interest on its contributions to funding the 
Proceedings and, more particularly, would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings; and 

e) it was reasonable for the third defendant to agree that LMIM as RE of the FMIF 
pay the Settlement payment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF, on the basis that: 

(i) LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to be paid those moneys 
because its contribution towards the funding of the Proceedings was 
made on the basis that its contribution would receive more than mere 
reimbursement of and interest on its contributions to funding the 
Proceedings and, more particularly, would receive a share of the 
proceeds resulting from the Proceedings and by reason of the matters 
pleaded in paragraphs in afitha) 42b) above; 

(ii) it was in the best interests of the FMIF's members, as it was likely that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF: 

(A) would not have allowed the settlement to occur, save in 
circumstances where it received a fair and reasonable split of the 
proceeds; and, in any event 

(B) would have been entitled to sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the 
former did not receive a fair and reasonable split of the proceeds 
resulting from the settlement of the Proceedings; and 

(iii) it would not cause detriment to LMIM as RE of the FMIF if the Settlement 
payment was paid, as the FMIF could not have funded the litigation and 
the contribution made by LMIM as trustee of the MPF was made on the 
basis that its contribution would receive more than mere reimbursement 
of and interest on its contributions to funding the Proceedings and, more 
particularly, would receive a share of the proceeds resulting from the 
Proceedings;, 

(iv) the amount of $15,546,147.85, being 35% of the overall moneys received 
upon settlement of the Proceedings, was an amount considered fair and  
reasonable by WMS in the WMS Report; and  

(v) the amount of $15,546,147.85 was reasonable, as it fairly recognised the 
contribution made by the MPF to the Proceedings, and the recovery of 
the settlement proceeds of the Proceedings, which would not have been  
recovered without the MPF's contribution in funding the Proceedings. 

43. The third defendant admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF received the Settlement 
payment, but otherwise does not admit the allegations in paragraph 37B of the 
statement of claim because: 

a) the third defendant was not directly or materially involved in the transaction or 
transactions constituting the said Settlement payment; and 

b) despite having made reasonable inquiries, the third defendant remains 
uncertain as to the truth or otherwise of the allegations. 
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Contraventions of s 180-,-482-of the Corporations Aot 

44, T-he-thifd-defendant-denies-the-allegations-tn-par-agr-aph 38 of the-statement of-elaim 
and-belteves-that-they-ace-untfue-becouse; 

a)--they-are-wfong-at-lowi-and-,-R1Ofe-pactioularty 

b) duties owed by- the-f-wst-to-sixth-defendants,as4treotoro-of-L-MIK-whether at 
general law-or-imposed-by-se--1-KK-14-and-1442(4-4--of-the-Aotafe: 

(i) duties owed-to-the compankt-in Us own-Fight-and-not-othepwi-seand 

(4)--not-FeleFfable-or-owed  to LMIM as RE of-the-F-MlF. 

45. -pacagraph-39-of the statement-of-olaim,the-thiffi-defendant 

a-) denies the allegations-fn-aaragfaph-39 of-the-statemont-of-olaim-and believes 
that-they-are-untrue-booause, 

(I) for the reasons pleaded-in-the-preoeding-oafagfaoh,the-ftrot-to-skth 
defendants-did-not-owe-the-auties-alleged to--LMIM-as RE of-the FMIF;  

(41)—if-L-M1M-es-RE--cif-the-FM-IF-did-owe-suon-dA4ties-(vA4oh4s-den4edason 
of the matter-s-pleaded-tn-oacograpia-42-abevothe-thipd-defendantt 

(A) exercised hi power-s-and-dlsehacgeds-4utie6-with-the--releaRt 
degfee-of-oace-and-dgenoei 

(13)- did-net-aet-impaaperly,-witi4in-the-meaning-of-s-1-82(4-)-Gr-at-general 

(C) did-not-iioacanapeFfy-use-his-position as director of-L-M4M-tei-gain-an 
advantage-for-the IvIPF as-atteged-or-at-alti-within-the-meanthg-ef-s 
182(1)-or-at-genefai-lavo-nd 

(D) did -not improperly use -hI&-positon as director of LMIM to cause 
detricnent4o-LM4M-as-alleged-er at all,within-the-rneaning-of-5482{44 
or-at-general-lawi. 

LIWM-suffered no harm as a result of the Prooeeda-Solit-or--making-ef-the 
Set1tement-oayment-4e-L-MtM-as4r-ustee for the AAPF;  

(iv) it-was-not-rea-sonabty-foreseeelate-that-LNIVI-would-er-eeutd-suffer-any 
harrn-as-a-result-of-the P eseeds Split OF-the-makkag-ef-the-gettlement 
payrnont-te-L-MtM-as-trustee-fer-the-MPF-4aeeause4 

(A)--none-of-the-rnoneys-resulting-frern-the-settiernent of-the-Proceedings 
wasrer-ever--was-te-laepayable-te-L-41144-141-its-ewn-nghti 

(B) further or alternatively:  

13,1--the--Proseeds-Setit-and4he-payrnents-made-thereunder to the 
MRtrustee-were-not,and are hot-said-to-have-beenontrary 
te-the-Gonstitutkan-of-the-F-M1F--er-euties-owed-by-L-MIM-as-R€ 
of the FMIF; 

4,2  the Proceeds-Sptit-and-the-Rayniente-made-therounder-te4he 
MR-F trustee were not, and are not made 
witheut-a-bei-lefT-en-part-ef-L-1\41M-as--RE-ef-the-F-141-F-r-heid-i-n 
good faith that it was acting in acceFdenee—with—the 
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Constitution-of-the F-MIF OF-duties-owed-by-LMI-M-as-RE-Gf-the 

8.3- the-Proceeds Split and the-payments-made-thereunder-was 
made-by-WM-as-RE-of the FMIF in reliance-in-geed-faith-GI:1 
the-servioes-of-the-sesond-and-s4th-defendents-and-the 
services and advise-respectively-ef-Menaghan-Lawyers-and 
Allensand 

8,4—i-n-the-premisec, pursuant-te--4-19,--1-(4)-and--(4)-of-the 
Gonstitutien-of-the-F-MIFT-L-MIM-as-RE-of-the-FMIF-eould-net 
be-fiable-feFany-toss-er-€1-anlage-ariSing-freM-Gfrin-respest-ef7  
the-P-resseelc Split or any payment-made-thereunder; and 

Ev-}  it was not possible-for-the-MP---lo-gain-an-advantage-ac the-MPF is not a 
separate-legal-entityf-and 

b) objests-in-peint-ef-law-as-the-atlegations-M-paragraph-39  arc embarrassing and  
do not found-or disslese-any-sause-of-action-against the third-defendant, 

16. As to paragrephs-39A-and-398-ef-the-statementef-etaim, the third-defendant: 

a-)—objests-M-point-of-law-as-the-allegations  in paragraphs 39A-and-3913-are 
embarrassing-and do not found-er-diselese-any cause-of-action against the third 
defendant 

b) denies the allegations therein and-believes that they are untrue bccause 

(-1-)--fer-the-reasens-p-leaded-l-n-paregraphs 42, 44 and 45-abeve,there-was 
no-breaoh-of-dutyi 

(ii) the duties-a14egcd at paragraph 38 of the statement of claim are-not duties 
owed-to-UAW-as-RE-of the-FMI-Fi 

(iii) -the-assets of LMIM-wero not depleted by the amount of the Settlement 
PaYmenti 

(3/4-)—the-es -were not depleted, as 
received-all of the-proceecis-from-the-settlernentof-the-Rreseedingsand 

(-v-)--any-altesation-of-the-pposeeds from-the-se14leinent-ef-414e-P-reseedings 
between the-twe-funds-did-not-seuse-any-lesc to be suffered-by-L-MI-Mi 
and 

c) alternatively, says that any depletion in the assets-of the FMIF did not-exceed 
the amount paid  to-L-MI-M-as-trusteo of-the MPP-in-exeess-of-that-whif,h-was 
nesessary-te-reimburee-LMIM  as trustee of the MPF for4ts-sontribution-itmede 
te-the-funding-ef the Proceedings together-wi-th- interest at a commercial rate 
upon tha4-a131,86FitT 

4-7---As4e-paragfa0-40-of-the-statement-ef--Gtaithe-thifd  defendant 

a) objeots--in-point-of-law-es--the--allegations in paragraphs 30 to 10- are 
enbarrassing-and do not found or disclose any cause of-action against the third 
defendant: and 

b) denies the allegations-therein-and-believes-that-they are untrue because- 

(I) for-4he-easens--pleaded--in--paregraph 'l'l above, there were no duties 
owed-as-a-l-legedi 
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(ii) if there-were-duties-owed-as-alleged;-fer-the-reasens-pleaded-in 
paragraphs 12 and 45-abov-e4here was-no breaoh-of-these duties-and 

(iii) 4er-the-reasehs-pleaded- in paragraphs 45-and 46-above;  there-was-no 
less-suffered-by-L441* 

c) alternatively, says-thatany-liability-GR-pantef-the-first4o-sixth-defendants, or any 
one-or-raere-ef-them,to-pay-oompensation-under s 1317H-of-the-Act-(whish 
liability is denied) should not exceed the amount paid in excess of that which 
was-44e6e65ary-te-reimburse-L41144-as-4rustee-ef-the-MPF--for its-contribution-it 
made-to-the-fending-of-the Proseedings-tegether-with-interest-at-a-semmercial 
rate-Lipen-that-amount? 

48— [Left Blank] 

LIVIIM2c-involvernent 4n-cehtraventiens-by-direstofs 

49. The third-defendant-denies-the-allegations-in-paragraph 11 of the statement-ef-slaim 
and-believes that-they-are-untrue-because-num-eretis-matters referenced-by-the 
paragraph arc untrue or not within the third defendant's knowledge. 

Part iG Lilacs 

The-third-defendant-repeats-and-relies-OR-the-matier  s pieaded-herein-in 
response-to-paragraphs4(b-)r4(e);-276-2•3-and47--47-herei-n-and-to-paragraphs 
2B and 2C above:- 

50--The-third-defendant-denies  the allegatiens-in-paregraph-42-ef-the-staternent-ef claim 
and-believes-that-they-are-untrue beeause4or4ne4easens-pleaded-herein4herawas 
ne-sen4ravention-ef-elety-by44-e4irst to sixth defendants in their capasity-as-diresters 
of 1.MIM. 

51. The third defendant denies the allegations-in-baragraphs 12A and 42B of-the 
statement of that they are toltrue because of the matters pleaded 
in-paragraphs-427-44,45-and-46-above7 

52. —As to paragraph-43-ef-the-statementef-slainvthe-third-defendant 

a)--ebiests-in-point-of--law-as-the--allegations in paragraphs 39 to 10 are 
embarrassing-and-donet-found-OF-diselese-any-cause of action against-the-third 
defendanti-and 

b) denies theallegatiens-therein-and-believes-that-they are untruc because: 

(4)--fer-the-reasons -pleaded  in paragraph 44 above, there worane  duties 
ewed-as-allege 

(ii-)—if-there-were-deties-ewed-as-allegesiT-fer-the-reasens-pleaded-in 
paragraphs-42-and-45-above4here-was-he-breach-of-these-detiesfend 

(iii) for the reasons-pleaded in paragraahc-45-and-48-abeve,-there-was-no 
less-seffered-by-L-M-144 

c) alternatively,  says that ahy-liability-en-part-of-LMIM-as-trustee-ef-thoMPF-te-pay 
oompensatien-uhder-s-1-347-14-of-the-Ast-(whioh-liability-is-denied)-shoul4-not 
exseed-the-afil4L144-paid in excess of that which-was-neeessary-te-reimburee 
L-1414,4-as truatce-ef-the-MPF-fer-its-contribution-it-made-to-the funding-of-the 
Proceedings together-with-interestat-a-semmercial-rate-upen4hat amount. 
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Contravention of s 601FD of the Corporations Act 

53. The third defendant admits the allegations in paragraph 44 of the statement of claim 
and ,...as subigaragraph.(b), says that the  best interests of the_rnemters of the FMIF 
are, determined..by reference—ameng_other_th`ngs terms p1  
CQnsIi.tutioneplacementGQntitullQ.rL.iEMIF.100.003.7639]) of the scheme, wbLch  
terms included.  

▪ clause_111 thereof, which provides that the RE has all the powers as though 
itsvere the_alas_ektteer_of_the_Schem_e_Prorty a_ad_a_cting in its personal  
capacity;  

12/ clause 29.1 thereoLwhich relevantly provides that_nothine in the Constitution 
restricts the RE or its associates from:. 

h_licelL(as _manager_ tru_ste_e__ __oif 
another trust or scheateo_dnanothe  

fa) being interestedin_any_contracLor_transaction_with itself  (as manager, 
trusteenr_rponlble_entit 
capacity): or 

(iii) acting in the_same or_similaLoapacity_i  
manned investment scheme; and 

12) cla use .29.2 thereof. whiob_provides_that:alLoblioatioasoftheR.E...whichmittl 
othrffvvise be imolledby law are expit.ssly_  __e.)_(clu_ded to the extent permitted:14 
law.  

54. As to paragraph 45 of the statement of claim,  the third defendant denies the 
allegations in that paragraph /15 of the tnkmcnt of-elaira and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 42 and 15.a) above, there was 
no breach of duty; and 

121 on the basis of the case asserted by the plaintiff in paragraph 34(c)(vi) and 
37A(a) of the statement of claim, there was no conflict between the interests 
of the members of the FMIF and LMIM within the meaning of section 
601FD(1)(c); and  

g) the payment of the settlement sum to. the 2V1EE_..was within  the powers 
canferfed  on LMIM as_RF. of.. the FMIF by clauses 131 and ?9' of the 
Rwli.loement Consktuti.m_91,the  

5.4/L The third defendant cLeci_eath_e_akgetions.in.paregap ent of  cl 
andJ2elleves'that thav_ara_untrualiesoliae: 

▪ having  reggct to_lhe_s_eparate interesta_of___th_e_MPF_and its members / 
beneficiaries the first to sixth defendants did_noLand would notjaav_e_agreed  
to the settlement of the proceedings or.enWnto the Deed of Releoaanditie 
Deed of Settlement and_Release for neayment or consideLallom 

as_tostd so would have been contrarylo_the duties of LMIM as trustee 
of the MPF and the firsttosixtb_defendantofficers._theceof: 

Iii) a_s_it would hav_ebeen_uncommerciaLand unreasonabie_tp_dosoJn  
circumstances:  
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(A) where LKIMAs_itustee  of_the_MP_F hacl fundecLinnte_then 
90% of the cosis_of_the Proceedings;  

(B) where_the_said funding of the costs_of_theingstne 
MPF had beerLproxided_on the b_asis of_anunclerstanding_of 
LMIM's directors that the MPF would receive a share of any 
proceeds from theltigationi 

(C) where LMIM as trustee_of the_MPEs funding_d_tbe_said 
Pramedings_was_what_Pro.duced_or_strincipally_caused and 
Lasuliethin_the.aettlemant..with_.Guiarat  in_resgectof which  
GuivatataaistilLmillion_to_acguiralbeiond .and a further 
$.35.5 million (exclusive of GST) as a global sum to oblain the 
rele.ases_from.lhe_plaintiffalloac_proceest 

(D) where LMIM as trustee  of the MPF hagiven an undertaking 
aog COsts_in Sgatifily.  f_pr_oosIsjn the_Bellpac_proceedings'.  

(E) where, as part of such a settlement. LMIM asirustee for the 
MEERMaguiredip_fpce.y.euelease andlorgoits_v_aluable 
rIgl:A_Aga t G iarat. as claimed in  the Bellpac_proceedings; 

(F) where_the_sonsept of A.M1h/Las_Arusteelor_tha. MPF_was 
reguired_in_order foriAlt/Las RE of_lhe_ffillEoLIETAL_to 
settLe_the_Bellpeuroceedings: 

(G) otherwise in the circ_um.slances_as_pleaded in paragraphs 
31.fliviand3LiltaLabove; 

(H) LtilltEhad_obtained _the ,Alle_ns bat  the 
proceeds split_was  legally acceptable subject to _pecifie.d 
conditiora_ and 

(I) LMIM_had_obtained  _the ILMS_Ele p o —adYLsingLihat: "In our 
 proposarLsplitoU5% tofA41Fanst.3.5%.1o_MEE  
isle and reasonable having regard to cornrfts 0=:§ 
length transactions1;  

in_cirolmstances where, for the reasons referred  to in subparagraph 
54kabove. noindegendenttrusteafor the MPF would  have_doneso; 
and 

it was clear to the directors of LMIM (and it was the fact) that Gujarat_would 
nothavemated the Proce_ediMS,   nor entere.dinto and completed_the_Gularat 
C.ontract, or amforatof the_12eed_ntEtelease or the Deed of Settlement and 
ReleaseiLLM1Maslrustee of the MPF had not_bpag_yIpAhe_Deed_of 
Release and_the Peed  otaettlement_and_Release  and hati_aoLagreed to  
discontinue  the__Gularatgroceeding_si 

of the_matters pleaded in   paragph 45AA of the first defendant's defe.nceio 
the statement of claim; 

the true counterfactual was that, but for the agreement to scathe settlement 
proceeds 65/35 between  the.EM1F andibelrErespectivelx: 

(1) the Proceedings. 

(A) would_nothay.e_settlect on or  about 21  lune.201.1 or on the 
terms thatit  did; and 
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(B) woutcLhave_co_ntinueci in_circumstances_w_laerelhaBMIE_waa 
urtake_to,pa_a_i_e_costs_et_sucto)ceedingsj 

(ID there_woutd_ hay e_b_e_en_ao_proc_e_ests_of_a_e_ttlem llsac 
proceedings to be paid to LMIM as RE of_the_EM1E 

(iii) LMIM as RE of the FMIF would not have received $30 million from 
the—settlement; and  

(iv) the F1V1IF_ would have Peen _substantially worse off relative to the 
ppsiffori_it _was in a s_a resultof the_settementsubjeoLto_the_preeeeda 

 The third defend 
the_atatemant_of  

 

 ularsio_paragrfiph_45AA. of 

  

a) seecificall  legation_ in_paragratatt41)_of the particulars, as sa 
5DIF_C(j)_er_5.0_1ED(I)did not oblige_LMIM or its directors  to_tak_e the step§ 
pLeaddJnnaLra.45A,.Lb) to (t.U.Lthe_statementof  

b) say_s_._as_to=parewph_VLof the_partioulars there was no cp.mmerOWlvalue_to 
LM1M..as_trustee_of_the...MP_E_grantii)e_ an% 't_releaae_to j a ra t. and  _otherwise 
consetitigg___WAhe_diamlasaLof Itslairn_ against Grijarat  in  the Belipac 
Prgoeciln,qs10-rirn5or noPaY_Mentorsonsideration; ofi 

c) gthormae_ttealailli allegationsmOde in each nfilie ulaOragrgabl. 

tC Thethird  defendant defiles the alleoatianain paragraph_45AB..of_the.sWinnot&L 
by  resortoLihe matters  pleaded in paragraptis.5,1kanci. 5.1B aboy_e, 

55. The third defendant admita_that_. tkeftrallp_sixth dal d the seliternent 
p_ament_to_be_ made  to_LMIM__as truste_e_a_the__MI7E—but otherwise_denies the 
allegations in paragraph 45A of the statement of claim and believes that they are 
untrue because: 

..g.1 by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 41 and 42,--46,a--),-46:434-and 
/16,13)(iv) above, there was no breach of duty; 

by reason of the matters pleaded in subparagraphs 41b)(iv) and 41b)(vil above, 
LMIM as RE of the FMIF received all that it was entitled to as first registered 
mortgagee of the Property and under the Deed of Priority.  and  

the total moneys paid in settlement of the Proceedings were not scheme 
property of the FMIF but were moneys:  

(11 received by LMIM in its capacity both as RE of the FMIF and as trustee  
of the MPF; and  

iji) to be shared between the FMIF and the MPF in a proportion that was fair 
and reasonable having regard to the circumstances and after taking into  
account the independent professional advice as to the proceeds split. 

56. As to paragraph 45B of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 41,  42,15.a), 46.1a) and 46.b)(iv) 
55 above, there was no breach of duty and no loss suffered by LMIM as RE of 
the FMIF; and 
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b) alternatively, says that any liability on part of LMIM as trustee of the MPF to pay 
compensation under s 1317H of the Act (which liability is denied) should not 
exceed the amount paid in excess of that which was necessary to reimburse 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF for its contribution it made to the funding of the 
Proceedings together with interest at a commercial rate upon that amount. 

5__CA Further sir a,tte.., matively_ to the matters pleaded par  grgphs 54_to 56 above  

a) the third defenstani_denie_s_thaLLIVIM as RE of the_EMIF  suffPrethanv lass_sar 
dernage_asonsectuence_d_the_makinil  of the  seittement_payrnantio_the MP_E, 
or_oille_fir lo_siOlslefend a. nts agreeing. to . rha Ice , _ca u s p.Qr.  rri.01..dir,ect .thp 
.settle_m_ent paYtheiitio_be rnade_lo LMIM as_trostee of the.„Mef..12eca.use,,,t).y 
rearport of the_matter.§__ pleaded ip 3 Lag TPM-2-M  
54C_a 12o_v_e—the_setlle m e ntUber dJn&cold net:and Aiould_nol have 
occurred se n of tAM_Jj_lJstee of the MPF:  
and  

b) the statement of claim disclosessio causative linkbetween the  alleged conduct 
of_tha_thiLthriefendantin_contray_entto ct_thelosa_anci_ciamao 
claimed in thisproceeding  

57. As to paragraph 46 of the statement of claim, the third defendant: 

a) denies the allegations therein and believes that they are untrue because, by 
reason of the matters pleaded in paragraphs 41, 42, 4 .5,a)1-46,13)-,-464W) and 
4-7-4) 55 above, and in paragraph 57A below, there was no breach of duty and 
no loss suffered by LMIM as RE of the FMIF; and 

b) further or alternatively, denies the allegations in that paragraph and believes 
that they are untrue because as paragraphs 11 to 15B of the statement of claim 
discloses no basis for award of damages at general law against any of the 
defendants; and 

c) alternatively, says that any liability on part of the first to sixth defendants, or any 
one or more of them, to pay compensation under s 1317H of the Act (which 
liability is denied) should not exceed the amount paid in excess of that which 
was necessary to reimburse LMIM as trustee of the MPF for its contribution it 
made to the funding of the Proceedings together with interest at a commercial 
rate upon that amount 

LMACs-invektemeri t4n-ixAtkive101.1444444-Offisers 

f-€441111444€4410.0144943F4RM 

-paragraph-4Tf the,s(aa-n4:21-it ol claim- &Rd-be' 
th4.-t-hey-afe-bfr4tNte-bac,use--rium4ratter t-tars-fer-@r-gns€4-b 
ek..4.44rtr=nePokti. deferida4-: 

b) ropoate ad-r alio& on the-matters. pleaded-herein.in  -re spon  
444*-1 (c)..2-;„5-1,3.22.-aFici.4-7-2,77-3-7-A-anci-3743-€4-tha-€t&ternet+t-ef=  
and-teregraphs 213 ad 2C al:my° of -this-dnfor)ee, 

ER34--,i've4414  we 0 fa 0 h 

ac tructoo of tho MPF roc.civod thc got lamont .3ymont (ac 

ti144711-€4448-C-&-of-ihe-4941aFi 
r-the-borlefit.ef  
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iL4----44Y--4€Qfy@f4-9f4ke-Filattefe-0144,94e4-14eFeifa-saifs44Rat-L444.4-ac truetee-et-the  
was.itistified,ead-eatitted-ift--so-feeeilotaa-tiae-Settlerneat 68Vment; -atatit  

---eticietssootf,e4etztios-tAle-allectatioas.ttaeFein--13eeetisei. 

{----L-MtIV1444404-taxesut-e.-e- r-athetAviee-thead-Pell-se truote&-4-414e-MPFA 

iiii----tAte-stateatent-ef.eleimisleads-ae.faets=fer4Ate-oeneWsion-of4aw.that-L-AAM 
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Defences under Parts 5.2C, 9.4B and 9.5 of the Act 

63. Further or alternatively, as to the allegations that the third defendant contravened S. 
6015FD(1  480(1-) of the Act, the third defendant says that: 

a) in executing the Deed Poll and thereby making, permitting or directing the 
Proceeds Split and the making of the Settlement payment to be paid to LMIM 
as trustee for the MPF, he made a business judgment; 

b) the business judgment was made in good faith and for a proper purpose, in that 
he considered that it was commercially appropriate and proper to proceed with 
the Proceeds Split in order to honour the basis on which he understood that 
LMIM as trustee of the MPF contributed funds towards the cost of the 
Proceedings, in circumstances where the FMIF was unable to fund the costs of 
those proceedings; 

c) he did not have a material personal interest in making, permitting or directing 
the Proceeds Split or the making of the Settlement payment to LMIM as trustee 
for the MPF; 

d) he informed himself about the Proceeds Split and Settlement payment to the 
extent he reasonably considered appropriate, in the circumstances pleaded in 
paragraphs 2B and 2C and 38k) above; 

e) prior to executing the Deed Poll or otherwise approving of the Proceeds Split or 
the making of the Settlement payment, the third defendant: 

(I) as pleaded in paragraph 38k) above, obtained, considered and relied on 
the advice and information provided by one or more of the second 
defendant, the sixth defendant and Monaghan, each of whom managed 
and were directly involved in the Proceedings, the funding of the 
Proceedings, and the Settlement of the Proceeding; and 

(ii) considered and relied upon the effect of the advises from Aliens and 
WMS; 

f) in light of and reliance upon the information received and considered by the 
third defendant, the third defendant rationally believed that the judgment he 
made was in the best interests of LMIM the FMIF and the members thereofT  
inc-EuGlifig-in-Hts-pap 'asities-as-RE—ef-the-F-MI-F-atee-of MPF; 

g) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (f) above, pursuant to s.180(2) of the Act the 
third defendant's belief that the judgment was in the best interests of the FMIF 
and the members thereof LMIM is ought to be taken to be rational unless the 
belief is one that no reasonable person in his position would hold (which it is 
not); and 

h) in the premises pleaded in (a) to (f) above, pursuant to s.180(2) of the Act the 
third defendant met, or is taken to have met, the requirements of s.180(1) of the 
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Act his duties to exercise his power and discharge his duties with the degree of 
care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were in the 
third defendant's position fas that phrase is used within the meaning of s 
601FD(1)(13).1. 

64. Further or alternatively, should the Court find, contrary to the matters pleaded above, 
that the third defendant contravened any of ss 180(1), 182(1) or 601FD(1)(b) or (c) of 
the Act as alleged in the Statement of Claim, then: 

a) the third defendant acted honestly in making, permitting or directing the 
Settlement payment to be paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF; and 

b) having regard to all of the circumstances of the case, the third defendant ought 
fairly to be excused for any contravention; and 

c) in the premises pleaded in (a) and (b), the third defendant seeks an order 
pursuant to s:1317S(2) of the Act, or s.,1318(1) of the Act, or both, relieving him 
wholly or partly from any liability to which he would otherwise be subject. 

65. Further or alternatively, by reason of the matters pleaded in paragraph 38k) above 
and pursuant to s 189 of the Act, the third defendant's reliance on the information and 
advices referred to in paragraph 63.d) above is taken to be reasonable unless the 
contrary is proved. 

• 66. Except as stated above, the third defendant denies each and every allegation in the 
statement of claim (including implied allegations, if any). 

Date: 

Signed: 

Description: James Conomos Lawyers Pty Ltd 
Solicitors for the Third Defendant 

This pleading was settled by Mr Freeburn of Queens Counsel and Mr P. D. Hay of Counsel, 

• NOTICE AS TO REPLY 
You have fourteen days within which to file and serve a reply to this defence. If you do not do 
so, you may be prevented from adducing evidence in relation to allegations of fact made in 
this defence. 
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